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Non, Manorialism in Medieval Cornwall
By J O H N H A T C H E R
I

T

H E almost infinite variety of manorial structures to be found in medieval England is a commonplace, and it is equally well known that even
in the most highly manorialized regions there were frequent deviations
from the so-called classical manor, with its large demesne, predominance of
villein land, and ample supplies of compulsory labour. Nevertheless, despite
the manifold variations and departures from the classical manor, over most of
thirteenth- and early fourteenth-century England the essential elements of
manorialism and rural feudalism are clearly perceptible. 1 Yet for a small number of regions one might argue that rural conditions differed so widely and in
so many fundamental respects from the accepted norm that they should not be
called 'manorialized'. Of course any definition of the elements essential to manorialism, and their relative proportions, mast be open to criticism; but however
loose the definition, the structure of the seventeen Cornish manors of the Earldom and later the Duchy of Cornwall is likely to contravene more than one of
its premises. At the turn of the thirteenth century, when records of these manors
commence, there was no direct exploitation of demesnes and little to suggest
that such exploitation had ever been of great importance. °-There were no open
fields and no indication that they had ever existed/and there were no common
pastures. Furthermore, and perhaps most significant of all, instead of the customary division of tenants into free, villein, and cottar, Duchy tenants were divided
into free, conventionary, and villein (nativi de stipite). In fact, the bulk of the
Duchy's tenantry held land by conventionary tenure, which did not mean hereditary tenure and rents and obligations regulated by custom, but a seven-year
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1 G. C. Homans, English Villagersof the Thirteenth Century, 1942, p. 55 ; E. A. Kosminsky, Studies
in the Agrarian History of England in the Thirteenth Century, 1956, pp. 69, 87. For a recent discussion
by Professor Postan, see M. M. Postan, ed., The Cambridge Economic History of Europe, x, 2nd edn,

.A

1966, pp. 575-8I.
0"Some small scale arable demesne farming is in evidence in the earliest manorial account of
1287-8 on the manors of Helstone-in-Triggshire and Calstock, but by the time of the next available
account some nine years later it had ceased (cf. P.R.O., SC6181619 and P.R.O., E119/1). A final illfated attempt to reintroduce demesne farming using the Old Deer Park of Helstone-in-Triggshire
was made in 1335-6, but high winds and torrential rains ruined the harvest.--P.R.O., SC6/IO94/14.
3 The open fields whose existence has been firmly established in medieval Cornwall invariably
appear to have been the result of unusual circumstances; the most frequently encountered are the
open fields of a number of boroughs. There is no standard work on the open fields in Cornwall, but
see Charles Henderson, Essays in Cornish History, 1935, p. 67 ; W. G. V. Balchin, The Making of the
English Landscape. 2: Cornwall, 1954, PP. 46-'7; H. L. Gray, English Field Systems, 1915, PP. 263-6;
R. R. Rawson, 'The Open Field in Flintshire, Devonshire, and Cornwall', Econ. Hist. Rev., 2nd set.,
vI, 1953.
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lease at a free market rent with negligible services and no renewal as of right.
The seventeen manors which the Duchy of Cornwall retained under direct
control in Cornwall were termed either antiqua maneria, because they had all
formed part of the Earldom of Cornwall before it had been made into a duchy
in 1337, or assessionable manors, because the bulk of their land was subject to
periodic leasing s called assessions. These seventcen manors were well distributed throughout the county: in the south-east lay Trematon, Calstock,
Climsland, Rillaton, and Liskeard; in the north-east Tintagel, Helstone-inTriggshire, and Penmayne; in central Cornwall Talskiddy, Restormel, Penlyne, Penkneth, Tewington, and Tybesta; and in the west Tywarnhaile,
Moresk, and Helston-in-Kirrier.
Conventionariiwere by no means limited to Duchy manors. A glance through
the collections of Cornish manorial documents in the Public Record Office or
the Cornwall County Record Office is sufficient to show how widespread was
tenure per conventionam throughout the county in the later middle ages; it even
existed in some regions of Devon? Nevertheless, it would be premature to
suggest that the detailed conditions of tenure on Duchy manors were paralleled
elsewhere.
When the Duchy was founded in 1337 there were approximately 800 conventionaries on the seventeen manors, three times as many as the number of
free tenants and more than ten times the number of villeins; furthermore
conventionary rents at this time were in aggregate more than six times as great
as the combined free and villein rents. Thus, we can see that the conventionarii
were not merely a small group of adventitii or the farmers of parcels of demesne,
but by far the most important category of tenants on the Cornish manors of the
Duchy in the later middle ages. The significance of free tenure should not be
underestimated, however, and lands held in freehold, both in socage and
serjeanty, constituted more than a third of all lands on Duchy manors; indeed
upon some manors, such as Tewington and Helstone-in-Triggshire, freehold
lands were more extensive than customary lands. Most free tenants held in
socage, the conditions of which included the payment of a money rent, the
rendering of suit to the manorial court, and the swearing of fealty to the Duke ;
in addition a relief of IZS. 6d. per Cornish acre was owed upon death. 2 The
rents of free tenures were in general extremely low: as little as 2s. or 3s. was
often payable for a holding comprising 6o acres or more, whilst some free
tenants held vast amounts of land for purely token rents. In contrast good
conventionary land rarely fetched less than 3 d. per acre and could realise as
much as IS. 3d. per acre.
1 H. P. R. Finberg, Tavistock Abbey, Cambridge, 195 I, pp. 249-52; W. G. Hoskins, Devon, x954,
p. 9 o.
2 T h e Cornish acre was a measure of indeterminate extent, but it seems generally to have been
approximately equal to 40-60 statute English acres, depela.ding upon the fertility of the soil.
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Although this is not the place for a detailed discussion of agrarian systems
and farming practices on Duchy manors, some general statements should
perhaps be made, in the light of the limited knowledge of medieval Cornish
agriculture at large. In the absence of open fields the land (terra) of each manor,
as opposed to the waste (terra vasta), was for the most part divided into compact individually enclosed holdings, or groups of holdings enclosed together.
A system of convertible husbandry or ley farming appears to have been widely
adopted, by which the holdings of terra were split into interchangeable units,
each unit bearing corn for a number of years, probably enjoying a regular
rotation of crops, and serving as good quality pasture when lying fallow. Unfortunately, sufficient evidence does not exist to support firm conclusions on
the length of the ley and the period of cropping; nevertheless although the
soil, relief, climate, and rainfall of Cornwall would lead one to expect an overwhelming preponderance of pastoral husbandry throughout the county, it
appears that high levels of demand for foodstuffs from the important nonagrarian sectors of the Cornish economy, in particular mining, fishing, and
seafaring, encouraged arable farming. 1 Inventories and court rolls suggest that
corn growing was widespread and of great importance. Finally there were no
commons; all land not held in freehold or villein tenure was subject to leasings
under the conventionary system. In contrast to the terra, waste usually lay
open, serving as rough pasture, and although in the first half of the fourteenth
century some was drawn into arable cultivation for short periods this practice
declined sharply in importance after the Black Death. 2
II

The basis of conventionary tenure, which could be either free or unfree in
status, was a contract made between the Duchy and its tenant, the Duchy
agreeing to demise, for example, a holding of land, and the tenant agreeing to
pay a sum of money and be liable for certain specified dues and services. It was
the normal practice of the Duchy to make leases en bloc at a court of assession,
held on each of the manors every seven years a few months before the leases
then in force were due to expire. 3 The cost of the lease was made up primarily
of a rent and a fine called an assession fine, both of which were freely variable
x Discussed in detail in John Hatcher, 'A Diversified Economy: Later Medieval Cornwall', Econ.

Hist. Rev., and set., XXlI, no. 2, 1969.
2 T h e periodic cultivation of even the poorest soils, which has long been accepted as an essential
feature of medieval Cornish agriculture, is not borne out by the evidence of the assessionable manors.
T h e records of these manors demonstrate that the regular use of waste land as arable was extremely
limited and confined to the period of intense population pressure before the Black Death. Such land
brought in from the waste for arable cultivation was termed bacticium, and was usually farmed for
terms ranging from 2-5 years.
3 In the mid-fifteenth century many leases were made for 14- and 2i-year periods, but b y the
accession of H e n r y V I I the seven-year lease had become once again the only term.
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according to what officialsof the Duchy and potentialtenants thought the
leases were worth. In practice rents invariably remained fixed whilst changes
in demand were reflected in adjustments to fines. 1 But the fines themselves very
much resembled rents as they were payable in instalments over the first six years
of the seven-year conventio. 2
Conventionary leases ran from Michaelmas to Michaelmas, and a few
months before that Michaelmas inwhich they were due to expire a commission
of assessioners would be appointed to create new leases. The assessioners,
often four or five in number, frequently included the receiver and the steward
of the Cornish estates of the Duchy, the auditors of the ministers' accounts,
and a senior official, such as the receiver-general or the steward-in-chief of all
the estates of the Duchy. 3 Permission was usually given for a quorum to be
formed from within those appointed, but it was invariably stipulated that one
or other of the more senior officials should always be present. Each manor was
visited in turn and all persons wishing to take leases had to attend the court of
assession held on their manor in person. If a tenant did not attend to renew his
lease he could lose his holding by default. 4 But if a tenant had a good excuse,
such as sickness, for failing to appear at the court of assession, then another
might be given authority to act as his attorney. ~ On the other hand conventionary tenants were completely free to relinquish holdings at the assession if
they so desired, s Leases could be taken up by women, and many who did so
were the widows of previous tenants. 7 Leases taken jointly by two, three, or
even more persons were not uncommon, s
To ensure the suitability and credit-worthiness of persons wishing to take up
a conventionary lease for the first time each potential tenant was subjected to
I O f course when a holding or mill was not burdened with a fine, as was sometimes the case, then
rents had to be adjusted.
2 W i t h the exception of the first two assessions (1333 and 134o) when assession fines were made
payable over three years and four years respectively.
s M a n y appointments are contained in the preambles of the assession rolls themselves, but see also
Registers of Edward the Black Prince, B.P.R., 193o-3, I, p. 64; II, pp. 91,205; Calendar of Patent
Rolls, z4~-29, p. 423.
4 Assession rolls do not normally record the reason for holdings changing hands, but we are told
that H e n r y of Tywarnhaile lost his holding on the manor of Tywarnhaile in 1333 for failing to attend
the court of assession.--Duchy of Cornwall Office [D.C.O.], 471.
5 F o r example, William Geel of Calstock took lands for Edward Lowys in I333 and 134 o because
Edward was infirm.--D.C.O., 471 ; P.R.O., SC I I, Roll 153 ; and Sarah, wife of M ilo de Tregora, took
the lands of her husband as he was ill at the time of the assession in I333.--D.C.O., 471, Moresk.
s T h e r e are a few isolated instances of compulsion being used to force tenants to hold conventionary land in the years immediately after the Black Death, but these are exceptional.
M a n y examples of female lessees could be given. W o m e n often held lands for a considerable
length of time, renewing leases when they expired. T h e land they leased was not always of modest
dimensions, and Alice Stere held one of the most significant groupings of conventionary land on
I-Ielstone-in-Triggshire manor in I 5 o 4 . - - D . C . O . , 483.
s Waste land was often leased and shared b y a group of tenants, b u t similar arrangements for
holdings of terra were b y no means uncommon.
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careful scrutiny: the assessioners were frequently enjoined to grant leases only
to 'proper and sufficient persons'. How many potential lessees were turned
away by Duchy officials we cannot know, but we are told, for example, that
John Harebeare was refused a lease on Calstock manor in 1333 because nothing
was known about him. 1It was common practice for two pledges to stand surety
for each conventionary tenant before a lease was granted and assume responsibility for the debts of that tenant if he had insufficient capital to pay them
himself or if he fled the manor owing money to the Duchy. If the payments due
from a tenant were in arrear for more than a month and "sufficient distress"
could not be found then the Duchy could evict the tenant from his holding and
lease it to another. In the period before the Black Death, whilst the regular
assession system was in its infancy, the homage of the manor appears to have
played a major part in the acceptance of new tenants, and a number of holdings
at this time were filled by persons who were elected to take them by the
homage? On occasion the officials of the Duchy refused to grant renewals of
leases on the grounds of the misbehaviour or incapacity of tenants. For example,
at Climsland in 1333 John Lobeck was granted a lease to a holding which
Walter de Leye minus sz~ciens adhuc tenet, and John Byle took a holding which
Richard Putte had held impotens?
It is evident that the rights of conventionary tenants did not extend beyond
the life of their leases, and that sitting tenants could not demand a renewal of
their leases as of right. Generally, however, a first option does appear to have
been given to the tenant in possession to renew his lease at a rent and assession
fine as great as any other potential tenant was willing to offer, but such an
option depended upon the sufferance of the Duchy assessioners and not upon
any customary right, as was to be frequently demonstrated in the later middle
ages. The right of the Duchy to grant leases to whomsoever it wished is constantly stressed, and the exercise of this right is conveniently illustrated by an
instruction sent to the auditors of the ministers' accounts of the Cornish
estates by the council of the Black Prince in 1357, which directed them to let
William Romsey atte Dunrewe have at the next assession the lands held by
Roger Vicaire in conventionary tenure. 4 Nevertheless, whilst this grant categorically denies Roger Vicaire any renewal of his lease it also emphasizes the
strength of his existing contract, for he could not be evicted within its term
despite the fact that the auditors had not heeded a similar directive made on
William Romsey's behalf before the assession of 1356.5
The refusal to pay the current market price for a conventionary holding
1 D.C.O., 47I, Calstock.
2 See, for example, D.C.O., 47.', Tintagel, Moresk; P.R.O., S C I I , Roll I53 , Climsland.
3 D.C.O., 47 I, Climsland.
4 B.P..R., II, pp. I I 3 - I 4 .
5 B . P . R . , II, p. 65. For a further example see also p. 67.
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normally meant eviction, and a large number of holdings must have changed
hands at assessions because sitting tenants were unable or unwilling to match
the values put upon their holdings by rivals. Of such occurrences that which
took place at the assession of 1364 on Tewington manor may be taken as typical:
John de Nansmelyn went to this assession to renew his lease on a messuage and
x I acres in Nansmelyn, for which in the previous assession of 1356 he had paid
a fine of 2os. ; but John Jordon also came to the assession and offered a fine of
33 s. 4 d. for this holding, which John de Nansmelyn refused to equal, and so lost
possession? This feature of conventionary tenure contrasts most strongly with
the attitudes and practices concerning landholding prevailing in most regions
of medieval England, where there was a strong sentiment against alienation
and in favour of continuity, notwithstanding the alienation by villeins which
has been shown to have been much more common than historians once thought,2
a~d the ability of lords to evict tenants who were unable or who refused to pay
their rents or perform their services. It would be true to say that throughout
England the holders of customary land were invariably secure in tenure, and
holdings descended to heirs within the same family usually intact and via the
eldest son. On Duchy manors, however, a high proportion of holdings changed
hands every seven years in the fourteenth century: for example, less than half
the conventionary holdings on western and central manors remained in the
hands of the same tenants from 1337 to 1348, whilst on eastern manors more
than a third changed hands. Such a rapid turnover may well have had some
deleterious effects upon the state of repair of holdings and the care with which
they were farmed, and no doubt the Duchy was anxious that tenants should
renew their leases, as long as no financial loss was incurred.
Although the rents a of conventionary leases were freely variable according to
the interplay of market forces, and as a general rule tenants had to pay the full
market rate or forfeit their lands, the Duchy on occasion made allowances for
the disabilities of tenants and acted with compassion towards them, reducing
their assession fines or allowing them to remain stable whilst others were
rising, on account of their tenants' old age, sickness, or poverty. 4 But it was an
exception when Richard Russell of Tintagel in 1371 successfully contrived to
obtain a reduction in the annual rent of his holding from I IS. to ios. by claiming
that it had been only 5s. at the time of Queen Isabella some 4 ° years before?
1 D.C.O., 473, Tewington.
2 Carte Nativorum, ed. C. N. L. Brooke and M. M. Postan, Northants. Rec. Soc., xx, I96o.
3 'Rents' in this context means the total annual money payment for land including both annual rent
and assession fine.
4 F o r example, D.C.O., 473, Climsland, in which Nicholas Midwinter did not have the fine on his
holding increased, "because of his age, poverty, and infirmity."
5 P.R.O., E3o6/2/2 or D.C.O., 475, Tintagel. T h e earliest record we have of this holding ( i 3 3 i :
P.R.O., E I 4 z / 4 I ) gives the annual rent as 6s. 6d. plus 3s. 6d. new increment.
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All demises and transfers of conventionary lands and properties by tenants
within the duration of their leases had to be licensed by the manorial courts,
and this regulation was stressed in the commissions to the assessioners throughout the middle ages. If a tenant wished to surrender his holding before his
lease expired he had first to find another person who would undertake to lease
it for the rest of the assessional period upon the same terms as it had previously
been leased; and this person had to be acceptable to the Duchy. Upon the
licensed transfer of such a holding a small fine, usually one shilling or 8d., was
payable by the incoming tenant and the transfer was duly recorded in the
manorial court. Tenants did not always want to relinquish complete holdings,
and many instances of half or even quarter holdings changing hands are recorded. Often tenants wanted to grant short-term leases of portions of the lands
they held from the Duchy to other persons; these transactions also required a
license for which a nominal fine of 2d. or 3d. was levied, although complete
responsibility for the payment of rents and fines to the Duchy still remained
with the original tenant. Certain tenants, by virtue of the large amounts of land
they leased from the Duchy, obtained special dispensation to sub-let without
recourse to the manorial court, but even they could not dispose of the complete
holdings without having first obtained permission.1
The extreme flexibility of conventionary tenure meant that the relative
numbers of free and unfree conventionaries could fluctuate considerably from
one assession to another. Conventionary land invariably assumed the status of
its tenant, and by the close of the fourteenth century most holdings had been
held in both free and unfree conventionary tenure; but the holdings of the
nativi de stipite were kept distinct from conventionary holdings.
III

No mention is made of any exceptional forms of tenure in Domesday
Cornwall. Apart from the 4° cervisarii of Helston-in-Kirrier, all tenants were
divided into the conventional servi, bordarii, and villani, although these categories may well have disguised marked variations in status. The assession
system as it existed when the Duchy was founded in I337 was very much in its
infancy, and at least from the earliest manorial account of I287-8 °-until 1333,
the tenants of the assessionable manors were divided into only three categories:
free, conventionary, and villein. It was not until the regular system of assessions was instituted in 1333 that conventionary tenants could be either free or
unfree. From the rather unsatisfactory documentation of the period before
1 See, for example, the terms of the leases granted to William Jagow of Tybesta manor (D.C.O.,
467), Henry Gartha of Liskeard manor (D.C.O., 478), and John Trewyk of Helston-in-Kirrier
manor (P.R.O., E3o6/2/3).
2 P.R.O., SC6/816/9.
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1333 it is possible to glean only a few details of prevailing conditions of tenure,
and these appear to have accorded much more closely with conditions ruling
elsewhere in England than those instituted in 1333. The villani appear to have
held land on very similar terms to the nativi de stipite of the post-assession
period, having hereditary titles at fixed rents, owing all their goods and
chattels to their lord on death, and paying an entry fine on inheritance.1 The
conventionaries were all free and held their lands by leases of apparently indeterminate length, ~ which were renewed on a rather haphazard basis for
nominal fines. Only when a conventionary holding changed hands was a fine of
any consequence charged. Upon the death of a conventionary tenant his estate
appei~rs to have been charged with either a heriot or a relief, the incoming
tenant paying a fine for the right to enter into the holding.
Conventionary tenures had apparently existed in name at least for many
years previous to our first record of them in 1288, yet the failure to effect any
significant reassessment in their rents to bring them into line with changes in
their value for at least forty years before the estates of the Earldom passed into
the hands of Edward III in 133o belied their true nature. Eventually, however,
in response to intense and mounting pressure on the land in the generation before the Black Death, it was decided to turn the potentially flexible qualities of
these tenures to the lord's advantage by creating short-term leases subject to
frequent revision of rents. The preamble of the first assession roll, made in 1333
during John of Eltham's tenure of the estates, sheds much light on the economic
characteristics of this period and upon the reasoning of those who were commissioned to create new conventionary leases? We are told that the leases in
force in the spring of 1333 were all due to expire the following Michaelmas, and
that the Earl "without doing wrong to anyone could take the lands into his own
hands again and make his profit thereof, which might perhaps turn to the
injury and damage of the said tenants," and yet "if the tenants are willing to
pay according to the true valuation of the lands then the Earl is prepared that
new contracts might be enacted upon such terms as might be agreed between
the tenants and the assessioners." The assessioners were instructed to lease the
lands "for the term of life, lives or years to such as would give most." After an
appraisal of the land market in Cornwall at this time the assessioners decided
to lease the conventionary lands for only seven years, the short leases giving
the lord opportunity to re-assess their values at frequent intervals.
1 The main source of information on conditions of tenure prevailing in the pre-Duchy period are
the abbreviated records of court proceedings contained in the ministers' accounts (P.R.O., SC6[
8 I I / I et seq).
o The demise of land to Paschasio de Nansmleyn for a Io-year term in I296-7 appears to have
been exceptional.--P.R.O., EI 19/I, Tewington; L. M. Midgley, Ministers' Accounts of the Earldom
of Cornwall, z~96-7, Camden Society, 3rd set., LXVI, I942, p. 244.
3 D.C.O., 47I.
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IV

The nativi de stipite, or neifs by birth, formed a category of tenants distinct
from the conventionary and free tenants of the assessionable manors, and they
resembled in many respects the typical English villeins of this time. They were
tied to their lands, which they held by inheritance, were not subject to the
periodic assessions of the conventionary tenants, and their rents were fixed.
Under the Duchy the nativi de stipite never comprised more than Io per cent of
the tenantry, and their distribution throughout the Cornish manors was irregular. They were, however, found in greater numbers in the east. As the rents of
the nativi were fixed, a period of rising demand for land which led to increases
in the prices of conventionary lands, such as those which occurred on the
assessionable manors in the decades before the Black Death, could create
marked differences in the relative rent levels of lands held by conventionaries
and lands held by nativi. The sole means of effecting some adjustment to the
price of villein lands rested in the right of the lord to tallage them at will, a
right which, with the advent of the regular system of assessions in I333, resolved itself into the imposition of a certain sum for tallage every seven years.
With each assession after I347 regardless of movements in demand for land
the amounts of tallage levied on villein lands were slowly but steadily increased, until by the beginning of the fifteenth century the differences in the
prices of comparable villein and conventionary lands had become much less
marked. 1
The numbers of nativi de stipite were bound to decline in the course of time
as lines of succession died out, since it was the policy of the Duchy not to
create new tenancies of this type. The Black Death of I348-9 gave a great
boost to this inevitable process, as the unprecedented mortality caused whole
families to be wiped out within the space of a few months. The results of the
plague are plain to see: for example on Climsland manor in I347 there were 19
nativi de stipite, 2 by I356 this total had fallen to I3, 3 and by I364 to I2 and one
of these, Desiderata Alren, daughter and heir of Reynald Alren, had a note
placed against her name on the assession roll stating that the "issue of blood"
would cease on her death as she had no progeny except by a free husband. 4 But
lack of heirs was not the only reason for the decline in the numbers of the
nativi de stfpite and many examples can be found of nativi being upgraded into
unfree conventionaries and even into free conventionaries. At the assession of
1 For example, in the hamlet of Ovese on Climsland manor a free conventionaryholding consisting
of a messuage and i6 acres was leased in I347 for an annual rent of 2s. 8d. and an assession fine of
ISs., whilst in the same hamlet a holding consisting of a messuage and 24 acres was held de stipite
for an annual rent of 2s. 4d. and 5s. tallage; by 1392 the tallage on the villein holding had risen to
I6s. 8d. whilst the assession fine on the conventionary holding had risen to only I7s.
2 D.C.O., 472, Climsland.
a D.C.O., 472a, Climsland.
~ D.C.O., 473, Climsland.
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1364, for example, all the nativi de stipite of Restormel manor, except one,
were made unfree conventionaries without increase to their rents or tallage. 1
This action was probably the result of a personal favour bestowed on them by
the Black Prince, the first Duke of Cornwall, who had spent the early spring of
1363 at Restormel castle. 2 The assession roll of 14o6 is the latest extant document which adheres to a distinction between conventionaries and nativi de
stipite 3 and it appears that from this time tenure de stipite was abolished and
these holdings became subject to the same conditions as unfree conventionary
holdings.
v
All conventionary tenants and nativi de stipite shared certain conditions of
tenure in common with each other and with customary tenants throughout
England. 4 They paid their rents at the four principal terms of the year and their
iristalments of assession fines or tallage at Michaelmas in each of the first six
years of the seven-year assessional term. They swore fealty to the Duke, owed
suit to the manorial court from three weeks to three weeks, were liable to serve
as reeve, tithingman, or beadle when elected, and were required to manure their
lands and maintain their holdings in good repair. A cardinal difference between
the tenurial conditions of the free conventionaries and those of the unfree
conventionaries and nativi de stipite, however, lay in inheritance customs and
in the respective death duties with which estates were burdened. The estates of
free conventionaries were liable to a heriot of the best animal from each holding,
but no other goods. 5 On the other hand all the goods and chattels of unfree
conventionaries and nativi de stipite were forfeit to the lord on death, 6 with the
sole exception of the unfree tenants of Rillaton manor, who for some reason
were liable only for heriots.
The forihiture of all possessions was an. oppressive burden on the Duchy's
unfree tenants, and although in law most English villeins remained the property
of their lords and thus could not possess anything, in practice estates usually
passed intact to heirs after heriot and mortuary had been paid. It should be
1 D.C.O., 473, Restormel.
o T h e Prince stayed at Restormel from 24 February to Easter 1363 while an expedition to Gascony
was being prepared at P l y m o u t h . - - B . P . R . , II, pp. 203-4.
T h e next assession roll (P.R.O., E306/2/IO, dated 142o) contains no distinctions between conventionaries and nativi de stipite.
T h e conditions of tenure specified in the early assession rolls and in the Caption of Seisin of 1337
are sometimes misleading and ambiguous. A t the time these rolls were compiled the assession
system had not been in existence for long and certain discrepancies appear as the result of misunderstandings which were clarified in later documents. F o r example, in I333 most unfree conventionaries are stated to be holding ad voluntatem dombzi (D.C.O., 471); and in 1337 the unfree
conventionaries of Tintagel were held liable to be tallaged at the will of the lord, although being conventionary tenants their conditions of tenure should have been specified and secure.
5 Unum averium quod maioris pretiifuerit, et nichil percipiet de aliis catallis suis.
6 Et cure obierit dominus habebit omnia catalla sua.
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mentioned, however, that on some estates it was customary for the lord to
seize part of his deceased villeins' estates, commonly one third. 1The customary
right of the Duchy to all the goods of unfree tenants was not exercised to the
full: on the death of an unfree tenant his moveable estate was valued by six
manorial jurymen, the expenses of the burial and wake usually deducted, and
a third part of the final valuation allowed to pass to his widow or next heir
without charge. Furthermore, goods ceded to the Duchy were frequently resold cheaply to heirs. 2 Nevertheless this custom was onerous enough to provoke a petition from unfree tenants to the council governing the Duchy in
1382. This petition, which asked that the custom prevailing on Rillaton manor
and on certain other Cornish estates (i.e. a heriot only) should be adopted on
all Duchy manors, met with no success, s
Impartible inheritance was the rule for all holdings on Duchy manors in
Cornwall# With conventionary tenure inheritance customs were not a crucial
consideration as heirs retained possession only for the remainder of the lease.
Holdings of the nativi de stipite descended to the youngest sons (ultimogeniture
or Borough English), whilst conventionary and free holdings descended to the
eldest sons (primogeniture).
Unfree conventionaries and nativi de stipite were subjected to a number of
further restrictions common to English villeinage with which free conventionaries were not burdened. The unfree were unable to give away their
daughters in marriage without first obtaining licence from the manorial court,
a privilege which could cost from i2d. to 6S. 8d., and they could not send their
sons to school or allow them to take Holy Orders without permission, though
this could frequently be obtained by petition to the Duke# Unfree tenants
could also be fined for fornication. 6
In addition to these general conditions of tenure the tenants of many Duchy
manors owed services and customary rents, all of them light, which were
specifically suited to the structures of the manors upon which they were found.
Unfortunately no comprehensive list of services and customary rents exists,
the rolls of the assessions and the various Duchy surveys containing only
partial lists. 7 Reference to the liability to perform labour services can be found
1 H. S. Bennett, Life on the English Manor, 1937, pp. 145-6; Finberg, Tavistock Abbey, pp. 76-7 ;
W. F. Mumford, 'Terciars on the Estates of Wenlock Priory', Trans. Shropshire Archaeolog. Soc.,
LVIII, 1965.
2 For examples of this process at work, see P.R.O., SC2/16o/2, court held at Liskeard on 2a
January 7 Henry V; P.R.O., SC2/I58/12, court held at Calstock 2o January lO Edward IV.
3 B.P.R., n, pp. 215-16.

4 Contrary to the expectation of Prof. Homans, English Villagers, p. I 18.
5 See for example, B.P.R., n, pp. 118, 193; C.P.R., I4x3-x416, p. 138.
6 T h e fine for fornication was 5s. id. It was not imposed in the fifteenth century.
Even the Caption of Seisin, commissioned on the creation of the Duchy in 1337 (P.R.O.,
E i 2 o / I ) , has innumerable omissions.
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on a number of manors, but in all cases they were extremely light and probably
never had been onerous, and by the early fourteenth century they had, almost
without exception, been rendered obsolete. Furthermore it is obvious that by
the time the Duchy was created in I337 many customary rents and services
had lost much of what significance they had once possessed and were included
in the rents of tenancies, permanently commuted, or even ignored.
The tenants of manors with deer-parks were invariably liable to perform
services concerned with these parks. One such service was assistance when the
lord, or someone else in his name, wished to hunt. 1 The performance of this
service was rarely necessary as Dukes visited their Cornish possessions most
infrequently3 The conventionaries and nativi of Helstone-in-Triggshire
manor were liable to perform nominal ploughing and reaping services whenever the Old Deer Park was broken up and used as arable. For each half acre of
land by Cornish measure that he held (probably 2o-3o acres by English
measure) each tenant was liable to plough half a statute English acre, and for
this ploughing he would receive ½-d.in wages and id. for sustenance2 The only
other mention of ploughing services relates to Climsland manor, when in the
assession roll of 1364 it is stated rather abruptly that the customary tenants
should plough for the lord when necessary. 4 With the abandonment of demesne
farming, to all intents and purposes by the early fourteenth century, these
labour services were rendered irrelevant and ignored. But a duty which was
exacted from the customary tenants of those manors with parks was the requirement to assist in the maintenance of enclosures; but as the tenants
received payments of i~d. or I-.}d. per perch this work may have provided a
welcome source of income in the slack periods of the farming year.
A number of other services, none of them onerous, can be found which had
evolved to suit specific tasks. For example, at Calstock certain of the free
tenants and all the customary tenants owed works of one or two days each year
to maintain the giant weir in the Tamar called the Hacche in good repair. These
works were only exacted once after the creation of the Duchyp for throughout
most of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the weir was farmed to the Abbey
of Tavistock without the labour services, which the Duchy commuted for Id.
each. On Rillaton manor, which had the beadleship of the Hundred of East
1 See P.R.O., E I 2 o / I , Helstone-in-Triggshire, Penlmeth, Restormel, and Liskeard. Huntyngsylver or stabulagium, as this service was termed, was usually commuted for a penny per tenant. F o r
similar dues elsewhere in England, see N. Neilson, 'Customary Rents', Oxford Studies in Social and
Legal History, ed. P. Vinogradoff, II, 191o, pp. 19-2o.
2 T h e Black Prince visited Cornwall three times and certainly hunted while he was there, but
subsequent medieval dukes apparently did not visit Cornwall at all. See also A. L. Rowse, ' T h e
D u c h y of Cornwall', The Gentleman's Magazine, Jan. t 937, p. 5 I.
3 Some mention of these services is made in the Caption of Seisin (P.R.O., E I 2 o / I ) , but s e e
D.C.O., 473 for a fuller description.
D.C.O., 473, Climsland.
5 P.R.O., SC6/816/I i.
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appended to it, customary tenants were liable to assist in the driving of animals
impounded by the beadle. 1 The nativi de stipite of Climsland were liable to
carry wood from the manor to the borough of Launceston, some ten miles
away, the number of journeys they had to make and whether or not they received payment depending upon whether the wood was for their lord, the
justices, or the steward3 The nativi de stipite of Calstock had to carry millstones to the manorial mills when necessary, and assist in the maintenance of
the grondbriche." Finally, there are traces of two services to be found at Liskeard: one apparently involving the carriage of wine which was commuted
permanently for 2s. 2d. annually, 4 and the other involving the carriage of
letters. 5 The free tenants, conventionaries, and nativi de stipite of Tewington
and Penlyne paid 23s. i i-}d. and 8s. 3 d. respectively each year for the relaxation
of works, the nature of which it is no longer possible to determine. 6 The
omissions from the lists of services enrolled upon the Caption of Seisin and
assession rolls are striking: for example, no mention is ever made of labour
services at Trematon and yet the customary tenants performed reaping and
carrying services in i338-9 ,7 Suit to mill appears to have been owed by all
customary tenants and was enforced in the first half of the fourteenth century, s
Similarly carrying services to the mills of Tewington were apparently owed
though not recorded."
In addition to payments of rents, assession fines or tallage, and commuted
labour services, a number of customary dues were paid on certain of the
assessionable manors. The merging of these traditional payments indistinguishably with the rents of tenancies was a process which had been taking
place ever since they had been instituted, and their absence from records after
I288 is not proof that they had never existed.
One of the most interesting customary dues was berbiagium, and it can be
traced on Climsland, Calstock, Liskeard, Tintagel, Tewington, Tybesta, and
Helston-in-Kirrier manors. 10 But berbiagium was not a payment restricted to
the assessionable manors, to Cornwall, or even to England. ~1 From Duchy
records it is apparent that berbiagium was a money payment in lieu of a payment
1 P.R.O., EI2o/I, Rillaton.
2 P.R.O., EI2o/I, Climsland.
a P.R.O., EI2o/i, Calstock.
a P.R.O., SC6/816/II.
5 P.R.O., SC6/SII/I.
6 See, for example, P.R.O., SC6]8I i/i. The free tenants of Tewington are also mentioned as
owing money in commutation of works in the Inquisition Post Mortem, made on the death of Earl
Edmund in I3oo (P.R.O., E~5~.]8 and CI33 file 95).
P.R.O., SC6/816/I.
s P.R.O., SC6/8I I/I ft. See also the dispute concerning the liability of the tenants of Moresk to
suit of mill in the seventeenth century,--B.M. Add. MS. 36, 644.
9 These are mentioned in a petition ~'o the Prince's council.--B.P.R., n, p. io 4.
10 P.R.O., EI2o/i.
11 Berbiagium was a common payment in Devon, and can also be traced in Wales and France.m
E. Smirke, in ,Zlrchaeolog.oTnl, v, I848 , pp. 273-7.
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in sheep. 1 Why it was imposed is less clear, but it seems to have originated as a
poll-tax upon the numbers of sheep kept by tenants. The amounts paid had
become fixed and inflexible by the late thirteenth century when records begin.
Another unusual payment shrouded in mystery was the 'fine of tin' payable
only at Tewington, a manor adjacent to the important stannary district of
Blackmore. Each year I4S. 7 d. in 'fine of tin' was collected from certain free
tenants in specified amounts, 2os. from conventionaries and nativi de stipite as
a whole, and I I½-d. from certain lands outside the manorial bounds. ~ No connection can be found between this 'fine of tin' and a payment of a similar name
made through the bailiffs of the four Cornish stannaries, apparently for enjoying 'the liberties of the stannaries'. 3
VI

T h e origins and early developments of conventionary tenure on the seventeen Cornish assessionable manors remain obscure, but it seems likely that the
powerful influences of colonization and mining played a significant part in their
evolution. As we have seen there is no trace of tenure by contract in Cornwall
in Domesday Book, and it existed on the assessionable manors in name only
from 1288-1333. Henry Bracton, writing in the mid-thirteenth century noted
the existence of certain privileged tenants who held land by virtue of a contract or agreement made with their lords, 4 which specified certain villein
services and customs, ~ but we cannot know whether or not he was referring to
the conventionaries of Cornwall. 6
It is probable that nowhere else in medieval England did a land market
operate so freely, so competitively, so regularly, and on so large a scale, and
it is this uniqueness which may well explain lapses in the administration of
conventionary tenures. These tenures may well have Operated with competitive rents and short leases sometime before 1287-8, and subsequently lapsed
into a condition resembling ordinary customary tenure, which although less
profitable to the lord was far simpler to organize. It is significant that the
1 See, for example, the unusually detailed entry in the Caption of Seisin (P.R.O., EI2o/I) of
payments by the free tenants of Helston-in-Kirrier.
Much of this information is contained in the Caption of Seisin.
a G. R. Lewis, The Stannaries, Harvard Economic Studies, ni, 19o6, p. 139. Lewis was wrong
about the first record of 'fine of tin' as it can be found on the very first account of I287-8.--P.R.O.,
SC6/816/9, Stagnaria.
Henry de Bracton, De Legibus et Consuetudinis Angliae, London, 1569, f. 7b: 'per quandam con-

ventionem quam cure dominis fecerunt'.
"~Ibid., f. 2o8 b: 'pro certis servitiis et consuetudinibus nominatis et expressis, quamvis servicia et
consuetudines sunt villanae'.
6 For discussion of the nature of conventionary tenure, see M. Coate, 'The Duchy of Cornwall:
its History and Administration, x64o-I 66o', Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc., 1927; P. Vinogradoff, Villainage
in England, 189z, pp. 7o-4; Sir Frederick Pollock and F. W. Maitland, The t-Bstory of English Law
before the Time of Edward I, 1898, znd edn, I, pp. 4o~-6.
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conventionary system was reformed in 1333 when the manors were granted to
John of Eltham by Edward III, and a new administrative hierarchy put in
control at a time of intense pressure on the land. Efficient administration of the
conventionary system depended upon constant vigilance and surveillance and
it is apparent that this was not always forthcoming. No re-assessment of conventionary rents was made on those manors which passed out of the direct
control of the Duchy in the course of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
For example, conventionary rents upon Calstock and Trematon manors were
at exactly the same level in 1453, when these manors returned to the Duchy, as
they had been when granted to Nigel Loheryng, a retainer of the Black Prince,
almost a century earlier, whilst in contrast conventionary rents on the neighbouring manors of Climsland and Rillaton, which had remained in Duchy
hands, had been increased substantially over the same period.
Even when manors remained in the hands of the Duchy the efficient administration of the system was not guaranteed, and for a period under Richard II at
the close of the fourteenth century assessions were frequently delayed and even
when held served merely to confirm the annual rents and assession fines already
in force. Furthermore, in the fourth and fifth decades of the fifteenth century
14- and 2I-year leases were widely adopted, and rents became inflexible. On
those manors, notably in the east of Cornwall, where demand for land was
maintained, assession fines were frozen, in sharp contrast to the previous
hundred years which had seen an almost continuous increase in them. On those
manors in central and western Cornwall the assession fines in force in the early
fifteenth century were also taken as the maximum, but reductions were allowed
in response to a prolonged slump in demand for land. By the early sixteenth
century the seven-year assessional term had once more become standard
practice, but despite a widespread resurgence in demand for land assession
fines remained fixed, and tenants by the early seventeenth century had assumed
an hereditary title to the lands they held from the Duchy. i Many of the basic
principles of conventionary tenure were thus abandoned. Nevertheless, in
contrast, the incidents of servile tenure continued to be exacted with only
minor exceptions throughout the fifteenth century. Very few manumissions
can be traced in the fifteenth century and, although a certain number were
granted in the sixteenth century, unfree tenure continued up to the reign of
James I.° Even by 164o many of the lesser conditions of conventionary tenure
were the same as they had been three hundred years before.
Leasehold was, of course, a common form of tenure in medieval England,
i R. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, ed. Tonkin, ISII, pp. i i i - i 3 ; Mary Coate, 'The Duchy of
Cornwall', loc. cit., pp. i44-6.
2 For sixteenth century manumissions, see A. L. Rowse, 'The Duchy of Cornwall', loc. cir., p. 44.
For tenure in villeinage in I628, see Calendar State Papers Domestic, x628-9, p. 7.
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and most compoti contain details of leases of a few pieces of land, meadow, or
pasture, perhaps also of portions of demesne, and almost certainly of mills,
watercourses, fisheries, etc. But leases comparable with the Cornish conventio
(i.e. leases of customary holdings) were much less common, though of some
importance. Before the Black Death some customary holdings were turned
into leaseholds, with consequent advantage to the lord who could in this way
more easily exact their true market value; 1 and the changed demographic
conditions of the later fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries encouraged a
massive extension of leaseholds which tended to favour the tenant rather than
the lord. 2 But the lack of continuous evidence of the movement of rents on
particular areas of land remains a major hindrance to the agrarian historian of
the middle ages. The value to the historian of the assession roils is thus readily
apparent, for they provide an almost continuous list for the fourteenth and
fit)teenth centuries of the names of conventionaries and nativi de stipite, and the
location, size, and rents of the holdings they held. What is more they record the
workings of a virtually free market in land and yield invaluable data on the
evolution of a 'yeoman' peasantry and the detailed vicissitudes of demand for
land in Cornwall in the later middle ages.

,ii

!:I

i,

'i

1 See, for example, R. H. Hilton, 'Gloucester Abbey Leases of the Late Thirteenth Century',
Univ. of Birmingham Hist. Jnl, IV, I953-4; E. Miller, The Abbey and Bishopric of Ely, I95I, p. 93
et seq.
For example, F. C. Davenport, The Economic Development of a Norfolk Manor, ~o86-~565,
x9o6, p. 77 et seq.; F. M. Page, The Estates of Crowland Abbey, I934, P. i28 et seq.; J. A. Raffis,
Estates of Ramsey Abbey, x957, P. 259 et seq., z85.

Notes and Comments
T H E I97O A N N U A L

CONFERENCE

The 197° conference will be held at the Hereford College of Education, Hereford, from 6-8
April. It is open to all, whether members of the
Society or not. Details will be circulated later.
A CONFERENCE ON

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT

The Agrarian Landscape Research Group of
the Institute of British Geographers is planning
to hold a conference at Monks' Wood Experimental Station, near Huntingdon, on 3°

April-2 May 197o. The intention is to provide
an opportunity for discussion of the problems
involved in studying agricultural improvement
in both its historical and spatial aspects. Full
programme details will be announced early in
197o in Area, the house journal of the Institute. They may also be obtained from the
Acting Secretary of the Group (Dr B. K.
Roberts, Department of Geography, University of Durham) or from the Group's Chairman (Dr A. R. H. Baker, Department of
Geography, University of Cambridge).

:i

Tithing Customs and Disputes: the
Evidence of Glebe Terriers, 1698-I 85o
By

E. J. E V A N S

" I certainly think that the institution of tithe, especially if rigorously enforced, is everywhere a
great obstacle to the improvement and prosperity of any country... I believe too that it is as much
for the real interest of the Church as for the land to adopt, if practicable, some other mode of
provision."--William Pitt I
" I am confident that I am defrauded by many of my parishioners of various vicarial dues and
rights to which the laws of Heaven and earth entitle m e . . . for the very word 'tithe' has ever been
as unpleasing and odious, to farmers especially, as cuckoo to the married ear. Those who pay
them, pay them very partially and I may say, grudgingly and of necessity."--Rev. William Jones,
Vicar of Broxbourne and Hoddesdon, Herts. 2

N the last century and a half of its existence in its old form, the tithe system
was at once uniquely unpopular and inefficient, a Landowners and tenants
alike had, of course, always objected to providing the tithe owner, whether
a layman or a cleric, with a tenth of the produce of their land; but the developments of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries made the tithe owner's
demands doubly onerous. Agricultural improvements bringing increased
yields meant in their turn an increased return for the tithe owner, without the
latter having had to bear any of the expenses of improvement. Thomas Thompson was one of many to voice the frustration of the agricultural interest when
he asked: "Is it equitable that, whenever I work for myself, I should be compelled to work for another person also?''4 Adam Smith pointed out that the
poorer lands were harder hit by the impost because of the higher capital outlay
necessary to improve them, ~ while the researches of Arthur Young and the
Board of Agriculture were not slow to bring to light numerous cases of lands
left barren because the burden of tithe, after heavy initial improvement expenditure, would not bring the improver any real return for his outlay. Typical
of the comments of the Board of Agriculture Reports was this, from Stafford-

I

i

,!

I

a William Pitt, Letter to the Duke of Rutland, 7 November I786. Quoted in Earl Stanhope, Life
d

of William Pitt, i86i, pp. 318-i 9.
O. F. Christie (ed.), The Diary ofRev. Williamffones, 26 January I8O3, p. I47.
a I wish to acknowledge my thanks to Dr David Robinson, Assistant Archivist, of the Lichfield
Joint Record Office, for introducing to me much of the primary material on which this study has
been based.
4 T. Thompson, Tithes Indefensible, 3rd edn, York, I796 , p. 50.
5 "Upon the rent of rich lands, the tythe may sometimes be a tax of no more than one fifth part or
four shillings in the pound; whereas on that of poorer lands it may sometimes be a tax of one-half,
or of ten shillings in the pound."--Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, Everyman edn, n, pp. 318-i 9.
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shire: "I have the most satisfactory proofs from the evidence of several respectable cultivators that the quantity of wheat sown is affected by the tithe
system; they have assured me that they decline sowing wheat and choose to
manage their land in a grazing system because they cannot bear the idea of
paying the enormous rates that have been asked them by the titheman. ''1
The arguments of the agricultural interest against tithes are fairly well
lmown. Equally important, however, was the agitation by tithe payers against
the lengthy and expensive lawsuits initiated by tithe owners to recover their
rights in ecclesiastical, common law, or equity courts. Many saw victimization
rather than justice as the motive of plaintiffs ill such suits, and there can be no
doubt that the costs, sometimes running into hundreds of pounds for a tithe
claim of perhaps only a few shillings, could be ruinous. Summary jurisdiction
before two justices of the peace for tithe claims not exceeding 4us. was provided in 1696 , but this sum was not raised to £ i o until 1813 and the opportunities for punitive action by tithe owners remained great, if their own resources could stand it. 2
The tithe owners, of course, did not have it all their own way. Techniques
of evasion had become quite sophisticated by this period and in their depositions in Court, many tithe owners stated either that they had taken legal action
only as a last resort after years of prevarication or downright refusal to pay, or
to combat the small customary payments or 'moduses' which were offered
instead of the full tithe, and which undermined their income.
It was obvious that the system was out of date and in great need of radical
overhaul. The problem was frequently brought before Parliament throughout
the period, and certain minor adjustments were made. Hemp and flax which
were regarded as "beneficial to agriculture" were rendered liable to a money
payment per acle rather than tithe in kind by an Act of 16968 and madder was
similarly regulated in 1757 .4 The summary jurisdiction of the justices of the
peace was an innovation, although strictly limited. Major amendments of tithe
law were always defeated in the Lords, even if they succeeded in the Commons.
Such was the fate of a bill to relieve Quakers from frequent prosecutions for
their consciences' sake, introduced in 1736.5 Bills were also introduced in 173o
and 1772 to protect possessions against long dormant claims for tithe which
were suddenly revived, for example, by a new incumbent, but both bills were
withdrawn after government pressure.
Glebe terriers, which from the end of the seventeenth century record the
customs observed at the parish level in the assessment and often the collection
1 W. Pitt, A General View of the Agriculture of the County of Stafford, 2nd edn, 1813, p. 34.
" ° 7 & 8 W i l . I I I , c. 6 ; s 3 G e o . III, c. I27.
~ i i & i 2 W i l . I I I , c. I6.
4 31 Geo. II, c. 12.
5 F o r a detailed study of the Quaker campaign, see N. C. Hunt, Two Early Political Associations,
1961, c. vI passhn.
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of tithes,provide much usefulinformation which adds to our understanding of
how the tithe system worked, and why it was such a failure.Apart from Dr
Barratt's inlportant work on Warwickshire terriers, 1 little has yet been done
towards an analysis of glebe terriers as a source of information about tithes,
though they have been much used on pre-enclosure field systems and crop
rotations. This study has been based on the glebe terriers of the 126 Staffordshire and 5 Warwickshire parishes whose terriers survive in the Lichfield
Joint Record Office in sufficient numbers to be useful as a series. 2 It is hoped
that it sheds light on the operation of the system in its final and controversial
phase, leading to the Tithe Commutation Act of i836 , by which tithes were
converted into variable corn rents. 3
Glebe terriers were originally produced to enable an accurate record to be
kept of the profits of a living. It was not until the Ecclesiastical Canons of 16o4
were produced, however, that any explicit demand for details of profits from
tithes was made# but in the diocese of Lichfield and Coventry, as elsewhere,
this demand throughout the seventeenth century was met only in haphazard
fashion. There are a few scattered references to 'portions of tithes' in the
terriers, but predominantly they were concerned with glebe lands and the
parsonage house. Professor Best has dated the "second phase of endeavour to
draw up and safely preserve accurate terriers" after the efforts of Whitgift and
Laud, from the early years of the eighteenth century.S In Lichfieldand Coventry
the effort was made a few years earlier than this. William Lloyd, Bishop of
Lichfield and Coventry from 1692-8 , instituted the episcopal visitation of 1698
which required terriers to be returned containing detailed tithing customs.
Some few parishes had been giving this information in the I67O's and I68O'S,
but it was not until the terriers of 1698 that the practice became general. As
Dr Barratt has noted in her Warwickshire study, the terriers which were compiled on the occasion of an episcopal visitation and then returned to the
bishop's registry were produced by the parish clergy and churchwardens,
assisted by other 'substantial' or 'ancient' parishioners. GIn fact the Lichfield
terriers were nearly always the work of the incumbent alone, who then signed
it and called on his churchwardens to countersign, or put their marks to his
work. The only exceptions to this seem to have been on occasions when an
episcopal visitation coincided with the vacancy of a living, or when the incumbent was at odds with his parishioners and separate terriers were compiled
1 D. M. Barratt (ed.), Ecclesiastical Terriers of Warwickshire Parishes, I, Dugdale Society Publications, XXlI. Dr Barratt has prefaced it with a most useful introduction.
2 The class reference of these documents in the Lichfield Joint Record Office is B/V~6. A particular
terrier may be located by this reference, plus the parish and date of compilation.
a 6 & 7 Wil. IV, e. 71.
,1E. Cardwall, Synodalia, I, 1842, no. LXXXVlI,p. 296.
G. F. A. Best, Temporal Pillars, 1964, p. IOO.
6 D. M. Barratt, op. cit., Introduction, p. i.
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by the contending parties. The terrier returned to the registry from Bushbury
(Staffs.) in 1698 was in two parts. The first was in the form of an orthodox
terrier, setting forth the various tithes, compositions, and moduses for tithes,
ending: "Annual or yearly rates and Moduses for tith hay arising yearly in all
the said Parish except Saltmore." This was signed by three churchwardens,
but not by the vicar. Instead he added the acid rejoinder: "I do allow all the
particulars above mentioned in this Parish to be true---except that last clause
relating to the annual or yearly rates and Moduses for Tyth-hay arising
yearly from the Parish which I bitterly deny." The question of tithe hay payments in Bushbury had in fact been the subject of bitter dispute since Thomas
Hall was presented to the vicarage in 1693. Hall determined to put aside the
small customary payments accepted by his predecessors, and alleged by the
parishioners to be unalterable money payments or moduses, and to substitute
either payment in kind or a more realistic composition. To this end, lengthy
proceedings were instituted, first in the ecclesiastical court at Lichfield, and
later in the court of the exchequer and at common law in the Stafford Assizes,
which gave an equivocal award to the vicar. 1 The cost to the protagonists must
have been enormous.
A terrier was returned from a parish to the diocesan registry on average
once in every five years, though rather more frequently at the beginning of the
period, when regular triennial visitations were held, than at the end. Each
terrier usually begins by giving a long rehearsal of the situation and size of the
parsonage house and glebe lands. There then follows a list of the tithes payable
together with compositions and moduses accepted by the incumbent. The
terrier closes by listing the surplice fees for weddings, burials, churchings, and
the like, and sometimes indicates the customary payments due to the parish
clerk. The parish of Tixall (Staffs.) affords a good example of prevalent tithing
customs in i~s terrier of 1698: "The Tyths & offerings due to the Parsonage are
as follows: Every House for the Garden and Smoake pays Two pence. When
there are Seaven or ten Cows belonging to a family which hath had within one
year seaven or ten Calves, one is due. Every Cow & Calfe under seaven or above
that amount not to a tythe calfe pays one penny halfpenny. Every barren cow
pays one penny. Every mare and colt pays two pence. When there belongs to
any house Seaven sheep, one fleece is d u e . . , for every sheep that is under
seaven & above ten that amounts not to a tyth fleece, for every such fleece is due
a penny. If they winter there sheep till Candlemas & then sell them off Halfe
Tythe is due as is for Cows above mentioned. If any one living out of the parish
send sheep into this Parish to be winter'd, Halfe Tythe is due. The tythe lamb
is due as the wool is, Except every odd lamb under seaven or above ten.., one
1 For details of the case see L.J.R.O., B/C/5, I696-7; Public Record Office, EI I2/739 no. 53;
EH2/74o nos. 66 & 84; EI34, 7 Wil. III, Mich. I7.
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halfpenny. Geese are alsotythed afterthe same manner. Tyth piggs are paid at
Seaven or ten and so upward; as in other things above mentioned. H e m p &
Flax is pd. every tenth bound, if taken green, And the eleventh if watered.
Every Acre of H e m p or Flax sown four shillings,according to the Act of
Parliament? Tyth honey is paid at every seaven or ten Pints or Quarts...
Eggs are paid for every Cock two Eggs, And for every Hen one Egg. Apples are
tyth'd at Seaven or ten in number or measure...
"The whole Parish pays allmanner of tyth in kind Except only the...Astons
Demesnes, for which he pays ten pounds per A n n u m to the Rector... being a
Rate Tyth for & in lieuof alldue & Tyths arisingfrom out of the said Demesne
Lands..."
This terrier indicates very well how tithes were accounted, and although
there are many local variations from parish to parish, it shows the type of payment which was made throughout Staffordshire and elsewhere. The system of
'half-tithing' for those keeping stock inside the parish and living outside it is
perhaps a little unusual. More commonly the vicar was paid a sum of money
for the sheep of 'forraigners' wintered in the parish, generally calculated per
score. The custom of taking a tithe animal at seven instead of ten and making
an allowance for the number wanting up to ten is practised in nearly every
parish under study. It enabled the incumbent to get something like his full due
from the small farmer keeping only limited stock. In some parishes the tithe
could be reserved from year to year until the number reached seven or ten. The
terrier of Pattingham (i 698 ) explains how the tithe animal was often chosen:
"The custom of tithing lambs is this, the owners first chuse two & then the
Vicar takes his tithe & then the owner takes out seven more to make them ten &
so on till all are tithed. If there be seven od ones.., the Vicar has one ordinarily
allowing 3d. a lamb for those which make up ten. But if there be six od ones or
a lesser number, the Vicar takes either 3 d. a lamb or reserves them for the
increase of the Insuing year." Such customs were designed to prevent the
vicar being given the least profitable animal of the seven or ten for his tithe.
The evidence of the terriers indicates that by the eighteenth century there
were considerable divergences from what the ecclesiastical law books regarded
as the usual division of tithes. It is not possible here to enter into minute detail
concerning the definitions of Great and Small, Mixed, Predial, and Agistment
tithes, but it must be noted that 'Great' and 'Small' tithes differed substantially.°- Great tithes were accounted to be those of corn, hay, and wood, and
1 3 Wil. I I I & Mary, c. 3, 'An Act for the better Ascertaining the Tythes of Flax and Hemp'. By
I i & I ~-Wil. III, c. I6 (I699) it was enacted that a payment of five shillings should be made to the
tithe owner for every acre of land on which the crop was sown unless the land was already covered by
a modus, or discharged from payment altogether.
o T h e best general expositions of tithe law in modern works are: J. A. Venn, Foundations of
Agricultural Economics, 1923, ch. v, passim; and J. E. C. Hill, EconomicProblems of the Church, 1956,
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were in most situations by far the most valuable. Small tithes were the residue.
The incumbent of a vicarage was entitled to take small tithes only, while if the
living was a rectory, the rector or lay impropriator was entitled to take both
great and small tithes. The great tithes of a vicarage would be owned either by
a lay impropriator or by one of the dignitaries of the church. The chances were
that the lay impropriator, especially if he had no other direct connections with
the parish, would regard the collection of his tithes purely as a business transaction and would entrust the task to one of his stewards or agents.
The perpetual curacy was the third class of permanent living and its chief
characteristic, as Professor Best reminds us, was "that its small.., as well as its
great.., tithes were completely appropriated.., and the incumbent was completely supported by a fixed money payment or 'pension' paid to him by the
Impropriator. ''1 Of the 131 parishes in this study there are 42 rectories, 34
vicarages, and 55 perpetual curacies, although it should be noted that 9 of these
curacies were given rectorial or vicarial status in the ecclesiastical reorganization of the early nineteenth century.
Dr Barratt in her Warwickshire study has noted certain changes in the
collection of tithes by the end of the seventeenth century. 2 The present study
indicates a similar, or rather larger, divergence from what has been regarded as
the norm. All the ancient treatises clearly classify hay as a great tithe, and thus
to be collected by the rector or lay impropriator. However, of the 34 vicarages
in this collection, 23 indicate definitely in their terriers that tithe hay, or a
modus in lieu of tithe hay, is collected by the vicar. Some even formally classify
hay as a small tithe. The Vicar of Mayfield in 17Ol indicated that the profits of
the vicar consisted of "The Tyth of H a y . . . and all other small Tythes and
Surplice Fees."
Even tithe corn, the most jealously defended tithe, because it was by far the
most valuable, was not exclusively collected by the great tithe owner. At Ilam,
for example, in 17Ol the Vicar was collecting "All maner of tyths as well as
corne, hay woll lamb and allso all other small tyths and duties within the
Lordship of Throwley being part of the parish of Ilam aforesaid." It is clear
that the old rigid divisions between great and small tithes were beginning to
mean less in many Staffordshire parishes by the beginning of the eighteenth
century.
Many perpetual curacies, although not originally financed by tithes were
considerably concerned in their collection by this period. The rector of Stokeon-Trent had for a considerable time allowed the various curacies under his
patronage the collection of great and small tithes for the use of the perpetual

i
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chs. v & vI, passim. For a longer contemporary account see R. Burn, Ecclesiastical Law, London 1767,
ni, pp. 373-502.
1 G. F. A. Best, oi). cit. p. 17.
o D. M. Barratt, oi). cit., Introduction, pp. xxvi-xxix.
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curate. The 17Ol Burslem terrier states: "The Rector of Stoke-on-Trent and
his predecessors.., has.., given and allowed unto the Curate of Burslem all
the Tyths in kind of Come, Grain, Hemp, Flax, Wooll Lamb, pigs and geese
annually arising within the liberties of the said Township and Chappellry...
together with the Easter Roll and Surplice Fees, as also the Modus paid in lieu
of Tyth Hay."
Fourteen perpetual curacies in this study were supported by grants of tithe
made by the impropriator. It may well be that this method of support was the
more popular because the impropriator wished to avoid the trouble and expense of collecting what was often a variable revenue when he was obliged to
make a payment to the curate anyway. The perpetual curate of Butterton noted
in his terrier of 1698 that he received "the Tithes in kind... (of) Wool and Lamb
due to the Curate at St. Barnabas D a y . . . Tith hemp and flax at their season:
Tith geese at Michaelmas: And tith eggs on Good Friday." There were, however, many impropriators who preferred to retain the more usual method of
support, in making a fixed money payment deducted each year from the
revenue of the tithes.
The terriers which included tithing customs for the first time in 1698
generally mentioned that the tithes due were payable in kind. The exceptions
to this were the customary payments or moduses of two types. Firstly, the
'farm modus' of a certain sum, generally in multiples of a mark, payable in lieu
of all tithes from certain lands, often the demesnes, as in the Aston demesnes
in the Tixall example quoted above ;1 and secondly, moduses payable in lieu of
certain types of tithe. The most common of these was the payment in lieu of
tithe hay. Long before 1698 it had evidently become impracticable for the
tithe owner to collect tithe hay in kind from the whole parish. The incumbent would only need a certain amount of hay for fodder for his own animals
on the glebe lands, and found it more profitable to compound with his
parishioners for a certain sum of money, rather than try to sell off large quantities of surplus hay. It was probably only for the direct needs of the incumbent
that certain specifically named holdings might still have to render their hay
tithes in kind. The 1698 Audley terrier indicates the usual practice: "There
is one Meadow called Hal! Meadowe belonginge to the tenement of Mr
Haworth which onely payeth tyth hay in k i n d . . , every tenth cock in grass
soe soon as itt may be cocked and counted is to have room made for the Vicar
to carry itt out and make it in a convenient place--and for all the rest of the
hay in the parish.., all the parishoners & the said Mr Howarth for the residue
of his hay are to pay for every day's mowing ld., as well up land as all other sort
of Meadowing--and to pay neither more nor less."
To ensure that each tenement paid the right amount of hay composition it
1 Ut supra, p. 9.
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was a common practice to make a list of the amounts payable from each and to
insert it into the terrier, which could then provide a ready point of reference
when the tenement changed hands, was split up or enlarged, or when payment
was queried. I
Customary payments were also noted in the terriers for personal tithes when
these were claimed. The most important of these were the payments in lieu of
the profits of corn mills. A strict tenth should have been payable on the profits
of corn mills; but such profits, unlike the farmer's crops which stood in the
field, were almost impossible to discover accurately. Often the only means of
getting anything at all was to make a generous composition with the miller.
Elford (Staffs.) which had three mills provides a useful example from its 1698
terrier: "The annual custom for the Tyth of Elford Mills is, for the Grist,
6s. 8d., for the water belonging to the Mill, is. od. For the Mill Holmes the tyth
is due in kind but there has been sometimes Compositions . . . . 3s., 4s., sometimes 4s. 6d. or 5s. od. Comberford Corne Mill now turned into a Walke Mill
pays yearly 5s. od."
It has been common to regard the imposition of personal tithes as virtually
obsolete by the eighteenth century. It is true that only in a small number of
parishes were personal tithes listed in the terrier. The Abbots Bromley terrier
of 1714 noted: "Any person that hath any trade, science, calling payes for it
4 d. per year." None the less, the Vicar of Uttoxeter in i778, Athanesius Herring,
considered it worth his while to institute a successful action in the ecclesiastical
court against a parishioner, Robert Pretty, for non-payment of personal tithe,
including 4 d. for every inhabitant "using or Exercising Merchandize, Handycraft, Trade Art Faculty or Science... for using or Exercising the same in the
name of a personal Tythe. ''-° Payments either by or on behalf of servants were
also required in some parishes, and it would probably be unwise to dismiss the
prevalence of personal tithing too quickly.
Tithes were, however, essentially an agricultural impost and Christopher
Hill has shown how easily payment was being evaded in sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century London? With the growth of towns from the mideighteenth century it became almost impossible to keep a check on profits
which should theoretically have been tithed. Agriculturalists frequently
pointed to the unfair advantage that merchants and industrialists had in not
having to pay any more than a nominal tithe, if that; and the terriers do not
indicate that any real fight was put up in Staffordshire to maintain an income
from tithes in the towns. A tithe on the profits of industry was simply not
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1 The Dilhorne terrier of 1735 provides a good example of this.
2 L.J.R.O., B/C/5 1778: Herring v. Pretty. The incidence of the personal tithe is also noted in the
Uttoxeter terriers from 1698.
a j. E. C. Hill, op. cit., c. v & XlI passim.
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practicable, and although at Wombourne, on the edge of what was to become
the Black Country, a modus payment of 5s. 4 d. was noted in lieu of the profits of
a forge in 1732, this represented nothing like an economic equivalent. The vicar
of Wednesbury in 173 o, Edward Eginton, told a sad tale of the ruinous effect
on his income of the workings of a coal mine in the parish: "N.B. There is a
very great Coal mine in the Parish which is prejudicial to the Vicar by distroying
a great deal of ground otherwise profitable to him: The most Learned in the
Law allow that if Toythe is not due (which is a quere) yet satisfaction ought to
be made from the Land Rendered useless. Mr Serjeant Hoo was of that
opinion who was Lord of the Manor, Master of a Considerable part of the
mine--yearley dureing his life gave two guineas towards damages as likeways
did the Honourable Mr Ward, another of the Proprietors; and Mr Sparrow,
the same who rented the mines; But now it's wholy falln into the hands of
Quakers--ERGO. ''1
The tithe owners were, however, rather more successful in the imposition of
a full tithe on the new 'improving' crops, which were being introduced into
Staffordshire from the early eighteenth century. As early as 17o8 the Darlaston
terrier noted: "Tythe plants, Turnips, and Carrotts paid as required." The
Caverswall terrier included a new section in 1722 on root crops which came
under the eye of the Vicar: "Tythe in kind of Potatoes, Parsnips Carriots,
Turnips and all manner of roots."
The actual process of tithe collection could be fraught with difficulty. It was
as important to follow the custom of the parish in setting out the tithe as it was
to attend at the right time and in the correct fashion to collect it. Many defendants were hauled into Court for not setting out their tithes in order to
allow a fair tenth to be collected, 2 while some tried in their own turn to sue the
tithe owner for trespass if he did not collect his tithes in the correct fashion.
The terriers of Blithfield from 1741 onwards go even further and give precise
and minute details about the route which the rector's servants should take
when touring the parish to collect their tithes, which argues for previous
tussles and accusations of interference or trespass. Similarly the Caverswall
terrier (1698) concludes: "It is lawfull for the V i c a r . . . or his servants.., to
have free ingress, egress or regress into any house, cottage dose, ground, etc.
at all and every time or times of the year to visne take or carry away all manner
of tythes d u e . . , with any manner of wain, oxen, cart, horses, or any other
carriage whatsoever or to order.., cast, dry and Tyth hay or grass in as free
and ample manner as the owners or occupyers.., can do for the residue with1 From the Wednesbury terrier of 173o. See also J. F. Ede, A History of Wednesbury, 1962,
pp. 187-8.
2 See, for example, L.J.R.O., B/C/5 1711/2: Backhouse v. Thomson in Tamworth parish. This
case turned on whether the impropriatolr had a right to demand his tithe corn in 'shuck'--properly
covered--or whether he had to accept it only in bundles, in 'sheaf'.
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out any let, suit, trouble, molestation, interruption or disturbance whatever."
Defenders of the clergy's right to tithes often argued that it was the greed of
farmers which provoked tithe disputes and not vice versa. The difficulties
facing a new incumbent could certainly be considerable. A correspondent to
Cobbett's Political Register in 18o8 argued: "It is almost universally true that
when a new incumbent appears in a parish a combination of farmers is immediately formed to harass him into acceptance of their own terms. ''1 These
terriers lend a certain amount of strength to this argument. It is noticeable in
certain parishes that when a new incumbent signs a terrier for the first time,
the customs have changed--and generally to the farmers' advantage. The new
rector of Kingsley in 1732, George Wenman, signed a terrier in which the old
custom of tithing sheep at the sixth and making an allowance for each under
ten was changed to one much more advantageous to the parishioners: "A halfpenny for Every Lamb... but if we keep them after Lady Day and sell then
out of the Parish any time before Midsummer, we pay one penny for every
sheep." The style of this terrier, with its frequent reference to "we" rather
than "the parishoners" suggests that it was drawn up by the parishioners and
signed in innocence by the new incumbent. The parishioners would thus have
some sort of documentary evidence to produce if in later years another rector
should wish to question the custom.
Parishioners might also hope to benefit from a vacancy. The two churchwardens of Mucklestone and eighteen inhabitants all signed a terrier in I747,
during a vacancy, which included for the first time moduses of 4 d. and 6d. for
each day's mowing of hay within the townships of Gravenhunger and Aston
respectively. This directly contradicted the terrier of 1698 signed by the Rector,
Harry Broughton: "There are no known Prescriptions belonging to any particular Towns or parcells of Land within t h e . . , parish." Certainly, faced with
situations like this, many incumbents would quickly try to get their own back,
and many bitter disputes were founded on tithe owners trying to re-impose old
customs, or parishioners attempting to give the force of law to temporary
arrangements which were advantageous to them.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century a number of tithes were still
taken in kind, strictly according to the customs prescribed in the parish terrier.
A study of those tithe account books which survive indicates clearly, however,
that individual compositions were being increasingly favoured. Such compositions would be especially valuable to vicars or rectors who were non-resident,
and to whom regular payments in kind would be an encumbrance. Regular
agreements might also be reached between larger owners or occupiers who
possessed ready cash enough to discharge their lands. Rectors might also
prefer regular payments in cash to hiring servants to collect in kind. In general,
1 Cobbett, Political t~egister, XlII, I8o8, pp. 34I-S.
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the terriers make no reference to individual compositions which could be
revoked when circumstances changed. This codicilto the terrierof'Biddulph
in 17o 5 is exceptional,but revealing: "And itmay not be improper to be noted
that the inhabitants of the Parish of Biddulph have for several years last past
entered into Composition and agreement with the Vicars of the said Parish to
pay each his certain sum of money annually in lieu of all tythes and dues whatsoever including in Composition the Tythe of Wooll and Lamb, flax Hemp,
Easter Offerings."
It was, of course, not necessary that the terriers should make reference to
transitory compositions. These could be revoked on expiry, and payment in
kind could be substituted if agreement could not again be reached. The case of
the 'modus' was very different, and the terriers pay special attention to them,
for the modus presented the greatest single obstacle to the full realization of an
incumbent's income. Eminent judges and counsel defined moduses precisely.
Sir Henry Gough's counsel in the Claverdon (Warwickshire) tithe dispute
stated: "The essential characteristic of a modus, its being founded on a
Composition real antecedent to the Statute of 13 Elizabeth, which is the
foundation of every Modus subsisting in this kingdom. ''1 Lord Hardwicke,
then Lord Chief Justice, declared in the case of Ekins v. Dormer, 1747, that:
"A Modus is nothing more than an ancient composition between a lord of a
manor, and the owners of the land in a parish, and rector, which gains strength
by time." 2The case law of this period, though by no means clear, tended to support the view of Gough's counsel that if the defendant of a modus could prove
continuous payment from 157° or before then the modus was to be considered
a valid ancient charge, and payment in kind could not be re-imposed. As the
burden of proof was on the defendant of a modus, however, this could be
extremely difficult, especially if no accurate accounts survived. It was not
surprising that a large number of "pretended moduses" were in fact set aside
when they were tried by courts of law. The problem, however, for the parish
vicar wishing to break an ancient modus was, as the terriers often indicate,
more complex than this. In the first place, if anyone in the parish claimed a
modus it was most likely to be the lord of the manor, or those who occupied
the demesne land under his protection. As the lord of the manor was quite
often also the patron of the living, the incumbent was automatically placed in
a weak position. Thus at Lapley ahhough the terrier undergoes considerable
alteration, including frequent questioning of a modus for hay, the following
entry remains constant: "The demeasne Land is exempt from paying Tyths.
It pays forty shillings p. ann. to the Vicar." The lordship of the manor, and the
patronage of the vicarage of Lapley was in the hands of the Biddulph family.
I H. Gwillim, Collection of Acts and Records... Respecting Tithes, 18Ol, III, p. 1294.
2 F. Plowden, The Principles and Lazo of Tithing, 18o6, p. 176.
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N o vicar could have hoped to break this modus which bore no relationat allto
the titheable value of the demesne.
The other problem was that of litigation,which could extend over several
years and was viciouslyexpensive. The vicarwith an annual income of lessthan
about £2oo--the vast majority in the eighteenth century--could not consider
legal action to secure his right without the aid of affluent friends. The most
likely source of help would normally be the patron of the living, who would
have a vested interestin making itas valuable as possible--unless, of course he
himself sought to defend a modus. Clearly the link between lord of the manor,
patron, and incumbent was quite strong enough to ensure that many certainly
unfair and probably invalid moduses were maintained.
The economic inequitability of the modus was clear enough. As most of the
moduses represented payments made as a rough equivalent to the tithe at the
latest in the mid-sixteenth century, and generally earlier, such sums of money
would clearly be derisory by the end of the seventeenth century--to say
nothing of those which were still being defended in the I82O'S.1
It is not surprising, therefore, that when they felt strong enough, incumbents
should attempt in the terriers to attack moduses which they hoped to break.
The vicar of Rushall in I698, George Hill, made an attack on two moduses in
his parish: "Item, forty-eight shillings now paid yearly by Mr Thomas Leigh
in Discharge of all vicariall Tythes arising from his lands.., which he pretends
to be his benevolence and hoe right, but it is judged otherwise... Mrs Elizabeth
Persehouse pays two shillings and sixpence yearely in Discharge of all Vicariall
Tythes, pleading prescription for the same which it is hoped she cannot."
John Fletcher, Vicar of Tutbury in 1722, extended the success of the impropriator of the great tithes, the Earl of Devonshire, and used it as a plea for the
invalidity of the modus claimed for small tithes: "Rolleston Park of late years
hath paid but six shillings per Annum, pretending it a Modus: but it was found
nothing s o . . . when William Earl of Devonshire, brought a special Verdict
against John Powel, Esq., owner of the said Park for the great Tythe, and it was
then made evident that the small ones did as rightly appertain to the Vicar.
Hanbury Park pretends to have paid by way of a Modus only two shillings per
annum... Stockley Park likewise.., two shillings. We are informed there was
an Old Vicar's Book in the Hands of the Earl of Devonshire which confounded
the aforesaid pretended Moduses." In neither case do these moduses appear
in subsequent terriers and it is likely that the vicars were able to substitute a
more realistic payment. It is likely also that the success of the vicar of Tutbury
was made possible only because of the previous action of the impropriator.
• 1 Many of the depositions in the court of exchequer (P.R.O. Class E112) give information as to
the value both of the tithe and of the modus claimed by the defendants. In some eighteenth-century
cases, the modus barely represented a tithe of the tithe!
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Fletcher may well not have had the resources to break the moduses of his own
volition.
Because glebe terriers provided such useful evidence in law suits concerning
tithe, incumbents became increasingly wary of changing the information provided in them. 'Custom' was of paramount importance, and a set of terriers
which provided an unbroken set of customs governing the payment of tithe
would carry more weight when presented in evidence. It is for this reason that
in most Staffordshire parishes between about I73O and 1755 the practice was
adopted of copying out older terriers and returning them to the diocesan
registry on the occasion of a visitation. By I747 the registry clerks were marking
each terrier which was returned to them: 'Copy of the terrier', in some cases
incorrectly as there were changes from the previous terrier in some parishes.
The Rector of Forton in 1755 described his terrier as "a true Copy (even as it
is spelt)." The copies which were returned were generally of originals made
between 1698 and 1732 , and by the late eighteenth century they were being
sent to Lichfield almost automatically on each visitation. However frustrating
for the historian, the reasons for these copies were sound enough. Their
evidence in disputes was second only in value to the endowments of vicarages,
which had often been long since lost anyway. As Lord McDonald said in
judgment at Warwick Assizes in I794: "A t e r r i e r . . , is an instrument well
known in the law. By the canons it is directed that an enquiry shall from time
to time be made of the temporal rights of the clergyman.., and returned to the
registry of the bishop, the proper guardian of those rights. That return is
called a terrier and has authenticity from being found in the proper place. ''I
John Tomlinson, who bought the advowson of Stoke-on-Trent in 1817 and
thereafter proceeded to revive most of the tithes which had fallen into obsolescence, clearly regarded the evidence of the terriers as vital for his campaign
of reviving tithes by law suits. He and his brother wrote to the diocesan
registrar, John Mott:
'Cliffville,z5 November 183°
'Dear Sir,
We send you on the other side a list of Terriers relating to Stoke Rectoryof which we want
copies in order to produce Evidence under a Common Suit of Chanceryfor Examinationof
witnesses in one of Mr Tomlinson's Tithe suits--and we shouldfeel particularlyobligedto you
if you wouldallowthe copiesto be made immediately, as Mr F. W. Tomlinsonwill (be) in Lichfield all Saturday next.., with a view to examine the Copies with the Originalterriers in the
Registry' . . .
We remain, Dear Sir,
Yours faithfully,
(signed) Jno. & F. W. Tomlinson.'"1 Miller v. Forster, Warwick Assizes 1794. Cited in Plowden, op. cit., p. 328.
2 Letter preserved with the Stoke-on-Trent terriers.
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The Vicar of Walsall, John Darwall, in a letter to his proctor in the Ecclesiastical Court at Lichfield in I783 said that he was only trying to recover from a
local miller, James Gough, "a Modus for his Mill in lieu of the Tenth of the
Toll, to which I'm expressly entitled by my terrier. ''1 Inspection of the
terrier, indeed, was one of the first tasks for contending parties in a tithe suit.
The bill of costs for a Cheadle parishioner, defending a suit against the rector,
John Chilton, in i734 included a payment of 6s. 8d. "for the search of several
Terriers of Cheadle being necessary to be looked into on the part of Hurst.'"-'
Similarly when in 182o a tithe committee consisting of the leading inhabitants
of Cheadle was set up to defend their non-payment of certain tithes against the
rector, Delabere Pritchett, one of its earliest actions was to resolve to "examine
all the Terriers and other documents in the Bishop's Registry at Lichfield
relating to the Rectory of Cheadle. ''3
"The legal importance of terriers is further indicated by the practice of signing
the terrier. In its most usual form the terrier was signed by the incumbent and
two churchwardens. In Walsall, however, the terrier is regularly signed not
only by these but also by leading civic dignitaries, including the mayor.
Elsewhere a large number of signatures on the terrier seems to be indicative of
unrest in the parish. At Checkley in I698 there is some doubt about the particular amounts to be paid by the inhabitants. The terrier is delicately framed to
avoid giving offence and is signed by the rector, two churchwardens, two
sidesmen, and seven other inhabitants: "But what are all the particular modi
which the parishioners pretend to discharge their Ancient Meadows from tith
hay we cannot relate, unless the ancient records at London, Lest we wrong the
Rector or the Parishoners."
Conversely, terriers signed only by churchwardens and not by the incumbent
could be regarded as valid evidence, provided that they were returned to the
registry in the normal way. ~ This being so, it is not surprising that incumbents
should be loath to record compositions. A composition was not necessarily
binding, but if the contract was incorporated in the terrier there was the
danger that a new incumbent might be forced even in a court of law to retain
the payment, as a modus, which because of the decreasing value of money, was
no longer acceptable to him.
A similar attitude lies behind the frequent appeals to the 'custom of the
parish', for when a terrier was lost or destroyed, the courts in the event of a
1 L.J.R.O., B/C/5 : 1785 (Add. Series). Darwall to Buckeridge 3° September 1783 . See also the
Walsall terriers. The 1698 terrier mentions a modus of 6s. 8d. in lieu of "the Lady of the Manor's
M i l l " but in 175 I, the vicar was noticed as being entitled to a tenth of the toll from newly-erected mills.
" L.J.R.O., B/C/5: 1733-4: Chilton v. Hurst. Cheadle.
3 Stafford County Record Grace, D239/M44os. Meeting of 12 Dec., 18zo.
Decision given in Illingworth v. Mrs Leigh, Fillongley, Warwicks, 18oo. Case cited in Plowden,
op. eft., pp. 319-2o.
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dispute would consider the evidence of the oldest inhabitants as to what the
custom has been over a long period. Thus at Audley in I698, the terrier begins:
"The rate and manner of tything between the Vicar and Parishioners... hath
been the use and c u s t o m . . , for a great number of years, as the parishioners
affirm." When the terrier was lost or mislaid for any reason, similar evidence
was relied on. The i698 Dilhorne terrier stated: "The Easter Role being lost
and embezzled in the late Civill Wars we have no guide or direction as to these
things but what we have learned from ancient men, and the parishioners have
confessed to."
Almost the only parish which seems to have had little regard for 'custom' in
the submission of its terriers in the i75o's and I76o's was Haughton, Staffs.,
thanks entirely to the efforts of its remarkable rector from i726 to I777,
Randall Darwall. His terriers give his viewpoint on the struggle to overthrow
the easy-going ways of his predecessors and to institute a rigorous method of
tithe assessment and collection.
Darwall's predecessor, William Royston, had been in the habit of returning
short terriers giving little information, beyond the assertion that all tithes great
and small were due and payable in kind, and that pigs, lambs, and calves were
tithed at the seventh. Darwall's first terrier in I732 was an attempt to clear up
the confusion: "As to the small Tythes and Customary Dues of the Parish,
there has been such Confusion and Irregularity for several years in the gathering of 'em that 'tis next to an Impossibility to ascertain the just right. Nor
cou'd I obtain a Sight of my predecessor's Accounts, nor those of his Son. And
the terriers likewise that have been formerly given up are vastly short and imperfect... Most of the Old people are dead; and those that remain are either
really or pretendedly ignorant of the matter." Darwall also complained in this
terrier that what the parishioners were claiming as a modus for tithe hay in part
of St Giles' Meadow was in reality "An Imposition: and a temporary agreement only of Old Mr Royston, the late Rector." Darwall was never able to
break this modus, about which he complained in each successive terrier. He
wrote in the I773 terrier that the occupier of the meadow had been promised
extensive support if the modus should be questioned in court: "Mr Dale then
pretended that his Landlord, Mr Crewe wou'd spend 2 or 3 hundred Pounds
in support of the said Modus." Such support Darwall lacked. Indeed he had
to fight to prevent the modus being extended. In I755 he noted that another
occupier was "fraudulently contriving to hook in all the Meadow Land belonging to Mr Crew into the same monstrous kind of a Modus; But such unfair purposes (I hope) will never be accomplished."
Darwall's campaign to restore what he called his "just rights" drew him
into controversy with the lord of the manor, and an experienced lawyer and
Master in Chancery, Francis Elde. The rector put forward a claim to tithe fish
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from a pool calledthe Turn Pit,which was on E1de's land. The lav~yer'spower
over the parishioners appears to have been considerably stronger than the
rector's. The 1751 terrierstates: "Since M r Elde purchased the Woodhouse
Estate and thereby (as it is asserted) became Lord of the Mannour, the said
Tithe (of fish)has been arbitrarilywith-held, and the People effectuallyprevented from declaring what they know of the Matter under this politicbut
false and groundless suggestion (insti11'dinto 'eraby the said equitable Master
in Chancery!) vizt. that if Tithe fish are due out of the Turn-Pit, they're
equally out of alltheir Pits!"
The rector admitted that his attempt to increase his income by searching
out his full dues had made him unpopular with his parishioners--an ever
present danger in such cases. He wrote in the ~766 terrierthat he had been
"exposed to very injustobloquy." But the dilemma must have been a realone,
and one which could be multiplied throughout the country. For an incumbent
with a social conscience but a poor income, the alternativeswere eitherto be
content with what the parishoners gave and not to be too zealous in enquiring
afterarrears or non-payments of tithe;or elseto press every claim which, after
all,were the claims of the church and not of an individual and would redound
on the successor, who might otherwise be similarly defrauded. In the case of
Darwall and many others, this lattercourse was attended with bitterness and
acrimony throughout the parish, making the pastoral officeof the incumbent
virtually impossible. Moreover, in Darwal1's case as he had not the resources
to fightlong legalbattleshe was doomed to disappointment. He wearily noted
in 1755 that the wealthy and influentialE1de "is determined (it seems) that
Might shall overcome Right."
The finalinsultwas reported in the terrierof 1773 over Darwall's claim for
tithe honey: "Tithe honey isindisputably due. And m y predecessor's daughter
in law gave me to understand that he had receiv'devery time any Bees were put
down (though there were but few then in the Parish) a large Quantity of Honey
in lieu of Tithe; and that her said Father in law oft purchased the Remainder,
being fond of Methegalis. But instead of paying me, some unconscionable
Neighbours lately stole the only Hive 1 had left & pilfered the Honey. A
strange Requittal for incommon forbearance." Of course, it may legitimately
be doubted just how forbearing Darwall had been. Claims for tithe fish and
tithe honey, which were the exception rather than the rule in Staffordshire,
were hardly likelyto lead to betterrelationsbetween parson and parishioners;
but one must none the less set against the common picture of the grasping
parson caricatured by Cruickshank and many others# the poor vicar trying to
i See, for example, Cruickshanks's ~Preachee and F|oggee too !',attacldng the clericalmagistrate,
in D. George, English PoliticalCaricature, If,p. 182; and the anonymous frontispiece:'The Parson
returning from Tithing', in A. Tindal Hart, Country Counting House, 1962.
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discharge his pastoral duties on an inadequate income, knowing that the effective execution of the former could depend to some extent on the continuance
of the latter. Tithes in Staffordshire were not collected only by fat opulent
rectors and the agents of large landowners who bought up impropriation after
impropriation, although these may easily be found. There were many livings
less weU endowed than Darwell's Haughton, I and the many subterfuges to
which landowners and occupiers would resort to avoid full payment of tithe
could increase the hardship of certain vicarages which relied on tithes for the
major part of their income.
There were, however, vicars of fairly modest means who were quite prepared to spend considerable time and money in building up a strong case
against their parishioners with a view to subsequent litigation. Documents
deposited with the glebe terriers of Alstonfield indicate the activity in this
direction of the Rev. John Simpson, who was presented to the vicarage in
1822. From the outset he manifested his dissatisfaction with the revenue he
received from the vicarage, and his attention soon turned, inevitably, to the
large number of moduses claimed by the inhabitants. By 1829, he was writing
to the Diocesan Registrar, who often advised incumbents on their tithe rights, 2
with a view to obtaining an authoritative legal opinion on his chances of breaking most of the moduses claimed.
A letter written by Simpson to the diocesan registrar, John Mort, on I 4 July
1829, asks for advice and indicates that Simpson must have spent a considerable
amount of time delving into the tithe history of the parish. He asks: "The
several moduses for Hay: whether they are good or not... The 18 farm householders did each fonllerly pay 3s. 4d., but the farms have undergone perpetual
alterations... No one can tell me which land or what quantity of land did formerly belong either to each of these farms separately; or to them all collectively.
The three pounds hay money are supposed to be included in the Composition
paid by some of the inhabitants of Warslow... but no one knows by which...
What is to be done in this Case? Can the Modus be set aside? If not, where can
I look for my three pounds?" Two further letters followed in quick succession,
the last posing yet again the thorny problem of the tithe of mills: "P.S. In case
a Miller refuses to render an Account of the profits of his Mill, how am I to act?
I have sent him notice to exhibit his books, but he has taken no notice and is,
I understand, determined not to account.
"Another miller so rendered his accounts as to cause it to appear that he has
1 It is not easy to obtain an accurate estimate of the value of many eighteenth-century livings. The
rector of Haughton in 183~ estimated his income at a comfortable £4oo, while complaining that the
tithes could be improved.--Church Commissioners File, Millbank, NB2o/187.
2 See the Letter Books of John Mort', Diocesan Registrar, in L.J.R.O., B/A/Ig. Many of the
letters are concerned with formal matters such as probate; but there are frequent entries which
answer such questions as those posed by Simpson in this letter.
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been and is a very considerable loser every year... He takes the whole of his
trade to be abt. £7 ° per annum so that he is, according to this Acct., losing
annually abt. £25. "1 It is hardly surprising that with profits so notoriously
difficult to determine, most incumbents gave up the struggle and made a not
too onerous composition with the mill proprietors in their parish.
Mott wrote three letters in reply which were generally optimistic about
Simpson's chances of success, 2 and the entire case was in due course referred
to the eminent ecclesiastical lawyer, Dr Stephen Lushington. He returned a
closely argued 'opinion' which was again very much in Simpson's favour: "It
appears to me that the Modus for the 18 farms cannot be sustained, first
b e c a u s e . . , the precise extent and boundaries of the antient farm must be
alleged and proved, which from this statement I conclude will be impossible,
a n d . . , because the amount of payment has varied." Lushington concluded
that "there is a fair prospect of success."
Legal caution must not be allowed to disguise the fact that Simpson had
built for himself a very strong case. He did not, however, need to take it into
open court. The enclosure of Alstonfield was being discussed and prepared
very soon after this correspondence, and, armed with his own researches and
with a favourable opinion from Lushington, the vicar was able to present a very
strong case to the enclosure commissioners. Certainly, he did very well out of
enclosure. In dealing with the vicar's claim, the Act of Enclosure of 1834 said:
"And whereas the sum received by the said Vicar... for Tithes or Modus...
has never exceeded in any One Year the Sum of One Hundred and Twenty
Pounds, and Disputes have from Time to Time arisen as to the amount of
Tithes, Moduses and Annual Payments due to the said Vicar, it is expedient
that the same shall be settled. ''~ The settlement was very much to the vicar's
advantage. He was given land to the yearly value of £3oo exclusive of surplice
fees. After a lengthy period of haggling the award was confirmed in June 1839,
almost exactly five years after the passing of the Act, and Simpson was given
484 acres out of the total amount of 3,5oo acres to be enclosed. 4 Simpson's
pressure had very nearly trebled the value of his living.
Disputes over tithe continued throughout the eighteenth century up to the
Tithe Commutation Act of 1836. A very necessary clause in that Act was that
which provided for an arbitrator to determine any suits then pending in courts
1 Simpson to Mort, 23 September 1829. Letter with the terriers.
L.J.R.O., B/A/19, Letter Book 'B', pp. 294, 442, 478. With regard to Simpson's claim to mill
tithes, Mort said that he could obtain an account in a court of law and "it would be useless for the
Owner to say that there was no Profit, if he admitted the fact of the Mill having been work'd at the
periods pleaded." H e admitted, however, that mill dthes were not common, and offered to write
personally to the millers in question, urging them to pay, rather than risk legal action.
3 4 & 5 Wil. IV, c. 15, s. 39. See also British Sessional Papers, House of Commons, 1836, XLIV,
pp. 28o-I.
4 P.R.O., I.R.I8/9236, and S.R.O., Q / R D c 24.
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of law "touching the right to any Tithes or... the Existence of any Modus or
Composition Real or Prescriptiveor Customary Payment. ,,i
That such a situationstillexistedin 1836 is attributableto two main factors:
the large mlmber of moduses long since granted and the even largernumber
claimed, and the lack of any definite and irrefragable statute as to what was
payable in a particular situation, and what was not. Tithe law was overwhelmingly case law, complex, confused, and contradictory in some cases.
The overriding and always implicit principles remained that the 'custom of
the parish' was the final arbiter of the right to take, and the mode of taking,
tithes. In such a situation, which was very much like the promised land for the
lawyer, the significance of glebe terriers is obvious. Quite often they provided
the only documentary evidence which could be referred to by a court of law.
On their testimony, together with that of the oldest inhabitants, and on the
skill or craft of the lawyer, might depend the doubling or trebling of the income of impropriator, rector, or vicar. Many of them also give valuable insights into one of the most important aspects of village life, the relationship
between the incumbent and his parishioners. Many disputes which did not
reach the law courts, and which might otherwise be lost to the historian, are to
be found, hinted at, or explained, in certain terriers. Others seem to have been
drawn up almost with one eye on their subsequent usefulness as evidence in
tithe suits. Their drawbacks as evidence have been noted above. Above all they
do not give sufficient information about the vitally important lay impropriators,
whose terriers were their estate accounts. However, terriers remain a primary
source of information for a study of the tithe system in its final phase, which
study itself can cast much light on one facet of the breakdown of the old village
community.
1 6 & 7 W i l . IV, c. 7 I, s. 24.

The Landlord and
Agricultural Transformation, 1 8 7 o - i 9o0
By RCHARn PRREN
I

Y now the distinguishing features of the fortunes of English agriculture
between 187o and 19oo are well known? The succession of wet seasons
culminating in that of 1879, accompanied by the drastic fall in the prices
of cereals throughout the I88O's spelt disaster for many farmers in the cerealgrowing regions of the south-east of England, especially if they happened to
work heavy clayland farms. For the livestock producer, though the initial
situation in 1879 was still serious, in the long run it was less gloomy. With
rising real wages for much of the time, and a rising population, the demand for
livestock products was promising. Meat prices did not fall till after 1885, and
then the decline was much smaller than for cereals. Per capita consumption of
meat and dairy products rose continuously right up to 1914. A good deal of
this rising consumption was supplied by overseas producers, but not all of it;
there was still an opportunity for home producers to supply this buoyant
market with those foods where their advantage as producers was greatest, such
as high quality meats, dairy foods, poultry, eggs, and fresh milk. But to do this
successfully required from the farmer increased specialization and the adaptation of his enterprises to the changed market conditions after 1879, if he had not
taken steps to do so before that date.
Of course to some extent British agriculture had changed its emphasis in the
twenty years before 1873.3 As early as 1849 Caird had anticipated an improvement in vegetable and livestock product prices as a result of rising population,
and a relative deterioration in cereal prices as imports increased. The falI in
cereal prices did not come till the I88O'S, but in the meantime there is no doubt
that there was a marked improvement in animal product prices after 185o.~
This encouraged farmers on mixed farms to increase their production of livestock by making it more profitable for them to use the grain they produced as
1 1 am grateful to the Archivist, Mr F. W. Stitt, and the staff of the Stafford County Record
Office for making the documents I have used available to me so readily. I am also grateful to Mr
E. J. T. Collins for valuable suggestions made during the preparation of this article. The responsibility for the opinions stated is my own.
2 T. W. Fletcher, 'The Great Depression of English Agriculture, I873-96', Econ. Hist. Rev.,
2nd series, xIII, 1961.
E. L. Jones, 'The Changing Basis of Agricultural Prosperity, 1853-73', Agric. Hist. Rev., x, 1962.
E. L. Jones and E. J. T. Collins, 'Sectoral Advance in English Agriculture, I85O-8O', Agric.
Hist. Rev., xv, 1967, p. 79.
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feed, rather than selling it for cash. A further impetus to livestock farming was
given by the imports of oilcake from Europe and further afield which grew
from 273,ooo tons in 1856 to 740,0o0 tons a year by the I88O'S.1 These developments required increased capital both from the tenant farmer and from
the landlord. From the tenant more capital was required to buy in more livestock and also for purchased feeding stuffs if they were used; from the landlord increased livestock usually implied heavier expenditure on new buildings
to house them, especially if the farmer concentrated on stall- or yard-feeding. ~
In the I85O'S and i86o's this type of farming spread from mixed farming
regions, where it had originated, to the dairying parts of Cheshire and
Gloucestershire and into parts of Cornwall and Cumberland which had previously depended on grain2 Developments after 1879 encouraged further
reliance on livestock. Prices of cereals and oilcake fell, acting as a stimulus for
farmers to use purchased cattle foods, and the greater efficiency of fattening
cattle in covered fold yards, where they put on weight more rapidly with less
inputs than if they had been fed in the open, was especially attractive to farmers
at a time when profit margins were under severe pressure and every economy
was desirable. Furthermore, the fact that the provision of new buildings was,
on most estates, the landlord's responsibility relieved the tenant of the need to
make outlays in this direction. But even in areas where more intensive methods
of cattle feeding were not adopted there was generally still a need for landlords
to undertake increased expenditure when greater reliance was placed upon livestock farming. With marginal arable land converted to pasture there would still
be a need for extra buildings to carry the increased number of stock in winter,
and even the 'arable dairy farming' practised in parts of Essex still required
milking parlours and accommodation for the dairy herds. 4
Thus successful adaptation, whether it was carried out before 1879, or after,
required from the landowner a certain level of expenditure, both on land and
on farm buildings. The purpose of this article is to examine statistics of income
and expenditure on these items for eight estates in different parts of England
between 1872 and 1892, and for one estate between 187o and 19oo, to find out
the extent to which landlords seemed to be incurring the extra costs of transformation before 1879, and how the process proceeded after that date. Also,
some attempt will be made to judge the success of this work by seeing how far
1 F. M. L. Thompson, 'The Second Agricultural Revolution, I 8 1 5 - - I 8 8 0 ' , Econ. Hist. Rev.,
2nd series, xxI, I968, pp. 67-8.
2 W. Wilson, British Farming, 1862, pp. 437-8; W.Wright, 'On the Improvements in the Farming
of Yorkshire...', Journal Royal Agric. Soe. of England [henceforth J.R.A.S.E.], xxlI, x86i, p. 9x;
M. Evershed, 'Early Fattening of Cattle', J.R.A.S.E., 2nd ser., xIv, I878, p. I62; J. A. Clarke,
'Practical Agriculture', loc. cir., pp. 498-5o3.
3 Jones, loc. tit., p. 229, footnote 4.
Sir W. Gavin, Ninety Years of Fatnily Farming, I967, p. 86.
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large estate expenditures on buildings and land are correlated with small
declines in the rents of such estates (Part 11). Part III is concerned with a comparison of two sets of estates, namely, the Shropshire and Staffordshire estates
of the Dukes of Sutherland and the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire
estates of the Dukes of Bedford, to see what other factors besides mere levels of
estate expenditure affected the success, or otherwise, of agricultural transformation.
II

In February 1894 the second Royal Commission on Agriculture sent out a
letter 1 to a number of large landowners in England and Scotland explaining
that "The Commission desire to be informed at first hand by the experience
of landowners in different parts of the country, of the effect upon rents of the
present agricultural depression, as compared with a period of 15 or 20 years
ago; and of the way in which the diminution of gross income has been accompanied by a diminution of the owner's outlay under different heads." The
Commissioners asked for information between 1872 and 1892, though not all
the replies they received went back as far as 1872. Of the thirty replies they got
for England some sixteen did so, though not all of these are suitable for purposes of comparison. 2 In all, eight were found to be suitable, four of these were
in counties which were predominantly arable areas and four were in
counties where livestock farming predominated. In certain cases, because
the landowner did not want his identity to be disclosed, it is not possible to
identify the precise location of the estates. (See TABLEI.) In the arable group of
estates this problem presents the least difficulty as regards Suffolk which it is
admitted was heavily committed to cereal production at this time. Also the
Duke of Bedford's estates were described as being largely comprised of "some
of the best wheat land in England ''3 and the Duke of Richmond has been regarded as the champion of the corn-growing interest ;4 nor does the inclusion of
the Holkham estate in this group require any justification. In the livestock
counties, the estates in Cheshire and Northumberland present no problem as
these were predominantly livestock counties, and so, too, was Gloucestershire.
Also, Harewood Hall was situated in the West Riding of Yorkshire which was
predominantly livestock-oriented?
As we would expect, the estates in the arable counties showed a greater fall
1 R.C. Agriculture, z 894-97. Particulars of Expenditure and Outgoings on Certain Estates in Great
Britain, and Farm Accounts, p. 4.
F o r example, one estate in Middlesex gave no figures for its acreage, and some of the others
were plainly very small outlying estates of large landowners.
D u k e of Bedford, The Story of a Great Agricultural Estate, x 897. P. 55.
4 Fletcher, op. cit., p. 425.
5 R.C. Agriculture, 1894-97, Final Report, p. 7 and map facing that page, which defines arable and
livestock counties in x895.
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in rents and net estate income than the estates in the livestock counties between
I87z-4 and 189o-2. The Cheshire estate was the best off, with a rise in net
estate income, and though the major part of this comes from a falling off in
expenditure in i89o-z these years do also see a small increase in rent over the
TABLE 11
EIGHT ESTATES : COMPARISON OF AVERAGEANNUALACREAGE
RENT, EXPENDITURE, ANDNET INCOMEBETWEEN 1872--4 AND 1890-2

(~)

Estates

Years

Acres

Rent
£

Expen- Net
Per cent
diture
Income
£
£
Change

LIVESTOCK COUNTIES

8-9 An Estate in Cheshire

1872--4
1890-2
22-23 An Estate in
1872-4
Northumberland
1890-2
6-7 An Estate in Yorkshire~ 1872-4
(Earl of Harewood)
1890-2
18-19 An Estate in
1872-4
Gloucestershire
1890-2
(Lord Fitshardinge)

16,110
16,110
11,333
11,483
28,221
28,193
17,379
18,387

31,378
31,890
8,864
8,023
37,396
31,735
36,773
31,742

13,676
9,454
4,030
3,631
12,461
10,375
10,087
9,499

17,702
22,436 26.7
4,834
4,392
9.2
24,935
21,360 --14.4
26,686
22,243 --16.6

1872-4
1890-2~
1873-5
1890-2

44,037
45,177
14,247
14,247

58,833 20,243 38,590
44,492 14,275 30,217 --21.7
18,550 7,752 10,797
13,794 5,637 8,157 --24.5

1872-4
1890-2

30,619 48,849~ 26,067 22,782
24,634 31,366 17,997 13,369 --41 '3

1872-4
1890-2

15,075 20,182
15,326 11,514

ARABLE COUNTIES

I2-13

An Estate in Norfolk3
(Holkham Estate)
32-33 GoodwoodEstate,
Sussex
(Duke of Richmond)
16-17 Estatesin Beds. and
Bucks.
(Duke of Bedford)
14-15 An Estate in Suffolk

2,730 17,452
5,160 6,354 --63.6

a R.C. Agriculture, ~894-97. Particulars of Expenditure... and Farm Accouvts.
2 T h e s e are the page n u m b e r s of the returns.
3 T h e s e estates identified in the Final Report, Report by Mr George Lambert, p. 2o7.
4 R e t u r n starts in 1873.
T h e s e figures are an overstatement of agricultural rents as those making the return inadvertently included
urban p r o p e r t y . - - D u k e of Bedford, The Story of a Great Agriadtural Estate, 1897, p. 65.

early seventies. At the other end of the scale come the Duke of Bedford's
estates in Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire and the estate in Suffolk. It
might be objected that the position of the Duke of Bedford's estates is made to
look worse than it really was by the fall in acreage between the two periods;
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but even when this is taken into account the net income per acre fell from
I6s. 3d. in I872- 4 to I2s. 3d. in I89o-2--a decline of 24. 3 per cent--which
makes the estates equal with the Duke of Richmond's Goodwood estate. On
the Suffolk estate, expenditure does rise it, the period I89o-2 but even on this
estate the decline in rents between the two sets of dates accounts for the major
part of the decline in net estate income, as it does on the other estates.
When the Commissioners sent out the forms of reply to the landowners they
left separate columns for the ordinary expenses of running the estate such as
rates, taxes, management charges, and repairs to fences and buildings, and for
items of extraordinary expenditure, that is, money spent on new buildings and
land improvements. However, when they came to the work carried out on the
estate very few owners made any distinction between these two classes of
expenditure in their accounts? Usually money spent on new buildings was
included along with sums spent on maintenance and repairs in the estate
building account. From the landlord's point of view this was logical because
both classes of work were carried out by the same labour as and when the need
for them arose. °- However, the failure to make this distinction does create
problems if one wants to compare the sums spent on permanent improvements
with the ordinary expenditure of the estate. Some estates did make returns
with the items for permanent improvements separated but for the sake of
comparability all cases considered so far include expenditure on both current
and capital items. But TABLES II and III, which deal with expenditure on the
actual estate itself, make this distinction where it is possible to do so.
On the four estates in livestock counties, expenditure on land and buildings
was at quite high levels in the seventies, in no case being much below 20 per
cent of the rent received. On the Cheshire estate the level of expenditure shows
a tendency to decline in the late eighties, but this seems to indicate that the
transformation of the seventies was a success and allowed the landlord to
reduce his infusions of capital without rents suffering to any great extent. This
would be in accordance with much of what is already known about Cheshire,
which probably fared best of all the English counties during the depression3
because of its heavy concentration on livestock and dairying, especially milk
production for which the Lancashire and Merseyside cities provided a buoyant
market. Also, the lower level of expenditure on these items for this estate, than
1 Select Comminee (House of Lords) on the Improvement of Lands, 1873, Q.I964, 1698-17oo.
o-R. J. Thompson 'The Enquiry into the Agricultural Land in England and Wales in the Nineteenth Century', Jnl Roy. Stat. Soc., LXX,19o7, p. 6o2, considered the distinction between 'repairs'
and 'permanent improvements' in many cases a purely artificial one. While it would not be fair to
charge the cost of improvements, lasting over a number of years, against one year's rent they may be
fairly charged against income over a number of years, as their effects would be reflected in the rents.
3 T. W. Fletcher, 'Lancashire Livestock Farming in the Great Depression',/tgric. Hist. Rev., Ix,
I96x, p. I7.
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for some others, would seem to indicate that relatively little was required to be
spent on the process of transformation. The Northumberland estate seems to
have undergone very heavy expenditure on new buildings and land improvements, especially between 1880 and x885, and it would seem that more expenditure from the landlord was necessary to maintain rents on this estate than on
the Cheshire estate. T h e Gloucestershire estate of Lord Fitzhardinge shows a
lower level of expenditure on fresh items, but substantial sums were spent on
repairs and maintenance and, overall, the level of expenditure on the fabric of
the estate seems to have been very high.
One feature which all the estates have in common is the comparatively high
level of expenditure on drainage and land improvements immediately after
1879. This is not surprising as no matter how much the landlord had spent on
new buildings the effects of the wet years I879-8I on the actual land itself were
quite independent and most estates could have some land which was particularly badly affected and would have needed immediate treatment to remedy
the situation, either by drainage, expenditure on fertilizers, expenditure on
grass seeds, or some combination of the three.
As far as the estates in the arable part of the country were concerned (TABLE
II) estate expenditure on these items was generally significantly lower than in
TABLE I I

~

Expenditure as a percentage
of rent received
Years

Estate

1872-9
1880-5
1886-92

Cheshire

1872-9
1880-5
1886-92

Northumberland

1872-9
1880-5
1886-92

Yorkshire
(Earl of Harewood)

1872-9
1880-5
1886-92

Gloucestershire
(Lord Fitzhardinge

Repairs,
fences, and
insurance

New

buildings

17.1
12.2
6.5
5-0
5.7
7.1

18.3
29.0
17.3
16.8
12.8
17.1

23.6
21.4
17.3

4.5
7.5
8.2

i S a m e s o u r c e as TABLE I.

Drainage
and land
improvement

Total

4.7
5"9
1"7

21 "8
18"1
8"2

9.1
8.9
5.8

32"4
43"6
30"2

2.6
5-0
4.3

19"4
17"8
21 "4

2.6
8.6
2.0

30"7
37"5
27"5
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the livestock area; so was it on buildings and repairs. The level was lowest
of all on the Suffolk estate where the decline in net estate income was greatest.
Here little expenditure on new buildings was undertaken: even in the period
1886-92 work was only carried out during four of those years, and even normal
repairs were at a very low level; the column for drainage and land improvements bears the remark "available to ascertain." The accounts of this estate
point to very little being spent on transformation either before 1879 or after it.
Also, both the Earl of Leicester's Norfolk estate and the Duke of Richmond's
Sussex properties exhibited lower levels of expenditure on these items than
did the estates in livestock areas. But the Duke of Bedford's Buckinghamshire
and Bedfordshire estates do not follow this rule. Here expenditure was higher
than on either the Yorkshire or Cheshire estates before 1879 , yet the fall in
rents and net estate income was much higher. This points to the fact that the
landlord was not able to control the fall of rents simply by the size of his expenditure. There were other factors at work about which nothing has been
said so far. These factors were, broadly, the frame of mind of the estate
management towards meeting changed conditions, and the limitations which
the nature of the estate itself imposed on the management in this direction.
TABLE 11I I

Expenditure as a percentage
of rent received
Years

1872-9
1880-5
1886-92
1873-9
1880-5

1886-92

Estate

I

Repairs,
fences, and
insurance

Nezo
buildings

[

Drab,age
and land
improvement

Total

Norfolk--Holkham

13.9
15.4
9"2

0.8
1"5
0"1

14"7
16"9
9"3

Goodwood, Sussex
(Duke of Richmond)

7-9
9.2
7.6

Nil

7.9
9.2
7.6

1872-9
1880-5
1886-92

Beds. and Bucks.
(Duke of Bedford)

1872-9
1880-5
1886-92

Suffolk

18"4
14"2
11"3

10"3
7.7
4.6

3"6
7.0
4.5

32"3
28"9
20"4

4.3
2.8
5.8

0.7
1.2
9.0

Nil

5.0
4.0
14.8

x Same source as TABLE I.
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Natural limitations would include climate, soil type, and soil fertility which
would determine the sorts of farming it was both possible and profitable to
carry out on the estate. However, the general rule for these eight estates was
that the larger expenditures on repairs, new buildings, and land improvements
were associated with the smaller declines in rent and net estate income. This
was tested by calculating Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between the
expenditure on the permanent structure and land of the estates, expressed as a
percentage of the rents received over the 21 years, 1872-92 , and the decline
in rent per acre between 1872- 4 and 189o-2. This figure was found to have a
value of - o . 6 7 .1
In
As our concern is to analyse the role of the landlord in this period of agricultural depression, something should first be said about the circumstances of the
Dukes of Sutherland and Bedford before we go on to compare their estates. In
the first place, both were substantial landowners, having other agricultural
properties besides those which are of immediate interest here. In 1892 the
properties of the Duke of Bedford comprised 22,845 acres in Lincolnshire,
24,792 acres in Devon and Dorset, and 25,4oi acres of the Woburn estate in
Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire--73,o38 acres in all.2 The Duke of
Sutherland was the largest private landowner in the United Kingdom with
1,326,453 acres in the counties of Sutherland and Ross, a mere 1,853 acres in
Stitterham, Yorkshire, besides his Shropshire and Staffordshire estates. In
all he owned some 1,358,545 acres in 188o.8 Neither of these landowners was
wholly dependent on their agricultural properties for their incomes. The Duke
of Bedford had substantial urban properties, especially in London, which
yielded a steady income# and the Duke of Sutherland had substantial industrial properties around North Staffordshire and in the Wolverhampton
area, which were very profitable in the 187o's. So both these landowners had at
least adequate external sources of income which would be used to meet the
bills for repairs, new buildings, and land improvements, supposing the normal
incomes fi'om the estates were not enough to meet these, and the other costs
of running the properties. Also, both landowners took an interest in the welfare
of their estates and the progress of agricultural development. The Dukes of
Bedford had traditionally fostered experimental agriculture, and since 1876
the resources of the Woburn Abbey home farm had been at the disposal of
1 For a sample of size 8 this value is significant at the 5 per cent level and implies a real inverse
correlation between the t~vo variables.
2 Duke of Bedford, op. cit., p. 68.
3 j . Bateman, Great Landowners of Great Britain, 1883, p. 361.
4 F. M. L. Thompson, English Landed Estates in the Nineteenth Century, 1963, p. 336; D. Spring
The English Landed Estate in the Nineteenth Century: its Administration, 1962, p. 41 where he describes the London property as "perhaps the most valuable land in the world."
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Lawes and Gilbert for investigations into livestock feeding and the layingdown of permanent pasture. 1 The Dukes of Sutherland had also shown an
interest in agricultural improvements, both in the past by their drainage of a
large portion of the Shropshire estate in the 18oo's, and in the 187o's when the
third Duke spent colossal sums in Scottish land reclamations. 2
But despite this similarity in circumstances and attitudes between the two
landlords, the financial history of the two estates is distinctly different during
this period. The performance of the Duke of Sutherland's Shropshire estate 3
is summarized in TABLE IV. As in the case of most of the estate figures taken
from the Royal Commission, no distinction was ever made between items of
current and capital expenditure when it came to farm buildings and work on
land improvements.
A number of points in the pattern of expenditure are important. Firstly,
the large amount spent on buildings in the early seventies was caused by the
fresh construction of farm buildings and cottages--mainly farm buildings.
This suggests that the estate was taking considerable care over transformation,
even before 1879, and will be referred to again later, though it is true that not
everything was done in this direction before the eighties. A second rise in
expenditure in the nineties is accounted for by further work on farm buildings.
Secondly, as on so many of the estates looked at so far, particularly those in
livestock areas, expenditure on drainage and land implements rises in the
I88O'S On this estate it was a reaction to the need for drainage and the conversion of heavy arable land to pasture.
The overall effects of this expenditure was that net estate income was very
well maintained throughout the eighties and was in fact higher in the quinquennium 1888--92 than it had ever been in the seventies, despite the fall in
rents. The most serious fall in rents and net estate income came between
1893-7, partly as a result of the renewed fall in agricultural prices of the
early nineties and the difficult seasons which were bound to have repercussions
on rents, and partly as the result of renewed expenditure on buildings after
1892 which reduced net estate income further. The recovery of net estate
income in 1896-19oo was due solely to the fact that the management felt it
had done all it could by the provision of new buildings, and so in 1896 the
1 Duke of Bedford, op. cir., pp. 162-4.

2 E. S. Richards, James Loch and the House of Nutherland t8ze-z855, Unpublished Ph.D. thesis,
Nottingham University, May 1965; C. G. Roberts, 'Sutherland Reclamation', J.R.A.N.E., 2nd
ser., XV, 1879.

3 Information on the Duke of Sutherland's properties came from the Staffordshire County
Record Office, series D593, the Sutherland collection [hereafter cited as S.C.R.O. D593]. The
Shropshire property comprised land in the east of the county in the parishes of Lilleshall, Muxton,
Sheriffhales, I(innersley, and Longdon-on-Tem. The figures in TABLE IV refer to a constant
acreage of farms paying £50 p.a. rental, or more, amounting to 13,953 acres.--S.C.R.O., D593
G]I]2412-27 & D593 H]I4]3]I9.
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decision was taken drastically to reduce the size of the estate building and
other departments. The work done on land improvements was also reduced
at this time.
TABLE I V
DUKE OF SUTHERLAND'SSHROPSHIRE ESTATE: EXPENDITURE AND INCOME, 1871-1900

(overlapping quinquennial averages)
Expenditure 1
Drainage
and land
improvements

Buildings
and
repa~s

Other2
expenses

Income
Rents from 3
Total
expenses

farms of
over £50
rental

Net
hzcome
from farms

£

£

£

£

£

£

1871-5
1873-7

1,240
1,543

7,947
9,396

4,790
4,780

13,977
15,719

23,423
23,464

9,446
7,945

1886-80
1878-82

2,239
2,694

7,927
6,757

4,816
4,778

14,982
14,229

22,590
22,538

7,608
8,309

1881-5
1883-7

2,985
2,998

6,526
6,045

4,531
4,333

14,042
13,376

22,562
22,228

8,520
8,852

t886-90
1888-92

2,849
2,529

5,754
5,669

4,120
4,042

12,723
12,240

22,657
22,776

9,934
10,536

1891-5
1893-7

2,352
2,359

7,056
7,514

4,210
4,406

13,618
14,279

21,675
20,683

8,057
6,404

1896-1900

1,991

5,414

4,273

1i,678

20,027

8,349

S.C.R.O. D593 F5141~o-39.

2 This includes general management, rates, taxes, and tithes.
Shropshire County Record Off:ice, 673/2/76-8I ; S.C.R,O., D593

G/I[24/2-27.

Unfortunately it is not possible to present the same sort of breakdown of
expenditure on the Duke of Sutherland's Staffordshire properties 1 because
this estate, on the edge of the Potteries, contained a fair proportion of urban
property besides farms. At times large sums were spent on this town property
and the estate accounts are constructed in such a way that it is impossible to
separate these sums from purely farm expenditure. Nevertheless, the estate
accounts and correspondence indicate a pattern of activity between 187o and
a The Staffordshire property comprised land in the parishes of Trentham, Barlaston, Blurton,
Hanford, Normacot, Clayton, and Hanchurch. The estate had an agricultural acreage of 6,505 acres
being farms of £50 rental p.a., or over.--S.C.R.O., D593 H/I4/2[IO and D593 G/2/6/82.
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19oo which was very similar to that carried out in Shropshire. Although it had
a high percentage of pasture, 1 the Staffordshire estate was worse off than the
Shropshire estate, especially just after 1879 , because it had a higher proportion
of clayland. The effect of this can be seen in the decline of rents in the early
I88O'S. On the Shropshire estate the average rent per acre received between
1876-8 and 1882- 4 fell by less than I per cent. On the Staffordshire estate
there was a fall of over 4{ per cent." But even on the heavy land the fall was not
so severe as on the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire estates where in 1879
half a year's rent was remitted to the farm tenants, with remissions of 25 per
cent in 188o and 1881 and io per cent in 1882. In 1883 and 1884 rents were
paid in full. 3 On the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire estates by 1895 the
position was as follows :*
Total rental in Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire in 1878
Total amount of rents remitted since 1879
The revaluation of rents made in 1895 , and brought into
force with effect from Michaelmas, I895, was
Showing a reduction of
Being (say) 55 per cent.

£43,975
132,222
zo,o63
23,912

Only on the Shropshire estate of the Duke of Sutherland was anything ever
approaching an overall revaluation ever carried out, and even this, which was
undertaken in 1893, was only partial and amounted to only 6 per cent of the
rent proper of the tenants affected, and even with the land tax and the fire
insurance for the farm buildings which the landlord now took over at that date,
it only came to 8 per cent. 5
The management's attitude on the Duke of Sutherland's estates to tenants'
demands for rent reductions was to resist any demand for a universal reduction.
When the tenants on the Shropshire estate presented a petition in 18816 asking
for a reduction on the grounds of low prices of farm produce, competition from
both foreign grain and cattle, disease amongst their livestock, and the gradual
reduction of their capital, the estate was able to reply that: "nothing like a
case calling for a general and substantial reduction of rents has been made out,
but on the contrary, all have been most liberally dealt with as to buildings.
Most of the cases having a special claim have already been assisted and are in
course of receiving assistance in a way most likely to render their farms increasingly valuable--and further that there is a majority.., whose holdings
1 75 p e r cent of the land on the Staffordshire estate was pasture in 187o, rising to 85 per cent in

i9oo.--Public Record Office, [hereafter cited as P.R.O.] M.A.F. 68 (Parish Agricultural Returns).
2 S.C.R.O., D593 G/I/24/2-4 & S-IO; G/1/22/22-24 & 30-33.
3 Duke of Bedford, op. cit., pp. 122-3.
4 Ibid., p. 126.
s S.C.R.O., D593 G/4/I7.
6 S.C.R.O., D593 L/3/69 Memorial from sundry tenants asking for a reduction of rents. (This
document gives the estate's reply to the petitioners.)
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would let at equal or increased rents." Again in I893 when a petition caused a
reduction, the principle of treating every case on its merits was still adhered to.
On the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire estates, however, the regular
remissions were given as a means of avoiding a revaluation of the estates'
rental which the management wanted to avoid at all costs, as it was hoped that
circumstances might improve; and if a revaluation were adopted it could not
be confined to the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire estates. Hence the
policy of remissions along with assistance to tenants in the form of laying down
land to grass, etc. 1 But the policy was only of limited success and with the
revaluation of 1895 the estate finally accepted the inevitable. Thus, though the
objects of both estate managements were similar--the avoidance of permanent
or "across the board" rent reductions, and the offering of improvements to
tenants to help them adapt to the changed circumstances--the outcome in
each case was dissimilar.
The reasons for this difference in outcome seem to lie with the attitude of
the management and the sort of agriculture which was predominant on the
estates. Both the Duke of Sutherland's estates were in livestock counties and
were subject to a system of dairying or mixed farming with a strong emphasis
on the livestock side. Thus it was possible to concentrate production on livestock as prices for this branch of production improved from the 185o's onwards. In 1 8 5 8 the Shropshire estate was revalued and from that date, till 188 i,
something like £8o,ooo was spent on the farm buildings--the greater part of
this being for additions to capital--and about £19,ooo on drainage, over
£IO,Ooo of this being for fresh work. So something like £9o,ooo was spent on
transformation in the 24 years before 188 I. As a result of this the management
told the Shropshire tenants in that year that the rise in beef and mutton prices
had "fairly met the fall in grain."°- The chief enterprise of the Shropshire
estate was the fattening of cattle, on grass to some extent, though more were
finished off in the winter on oilcakes under cover. ~ On the light land in the
parishes of Lilleshall and Sheriffhales there was also some concentration on
sheep and barley, ~ the sheep being folded on the root crops one year and on
the barley enriched with their manure, the next. But on the Bedfordshire and
Buckinghamshire estates the first place was given to corn-growing and the
I85O'S and I86O's saw increasing emphasis on this crop. 5 Against this sort of
background the unpreparedness of these estates for the changes after 1879 is
not surprising.
The experience of the Duke of Sutherland's properties after 187o also

]

il

1 Duke of Bedford, op. cir., pp. 182-3.
2 S.C.R.O., D593 L/3/69.
3 Ibid.
4 G. W. Robinson, A Survey of the L7oilsand Agriculture of Shropshire, 1916, p. 29.
5 W. Bennett, 'The Farming of Bed£~rdshire', J.R.A.S.E., XVlU, 1857, p. 17, where the author
refers to the Duke allowing a tenant to break up second-rate pasture for corn-growing.
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points to a more or less successful process of transformation. Nationally the
numbers of sheep dropped after i879 but this did not happen on the Shropshire estate. In I87o the density of stocking was 85 per hundred acres of pasture; it was the same in I885, but by I9oo it had risen to 95 sheep and lambs per
hundred acres. Also the acreage of barley on the estate, which was 8 per cent
of all arable and pasture land, was IO per cent in i9oo. The fattening of cattle
continued to develop. In I87o the ratio of calves to every hundred cows in
milk and calf was 94, but by I9OOthis figure had reached i94, which points to
an increased tendency to fatten more calves bred on the farm instead of buying
in from outside. 1 All this seemed to point to increased agricultural production
on the estate by I9OOwhich was a sound basis for the preservation of rents. On
the Staffordshire estate, dairying developed despite the decline in the farm
manufacture of cheese after I875. ~-The Potteries provided a ready market for
.fresh milk, and so did London for those farms which were conveniently placed
for reaching stations on the London and North Western Railway line.
All this is not to deny that the years after 1879 imposed something of a strain
on the management of the Duke of Sutherland's properties, but the cost was
nowhere near as great as for the Duke of Bedford. For instance, if we consider
the burden of farms in hand, between 188o and 1899 these cost the Shropshire
estate £4,398, or an average of £22o per annum3 On the Bedfordshire estate
only, however, the cost of farms in hand amounted to £23,I i6 between I879
and I895, or an average of £I,284 per annum. ~
The sort of assistance offered to tenants on the Duke of Sutherland's estates
after 1879 appears to have been thoroughly in keeping with the needs of the
times. On both estates farmers were provided with Dutch barns for the storage
of fodder during the winter. The Dutch barns consisted of a galvanized iron
roof resting on iron supports and needed far less maintenance than an ordinary
barn. Also they saved the farmer the annual expense of having to pay for hay
ricks to be thatched, which was important at a time when labour costs were
rising; straw also tended to be scarce as less corn was grown, especially on the
Staffordshire estate. On the Shropshire estate, some tenants were offered
covered fold yards to assist the winter fattening of cattle ~ and one was given a
small railway along which fodder trucks full of feeding sutffs could be pushed,
to save on labour costs in stall-feeding. 6 In addition, heavy arable was drained
and converted to pasture on both estates as and when circumstances demanded.
In contrast the response to changing circumstances was never so positive on
1 P.R.O., M A F 68.
2 ~4gricultural Gazette, n.s., vI, 2o:8, i877 , p. I85.
3 S.C.R.O., D593 F/5/4/~0-39.
4 Duke of Bedford, op. cir., p. I85. These sums are not included in the figures for expenditure in
TABLES I and IV.
5 These were offered to some tenants on the Shropshire estate in I893 in lieu of rent reductions.
6 S.C.R.O., D593 K/5/2/I6 749-50.
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the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire estates, nor, when it was attempted,
was it followed by such successful results. This was partly because these
estates were forced to incur a large proportion of the expenses of transformation
all at once, whereas they had been more evenly spread out on the Duke of
Sutherland's estates. Also the job was much larger on estates which were
largely geared to cereal production than on those where livestock already predominated. But it seems that the attitude of the management also contributed
to the difficulties after 1879, being unaware of the reasons for change and
psychologically unprepared to make these changes. Writing of the views of
those responsible for the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire estates in 188o,
the Duke of Bedford said :1 "Agriculturists and the nation at large were alike
insensible to the real character of the depression. Nevertheless the causes at
work were not obscure even in 188o. The gust of prosperity consequent on the
continental wars of 1870 and 1877-78 had spent itself. Cheap marine transport
had already thrown open the English market to the cereals of four continents...
It is easy to be wise after the event, but it is strange that a catastrophe which was
no longer merely impending but had actually taken place should have been
regarded by those best able to judge as a passing cloud."
However, it must be emphasized that this was certainly not the attitude of
those responsible for the management of the Duke of Sutherland's properties
at that time. Both before 1879 and after, the situation had been correctly appraised and sufficient steps taken to deal with it. In 1879 the agent for the
Shropshire and Staffordshire properties reported to his employer2 that "heavy
land will generally not now bear the cost of cultivation with the corn prices
which, so far I think, may be taken as practically permanent and therefore...
a change from arable to pasture is desirable--on the ground that so far as can
be judged from experience it will yield more rent in that form than in any other
possible at present. This has been long recognised here and a good deal has been
done in the direction of this change."
On the Bedfordshire and Buckinghamshire estates, in contrast, heavy land
appears to have been infrequently, if at all, seeded down before 1879. We are
told that in 1881 the ninth Duke of Bedford "anxious to gain experience in this
direction" had 64~-acres of arable, whose rental had been 27s. an acre in 1878,
seeded down to grass. The operation cost £IO os. 6d. an acre initially and a
further £5 an acre for incidental and necessary outlays: in the valuation of
1895 this land was put at 5s. an acre. 3 The problem here was that on the extremes of heavy clay and light sands, where the natural fertility of the soil was
1 Duke of Bedford, op. cit., p. 181.
2 S.C.R.O., D593 K/3/9/65 G. Menzies to the Duke of Sutherland, 6:9:1879 (Italics not in the
original.)
3 Duke of Bedford, op. cir., pp. 196-7 and p. 2o4 for further examples.
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limited, it was impossible under any circumstances to make an expensive conversion to pasture pay. Between 188o and 1895 the landlord converted 1,3o8
acres on these estates to pasture, but large areas were also converted by the
tenants or else just allowed to "tumble down". 1 This last feature was entirely absent on the Duke of Sutherland's estates where all conversion to
pasture was carried out properly, with manures and seeds from the landlord.
This experience would seem to point to the fact that the Bedfordshire and
Buckinghamshire estates contained a proportion of marginal land which k was
profitable to turn to corn production when prices were high, but which was
profitable for neither cereal nor intensive grass production after 1879 and 1885
when the prices of both corn and livestock had declined. Under these circumstances the landlord's verdict '~ was: "It is best to accept the situation and
accept that these lands must revert to the condition they were in before the
then high price of corn justified their being broken up and brought into cultivation. If they only produce a rental of 5s. an acre it is more profitable for the
landowners and farmers than if the latter lost £5 an acre by corn growing."
IV

If the examples quoted from the Royal Commission are representative, it
would seem that there was a broad correlation between the amount a landlord
spent on the farms on his estate and the extent to which rent levels were maintained after 1879. Also, it would seem that landlords in livestock areas were
generally willing to spend more money on their estates than landowners in the
arable part of the country, both before and after 1879. The relative reluctance
of landowners in the arable districts to spend money before 1879 may have been
because they thought it unnecessary to do so while cereal prices were being
maintained. Their failure to do so afterwards may have been because they found
the costs of transformation, especially for heavy land, coming with the precipitate fall in rents, too much for them to meet. However, the availabilityof capital
to the landlord is not the only variable which has to be taken into account. The
comparisons made between the Duke of Bedford's arable estates and Duke of
Sutherland's livestock-producing estates show that both the attitude of their
managements and the limitations imposed by climate and soil types played an
important part in affecting the success of any schemes adopted. The Duke of
Bedford's managers who had stuck to cereal production in the I86O's showed
more inertia and reluctance to accept changes in the structure of farming after
1879 than the managers of the Sutherland estates, who were prepared to do
everything to encourage the extension of livestock production, even before the
situation regarding cereals had reached ca!amitous proportions. But even as
late as 188o the appreciation of the situation by the management of the Bedford1 Duke of Bedford,

op. cit., p.

~o3.

"~

Ibid., p. 206.
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shire and Buckinghamshire estates was still incomplete, and this incomplete
appreciation led the management to apply measures which only imperfectly
answered it. Perhaps a more satisfactory solution would have been achieved if
the estate had accepted from the start that rents on this sort of land were bound
to fall and that the answer was to encourage the tenants to try new systems of
farming, 1 or else for the estate to run the farms which came in hand under a
rigorous system of management, -° paying strict attention to costs, with the
object of making a profit, instead of spending money on the costly conversion
to pasture of land which was really unsuitable for such treatment.
1 R.C. Agriculture, z894-97 , Final Report, Report by G. W. Lambert, pp. 205-6 and Report by
F. A. Channing, pp. 251-8 for accounts of successful farming, many in predominantly arable districts.
2 F. M. L. Thompson, 'Agriculture since I87O', V.C.H. Wiltshire, IV, I959, P. I97; Gavin,
op. cit., p. 86.

Letter to the Editor
1V[ADAM,--Myattention has been drawn to Dr in the war and post-war years were producing
Chaloner's note on p. I6I of volume 17 of the big harvests of feed grains which they could
Agricultural History Review in which he writes, not export. Moreover, the war generated an
"It would be interesting to know when the increased demand for animal products. Hence,
first British broiler plant was established."
over this long period, the U.S. and Canadian
I believe that, as a result of a Nuffeld Farm poultry and hog industries blossomed in many
Scholarship in 1952, I was the first to establish respects.
a broiler plant in the U.K. in 1953, with my
The modern poultry industry is, of course
partner, Fred Fitz, under the name of Fitz and (together with the farming of fish), the most
Sykes, Oakley Farm, Dinton, Salisbury, with efficient method today of producing animal
3,000 birds. We expanded in May 1953 to products economically. By 1953 the Americans
6,ooo-bird capacity. We developed this plant and Canadians had managed to evolve a lowin an ex-Army camp. By the end of 1953 a cost animal production technology, whilst warnumber of such plants were in operation in torn Europe, with its vast populations requiring
the U.K.
economically produced proteins, was in no shape
The lag between the establishment of the to do so. Thus the great contribution of our
broiler industry in America and in Britain broiler industry lay in successfully pioneering
requires explanation. It is not difficult to business procedures such as vertical integraaccount for it from 1939 onwards. Feed to tion which rapidly put this right throughout
poultry and pigs was restricted by the rationing Europe.
system from September 1939 to September
GEOFFREY SYKES
1953. In this period, the broiler industry was a
practical impossibility. As a result of this THE BROILER C O M P A N Y LTD,
rationing, our pig and poultry industries went GODWINS,
through a protracted period of technical stag- BERWICK ST JAMES,
nation. On the other hand America and Canada SALISBURY, WILTSHIRE
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Harvesting by the Gauls: The Forerunner
of the Combine Harvester
By LESLIE
,i
/

i

i

G. M A T T H E W S

REMARKABLE discovery was made in
the summer of 1958, in the ramparts
of Montauban-Buzenol, not far from
Virton, Belgium. Attention was called to this
by J. van Octeghem, sJ., in Les Etudes Classiques (Namur University, April 1959). The discovery was a large fragment of sculpture of the
Gallo-Roman period on which was figured part
o£ a machine. It showed a wheeled implement,
carrying knives or pointed blades of a sort, a
workman lifting material with a rod, faced by
an animal that might be a donkey standing between the shafts of a wheeled contrivance.
What did it depict? Fortunately the answer
came by reference to a much earlier discovery,
made more than a century before--in 1854--of
a Gallo-Roman sculptured fragment at Arlon,
Belgium, and which was housed in the Arlon
Museum. This earlier fragment had been described by the President of the Archaeological
Institute of Luxembourg (M. A. Bertrang) in
the Bulletin Trimestriel (Oct. 1958).
Bertrang had noted that the Arlon Museum
guide, published in 19o5, referred to this
earlier fragment as a "frieze depicting a man
enclosed in a rectangular container with his
hands bearing upon it, and following the rump
of an animal whose tail could be clearly seen.
Corn or herbage of some kind surrounded
him--explanation is difficult."
Another writer (E. Esperandiu) gave a fuller
description: "A man, wearing a short tunic,
his arms bare, leaning forward, walking towards his left and carrying on his shoulder a
sort of contrivance which surrounded him, and
guiding two animals--around him were tall
herbs or a field of corn. He is probably all
agricultural worker. The stone is broken on the
left side."
It remained for the experts to link the two
fragments: for when put together it became
clear that these two fragments fitted, save for a
minor break in the centre, and that here was a

first-hand representation of the Gaulish cornharvester, first described by Pliny the Elder,
and later by Palladius, and for long thought to
be the kind of story brought back by returned
soldiers from Gaul--the sort of story that
would go down well with the people at home.
As van Octeghem aptly remarks, in this part
of Gaul our ancestors had nothing to learn from
the Romans, rather the contrary !
The following are free translations from the
original descriptions:
I. Pliny the Elder (23-79 A.D.) Nat. Hist. xvm,
72 296 notes:
"On their great estates the Gauls make use of
a very large container (or tank-vallus) with
toothed sides and which is propelled by
means of two wheels across a field of corn by
a beast pushing in the contrary direction;
the ears (of corn) cut off by this means fail
into the container."
2. Palladius (Fourth-century writer on Agronomics) Book vii De re rustica describes the
mechanics of this operation in greater detail:
"They obviate much hand-labour and in a
day an ox can get in the whole harvest. The
vehicle (used) is mounted on two small
wheels. Two flat sheets (of metal) are mounted on the vehicle towards the exterior, the
smaller of the two being in the front of it. On
these sheets are fixed recurred teeth. Two
short shafts are attached to the front of the
vehicle. An ox is harnessed with its head
towards the vehicle. It must be a quiet animal so that it does not push too heavily. As it
propels the machine across the field the ears
of corn are gripped by the teeth, cut off, and
fall into the vehicle, while the straw falls
outside and the operator who is behind
raises or lowers the machine. Thus by constantly going backwards and forwards across
the field the whole crop is garnered. This is
a good practice where the fields are level and
where the straw is of no importance."
52
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The London Companies and Tenant
Right in Nineteenth, Century Ireland
By OLIVE

ROBINSON

Tenant right, by contrast, was inextricably
H E London companies as owners in fee
of lands in county Londonderry were bound up with the general lack of landlord
faced with tenant right as an established interest in estate improvement in Ireland. Thus
custom when they undertook the responsibility the implications of 'the Ulster custom' were
of direct management of their estates in the summarized by the Devon Commission:
nineteenth century. The companies were "Large tracts having become the property of
granted lands in the early seventeenth century public bodies or of individuals resident at a
in return for the financial contribution to the distance, landlords were well contented to let
Crown's scheme for the plantation of Ulster their farms to those who would undertake the
with British colonists, and although for two cultivation and entire management, reserving
centuries they had delegated their responsibili- to themselves a rent, but makingno expenditure
ties as landlords to middlemen, in the nine- and exercising little interference with the land.
teenth century all but four of the twelve great Under such circumstances it seems neither excompanies transformed their association with traordinary nor unreasonable that a tenant
Ireland by repossessing their lands on the ex- quitting a farm either at his own desire or from
any difference with his landlord, should obtain
piry of middlemen's leases.
Under their lease covenants the lessees of from his successor a sum of money, partly in
estates had been required to maintain and im- remuneration for his expenditure, and partly as
prove the property, but for two centuries the a price paid for the possession of land which the
companies had failed to enforce these obliga- new tenant would have no other means of actions, and estates had consequently deteriorat- quiring. ''~- It was generally acknowledged that
ed as middlemen sought to maximize their in- estates on which the custom prevailed showed
come by permitting unrestricted subdivision of more improvement than those where it did not:
holdings and by i.ackrenting the occupying "anomalous as the custom is, if considered by
tenantry. This changeinthe companies' associa- reference to all ordinary notions of property, it
tion with Ireland, however, signified their in- must be admitted that the district in which it
tention of letting lands directly to the occupy- has prevailed has thriven and improved in coming tenants, and introducing a system of estate parison with other parts of the country. ''3
Tenant right did, of course, exist on estates
administration which would increase their inof
landlords who were regarded as good or imcome as landlords and improve the lot of the
proving proprietors, 4 but where landlords intenantry. 1
10. Robinson, 'The London companies as progressive landlords in nineteenth-century Ireland', in Econ.
Hist. Rev., 2nd see., xv, no. I, 1962. The eight company estates which were repossessed on the expiry of the
lease covered an area of approximately 2o5,55o statute acres in the county of Londonderry.--T. W. Moody,
The Londonderry Plantation, z6o9-41, Appendix G.
2 Digest of Evidence taken before H.M. Commissioners of Inquiry into the state of the law and practice in
respect to the occupation of land in Ireland, 1847, pt n, pp. 1119-2o. See also W. D. Ferguson and A. Vance,
The Tenure and Improvement of La~,d in Ireland, p. 3o2, and Tenure (Ireland) Bill, Sel. Cttee. H.L. 1867

T

(St8), xIv, i o i .

s Digest of Evidence, 1847, op. clt., pt n, p. 112o. C f. W. E. Gladstone, Speech on the 2nd Reading of the Irish

Land Bill, I87 o, p. I4.

4 W. D. Henderson, Lecture on the I-{istory and Origin of Ulster Tenant Right to the National Reform Union,
Manchester, I877. See also J. Hamilton, Sixty Years Experience as an Irish Landlord, ed. H. C. White,
London, 1894, and Earl of Belmore, History of Two Ulster Manors.
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tended to improve their estates, tenant right by
its nature presented a potential threat to the
landlord's interest; at the very least improving
landlords would encounter the difficulty of
separating whatever interests the tenant had in
improvement from those of his landlord. The
tenant right system appeared in fact to imply
that the interests of the tenantry and improving
landlords would eventually conflict. On the one
hand, tenant right was open to the threat of restriction or "submergence under a programme
of genuine agricultural improvement, ''1 while
on the other, the landlord's improvements were
endangered by the possibility that tenant right
was "carved out of the landlord's interest. TM
There is little detailed information to indicate how improving landlords were affected by
the operation of the tenant right custom, beyond evidence that at times they endeavoured
to choose the incoming tenants and control the
prices paid for tenant right of farms, a The
London companies on rcpossession of their
estates in the nineteenth century were prepared
to grant leases to the occupying tenants, but
only to those with larger farms (ranging from 15
to 3 ° acres), so that leaseholding tenants were
in the minority. The bulk of the tenantry on
company estates held farms from year to year,
as tenants at will, which meant that in practice
the majority of company tenants continued (as
under the middlemen) to rely on tenant right as
a protection against possible landlord expropriation of their interest in improvements.
Since the companies, however, were genuinely
interested in the development of their property
for the mutual benefit of landlords and tenants,
consideration of their experience should help
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to show if, and to what extent the tenant right
system involved an irreconcilable conflict between the interests of the occupying tenantry
and pregressive landlords in nineteenthcentury Ireland. 4
I

The earliest extensive evidence concerning
tenant right on company lands relates to the
operation of the custom on the Clothworkers'
estate in the late I83o's, while the property was
still under the control of a middleman who was
holding the estate for the duration of the two
surviving lives named in the lease granted in
I77o. ~ Edward Oseland, the company's representative in Ireland paid particular attention to
the question of tenant right, and reported at
length on the subject. Describing tenant right
in i838 he wrote: "the custom for the outgoing
tenant to obtain a cash payment from his successor has been permitted by the landlord as
long as he received his rent (and the agent his
fee for altering the tenant's name in the rent
book), and it has become a right equal in effect
to a law; on the Clothworkers' property no one
can now be found to take a farm unless the outgoing tenant is perfectly satisfied on leaving,
and not a few cases have occurred recently, and
even in this peaceable part of Ireland, when
parties have been ejected for non-payment of
rent, not having received a compensation as the
tenant right for leaving, the incoming tenant's
house and corn stacks have been set on fire."
Oseland also learned that incoming tenants
were "paying exorbitant prices for land, far
in excess of the value of any improvements
made by their predecessors, yet the outgoing

x C. R. Fay, The Ulster Custom of Tenant Right (unpublished paper, Public Record Office, Northern Ireland
(P.R.O.N.I.), I952,p. 13.
2 W. E. Gladstone, op. cir., p. 131. Cf. Digest of Evidence, I847, op. cit., pt II, p. 112o: "The increasing
interest which many landlords, particularly some amongst the largest proprietors, take in their estates, the
improved intercourse with their tenants, the liberal expenditure made by some of them in permanent improvements, all tend to place the relation of landlord and tenant on the footing most advantageous for both,
and in proportion as feelings of confidence grow up, the evils of an unrestricted tenant right will be avoided,
and the beneficial results, which under a modified form it is ealculated to produce, will be secured."
Cf. Digest of Evidence, 1847, op. tit., pt I, p. 295, evidenee of John Hancock, land agent in county
Armagh.
4 This study is based on an examination of the Irish estate records of the Worshipful Companies of Drapers,
Fishmongers, Grocers, Clothworkers, Merchant Taylors, Ironmongers, Salters, and Skinners of London, to
which eompanies the writer is indebted. The reeords of the Mercers' company were lost when the company's
Hall was destroyed in 1941.
GP.R.O.N.I., 2nd Report on the Clothworkers' estate, by E. Oseland.
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tenant expected payment even where the land- "the whole of the inconvenience of the present
lord excused him 3 or 4 years' rent. ''~ In 184o , abominable system of tenant right claim might
the year in which the middleman's lease ex- be abolished, and a wholesome substitute propired, Oseland's findings were fully confirmed vided." He admitted that it might prove diffiin a survey of the estate undertaken for the cult to find an incoming tenant on such terms,
company by his successor, Edward Driver."but thought that in view of "the anxiety maniAgents on other company estates agreed with fested for taking land," the tenant would take
Driver that the effects of tenant right were "in- "all risks" after the farm had been kept in hand
jurious"; they were "certain that tenant right by the landlords for a year.3
could not be maintained in law." There was no
While the companies' representatives and
uniform practice in regard to the value of tenant agents thus had strong views about tenant right,
right, payments ranging from seven to fifteen the earliest formal statement of company attiyears' rent of the farm. Some agents thought tudes to the custom did not appear until their
that tenant right should be limited to five or estate agents submitted evidence in answer to
seven years' rent, whether tenants held from the inquiries of the Devon Commissioners in
year to year or on lease, but most agents feared 1845. On the Drapers' estate, which had been
tl-ie tenants' reaction to any control of the tenant repossessed by the company in 1817, farms
right--the damage that would be done to the were selling at £7 to £20 per acre. I f a farm was
incoming tenant's crops and stock if he did not improved it "sold so much the better," but
pay the tenant right.
values varied with the quality and situation of
Driver however, did not attempt to conceal the land; tenure did not affect the sale "one way
his opposition to tenant right. He denounced or another." T h e agent encouraged the adjoinas "outrageously absurd" the action of the ing tenant to buy in the interest of the comMercers' company in admitting that "all their pany's consolidation policy; '1 he also required
tenants may claim for tenant right, even the the name of the incoming tenant to be subyearly tenants, a compensation to be computed mitted to him for approval. He often objected
at 5 years' amount of the rent of their farms ;" to the incoming tenants proposed. When some
he equally condemned as "monstrous and tenants lost their holdings through the squaring
exorbitant" the advice of his predecessor that of farms by the landlords they received comthe Clothworkers should allow an outgoing pensation of not less than ten years' rent of the
tenant a maximum of seven years' rent for his holding. The Drapers did not interfere with the
tenant right. Driver suggested to company sale of tenant right but "by degrees were checkagents that in future the outgoing tenant should ing the immense sums given for tenant right ;" ~
be paid only for "any outlay or improvement he it was the opinion of their agent that "anything
may have made on the premises," and argued like radical reformation would causepover ty and
that if the companies showed a united front confusion. ''6 The Fishmongers' agent reported
1 P.R.O.N.I. 3rd Report on the Clothworkers' estate 1838, by E. Oseland.
2 P.R.O.N.I., E. Driver, Survey of the Manor of Clothworkers I84o.
:~E. Driver, op. cit.
4 The Drapers regarded some enlargement of farms as a prerequisite of improvement on their estate, and
instructed the agent to encourage consolidation at every opportunity. (See Minutes of the Court of Assistants
of the Drapers' Company, 1820-53, Drapers' Hall, London.) All the companies were anxious to enlarge holdings but they were not prepared to enforce consolidation because of the disaffection which would have
ensued. (See Minutes of the Court of Assistants of the Fishmongers' Company, vols. O-U, Fishmongers'
Hall, London; Minutes of the Irish Committee of the Grocers' Company, 1840-70, Grocers' Hall, London;
Minutes of the Court of Assistants of the Ironmongers' Company, 1842-55, Ironmongers' Hall, London.)
Cf. J. H. Johnson, 'Population Movements in County Derry during a Pre-Famine Year', Proc. Roy. Irish
Academy, LX, section C, no. 3, 1959, P. 153 : "Consolidation (in county Derry) was the result of emigration
and not the cause."
In the i84o's the average rent per statute acre on the Drapers' estate ranged from about 8s. 4d. to I3s. iod.
so that tenant right prices could have been as high as the equivalent of twenty-eight years' rent.--Drapers'
Minutes, I842.
6 'Law and practice in respect of the occupation of land in Ireland', in Mins. of Evidence, 1845, 606, xlx,
648, 682.
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that on his company's estate which had been
under their direct management from I82o, the
occupying tenants were obtaining from five to
seven years' rent for the tenant right of their
farms, "farms without leases selling for as much
as farms with leases. ''1 On the Clothworkers'
property although the company had been fully
informed about the disadvantages of tenant
right before they repossessed the estate in 184%
they nevertheless fully recognized the custom.
Their estate agent did not seem to share the
doubts about tenant right expressed earlier by
Driver and Oseland, and thought that it was
"not only judicious to allow the sale of tenant
right," but that it would be "cruelly unjust to
prevent it;" unjust because "the tenantry and
their forefathers had been permitted to make all
the permanent improvements at their own expense," and injudicious because "with the
poor classes it was the best security against
dilapidation of the premises, the price of tenant
right always being in proportion to the condition of the farm." In the i84o's tenant right
on the Clothworkers' estate was selling at three
years' rent of the holding.-" On the Ironmongers' property tenant right was fetching up
to £ ! 5 per acre in I844 and the money received
enabled tenants to emigrate to America. The
company had repossessed the estate in 184I and
when a farm was offered for sale they expected
the agent to persuade the adjoining tenant to
buy it, and he had been successful in several
cases although tenant right was often as much as
fifteen years' rent of the farm." In the case of
the Grocers' estate where there were signs that
the landlords were opposed to tenant right by
I845, the average price of tenant right was
reported by the agent to be "equal to 2 or 3
years' rent of the farm, the company allowing
the sale of tenant right in certain cases."
From I82I when the property was repossessed the company "had allowed the adjoining
tenant of a farm offered for sale to pay something like 2 years' rent, but they were not
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anxious to recognizetenant right on the estate. ''4
From the evidence quoted it is apparent that
the companies had decided that recognition of
tenant right was their only practical course. Although the Drapers and Grocers appeared anxious to control prices paid for tenant right
there is no indication that they imposed any
general sanctions on the tenants' freedom to sell
tenant right for as much as they could obtain.
While the records suggest that the value of
tenant right on company estates was at least
influenced by the condition of a farm, there was
no reliable evidence of any unique relationship
between the value of tenant right and the value
of improvements on the farm. The Clothworkers' agent was the only witness to claim
that the price of tenant right was always in proportion to the condition of the farm, and his
statement was strikingly inconsistent with the
earlier evidence about tenant right on the
Clothworkers' property.5 It is not possible on
the basis of the evidence available to ascertain
the extent to which sums paid for tenant right
represented compensation for improvements
carried out by the tenant or compensation for
the surrender of his right of possession, but it
seems fairly clear that the tenant's improvement interest was invariably small. As the evidence of Driver and Oseland indicated, there
were no improvements whatever on the Clothworkers' estate to support the tenants' claim
that they had an interest in improvements. By
1845 both the Clothworkers' and Ironmongers'
estates had been under direct company management for only four or five years, and while
the companies had embarked on policies of
estate improvement, little progress could have
been achieved in so few years. Even on the
estates of the Drapers, Fishmongers, and
Grocers where conditions were somewhat better than on the estates which had been more recently repossessed by companies, progress was
not spectacular despite the companies' large
outlay on the development of their properties

1 Ibid., 729.
z Ibid., 652.
3 Ibid., 633,648; Report of the Deputation to the Ironmongers' estate, I84I (Ironmongers' Hall, London).

4 'Law and practice in respect of the occupation of land in Ireland', in Mins. of Evidence, 1845, 606, XlX,
728.
Cf. pp. 55-6 above. Of course, the comparatively low tenant right prices quoted by the agents in respect
of both the C1othworkers' and Grocers' estates may not have represented the prices actually paid. The agents
did not ahvays know the true prices received for tenant right (cf. evidence of John Hancock, op. cir.).
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over a period of twenty-five years, 1 and the
tenants' capacity for improvement continued
to be very limited. It is therefore probably fair
to assume that until 1845 payments for tenant
right of farms on company estates were largely
payments to the outgoing tenant for his interest
in the occupation of land. There was in fact no
change in the essence of the tenant right custom as it had existed on company estates before
repossession.

but they maintained contact with the occupying
tenantry by sending deputations of company
members to inspect estates at intervals, and
make recommendations concerning estate improvement and rent policies; the companies'
estates were managed by resident estate agents
carefully chosen and controlled to ensure that
they did not usurp the landlords' functions. 4
The companies were consequently in a rather
different position from landlords who limited
their estate administration to the collection of
II
the maximum rents their tenants could be made
While companies had obviously accepted to pay, and who left the occupying tenant, with
tenant right as an established custom they be- his subsistence standard of living, responsible
came increasingly apprehensive about the for the maintenance and improvement of the
effects of the system. As landlords directly productive powers of the soil and all permanent
regponsible for the management of their estates structures thereon; the most (or worst) such
they were investing almost half their annual in- landlords had to fear from tenant right was that
come from the property on improvement, and when farms changed hands the incoming
although progress was slow, they had a growing tenant's capacity to cultivate the land and pay
interest in improvements which could be ex- his rent was depleted by payments for tenant
pected to materialize in the long term. The right, whether financed out of his own capital or
companies were spending large sums annually by borrowing.
on general farm improvements, repair, and
Until about 1850 the companies' actual critierection of farm buildings, consolidation of cism of tenant right was limited to remarks
farms, construction of roads, support for edu- about the disadvantages of payments for tenant
cational, medical, and religious institutions, right which exhausted the incoming tenant's
and on the provision of direct financial relief for resources, an effect of tenant right which they
distressed tenants. 2 Company lands were let at tried to minimize by requiring that the incomrents which the companies considered to be ing tenant should be approved by the estate
'just' to both landlords and tenants--rents agent. But during the period 185o-7o the comwhich would give the landlords some return on panies directly expressed anxiety about the lack
their investment in the property and at the of any close relationship between the value of
same time leave the occupying tenants with a tenant right and the value of the improvements
reasonable standard of living, a standard well for which the tenant alone was responsible.
above the subsistence level to which they had
The Clothworkers were the first company to
been accustomed when holding from middle- reveal their anxiety about tenant right, although
men. 3 The companies were absentee landlords their agent had defended the system in his evi1 Cf. O. Robinson, op. cit., p. II3.
2 Between I817 and 187° the Drapers' company spent £19o,ooo on such objects, the Fishmongers
£158,o28 (I82O-7O), the Grocers £124,499 (I822-7o), the Clothworkers £62,587 (I84O-7O), and the Ironmongers £40,949 (1841-68). In addition the companies had to meet the costs of estate administration
(salaries of agents, costs of estate inspections by company deputations, general administrative expenses in
England and Ireland), together with estate charges (tithes, county cesses, poor rates, and property taxes).
See O. Robinson, op. cir. pp. 197-8 and I14; Clothworkers' Irish Estate accounts, 184o-71, (Merchant
Taylors' Hall, London); Ironmongers' Irish Estate Account Book, 184o-68 (Ironmongers' Hall, London);
T. Girtin, The Triple Crowns. A Narrative History of the Drapers' Company, rgG4-z9G4, pp. 3o5-12.
O. Robinson, ol). cit., pp. IO8-1IO. Even contemporary opinion considered that the rents charged by the
London companies were reasonable. Cf. H. D. Inglis, Ireland in x834, II, p. 22o: "Company lands on the
whole are reasonably let"; J. Wiggins, The '~¢onster' Misery of Ireland, p. 56 : "The rents of company lands
approach more in proportion to those of England."
4 See O. Robinson, op. cit., p. lO6.
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dence to the Devon Commission. In i85o the result of the company's high investment in imcompany attempted to define the limits of ten- provements and their policy of charging reaant right: "As far as all reasonable improve- sonable rents. A statement of the prices paid for
ments go and for all erections made upon a the tenant right of sixty-six leasehold farms on
holding, an outgoing tenant is justified in look- the Fishmongers' estate sold during the years
ing for compensation, but this compensation i857-7 o, showed that the incoming tenants
must be based upon a due regard to all rights, were paying twenty-five and a half years' rent
and must not be extended so as to compromise for leases which on average had only twelve
the rights of the proprietor." The company also years to run. The deputation recalled that memnoted that "tenants were giving considerable bers of the company who had been to Ireland in
sums for the tenant right of holdings, which did x857 had reported that "tenants were getting
not include any valuation of crops in the more for their tenant right than formerly, or
ground," and considered it "strange" that such than is obtained on other estates," and expressed the view that the landlords' interest
tenants had been seeking rent reductions. 1
Members of the Ironmongers' company who might have been better served in Ireland "if
visited their estate in x853 advised the company they had provided farm buildings sufficient for
to warn tenants who asked for supplies of tiles the working of the farm and the preservation of
for drainage and for roofing houses and farm crops. ''3
Tenants on the Grocers' estate were rebuildings, that assistance would be granted
only if it could be given "without giving any ported by the agent in i865 to be "eager to
pretence to the tenants for claiming an interest obtain allowances for improvement, not with
in the increased value of the property in con- the idea of improving the estate of the comsequence of such grants." The Ironmongers pany, but of increasing their own profits, conwere always prepared to pay a tenant the value sidering that they have a property or interest in
of his tenant right if he wished to give up his the improvements affected.''4 In I87O he defarm; in I853 for example, when the company fined tenant right as "a payment by the incomsold II acres of land to the Directors of the ing tenant nominally for improvements effectDerry, Coleraine, and Castledawson Railway ed by the outgoing tenant, but really for the
Company for a line through the estate, they quiet andpeaceablepossession ofthepremises."
obtained £I 5 per acre for the landlords' in- Tenant right on the Grocers' estate generally
terest, "the Railway company undertaking to amounted to ten years' rent of the holding
settle with the tenants for any claims they may though in some parts of the property more than
this sum was given, "chiefly to satisfy the
have for severance or otherwise. '''°
In I86I a company deputation which in- claims of the creditors of the outgoing tenant."
spected the Fishmongers' estate complained The agent admitted that tenants did not deny
about the effects of tenant right. They stated in the company the right of participating in the
their report that tenant right encouraged land- increased value of the property, and had hitherlords to withhold assistance from tenants: to agreed to a reasonable increase in rent, but he
"Tenant right invades landlords' rights, almost "nonetheless felt after 34 years' experience of
depriving him of the right to relet his land at a tenant right in all its bearings, that the wise and
fair and equitable rent; the tenant has a vested judicious interference of the government had
interest in the improved condition of the pro- become necessary to declare and substantiate
perty even though improvements are not done the legal rights of both the owners and occuby him." They were convinced that tenant piers of land." It was his opinion that the tenant
right values on the estate had been inflated as a right of Ulster had during the preceding few
t Minutes of the Clothworkers-Merchant Taylors' Irish Estate Committee of Management, I853
(Merchant Taylors' Hall, London).
"~Minutes of the Court of Assistants of the Ironmongers' Company, 1852-3, and Report of the deputation
to the Ironmongers' estate, 1853 (Ironmongers' Hall, London).
'~Minutes of the Court of Assistants of the Fishmongers' Company, vol. S-U (Fishmongers' Hall, London).
4 Minutes of the Irish Committee of the Grocers' Company, 1865 (Grocers' Hall, London).
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years "assumed the character of an undefined
outstanding claim against property;" he considered that any law which would systematize
such claims must favour landed proprietors:
" T h e want of capital amongst landlords and
their indolence combined to produce the gigantic proportion that tenant right has lately
assumed in reference to the actual fee simple of
estates; the abuse would gradually deprive the
landlord of a right periodically to increase
rent.' '~
In the early 186o's less than a decade after
they had repossessed their estate, the Salters'
company became particularly worried about
the effects of tenant right. The company was
convinced that the tenants' ability to maintain
arid improve their farms was seriously impaired by payments for tenant right. When the
estate had been taken over on the expiry of the
ninety-nine-year lease term in 1853 , the company had immediately started to improve the
property and had been spending at a rate of
some £6,000 annually (ahnost half the rental).
Considerable care had been taken to set rents
which the tenants' circumstances allowed them
to pay, and the company expected that tenants
would be able to undertake some improvement
of their holdings, but this expectation had not
been fulfilled. The Salters therefore adopted
the attitude that some control or restriction of
tenant right was essential. 2
III

Whatever the advantages of tenant right, it
seems evident that from the early 185o's the
companies as landlords had begun to regard the
disadvantages of the system as a considerable
problem. Although tenant right payments had
I

14

/:!

helped to finance the emigration of tenants prepared to give up farms, and so enabled the
companies to effect some enlargement of farms
(a feature of the system which they regarded as
highly beneficial), tenant right prices were being continually forced up by the growing pressure for land, as the experience of the famine
years receded and the prospects of agriculture
appeared more promising. In the latter part of
the 185o's and throughout the 186o's company
deputations and agents were reporting that
tenants were reluctant to give up holdings owing "to the increased value of estates ;" tenants
were "clinging tenaciously to the land" and
were not anxious to emigrate because "of the
present disturbed state of America."3 On company estates tenant right prices were also undoubtedly affected by the companies' moderate rent policies. On the Fishmongers' estate
for example, a tenant "who had lately paid
£550 for an interest of 18 months in a lease of 69
acres let at £ 13 1os. per year", told the company
in 1857 that he had been "induced to part with
£550 for the tenant right of the holding knowing the easy terms on which the company let
their estate;" the Fishmongers had actually
reduced their rents in 1852 by an average of 9
per cent, and subsequent company deputations
to the estate had observed that tenants were
"generally contented" with the rents set in
1852. 4 In such circumstances it is hardly surprising to find that the companies which recorded protests about tenant right were complaining that the custom was encroaching on
landlords' rights. As improving landlords the
companies were beset with the practical difficulty of distinguishing the tenant's interest in
improvements from those of the landlord. ~The

1 Minutes of the Irish Committee of the Grocers' Company, I87o (Grocers' Hall, London).
2 Irish Society and the London Companies (Irish Estates), Select Cttee. Mins. of Evidence, ~89o, 322,
xIv, 4-33. See also, J. Steven Watson, .4 History of the Salters' Company, pp. I32-3.
3 Minutes of the Court of Assistants of the Drapers' Company, 1856-68 (Drapers' Hall, London) ; Minutes
of the Court of Assistants of the Fishmongers' Company, vol. P-W (Fishmongers' Hall, London); Minutes
of the Irish Committee of the Grocers' Company, 1851-7o (Grocers' Hall, London). See also G. Campbell,
The Irish Land, p. 40: "Demand for land has again become great; tenant right has become as valuable as ever,
or more valuable than ever." Cf. S. C. Johnson, .4 History of Emigration to North America, x763-zgz-o ,
P. 344, and J. H. Johnson, 'The Population of Londonderry during the Great Irish Famine', Econ. Hist. ]~ev.,
2nd ser., x, 1957-8, pp. 283-5.
4 Minutes of the Court of Assistants of the Fishmongers' Company, vol. U. (Fishmongers' Hall, London.)
s Cf. p. 59 above, statement by the Fishmongers' company deputation in 1857, that the "landlords' interest
might have been better served in Ireland if they had provided farm buildings sufficient for the work of the
farm and the preservation of crops."
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Fishmongers, Ironmongers, and Grocers were
accusing tenants of expecting payment for improvements carried out not with their own but
with their landlords' capital, while the Salters
were directly suggesting that the tenants could
have no interest ill the improved value of farms
since the company alone was responsible for all
improvements on the estate.
Notwithstanding this hardening attitude towards tenant right, only the Ironmongers and
Salters took positive action to limit the tenants'
freedom to sell their tenant right for its market
value. From 186o the Ironmongers limited the
price which the incoming tenant could pay for
a farm on their estate to ten years' purchase of
the rent. The company at the same time informed tenants that they would pay this price
to any tenants anxious to quit, and were prepared to lend capital to tenants willing to buy
the tenant right of adjoining farms offered for
sale? The Salters placed a similar restriction on
their tenants in 1864, when it was ordered that
the price paid on the transfer of a holding
should not exceed ten years' purchase of the
rent. Specific rules to control the tenant right
custom on the estate were introduced: "A
tenant cannot sell his tenant right in his farm
until he has first obtained permission of the
landlords; when a farm is sold the purchasing
tenant is required to sign a contract in which
the value of the tenant right is stated to be a sum
not exceeding ten years' present rent of the
farm; when a tenant dies his son or successor
in the farm is required to sign a contract similar
in its terms to the contract signed by the purchasing tenant.' '-"
There is no explicit reference in the Ironmongers' records to the effects of their restriction of tenant right, other than a statement that
twenty tenants had availed themselves of loans
from the company at 5 per cent for the purchase
of tenant right at ten years' rent? But in the case
of the Salters' estate where the restriction of
tenant right was more thoroughgoing than on
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the Ironmongers' property, tenants at once
objected to the "restriction of the tenant's
liberty to sell his improvements to the highest
bidder, the old and immemorial custom of the
estate." They disputed the company's claim
that limitation of tenant right would be "a
benefit to the tenant and a protection to the
landlords' interest," and feared the "placing of
the value of tenant right, i.e. of the tenants' property, under the arbitrary control of landlords."
Despite these protests the Salters did not alter
their decision to limit tenant right. After "due
consideration" the company informed tenants
that "they had not taken the course they adopted
without the fullest consideration, andthatitwas
"their firm intention to carry it out in order to
curb the exorbitant sums being paid by the incoming tenants for ruinous and dilapidated
buildings. ''a
IV

In view of the Salters' adherence to the policy
of restricting tenant right, it might appear remarkable that the other companies did not follow their example. They too had been expressing dissatisfaction with tenant right and
were equally anxious to prevent any infringement of their rights as landlords. Their apprehensions about the effects of tenant right
were certainly no less than those of the Salters.
In fact the Drapers, Fishmongers, and Grocers
had been investing capital on their estates from
182o and consequently had cause for greater
concern about tenant right as a threat to their
interests, than the Salters' company which had
not repossessed lands until 1853.
However, it seems reasonable to conclude
that the failure of these companies to take steps
to relieve their fears about tenant right reflected their appreciation that the benefits
which should accrue from control of tenant
right might not be realized. It was only to be
expected that with the majority of tenants holding their farms from year to year, regulation of

1 Report of the Deputation to the Ironmongers' estate, 1860 (Ironmongers' Hall, London).
2 Irish Society and the London Companies (Irish Estates), Select Cttee. Mins. of Evidence, 189o, 322,
XlV, 433-4.
3 Reports of Deputations to the Ironmongers' estate, 186o, 1863, 1868, 1871 (Ironmongers' Hall, London).
4 Livery Companies of the City of London, R. Com. Returns of the Great Companies, I884, c. 4o73-1,
XXXlX,355 ; Irish Society and the London Companies (Irish Estates), Select Cttee. Mins. o£ Evidence, 189o,
322, XlV,433-4, 559-64. Cf. J. Steven Watson, op. cit., p. 13 I.
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tenant right would evoke opposition similar to
that aroused on the Salters' estate. It should be
noted that the Salters' tenants were in no way
inhibited from expressing objections to the
control of tenant right by the lack of evident
improvement on their holdings. In an assertion
that restriction of tenant right would "tend
greatly to discourage improving tenants from
expending either capital or labour upon their
farms" they were unequivocally implying that
by interfering with the tenant's freedom to sell
his tenant right, landlords were running the
risk of destroying the tenant's willingness to
improve, if and when he possessed the means to
do so. 1The relationship between landlords and
tenants in nineteenth-century Ireland was a
non-contractual one, whether landlords chose
to recognize it as such or not. The Landlord
and Tenant Law Amendment Act of 186o
(Lord Justice Deasy's Act) which had sought
to place the relation of landlord and tenant on a
basis of contract between the parties and not
upon tenure or service, had been a failure.-~If
landlords intended to carry out policies of
estate improvement as the London companies
were doing, it was in their own interest to
recognize the non-contractual nature of landlord and tenant relations and make every effort
to foster goodwill between the two. 3 The companies' estate improvement policies necessarily
involved a considerable measure of co-operation from the tenants, and failure on the part of
tile companies as landlords to gain and maintain the tenants' co-operation would have inevitably increased the cost of developing
estates. The yield on the companies' investment
in land improvement in county Londonderry in
the nineteenth century must have been en-
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hanced by the efforts of a generally co-operative occupying tenantry prepared to supply
their labour and gradually acquire a knowledge
of improved agricultural techniques.
While the operation of tenant right on the
estates of improving landlords in the circumstances of nineteenth-century Ireland probably enabled the occupying tenants to encroach on the value of the landlords' interest in
improvement, just as in conditions of land
shortage they were able to cash in on the
scarcity of land by giving up mere possession
of farms, the very fact that the tenants' improvements or potential improvements were
protected, ensured a measure of protection for
the landlords' improvements. By attempting to
enforce rigid control of tenant right the London companies were more likely to extinguish
than sustain their increasing interest in the improved value of their property. Restriction of
tenant right would almost certainly have destroyed the tenants' willingness to maintain
existing improvements or participate in any
future development. Tenant right afforded the
occupying tenants protection for any improvements they had done or might do, and once
landlords sought to interfere with the custom
they simultaneously endangered the value of
existing improvements and made future progress more difficult and more costly. There was
no evidence that restriction of tenant right on
the Ironmongers' and Salters' estates led to any
significant improvements in the condition of
tenants' farms, or that the landlords' burden of
estate improvement was diminished. 4
The experience of the London companies as
landlords in nineteenth-century Ireland suggests that though tenant right often conflicted

For example, in I87I the Grocers' agent reported that small tenants preferred to invest their capital in
the banks at 2½ per cent, rather than on the development of their farms. (Minutes of the Court of Assistants
of the Grocers' Company, 1871, Grocers' Hall, London.) The companies of course, did not exploit their freedom to increase the rents of tenants at will as often as they wished, but from the tenants' point of view there
was always the risk that a company might change its rent policy.
z Landlord and Tenant Law Amendment Act (Ireland) 23 & 24 Vic., c. 154. Cf. J. E. Pomfret, The Struggle
for Land i~, Ireland, z8oo-xg.°3, p. 68 : " T h e a c t . . , was a total failure because landlords uniformly refused to
give assent to the proposals which the tenants placed before them."
Cf. Joan Thirsk, English Peasant Farming. The .4gra~'ian History of Lincolnshire from Tudor to Recent
Times, pp. 265-6.
4 Reports of deputations to the Ironmongers' estate, 1863, 1868, I87I, 1874, I877 (Ironmongers' Hall,
London); Livery Companies of the City of London, R. Com. Returns of the Great Companies, 1884, c.
4o73-I, xxxix. 355 ; Irish Society and the London Companies (Irish Estates), Select Cttee. Mins. of Evidence,
x89o, 322, XlV, 433-4, 559-64.
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with landlords' rights, on balance Irish landlords, including the most progressive, had
something to gain from the continuance of the
tenant right system where it existed as an established custom. It was not worthwhile for landlords to attempt to control tenant right in order
to avoid its incidental dangers; it was more
worthwhile to tolerate its disadvantages for the
sake of its advantages. I The existence of tenant
right was a feature of the land system in nineteenth-century Ireland which helped to promote agricultural advancement and ensure that
the occupying tenants were not wholly indifferent to progress.Clearly, interference with
tenant right was unacceptable to tenants, for
though it was only a permissive right existing
through the force of custom, it implied some
notion of co-partnership in the land. The
essence of tenant right was that the tenant
"exercised a right to dispose of his holding for a
valuable consideration although he may himself be a tenant at will, and although he may
have expended nothing in permanent improvements. ''2 It was therefore inevitable that efforts
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by improving landlords to control or regulate
tenant right should be regarded by the tenantry
as an attempt to destroy the custom. The Land
Act of 187o was a major legislative endeavour
to settle the problem of landlord and tenant
relations in Ireland by legalizing the Ulster
custom of tenant right and similar usages
throughout Ireland. It proved unsuccessful
because tenants were offered a measure of compensation for their improvements, yet denied
sufficient protection against rising rents to
guarantee them the degree of co-partnership
interest implicit in the tenant right system. 8
Progress could not be hastened by paring down
tenant right. It was only to be attained by the
replacement of tenant right with something
stronger in the shape of the Three F's (free
sale, fair rent, and fixity of tenure) of the Land
Act of 1881, which recognized dual ownership
in land and took the Irish landlord and tenant
problem another stage towards its eventual
solution by land purchase and the establishment of a peasant proprietary.*

1 CL B. A. Kennedy, 'Tenant Right before 187o', in T. W. Moody and J. C. Beckett (eds.), Ulster sh,ce
18oo, I,ondon, 1954, pp. 41-2: "Ulster landlords tolerated this custom for several reasons; they were well
aware ti'at the et~ciency of their tenants' culture was 50 per cent better than that of the average tenant in other
parts of Ireland. The more produce, the more assured they were of their rental... And of course, it was all the
better to have a contented tenantry. Yet landlords did not love tenant right for its own sake. T h e Ulster
custom curbed their power to extort exorbitant rents, and they probably regarded it as a necessary evil."
2 Digest of Evidence, 1847 ' op. cit., pt II, pp, I I 19-2o.
3 Act 33 & 34 Vict. See Working of the Landlord and Tenant (Ireland) Act, 187 o, Mins. of Evidence, 188 I,
c. 2779, xvni, 7; cf. A. G. Richey, The Irish LandLaws, p. 62, et seq.
•l Cf. C. R. Fay, op. cir., p. 13 : " T h e Land Act of 1881 took tenant right to its furthest point, but beside it
now was the alternative of Land Purchase."
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Recent Changes in Kenyan Land Tenure
V

By E D I T H

H. WHETHAM

REVIEW ARTICLE OF M. P. K. SORRENSON,Land

Reform in the Kikuyu Country, Oxford U.P.,
Nairobi, I967, 266 pp. 2os. in East Africa.
R Sorrenson, of the University of
Auckland, has recently published an
account of land reform in the
Kikuyu area of Kenya which describes the
changes, voluntary and enforced, in land
tenure over some eighty years ending in 196o.
Neither he nor his publishers explain the
interval of eight years during which his book
was in gestation. This gap can be partly filled
by the annual reports of the Department of
Settlement in Kenya, from 1962-3 onwards,
which describe the conversion of some million
acres, formerly held by Europeans, into small
farms for Africans, chiefly of the Kikuyu
people. Taken together, these publications describe one of the most striking revolutions in
land tenure which has occurred in recent years.
Mr Sorrenson discusses the conflicting
traditions about the origins of Kikuyu settlement in the Fort Hall, Nyeri, and Kiambu
areas of Kenya, settlement which may date to
the sixteenth century but which was not completed until the end of the nineteenth century.
By Kikuyu tradition, the original settlers
acquired individual rights to the land they
occupied after some form of purchase or lease
had been made with the primitive people who
then controlled these areas. On the death of
each original Kikuyu settler, his rights in the
land descended equally to all his sons, but one,
usually the eldest, became the head of the
family, with authority over the distribution of
the land between branches and individuals of
the group. Individual ownership was thus converted into collective ownership by families of
varying size; within each family group, there
were individual rights of occupation over the
allotted land.
In order to protect land farmed by Africans
from alienation, two ordinances in i9i 5 and
192I declared that the Crown was the ultimate
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owner of all land in Kenya, with its powers
later vested in the Trust Lands Board set up in
193o. As a result, the Kikuyu found that
neither families nor individuals could obtain
written titles which they came to consider
essential for protection against possible dispossession in favour of European setters, and
desirable for settling their own disputes over
rights to land. As population increased in the
Kikuyu area, so disputes increased between
expanding and contracting branches of the
same families, between inheritors of land let
on tenancies and the descendants of the original
tenants. By local custom, tenants might borrow
land, giving in return a loan of goats; the land
owner, or his heirs, regained possession of the
land at any time by returning goats equivalent
to the original number plus their estimated
progeny, a form of lease which might have been
designed to promote quarrels.
Although the Kikuyu were pressing for individual titles to their land all through the interwar years, and although registration was recommended by the Kenya Land Commission
in 1934, the Trust Lands Board regarded the
preservation of existing customs as more important than economic development. Meanwhile, the increasing population had overflowed the land available for the Kikuyu. Some
were working in Nairobi and other towns,
leaving their families on their land; some were
working on European farms, with small plots
of crops and a few livestock of their own; some
had taken land among other tribes, again with
no security of tenure. After the Second World
War, a number of officials suggested that consolidation of plots should be encouraged, with
titles given to progressive farmers working
upon the advice of the Ministry of Agriculture,
but these suggestions and many others were
lost in the administration in Nairobi.
Mr Sorrenson attributes much of the bitterness of the Mau-mau fighting to land feuds
within the Kikuyu, feuds which might have
72
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originated several generations earlier but which
were intensified whcn the families working on
European farms were sent back to their villages,
at the beginning of the troubles. Then between
June I954 and October I955, the major part of
the Kikuyu was swept from its land into concentrated villages under military control, thus
making a drastic break between families and
their farms.
In the autumn of I955, officers in the local
administration decided to push through as
rapidly as possible the consolidation of fragmented holdings, before the Kikuyu were returned to their land. Consolidation and registration of title were offered to the chiefs as the
reward for loyalty to the administration, and as
the first step towards improved farming under
the Swynnerton plan. Dairy farming to supply
liquid milk to the towns and butter for export,
vegetables for local sale, and quotas for coffee
production (hitherto reserved for European
farms) were to provide various forms of intensive farming; these new enterprises would, it
was hoped, absorb many of the half-employed
and landless families, whose plight would be
made conspicuous by land reform. Local committees of approved chiefs and their advisors
were set up to record and register all claims
upon land in their areas; staff were hastily
trained in surveying the existing plots and in
allocating them as consolidated units on to
maps hastily drawn from aerial surveys, with
certain areas set aside for common use-schools, markets, new roads, and so forth.
While the political and agricultural staff
were carrying out these reforms at full speed,
the Legal Department in Nairobi was arguing
that titles to land could not be given under
existing legislation, since African farmers were
technically tenants at will of the Crown; the
Colonial Office in London delayed any amendment to the legislation, pending firstly the
report of the Royal Commission on East Africa,
and then of the Arusha conference on land
tenure. What was being done was therefore
legalized provisionally in July z956; the allotment of consolidated farms was open to appeal
for two consecutive periods of thirty days, after
which further legal suits over land titles were
forbidden for three years. Consolidation was
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virtually complete by the spring of z959,
though few farmers had by then received formal titles, which were recognized by later
legislation to convey freeholds. The final process of checking allotments revealed an uncomfortable 'margin of error' both in the
recording of rights and in the allotments, whose
total sometimes exceeded the land available;
some revision became necessary in the Fort
Hall area, where such errors were largest

(p. 44).
Apart from the speed of the consolidation,
and the small size of the resulting farms, few
of which exceeded five acres, the process inevitably asks for comparison with the enclosure
movement in English history. Mr Sorrenson
gives us some fascinating comments upon the
by-products both of the procedure and of the
final results. The strongest supporters of consolidation had been the larger landholders
embarking upon commercial farming and concerned to reduce the innumerable disputes
over rights to land. The bitterest opponents of
consolidation were the landless families who
lost what patches they had previously occupied
as informal tenants. Many complaints were put
forward from this class, alleging unfairness
and corruption among the adjudicating committees, allotting land which might currently
be under dispute. Local committees dealt
differently with landless families; some gave
gardens near villages taken out of the common
allotment, while other committees simply
ignored them. There were the inevitable difficulties with land of differing qualities, and
especially with the re-allotment of the plots
containing huts and banana trees. Further,
family holdings were sometimes registered in
the name of the head man, leaving to him the
responsibility for subsequent distribution
among grown sons and younger brothers;
sometimes each adult man received a separate
allotment, or brothers might be given adjacent
farms registered in one name.
Given the existing density in the Kikuyu
country, it was inevitable that most of the consolidated farms provided only a home and
subsistence for the one, two, or more families
who had previously shared the land under the
authority of the senior man. Mr Sorrenson
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refers (p. 202) to the official assumption that
consolidation would automatically lead to
improved farming, which seems to have occurred only on a small proportion of the larger
holdings, themselves a small proportion of the
total number of farms. Moreover, few subsequent changes in landholding have been registered, partly to avoid the official fees, partly to
conceal the continuing fragmentation of holdings in defiance of the law. Nevertheless, consolidation and enclosure have stimulated some
farmers to further improvements and have
markedly reduced the incidence of legal disputes over land.
The continuing pressure of population in
the Kikuyu country was partially relieved from
x96I onwards, when the new government,
dominated by the Kikuyu, was faced with the
virtual breakdown of farming on the European
estates in the highlands. Many Europeans did
not wish to live in Kenya after independence
but could not find a buyer for their property at
any price; many estates became swamped by
squatters seeking to claim land in advance of
official action; the supply of food for the towns
and for export was threatened by a potential
collapse in the most productive sector of
Kenyan agriculture. The Kenyan government
then took the heroic decision to buy up to one
million acres of European-owned estates for
conversion into small farms for Africans; it
obtained loans from the United Kingdom and
other overseas sources to finance the initial
purchase.
From the start, this programme was intended
to create occupying owners of consolidated
farms, buying their land from the government
on long-term mortgages. The experience
gained in the previous land reform in the
Kikuyu country was here most valuable; again
at high speed, estates were surveyed, inventories made, new farms plotted on maps and
marked upon the ground, local committees set
up to select the new farmers from among the
many applicants, while legal formalities were
pushed aside to be concluded at some future
date. Two types of holding were established-mainly subsistence holdings producing one

commodity for sale and repayment of debts,
and small commercial farms each occupying
one family full-time with occasional paid help,
and adopting a combination of crops and livestock chosen according to the physical conditions of each area. These were designed to
provide incomes of a hundred pounds or so at
current prices and costs, over and above the
servicing of the debts to the government.
For various reasons, it was not possible to
prevent some farms from being taken up by
men with full-time jobs elsewhere, who either
leave their families on the land or put in hired
workers with no security of tenure, and no
inducement to invest in improvements and
intensified production.
Land reform in the z95o's and resettlement
upon European-owned estates in the I96o's
were both undertaken primarily for political
reasons; the two situations, one before and one
after the attainment of political independence,
were both potentially explosive for the controlling government. In both cases, the
government sided with a fairly small group of
'progressive' opinion among the Kikuyu,
favouring small consolidated freeholds as an
essential stage in developing commercial agriculture. In both cases, some farmers have
taken the opportunity offered and are forging
ahead with new crops, new livestock, new
inputs of fertilizers, fencing, improved seeds,
and the like; they are earning an income which
gives a reasonable chance of paying off their
debts and of setting up their families at a
higher standard of life. In both eases, the
change in land tenure has been imposed on
numbers of more traditionally-minded people,
many of whom will treat their new farms as
subject to the customs which they have inherited. The Kenyan government has recently
begun to tighten its control over its mortgagees
who fail to develop their holdings and to repay
their debts, even to the point of evicting a few
of the most conspicuous defaulters. ~ But such
a policy cannot run far ahead of public opinion,
wt, ich may still regard a family as permanently
attached to the land which it has once occupied,
irrespective of such details as unpaid interest.

x Annual Reports of the Department of Settlement, Nairobi; J. Maina, Land Settlement. in Ke~o,a; J.
MaeArthur, The Evaluation of Land Retorm in Ke~o,a F.A.O. World Land Reform, Rome, 1966.
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Influenced by the Kikuyu example, farmers
in adjacent areas are beginning to realize the
advantages of consolidation, among them the
fall in the frequency and costs of disputes over
land. The Nandi, the Luo, and the Kipsigi are
adopting voluntary schemes of consolidation
of cultivated plots, which may also include the
allocation among individuals of what has
hitherto been regarded as common grazing
land. I Once allocated, such farms may automatically tend to be regarded as freehold possessions, outside the control of any authority
except the immediate family. Most areas in
Kenya are less densely populated than the
Kikuyu country; the consolidated farms are
therefore larger and there are few families
squeezed out of tenancies and unrecognized
occupation of plots into landlessness and
destitution.
Official policy in Kenya has therefore
favoured the conversion of the variety of local
customs over land into the European freeholds,
each farmed by a single occupying family, and
inherited intact by a single member of each
succeeding generation. Customs may also
move in this direction, but subdivision of
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holdings may be practised for some time to
come in the densely populated districts, where
the alternative to the family farm is often
migration in the hope of paid employment.
But co-operative societies are also officially
favoured as landholders for groups of workers
engaged in farming the estates on which they
formerly worked for the European owners; in
these cases, the Kenyan government has again
provided the capital both for buying the land
and for the equipment and stocking. One area
of some 13o,ooo acres of high land near O1
Kalou is now being run as a single unit under
a group of technical officers, with the workers
organized in about twenty co-operative societies, and a central union regarded as the future
owner of the enterprise; it is hoped that the
profits of the enterprise and the savings of the
workers out of their wages will gradually repay
the government loans. It is certainly wise to
allow a variety of land tenures in the present
circumstances, for physical conditions, existing
customs over land, and the current state of
development all vary so widely in different
parts of these newly independent African
countries.

1E. Huxley, A New Earth, London, 196o.
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Book Reviews
C. R. ELRINGTON(ed.), A Victoria History of
the County of Gloucester, Vol. vnI. O.U.P.,
1968. xxiv+312 pp. £8 8s.
Tfiis volume covers twenty-two rural parishes
in the north of Gloucestershire, and one town,
the borough of Tewkesbury, which fully
deserves the 7° pages, 9 plates, and 5 plans
devoted to it.
The making of the landscape is dealt with in
the opening paragraphs of each parochial
history. Then follows the tedious but necessary
account of manors and their descents; after
which, under the general heading of Economic
History, agriculture, mills, industry, and trade
each in turn have their distinct sections. This
arrangement of the material, now standard in
the Victoria County Histories, has been
criticized before in this RE.vIEw (XlV, 1966,
P. 74), and there is no need to repeat the criticism here. It is more agreeable to recognize the
devoted labour which has gone into the compiling of the volume, and the factual value of
the data assembled in it.
An attractive photograph shows newly
harvested teasels grown within recent years at
Elmstone Hardwicke. In the heart of Tewkesbury an open arable field of some 7° acres
called Oldbury, divided evenly between three
furlongs and held in common by the burgesses,
was not enclosed until 181i. At Prestbury the
bishop of Hereford had a number of tenants
described as buchi; elsewhere we meet with
tenants called enches. Both terms are of unknown meaning.
It could be wished that the lettering of the
maps approached nearer to Ordnance Survey
standards. The statement (p. 172) that Pamington, a hamlet in Ashchurch, is recorded in 967
is founded on nothing more than a blunder in
Kemble's edition of the Anglo-Saxon charters.

seventeenth to be edited for the English PlaceName Society by Professor Smith, and fully
maintained the high standard which he and ills
predecessors had established. His death, at a
comparatively early age, shortly after the publication of these volumes is a heavy loss to placename studies. If one criticism may be made it
must surely be directed at the maps, which are
small and inadequate when compared with the
publication as a whole.
Westmorland is notable for the absence of
early place-names, the predominant element
being Scandinavian, and that Norwegian rather
than Danish. The sources for the study of
place-names are likewise limited and late.
There are few pre-Conquest records of names
and Domesday only provides twenty, all for the
southern part of the county which was included
in the Yorkshire survey. Monastic and private
records are few, and the county does not appear
in the pipe rolls until after 117o. All this was
very largely due to the sparseness of the population, which in turn may be attributed to the
unattractive nature of the terrain. The county
is divided into two by a mountainous ridge
which crosses it from east to west. To the north
lay the barony of Westmorland, mainly the
valleys of the upper Eden and its tributaries,
and to the south the barony of Kendal comprising the valleys of the Kent and the Lune.
Only in the later twelfth century did they come
to be regarded as forming a single shire. Onethird of the county is rough mountain pasture
and rocky waste, and a great deal of the remainder consisted of boggy and sour soils, as is
amply shown by the frequency with which
such elements as kjarr, mos, mot, and mvrr, all
meaning marsh or bog, occur in the placenames. Although sheep-farming was probably
the most extensive occupation, names derived
H. P. R. FINBERG
from bull, cow, and ox occur more frequently,
and amongst crops those which have most comA. H. SMITH, The Place-Names of Westmorland. monly lent their names to places are flax,
English Place-Name Society, vols. XLII, barley, oats, pease, and rye, in that order. The
XLIn. Cambridge University Press, 1967. 2 popularity of apples in the early Middle Ages
vols. Ixxv+212 pp.; xiv+367 pp. ioss.
is attested by Applethwaite Common, two
These two volumes were the sixteenth and Applegarths, and the town of Appleby. Apple.i
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by was exceptional in being an early borough,
with two parishes in the time of Henry I. Other
settlements were small and widely scattered,
hamlets or single farms. Characteristic were the
large ecclesiastical parishes with a church village (hirhju-b~r in Old Norse) whence such
names as (Kirkby) Kendal, Kirkby Lonsdale,
Kirkby Stephen, and Kirkby Thore; probably
four of the best known out of some forty places
in the former Danelaw which bear, or formerly
bore, the name Kirkby or Kirby.
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doubt if it means 'the central room of a house';
and so on. Such disagreements do not detract
from the glossary's utility. It should be acquired by everybody using manorial records,
and will be of interest to anybody concerned
with medieval implements, farming practice,
and building techniques.
R. H. HILTON
A. RO~ERS (ed.), Bulletin for Local History

Tutors and Students: East Midlands Region.

Dept. of Adult Education, Nottingham University, 1966, 1967. 16 pp. ; 3° pp. 5s. each.
JOHNL. FISHER,A Medieval Farming Glossary The region covered by these annual booklets
of Latin and English words taken mainlyfrom comprises Derbyshire, Leicestershire, RutEssex Records. National Council of Social land, Lincolnshire, and Nottinghamshire. Dr
Service for the Standing Conference for Rogers is well Imown for his work on LincolnLocal History, London, 1968.42 pp. 7s. 6d. shire, and in these pamphlets has compiled useThis glossary has been compiled over many ful lists of 'Work in Progress' relating to all five
years by Canon Fisher and has been edited by counties. With the rapid expansion of research
Mr W. R. Powell with the aid of Mr R. E. in local history, it is impossible for either
Latham and Mr F. G. Emmison. It is based amateurs or academics to keep track of all that
mainly on original Essex sources drawn from is going on in fields akin to their own. Lists like
the records of some two hundred manors. No Dr Rogers's facilitate the spread of information
claim is made that it is comprehensive, nor as well as preventing vexatious overlapping of
has it been correlated with other dictionaries or effort. It is much to be hoped that other adult
glossaries. Nevertheless, bearing these limita- education boards will follow his enterprising
tions in mind, it is an excellent production. It example, and that he will be able to continue
includes, as implied in the title, a large number to produce this Bulletin annually. The issue for
of words used in medieval farming. For most 1966 was the first in the series. Further inforwords, the source and the date are given; a large mation about the work of individuals or stunumber are middle English or dialect words dents will, he says, be welcome.
which, as students of manorial documents
Each booklet also contains brief articles of
know, are frequently used in Latin records. In general interest. In that for 1967 Mrs M. A.
addition, the glossary includes a lot of words Welch writes on 'The Manuscripts Departwhich are not connected essentially with farm- ment of Nottingham University Library'; Dr
ing, though they often appear in an agricultural Rogers on 'A Possible Group Project in Local
context. Most of these are terms used by History' (nineteenth-century church life); and
building craftsmen. Some are connected with Miss J. C. Sinar, the county archivist for
the textile industry, as one would expect of Derbyshire, on 'The Tutor and the Archivist.'
medieval Essex. Of course, there are meanings When the historiography of the twentieth
given which one might question, and each century comes to be studied, the foundation of
user's list of disagreements might differ from county and regional record offices will unothers'--liber bancus (free bench) is not neces- doubtedly be regarded as one of the most consarily the whole holding kept by the widow; structive developments of our time. The revo'strip of field or meadow' is not a good transla- lution in the study of English provincial society
tion of sellio; 'spring' rather than 'summer' which has begun in the last few years could not
sowing is better for tremagium; operarius can have occurred without the gallant work of local
mean 'workman' as well as 'villein who does archivists up and down the country, often in
week work'; insethouse is a difficult word but I the face of grave staff-shortages, and sometimes
J. L. KIRBY
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without adequate consideration or recognition governed by Forest law and custom. On the
from students and scholars. Miss Sinar de- whole farming was for subsistence and consescribes some of the principal sources of use to quently there was an important arable comextramural classes and likely to be available in ponent (especially for oats) which only began
county record offices. She also points out, to disappear in modern times. The writers deal
sensibly and moderately, some of the problems with all the important aspects of agricultural
archivists face in meeting the needs of history history--techniques, land tenure, field systutors, and how tutors can best help in resolving tems, changing land use, the effect of changing
them, above all by giving adequate notice of market conditions. More is written about the
their requirements.
industrial history of the region, but agriculture
ALAN EVERITT
is dealt with in as much detail as the sources
will allow. Furthermore, whether medieval,
PATELEY BRIDGETUTORIALCLASS, ed. Bernard early or late modern problems are dealt with,
Jennings, A History of Nidderdale. The the authors show that they are aware of the
Advertiser Press Ltd, Huddersfield, 1967. wider context of economic history. Perhaps
• 504 pp. 42s. ; BRYANWAITES, Moorland and because this is a collective work in which equal
Vale-Land Farming in North-East York- attention has to be given to all aspects of the
shire: the Monastic Contribution in the region's history one misses a unifying theme,
Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries. Uni- or group of themes, which might have come
versity of York, Borthwick Institute of out of a work by a single author. The book is,
Historical Research, 1967. 36 pp. 5s. 6d. therefore, more one of reference than to be
incl. postage.
read straight through (unless, of course, one
A History of Nidderdale is a substantial book of happens to live in Nidderdale). This should be
nearly five hundred pages, a collective work by taken, however, simply as a comment, not as a
a tutorial class under the skilled guidance of criticism. The main criticism is that there is
their tutor, Mr Bernard Jennings. It is a first- no discussion of the nature and validity of the
class justification (if any were needed) for the sources which are used. Another (not directed
activities of serious adult education groups, at the authors) is that paper, print, and illusthough one wishes that more would engage in trations are hardly worthy of the work. An
long-term research such as that done by the omission would seem to be that movements
Pateley Bridge class. The book is comprehen- connected with industrialism and workingsive. I t describes, on the basis of a very full class poverty are either non-existent or not
documentation, the evolution of a community mentioned. Were trade unions unable to
from earliest times until the twentieth century. establish themselves where there were workerThe most interestingaspect of this community's farmers and patriarchal mill owners?
evolution is undoubtedly the close relationship
Mr Waites's short pamphlet is less readable
between agriculture and industry which has and 11o more scholarly than the long collective
obtained from the Middle Ages and onwards. work. It deals with a short period in the history
Especially in recent times, the principal feature of the area centred on the Vale of Picketing, but
of rural life has been pasture farming for wool, including the North Yorkshire moors and the
meat, and dairy products. The chief industries coastal plain. As one would expect from a geohave been lead mining and textiles, especially grapher, there is a detailed description of soils
linen. As late as the middle of the nineteenth and the underlying geographical formations.
century the lead miners of Grcenhow were It is of course the history of the expansion of
also small farmers, and even the textile factory cultivation on the one hand and of pastoral
workers kept a small plot of land and a cow. farming on the other. The areas on the northern
In the Middle Ages the northern part of thevale and southern fringes of the vale are shown to
was dominated by religious houses which were have been the most rewarding as far as arable
the principal landlords. The southern part was farming is concerned, though the coastal areas
in the Honour of Knaresborough and was and the moors were outstanding for their
I'
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sheep flocks (as indeed were the wolds south of
the vale and the limestone hills to the north).
Mr Waites's theme, as the title indicates, is the
monastic contribution. But one feels that the
evidence does not bear the emphasis on the
achievement of the monks which the author
stresses. Undoubtedly Rievaulx, Whitby,
iVIalton, Guisborough, and other religious
houses were important landowners. Undoubtedly too the system of grange farming was
characterized by landlord initiative. But the
nature of the evidence inevitably emphasizes
the role of the landowner at the expense of that
of the tenant. One suspects that these monks
got a lot of the credit for peasant assarting.
And if the monastic sheep flocks in north-east
Yorkshire numbered not less than 5o,ooo to
6o,ooo, at the end of the thirteenth century
the numbers quoted by Mr Wakes of nonmonastic flocks in the parishes--av incomplete
total--already well exceed that number. Mr
Waites has a dangerous tendency to throw
together evidence from widely separated dates
to prove the same point. Some transcriptions
from the Latin are a little odd. Presumably the
Florentine 'Society of Circulorum' is the
Cerchi.
R. H. HILTON

F. G. Eivu~usoN, Catalogue of Essex Parish
Records, z~4o-z894. Essex Record Office
Publications, no. 7. Second (revised) edition,
1966. 269 pp. 43s. post free from the Essex
Record Office; Stuart Essex, Essex Record
Office Publications, no. 44, 1966. Unpaginated. 3s. post free from the Essex Record
Office.
These two latest of the long list of Essex Record
Office Publications illustrate admirably the two
extremes of the services which this office provides, and for which all students of local history
must be thankful. Stuart Essex is a well produeed booklet of illustrations, linked by a loose
chronological theme. The county in the seventeenth century is depicted in portraits, architectural photographs and drawings, maps and
plans of estates, extracts from official and
unofficial correspondence, ecclesiasti¢al records, and the like, which will undoubtedly
appeal to the historically-minded resident or
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tourist, and be of use to the teacher or schoolboy seeking for local illustrations of the
national theme.
The theme of puritanism, emigration, and
civil war leave little room for mention in the
booklet of agricultural matters, which were no
more typical of this than of any other century
or county. The other work noticed here, however, has much to say of such things. It is
addressed to a wider, perhaps more serious,
public of local historians and genealogists, and
was originally published in 195o, with an introduction, reprinted here, by Mr E. J. Erith;
exhaustion of the original edition and the
finding of much additional material made
necessary this second edition.
The catalogue is a model of its kind. It is
prefaced by an introduction which describes
the main classes of documents found, mentions unusual items, and draws the attention of
readers to comparable material to be found
elsewhere in the Essex Record Office collections. There is a good general index. The catalogue is arranged alphabetically, by parish; it
shows clearly which of the records is deposited
in the Essex Record Office; it notes printed
editions, transcripts, and articles making use of
the records; it includes supplemental lists of
records of nonconformity,charities, and miscellaneous societies. The individual entries are
necessarily brief, but there is considerable detail when unusual notes are found in registers
or where unexpected classes of records have
survived.
By careful use of the introduction and index
the agricultural historian will find much to
interest him. For the most part the information
to be extracted thus relates to crops, tithing
methods, and tithe disputes. Much of the tithe
payment was in kind and such documents as
the long and detailed tithing custumal drawn
up at Great Parndon in 1595, and the sequences
of tithe accounts for Debden and other parishes,
which cover much of the seventeenth century,
are particularly useful in this context, and
should throw much light on the development of
the area as a source of supply for the London
food markets. In this connection it is not perhaps inappropriate to mention, what the introduction briefly touches on, the great usefulness
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of libels and their schedules of evidence in the
innumerable tithe causes of the seventeenth
century, many of which were concerned with
attempts to tithe newly introduced crops.
Details of acreage, yield, and marketing arrangements, and even notes on cultivation
methods, appear in these documents, which
are to be found occasionally in parish chests,
but much more frequently among the papers of
an episcopal or archidiaconal court. In addition
the poor law accounts provide evidence of the
mobility of labour within the county, and of
the extent to which pauper apprenticeship and
gang labour were used in agriculture in the
later eighteenth century. These are commonplaces of parochial records in any county, but
Essex has also something which is almost
unique: a few sets of the detailed returns made
in 1798 and 18o3, in response to Acts of Parliament for the Defence of the Realm, of ablebodied men, transport, live and dead stock, and
mills, within the parish. Besides this, entries in
the index under such heads as 'husbandry',
'crops', 'Laminas', 'weather memoranda',
bring out a variety of useful minutiae, and
detailed study of the index would undoubtedly
yield further treasures. All told, the parish
records of Essex, and by inference, those of
other counties, deserve more attention than
the agricultural historian has yet bestowed on
them.
DOROTHY M. OWEN
REX C. RUSSELL, The E~tclosuresof Barton-on-

Humber, 1793-1796. Barton Branch Workers' Educational Association, 1968. 46 pp.
z maps. 3s. 6d.; l~.x C. RUSSELL, The

Enclosures qf Searby, 1763-1765; Nettleton,
1791-1795; Caistor, 1796-1798; Caistor
Moors, zSz z-z8z 4. Nettleton Branch Workers' Educational Association, i968.4 ° pp.
3 maps. 4 s.
Continuing his already extensive evaluation
of the impact of parliamentary enclosures in
Lindsey, Mr Russell has revised two earlier
publications. With the aid of Workers' Educational Association classes additional information has been gathered about the enclosure of
Barton, described by Young as "one of the
greatest inclosures in England," and new
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material has been incorporated on the area
adjacent to Caistor. This latter is particularly
interesting because six parishes shared common rights on Caistor Moor which was the
subject of' a separate act and award.
The text follows a regular pattern dealing
first with the meaning and importance of enclosure, its local significance, and then considering how the process was managed. The accounts follow a chronological sequence drawing upon newspaper notices, minutes, claim
papers, and the awards themselves. The process is illustrated by admirable pre- and postenclosure maps prepared by Mr Russell.
These publications are excellent examples
of the sort of work that can be done by local
classes under expert guidance and one looks
forward to the time when all these efforts can
be brought together to tell the full story of
Parliamentary enclosures in North Lincolnshire.
BRIAN LOUGHBROUGH

W. E. TATE, The English VillageCommunity and
the Enclosure l]~rovements. Victor Gollancz,
1967. 231 pp. 42s.
The lack of a schc,larly but popularly-written
work embodying the results of recent research
on enclosure has long been felt. Since the late
W. E. Tate spent a large part of his life carrying on research into the enclosure movement
of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, it is a great relief to historians in general
and a boon to the study of agricultural history
in particular that just before his death he
should have distilled his wide-ranging and
microscopic knowledge of the subject into the
present book. As Tate points out, the study of
the question has suffered from the fact that tile
most dispassionate study of the enclosure
movement, E. C. K. Gonner's Common Land
and Inclosure, published as long ago as 1912'
is "a dull book, ill written, and difficult to
read," while the anti-enclosure point of view
was put forward in the romantic and heady
prose of the Hammonds' Village Labourer,
also published in 1911. This has been described as "one of the most brilliant works
of historical fiction in the English tongue."
Quite rightly Tate goes back to the Old
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English village community, with its open
fields and common pastures, and traces the
various enclosure movements from the Middle
Ages through the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries down to the present. Anyone wis.hing
either to begin the study of a particular enclosure or group of enclosures or to inform himself generally on the great controversies which
enliven the subject must from now on first consult this book with, among other aids, its admirable illustrations, its critical bibliography,
and useful glossary of technical terms.
Those who fondly cling to the notion that
enclosure commissioners were corrupt and
tyrannical tools of the landed classes, or that
the rights of small proprietors were wantonly
disregarded, or that pre-enclosure village
commons were idyllic places, should read the
relevant passages in Tate's work. Inevitably
this book bears the imprint of Tate's highly
eccentric style and personality, composed of a
curious amalgam of deadly seriousness and
homely, humorous asides. Inevitably there are
omissions, such as, for example, a tendency to
say very little about the advantages of the open
field (there is no reference to Dr E. R. R.
Green's recent article 'On open-town-fields',
Agricultural History Reviezo,vol. IX, I96I), and
a failure to note the rise in the status of the
country clergy in the period I76o-1815, partly
as the result of the generous treatment the
Church received in the process of enclosure. It
is to be hoped that our departed friend's
manuscript 'Domesday of English Enclosure
Awards' will soon be published.
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munity. On the more theoretical level he
attempts "an interdisciplinary approach which
combines historical perspective with an analysis dependent u p o n . . , sociology and agricultural economics."
Basing his study on a questionnaire filled in
by I72 families "in an upland area" (unspecified) of England, there are chapters on the structure of farming families, succession to farms,
movement from farm to farm, occupational
mobility both of farmers and their children,
and the influence of demographic and environmental factors on mobility. In perhaps
the best chapter in the book he suggests how
the State could divert money from direct
grants to farmers into local industry, vocational retraining centres, rural housing, and
retirement pensions. This would be no more
costly and would encourage enterprise and
mobility: lO8 tables support his careful arguments. His central theme is the way in which
these small family farms change at different
points of the life-cycle. There will be surpluses
and shortages of labour depending on the age
and number of children. To overcome the
difficulties "farmers move from farm to farm,
or acquire and give up land; they prevail on
their single sons to remain at home, and they
marry off their daughters; they change the
intensity of operation of their farms, or go out
to work; they quarrel with kin, befriending
neighbours." The author shows how the age
at marriage and the age at death are correlated,
since the son cannot inherit before the parents
die. Consequently many sons who inherit the
W . H . CHALONER
property (usually the youngest sons because
of demographic factors) remain unmarried.
J. S. NALSON, Mobility of Farm Families.
The farmhouses are usually too small to
Manchester University Press, 1968. xiv+ contain two adult couples, although there are
two instances of the 'West Room' (i.e. old
299 PP. 55s.
Professor Nalson's book makes an interesting people's room) and the author makes a precontribution to agricultural studies at two liminary analysis of three-generation houselevels. At the practical level he provides socio- holds. Among many other interesting points is
logical information for planners who are the fact that geographical and social mobility
attempting to overcome the income disparity overlap in the concept of moving up or down
between farmers and urban workers. His aim hill. The higher farmers are poorer: to change
is to help "speed up the process of movement one's altitude-level and move higher up the
of people away from agriculture" as painlessly slopes is to move down socially.
as possible, and to streamline Britain for comAlthough many fascinating hypotheses are
petition in the European Economic Corn- suggested for the historian, the 'historical
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perspective' which the author claims consists
mainly of cyclical time, changes over the lifecycle. Professor Nalson disarmingly admits
that he did not have time to use nineteenthcentury census schedules or wills. Although
he does make a little use of overall population
figures for the last century and of an 1834
gazetteer, there are no references to the deeds,
probate inventories, and parish registers which,
among other sources, would have enriched
this study. We might also have expected, since
anthropological hypotheses are advocated, that
there would be more reference to anthropological work in the text and bibliography; an
obvious omission is The Developmental Cycle
in Domestic Groups, edited by Jack Goody.
"The heavy dependence on British rural sociologists, through whom anthropological ideas
have been percolated, perhaps explains the
almost total omission of beliefs, attitudes, and
motives which are usually intensively studied
by anthropologists. It would have been fascinating to have had an analysis which combined the impressive statistics of this account
with the normal anthropological description of
the ideals and norms of the society.
The statistics pose as many problems as they
solve; some of these could have been partially
solved by personal discussion. The statistics
indicate family limitation, yet we do not know
how or even whether this was present. The
suggestion that "there was evidence of mental
strain, some tarmers' wives were suffering
from mental disorder" is not followed up.
Above all, the fact that farms are too small to
support more than one pair of adults is taken
for granted, yet it is essential to know why
people built small houses and why farms remained small. There are many societies with a
similar economic organization where the
extended family operates and where the children may marry young. They do not have to
wait for the parents to die. If the general treatment had been more historical we might also
have discovered some of the effects of the
demographic revolution of the last ninety
years--when the expectation of life increased
dramatically and the age structure altered
fundamentally--on family farming. But all
this is perhaps asking for a different book: the
!.ii
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book we do have is nevertheless very useful and
stimulating.
A. M A C F A R L A N E

P. GASKELL,Morvern Transformed.A Itighland
Parish in the Nineteenth Century. Cambridge University Press, 1968. xix+274 pp.
65s.
In his study of Morvern, an isolated parish in
North Argyll, cut off by Loch Linnhe from the
rest of the country, Dr Gaskell has been fortunate in finding a wide range of documentary
sources, which he has studied in great detail
and with much sympathy. These sources,
ranging over census reports, rentals, valuation
rolls, estate papers and plans, and personal
diaries and memoirs, are reproduced in the
Appendices. In addition, the visual remains of
the historic period--castles, churches, large
buildings, shieling sites, arable land, dykes,
woods, kilns, mills, fish-traps, coal mines,
quarries, roads, and piers, are also listed in
catalogue form. The book, therefore, can be
used as a historical guide to the area by the
present-day traveller. At the same time, the
presentation of the documentary evidence
allows the reader to test for himself Dr Gaskell's conclusions, though it must be admitted
that a ratio of I29 pages of Appendices to 118
of text is a heavy weighting in terms of overall
balance.
The body of the text consists of four chapters
that trace the consecutive changes in land
ownership in relation to land use, and the
numbers, status, and activities of the tenantry
from the end of the eighteenth to the beginning
of the twentieth century. At each stage the
writer tries to look in a fair, straightforward
manner at the interactions of landlords and
tenants. In an introductory section, he outlines the background history of clan chiefs and
clansmen, when the chiefs were of purely
highland stock. Then, between 1813 and 1838,
every property in Morvern changed hands,
some being bought by 'foreigners' from the
non-highland parts of ScotJand. Under these
incoming lairds, the process of clearance of
small tenants to make room for sheep was particularly resented. Nevertheless Dr Gaskell
tries to show that their actions were signs of the
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times rather than purely the impulses of individuals, and part of a widespread contemporary
movement that completely changed the character of land use in many parts of Europe.
After ~85o, the attempt to make estates in the
parish pay by the commercial exploitation of
sheep, and to a lesser extent the burning of
seaweed for kelp, gradually fizzled out, and a
completely new phenomenon appeared--the
wealthy English aristocrat, prepared to buy an
estate for use as a constructive hobby, for summer enjoyment, even though it was run at aIoss.
Here Octavius Smith, in many ways the central
figure in the book, comes into his own, and the
detailed study of his activities brings light to a
kind of nineteenth-early twentieth century
form of estate occupation and use that has
hitherto gone largely unilluminated. Although
a capitalist with the right to manipulate his
property and tenantry as he saw fit, he nevertheless cared for his employees in the manner
of a welfare state, to the extent that they probably never had it better. In fact, a somewhat
unreal situation was created, bolstered against
agricultural depression, that could not easily
survive the removal of the excess capital upon
which it was based. Attention should be drawn
to the development of estate housing, the shepherds' and gamekeepers' cottages, of strong
enduring quality, that still characterize the
landscape of Morvern (as of many other parts
of the Highlands). These are well illustrated
photographically in the book.
The change of emphasis from sheep to
grouse and deer (though sheep and cattle continued as an essential part of the economy)
produced the 'estate worker', sometimes maintained on a semi-retired basis as little more
than an odd-job man, though allowed to occupy
a house on the estate. Smith's benevolence in
this respect is reflected in the case studies of
workers on pages 68-7o. The profession of
gamekeeper now became one of the most
honourable on an estate, and the best paid. In
the mid-I86o's a gamekeeper had £54 a year
as compared with £48 for a head shepherd--a
clear reflection of the change of emphasis. The
idyllic pastoral life of the proprietor and his
family and friends is seen against this kind of
background.

The artificial basis of the economy has led to
the final change that is going on in this and
similar areas, the take-over by the State of
units that had become economically no longer
viable for individuals. At the present time, the
Forestry Commission is the biggest landowner
in Morvern, though some large estates there
are still privately owned. The movement of
people and reorganization of land use in the
Highlands in the early nineteenth century
seemed inevitable to Gaskell in the light of the
wider current issues and ideals of agricultural
improvement as a concomitant to industrial
progress. So also the present tendency bears the
mark of an irresistible, almost impersonal
movement--but this is a chapter that will have
to be written in the future.
A carefully selected series of maps makes
graphic the consecutive changes in land
ownership in Morvern. The book is clearly
and logically written, with a sense of inevitability overriding the manipulations of landlords. It is the first fully documented, academic study in depth of a nineteenth-century
highland parish, where the problems of existence are by no means finally resolved.
A L E X A N D E R FENTON

H. WI~SEand J. B6LTS, Rinderhaltung im nordwesteuropiiischen Kiistengebiet vom 15 bis zum
±9 Jahrhundert. Gustav Fischer Verlag,
Stuttgart, I966. xii+272 pp. 64 DM.
This is one of the most exciting studies of the
cattle business that has yet come from western
Europe. The former neglect of the subject is
inexplicably strange, for, as one of the authors
points out, it was far more important in parts
of north-west Europe than the grain trade.
Indeed, for a long time cattle was the largest
export, measured by value, from Denmark,
and since Holland was Denmark's main customer, the cattle trade was a veritable barometer of the economies of both countries. The
book is divided into two parts. The first half by
Heinz Wiese examines the organization of the
cattle business from the late fifteenth to the
early nineteenth century in the rearing areas of
Jutland, East Friesland, and Schonen, their
movement to fattening grounds on Germany's
North Sea coast and along its river marshes,
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thence to the consumer areas in the HamburgLiibeck area, the Netherlands, and the Rhineland. He traces the drove routes across Denmark, the Netherlands, and Germany, describes the provision for animals and men at
the drovers' halts, calculates the costs of transport by sea and road, and compares the costs
of production at each stage. He arrives at the
conclusion that 29 per cent of the cost of meat
in the period i551-i65o was incurred at the
rearing stage, 18.6 per cent when the animals
were being winter stall-fed before their sale as
stores, 25 •3 per cent at the feeding stage, and
26.9 per cent during fattening.
The second part of the book is by Johann
B61ts and traces the methods and economics
"of cattle production and dairying in two areas
of Denmark, namely East Friesland and Oldenburg. Its special strength lies in its attempt to
tell the story not only in the context of the
economic stimuli of the period 15oo-19oo, but
against the more enduring background of
natural conditions and social structure. These
reveal so many parallels in the social basis of
the dairying and cattle-fattening industries of
the Continent and England that it is to be hoped
that someone will take it as a basis for bolder,
comparative historical investigations and
generalizations.
The main cattle rearing areas of north-west
Europe, as Dr Wiese explains, developed their
expertise out of practical necessity. They were
not near enough to markets to fatten cattle
successfully, nor, except in small districts, did
they have ready access to ports for the transport of grain. So cattle rearing became the
speciality in Jutland and most of East Friesland
and the animals, when ready for sale to the
graziers, walked to their next destination, or
were shipped by boat. As cattle production
expanded, the Danish crown intervened to
procure for itself and the nobility the main
privileges and profits. To the peasantry of
Jutland was left the task of breeding and rearing the young stock until they were four or five
years old. This they did by starving them in
winter and feeding them up on grass in summer. At four to five years the peasants were
obliged to sell their beasts to the nobility who
stall-fed large numbers for one winter season
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before selling them to the graziers. In 8chleswig-Holstein cattle production was organized
on a somewhat different basis: more grain was
grown and the peasantry kept their beasts until
they were ready for sale to the graziers. In
Oldenburg things were different again, the
dukes having the privilege of buying all cattle,
and visiting peasant farms yearly to purchase
the better stock.
The feeding areas lay near the towns of
north-west Germany and the Low Countries.
Beef animals intended for the slaughter houses
of Hamburg, Liibeek, Bremen, Cologne, and
Frankfurt were finished on the North Sea
coast, the river marshes, and in East and West
Friesland. Stores were also carried from Jutland to Enkhuizen on the west side of the
Zuider Zee for fattening further along the
Dutch coast, eventually reaching Amsterdam
and other towns in the vicinity, or being driven
along the Vechte via Miinster to the Rhineland.
But from East Friesland to the mouth of the
8cheldt dairying vied with fattening. The cattle
of East Friesland, in particular, were highly
valued all over Europe for their large size aad
heavy milk yields.
lX~eat markets in the large towns developed
varied mercantile conventions. At Cologne,
where the autumn cattle sales at the end of the
sixteenth century saw dealings in 6,ooo-8,ooo
bullocks each year, the trade was mainly in the
hands of foreigners, who procured all their
beasts from the grazing grounds on the North
Sea coast. At Frankfurt, however, the town's
butchers organized supplies for themselves,
trading in Poland and the Danube basin as well
as in the north-west, and offering in exchange
wine and cloth. Hamburg and Ltibeck in their
turn, offer fascinating evidence of the role of
meat purchases in the domestic economy of the
townsfolk. Family purchases of one, two, or
three beasts, to supply meat for the whole
winter, involved a ritual of slaughter at home
that was accompanied by elaborate ceremonies.
The live beasts were brought home from the
market and put on show outside the house. One
peasant in 1697 gilded the horns of his bullock
while it stood on public display. In the evening
the animal was killed and for the next few days
friends came to admire the carcase, often hung
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with garlands, and to drink the health of the
household. These festivities continued in full
swing until the end of the eighteenth century,
finally ending with the Napoleonic war.
Dr Wiese's text is generously strewn with
tables measuring the traffic in cattle at different
ports and markets. For example, he calculates
the number of beasts exported from Denmark,
Schleswig, and Schonen between 148o and
181o, giving a total of 2o,ooo annually between
148o and 15oo, 45,ooo-5o, ooo between 154o
and 158o, and reaching a peak for the whole
period at 55,ooo-6o,ooo p.a. between 16oo and
162o. The fall of population after 16oo, coupled
with war, caused meat prices to fall in the
seventeenth century, reaching their lowest
level in 169o. From about 1623 the Danish
nobility withdrew from the fattening business,
as milk and dairy produce began to pay bigger
dividends, and, increasingly towards the end of
the seventeenth century, the whole of Denmark turned over entirely to this new speciality.
Johann B61ts's section of the book deals with
cattle production and dairying in Oldenburg
and East Friesland. He has much of interest to
say about stock feeding, milk and butter yields,
and cattle breeds--a difficult subject this last
on which information is hard to come by. But
he concludes that improvements in breeds
were continuously taking place, through careful
selection on the part of the peasant in the
interest of higher yields, and sometimes even
through cattle plagues, for a local calamity on a
large scale forced everyone to buy in fresh
stock from elsewhere and this sometimes
caused a marked improvement in standards all
round.
A careful study of costs and prices leads the
writer on to conclusions about the comparative
profits of grain, cattle, and dairy products. This
is a complex matter for even within these main
categories there were marked differences in
types and qualities of products, for example
between butter and cheese, and between a
multitude of different kinds of butter and
cheese, all of which changed their relative
prices over time. But in the competition for
land between dairying and meat production
matters were not wholly determined by agricultural or market considerations. The author

notes important differences in the social structure of the marsh and the Geest--the sandy
moorland. In the marshes the size of farms
steadily increased between 1500 and 1800 until
it became a region of medium-sized units of
3o-6o hectares, some owner-occupied and
inherited by primogeniture, some held by lease.
The Geest, in contrast, was a region of small
family holdings where dairying was combined
with rural industries, further supplemented by
wage labour on noble estates. This social
structure exerted control on each region's
response to market trends. For example, when
fat cattle prices rose faster than butter prices
around 16oo, only the large farmers showed any
tendency to expand their enterprise on the
fattening side.
It is impossible to do full justice to this farranging study. It requires to be closely read,
and its price material compared with the
evidence from other parts of Europe. It is yet
another study by German agrarian historians,
carried out under the aegis of Professor
Wilhelm Abel at the Institute for Economic and
Social History at G6ttingen, which ought to be
made available to English readers in translation.
JOAN THIRSK

GONTHERFRANZ(ed.), Universitdt Hohenheim.
(Landwirtschaftliche Hochschule), 28282968. Verlag Eugen Ulmer, Stuttgart, 1968.
332 pp. 32 plates. DM 28; ERNST KLEIN
(compiler), Die akademischen Lehrer der
Universit~t tlohenheim (Landwirtschaftliche
Hochschule), 2818-I968. W. Kohlhammer
Verlag, Stuttgart, 1968.16o pp. DM 17.
The first of these two works is a handsome
volume describing the agricultural college of
Hohenheim (since 1967 the university of
Hohenheim) during the one hundred and
fifty years since its foundation, and is a production of Eugen Ulmer Verlag, closely associated
with this university, in its own centenary year.
The editor, and main author, is Professor
G. Franz, professor of agricultural history, and
author of the noted works on the peasant wars
of the sixteenth century, but the book also
includes accounts of the present, and prognostications for the future, by the present
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rector (Professor H. RShm) and an authoritative account by Doz. Dr W. A. Boelcke of the
estate occupied by the university.
Hohenheim, on the outskirts of Stuttgart,
belonged to a family nicknamed Bombast, of
whom Paracelsus is the best known member,
but late in the eighteenth century it passed to a
mistress of a king of Wiirttemberg. When she
became his wife they converted it into a great
mansion, with a rococo English garden. Here
in 1818, after being neglected for a while,
J. N. H. Schwerz established a school of
agriculture, later an academy, a college, and
now a university. Schwerz was a romantic who,
idealizing tile life of the peasant, propagated
"improved agricultural rotations and the use of
the Flemish plough. The school continued to
develop from inadequate beginnings: it had to
share its premises with an orphanage. At times
it was mistaken in its teaching as when it
advocated the use of animal dung alone, while
Liebig was showing the need for artificial
mineral fertilizers, and aimed some acid comments at Hohenheim. Nevertheless, it developed independently of the university of
Tiibingen and the technical college of Stuttgart though at times it shared professors with
them. At all times it was watched by the state
parliament and had to prove its worth. It
educated practical farmers though with their
diplomas many entered the state service. Its
emphasis was never on the management of
large estates, a task for economists. It was also
concerned with the manufacture of beer,
sugar, brandy, and starch, and the improvement and manufacture of agricultural implements.
At all times it led other German colleges by
the quality of its teaching and number of
students, and in national crises, as after great
wars, it was active in renewal. Professor Franz
describes the personalities of teachers, their
expertize, and their future careers. This story
epitomizes the history of agricultural education in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
its difficulties, its jealousies, its changing
balance, and emphasis. Nor does it conceal the
difficult years of National Socialism, nor the
plundering of the college after the Second
World War. One would not expect an exciting

book but Professor Franz and his co-authors
choose their material so well, make their
emphases so tightly, and have so just an
appreciation of the turning points in the development of scientific knowledge of agriculture, that their account stirs a certain intellectual excitement.
When the current rector turns to today and
the future the rapidity and scale of change
become apparent. The first century and a
quarter was one of slow change, of retrenchment, veering, and advance. The new university may well have 2,000 students, including
pre-medical students using its facilties for pure
science, while, in addition to its agricultural
functions, it will be a focus of German research
in pure biology, with computers, and the most
advanced research apparatus, with a care for
agricultural history, and a duty to educate
students from developing countries. Its interest in the relations between national policy and
agriculture and the implications of the Common Market will grow. Planning, applied genetics, and food technology come into its sphere.
The university, however, still has a role, like
the American agricultural college, in extension
work locally in south-west Germany, a land of
small farmers who may earn more from their
industrial employment than from agriculture.
There may be refined ways of advising farmers
today, but one of the numerous excellent illustrations shows Director Walz in i863 talking
with the peasants on an experimental plot.
Tile tension between science on a world scale
and simple propaganda among small farmers
will be great in so large an institution with a
current income of about two million pounds.
This fascinating book concludes with a
number of lists, the most important being of
members of the faculties, an extensive Hohenhelm bibliography of 445 items, and the dates
of foundation of European agricultural colleges,
A list of students' reunions partly compensates
for the fact that the students play only a minor
role in the book. Yet the most important
achievement of tile university will remain its
success in enabling the farmer to produce
efficiently in the changing conditions of the
last hundred and fifty years.
The second of these two volumes refers to
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the same celebrations. The first forty-two them and have quoted more examples, even
pages describe the careers of the main teachers though he was not writing primarily for
at the university since its foundation and English readers.
necessarily refer to much material found in the
The eighty-eight illustrations and maps do
celebration volume. The remaining pages list not do full justice to the well-written, straightthe past and present members of the staff, forward, and succinct text, printed as if typed.
adding salient facts. This list is a useful refer- Some of the maps are rather tiny and hard to
ence to the careers of a very large fraction of read but the remainder are clear especially the
German scholars who have had agriculture or detailed ones in the pocket at the end. The
its kindred sciences as their speciality.
illustrations, however (mainly aerial photoD. ~. DAVIS
graphs), are well intentioned but too small and
lack definition.
JORGEN I(LASEN, VergMchende L~ndschaftWe hope that further young German
skunde der englischen Marsdzen. K61ner scholars will write this type of dissertation on
Geographische Arbeiten, Heft 19. Im Kom- the English rural landscape, showing a similar
mission bei Franz Steiner Verlag, Wies- understanding, with the freshness of a contibaden: Geographisches Institut der Univer- nental outlook.
sit~t zu K61n, 1967. 332 pp. 88 photographs
D. J. DAVIS
and maps, I page English summary. DM 14.
Klasen's dissertation made in the Geographical HIRAM M. DRACHE. The Day of the Bonanza.
Institute of the University of Cologne is about
A History of Bonanza Farming in the Red
the English marshes and is one of several
River Valley of the North. Illus. x+24o pp.
recent, modest German dissertations on
North Dakota Institute for Regional Studies,
English rural subjects. This comparative acFargo, 1964. $5.75.
count of the development of the rural landscape The activities of the kinema and the writers of
in the marshes of England, with special em- "cowboy" stories have created a kind of
phasis on Romney Marsh, the Fens, and the fictitious history of the development of the
Somerset Levels, does not claim to cover new Far West of U.S.A. in the minds of most
ground. It is well written, displays a good people. This history has several facets mostly
understanding of what the author saw here, bearing on the profession of cowboy, i.e. cowand refers with assurance to over 65o sources. boys and Indians; cowmen and sheepmen;
A pruning of this bibliography would have cowmen and nesters--most of whom spent
made it more useful for many works are in- their time shooting each other. Of course in the
cluded merely to justify a number of common- kaleidoscope of exploration and settlement over
places. Too long a bibliography gives equal a continent there had to be other happenings,
authority to works of unequal importance.
and Dr Drache has written the story of one area
At an early stage (pp. 42-3) Klasen tabulates where these things did not occur. The Red
English, Dutch, German, and French terms River Valley in North Dakota was settled by
about marshes, a very valuable list, and sug- capitalist farmers whose intention was to congests that peaty fens, for which we have no duct their holdings for profit making and not
word, be called Sietland as in German. For for subsistence. This was a new thing in the
each fenland he discusses physical origins, west, and was made possible by the financial
early uses, drainage, agricultural use, and difficulties that the projected Northern Pacific
historic variations, new economic needs, geo- Railway ran into. These difficulties appear to
graphy, technical developments, and policy. have been mainly caused by the over optimistic
This is nearly faultless and the resemblances value placed upon their land grant by the proand differences described are the most original jectors--a common fault of the class. This land
part of the book. While the author compares grant to the railway was nothing less than
English marshes with continental ones, he colossal by European standards of size. It was
should have made even greater reference to 26,000 acres for each mile of railroad built from
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the Red River to the Pacific coast. The promoters estimated the selling price of this land
at $5 an acre, but it could not realize this price
as unbroken prairie.
Building the railroad, and land settlement to
provide demands for transport, were obvious
interlocldng factors in the development of the
area. With the time comes the prophet!
James B. Power was the man. In 1871 he was a
comparatively minor official of the railway: by
1875 he could almost have been said to be the
fulcrum of its prosperity and the prosperity of
the area. Unfortunately, the financial crisis of
1873 had happened to delay the success of his
work. Financial embarrassment led to the offer
by the railroad of advantageous exchange of
their interest-carrying bonds (they could not
pay the interest) for land. The result of this
idea was to attract the attention of large bondholders "because they could trade their bonds
for large tracts of land," and engage a manager
and the necessary labour to work it.
The railroad land was intermixed with land
on the public domain that could be settled in
the orthodox way by sections of 640 acres down
to quarter sections as elsewhere in the country.
Some settlers on homestead land bought railroad land in addition; but the great bonanza
farms were formed by financial speculators.
The scale of these farms was outside anything
that was known to the older countries of
Europe, and was only matched in the wastes of
Australia, or possibly later in the Argentine.
California, too, was a competitor; one farm was
over 60,000 acres in area.
The Red River bonanza farms were not each
in one block within a ring fence, but were often
in large blocks of land separated by others
almost equally large. The size of these farms
was averaged by various writers at 1,28o acres,
3,000, and 7,000 acres. Whatever the average,
there was one farm of 50,000 acres in 188o,
owned by the Grandin family. There was a
wide range from IO,OOO acres upwards, and
besides these great farms there were smaller
ones whose produce helped to integrate the
economy. The saleable produce of these enterprises was wheat, grown on a single crop
system. Horse ploughs were used at first to
make a seed bed, and furrows a mile long are

spoken of. One undertaking had a horse herd of
more than 6oo. They had to be fed, as did the
transitory labour that drove them. Oats were
not grown nor any other fodder crop. Food for
both men and animals was bought. The smaller
farmers went in for a more diversified system,
and made money by selling oats, etc., to the
bonanzas. Steam threshing first, and soon
afterwards steam ploughing were speedily introduced. Huge stemn tractors hauling as many
as 14 i4-inch ploughs by direct traction in the
same way as a modern diesel tractor, ploughed
20 acres a day. Regiments of seed drills and of
reaping machines moved across the fields at
the appropriate seasons, as did horse-drawn
manure spreaders in 1904 . It was a kind of farming that daunts the imagination, and it had side
effects, e.g. in stimulating the milling industry
of Minneapolis. But after the First World
War this single crop method encountered
great difficulties, which could only have been
met by diversification. This the farmers opposed. Dr Drache does not tell his readers what
happened next, nor what the present-day conditions in the area are; but his study describes
yet another romance of the settlement of the
prairies and makes fascinating reading.
G. E. FUSSELL

K. D. WHITE, Agricultural Implements of the
Roman World. Cambridge University Press,
1967. xvi-]-23 o pp., 16 plates, 119 figs. 9os.
It is entirely appropriate that the first systematic study of Roman farming tools should have
come from the University which beheld the
labours of Atkinson, Ure, and Perceval. This
happy marriage of the classical and agricultural
tradition one suspects to have derived some
encouragement from the environment, adorned
both by Huntley and Palmers, and the ruins of
the Roman town of Silchester.
Mr White has done the job of pinning the
tools to the texts and of testing them by reference to the known finds and to their representations on monuments, on mosaics, and in illuminated manuscripts. This is not a simple
undertaking, and, as the author remarks,
modern classical works of reference and translation are generally unreliable and prone to
confusion on the technical terms relating to
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ancient agriculture. The author also complains
of the lack of modern commentaries on
Columella and Palladius, a lack which present
scholarship, with its interest in economics and
techniques, should endeavour to correct.
Mr White therefore has first attempted to
clear up, by the citations from the literary
sources, which he prints verbatim, what each
author did say about each given tool, and what
we may deduce therefrom on its form, variations, and function. He then discusses form,
technique of operation, representations, and
survival of form and name. The material is
divided into tools for earth-shifting; for cutting; forks, saws, and shears; and finally
machines (e.g. harvesters, ploughs, harrows,
threshing drags). The first two categories
naturally include far the greater number of the
tools, of which he studies over sixty. Each
variety of tool is illustrated by a marginal
sketch, and plates at the end furnish the information supplied by reliefs, mosaics, and
some ancient models and finds.
Here we may comment in parenthesis on
the absence of any indication of scale for the
figures and for most of the iron objects shown
in the plates; it can be confusing to the uninitiated if a pruning hook appears to be the same
size as a two-hand scythe blade.
Mr White stresses that the study of tools
cannot be divorced from the operations and
conditions for which they were made, and he
has done important work in defining the uses
of each in the light of our information on
Roman agriculture. But here we may note one
of the deficiencies of his book, for which he is
not entirely to blame: Roman imperial agriculture did not live in a vacuum, but as it expanded
over the Mediterranean and central and northwestern Europe, it partly superseded, partly
coalesced with native agricultures in the semiarid and temperate zones. It also had to readapt
itself to non-Mediterranean conditions. No
study of Roman tools, therefore, can be complete without consideration of the results of
this process, duly divided according to the
environment of each province or physical
region.
Mr White's material is preponderantly
central Mediterranean, with some secondary
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utilization of finds from Gaul, the Rhineland,
Britain, Spain, Switzerland, North Africa, and
Austria. We hear virtually nothing of the provinces east of the last country. The deficiency
of the method is made clear by Mr White's
treatment of the sickle and its very complex
problems. Roman sickles, as he classifies them,
are balanced and crescentic, and sharply distinguished from Roman billhooks and pruning
hooks, which, whether straight, curved, or
beaked, are non-crescentic and non-balanced.
If we accept this distinction, then we are forced
to conclude that the inhabitants of pre-Roman
Britain possessed no iron tools with which to
reap their crops, since all the Early Iron Age
finds till the end of the Belgie period are those
of the small nearly straight implement. Most
of them are, of course, reaping hooks, but Mr
White, having no space for provincial detail,
does not mention this fact, or that the small
hook continued in wide use in Roman Britain
even in some villas (e.g. Hambleden, Buckinghamshire). Mr White, therefore, has inadvertently distorted the picture of one aspect of
Roman provincial agriculture, and the matter
is no less grave because he himself correctly
emphasizes the importance of harvesting
methods in respect of the use of the stooks and
stubble as bedding, fodder, and (he might have
added) in connection with farmyard manure.
In other words, the harvesting tool (including
the two-hand scythe) is vital for an understanding of ancient farm management.
In much the same fashion, Mr White could
not extend the scope of the present book to
distributional studies in relation to the tools of
various provinces. But clearly such studies will
have to be undertaken; to illustrate the importance of such we may mention the known incidence of Roman iron spades in Britain; these
are from predominantly civil sites, and digging
at forts and camps appears to have been carried
out chiefly with the 'hoe-rake' (ascia rastrum)
and the dolabra. The problematic heavy
scythes from several British sites constitute
another case in point: similar but smaller
types seem to be frequent in the Rhineland, and
the precise connection between the two areas
invites study.
Nor does it help to form a true perspective
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that Mr White's book cannot afford to pay
attention to the non-Roman heritage which
Roman agriculture overlaid but seldom extinguished. In 1958 the reviewer listed the
Roman agricultural tools introduced for the
first time by the Romans into Britain (Agric.
Hist. _Rev., vI, p. 73) and noted the importance
for agricultural progress of the balanced sickle,
the two-hand scythe, the eyeleted axe, and the
iron spade. This is an aspect with which Mr
White has been unable to deal. Clearly the book
can only serve as the basis for a series of further
provincial studies, and numerous provincial
tool-finds of Roman date must be known which
do not conform with White's classifications
because they are not described in the Scriptores
Rusticl.
Precisely the above reservations constitute
the most genuine compliment we can pay to
this work: it forms the first solid basis for more
extensive research.
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CLAUDIO ROTELLI, I castasti Imolesi dei secoli

X I X e X X . Ricerche nella distribuzione
della proprietY, no. 5, directed by Prof.
Luigi dal Pane. Univ. of Bologna, Milan,
1967. viii+5o pp; L'economia agraria di
Chieri attraverso i castasti dei secoli X I V X V I , ibid, no. 6. Milan, 1967. 76 pp. (no
price stated for either); 'Rendimentie produzione agricola nell'Imolese dal XVI al
XIX secolo', offprint from Rivista Storica
Italiana, LXXlX. iv, no. I. 1967. 20 pp., 2
graphs.
Unless a complete translation were made,
justice to these works of Claudio Rotelli could
hardly be done. Indeed, in the course of a brief
review, it would be impossible to make a significant analysis of the statistical tables he has
been able to compile: so this will not be attempted here. In the first of the above-named
publications Rotelli has continued his work on
the distribution of landed property in the
Imolese down to 1925 with the help of various
surveys. He opened the subject in a study noticed in this REVIEW(xv, i, 1967).
There have been marked changes in landownership in the Imolese in the past two centuries. Until towards the end of the eighteenth
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century there was some consolidation, but
during the Napoleonic period some accumulation of landed property in the hands of persons
who had become wealthy by trade and industrial undertakings took place. During the nineteenth century there was a change. There was
an increase in the number of proprietors owning between xo and 3o hectares and this was
accompanied by some diminution of ecclesiastical property. The proportion of mezzadria
increased during this century.
As in other countries it was towards the end
of the eighteenth century that farming in the
Imolese began to show signs of innovation.
Before 1773 there had been little change,
though some. There was only a minor proportion of bare fallow, pasture, and woods, but a
century and a half later vines had been cultivated on lands formerly reserved as bare
fallow. The improvement in working is demonstrated by a higher yield of cereals after I84O,
and by the introduction of sugar beet into the
rotation.
The third paper, dealing with yields, shows
significant changes in cropping systems with
a consequent rise in output. I find it difficult
to deal with large masses of figures even when
their meaning is interpreted as it is here, but
there is no doubt that Rotelli's researches have
clearly defined changes of landownership and
land use that have taken place as a result of
modern developments in the Imolese.
The second study named above deals with
a different area. Rotelli has spread his line of
enquiry to Chieri near Turin, a good many
miles from Imola. This study deals with the
period from the fourteenth to the sixteenth
centuries, and it may not unreasonably be
anticipated that he will carry it on to modern
times as he has done with Imola.
Piedmont has enjoyed a reputation for productive agriculture from the Middle Ages, if
not from Roman times. At Chieri there was a
fustian weaving industry in the thirteenth
century. There is apparently a wealth of documents scattered in different places, but some
of the registers of landed property (castasti)
are illegible because of the vicissitudes of time,
and some are missing. The tables of crop
distribution at different times show prevailing
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arable farming for cereal culture, the crops
being various: spelt, rye, oats, barley, and some
legumes, e.g. chick peas and beans. The information here presented is derived from
documentary evidence, which may be regarded as a primary source as opposed to the
generalizations to be found in contemporary
textbooks of farming practice. Indeed, it can
be said that Rotelli has supplied a more exact
description of landownership and in some
respects of farming in two areas of north Italy
than was formerly to hand.
a. E. FUSSELL
AXEL STEENSBERG(ed.), Atlas over Borup Agre

zooo-zzoo e. Kr. (Atlas of the Fields of
Borup zooo-moo A.D.). Royal Danish
Academy of Sciences and Letters' Commission for Research on the History of Agricultural Implements and Field Structures,
Publication no. I. Copenhagen, 1968.
114. pp. 19 illustrations in the text, 96 plans
in the atlas. IOO Danish Crowns.
This truly remarkable atlas is the first product
of an equally remarkable archaeological investigation, extending over a fifteen-year
period, of the fields and settlements of a village
in Zealand, founded about A.D. IOOO and
deserted two hundred years later. It is offered
as an objective presentation of the evidence
rather than as an interpretation of either the
specific or the general problems arising from
the results of the investigation, which are presented in the 96 plans of the atlas. Each plan
is at the scale of i :4.00 and covers an area
equivalent to one hectare. A general map at the
scale of 1:2ooo is included in a pocket at the
back of the atlas and is useful both in providing
an overall picture of the results of the investigation and in locating the large-scale individual
plans within the area as a whole. The atlas is
accompanied by a text written by Axel Steensberg (the text is in Danish but there are lengthy
summaries in English, German, French, and
Russian).
The investigation was carried out most
meticulously. When preparatory work for
making a new road through an area of woods
and pastures was undertaken during the winter
of 194.9-5o it soon became apparent that sub-
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surface rows of stones were traces of earlier
cultivation. It was assumed that the rows of
stones represented debris removed from areas
of cultivation and that the farmers would not
have bothered to collect stones smaller than
i0 cm in diameter. The incredible task was
therefore begun of mapping the location of all
stones of i0 cm or more in diameter and not
only those that lay in rows. It was further
assumed that the cultivation layer penetrated
down to 20 cm and it was decided to locate and
map stones down to that depth. It is now
thought that the lands of the village of Borup
probably covered at least 200 hectares and so
far about half of this has been mapped in detail.
This area was divided into a grid of 5 metre
squares and, when a plan of the stones was to be
made, both the sides of square and the diagonals were marked on the ground surface with
cords. It was then regarded as a simple matter
to locate the stones correctly on a plan, since no
point on the ground lay more than i. 25 m from
a guide line. Probing for stones was carried out
with steel spikes, a minimum of one hundred
probes being made per square metre. Located
stones were marked on the ground by survey
pegs and then plotted on the plan.
Some inaccuracies must have crept into the
plotting. The probing was undertaken by
otherwise unemployed labour and some of the
differing distributions and densities of plotted
stones must reflect the differing enthusiasms
and efficiencies of the investigators. One expected a more precise assessment of the accuracy of their work than the bland assertion that
"after some practice most of the workmen
achieved a considerable degree of precision in
following the outlines of stones and judging
their size." Clearly, too much confidence
should not be placed in the plans of the smallest
areas but the methods used find their justification in the pattern which has emerged for the
area as a whole. We now have a good idea of the
general layout of the fields and settlements of a
village in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.
Accurate description of form should precede
discussion of function and origin. This atlas
and Steensberg's text provide the description.
Interpretation of the pattern is delayed for a
future publication. Tentatively, Steensberg
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believes that there must have been a maximum study of how rural problems of the seventeenth
of zo-15 farms in Borup and that the regularity century were met and of the local pecularities of
of the field layout and the lack of terracing on judgements. Sokkelund Hefted or district lies
the slopes (where most fields lay across the within the modern limits of Copenhagen
contours) suggest that Borup and its fields county, and its Tingboger •reflect in their pages
were established in their entirety as a colonial the economic and social consequences of a
settlement. No doubt when a full interpreta- location so close to the royal seat.
tion of this remarkable body of evidence is
These Danish land court registers, dating
published there will be room for disagreement. particularly from the seventeenth century,
For the moment, there is no doubt that this provide in diary form the minutes of the destudy is an important contribution towards our liberations of the court sessions. In order that
understanding of the evolution of European such records, reproduced here in their confields and ruraI settlements.
temporary and idiomatic Danish, can be more
ALAN R. H. BAKER.
accessible to the topographer or biographer,
some critical apparatus is necessary. For each
KAI~N MARIE OLSEN, Sokkelund Herreds complete volume three indexes are provided.
Tingboger 1634-6./Eldre Danske Tingboger The first and longest is an alphabetical list of
udgivet af Landbohistorisk Selskab (Ud- both place and personal names which occur in
valget for Udgivelse af Kilder til Landbe- the text. Two shorter listings of the vernacular
folkningens Historie). Rosenkilde og Bag- or nicknames of both individuals and places
gers Forlag, Kobenhavn, 1969, i. Heft, complete the individual volumes.
Although these Danish Tingboger are clearly
64 pp.
Since 1952 the Rural History Society, or the produced, they do not, nor are they meant to,
Committee for Publication of Source Materials provide compulsive reading for academics.
in the History of Rural Population, in Copen- Instead, their availability in a uniform and
hagen has been working with funded assistance legible format means that Danish legal histo disseminate more widely in an accessible torians with an interest in the local life of past
format essential archive materials from 15oo times will have at hand part of the record of the
and later. Early on, their labours produced in dynamism of events at the foundations of the
I954 the first instalment of what has come to be realm. The agricultural historian also can
a series of district court registers or Tingboger. pursue in these publications his patient studies
These records derive from the rural sittings of showing how landholding was rationalized,
courts and are probably not dissimilar to the how fines for assorted agrarian misdemeanours
British quarter sessions papers. The publica- were levied, and how the fiscal obligations on
tion to date of portions of Tingboger from farmers who fell upon hard times were
Jutland, Funen, and Zealand, of which this alleviated.
fasciculeis one, provides source material for the
ROBERT M. NEWCOMB
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AgrarianChangeand
EconomicDevelopment
The Historical Problems
Edited by E. L. Jones and S. J. Woolf
This international symposium is the first of its kind and it has the common
purpose to redress the balance of scholarly interest in the historical significance of agriculture, and to illustrate the importance of the western world's
escape fi'om an overwhelmingly agrarian condition.
This collection of essays also has especial relevance to the problems of underdeveloped countries.
4os

Debates in Economic History

Aoriculture and
EconomicGrowth in
England ~s50-1815
Edited by I . L. Jones
'Mr E. L. Jones is an authority who wears his learning lightly and nicely
explodes myths without belittling people.'

The Times Educational Supplement
Hardback 25s University Paperback z5s

The EuropeanPeasantry
The Final Phase
S. H. Franklin
'The subject is important and the book itself deserves high praise.'--Nature
'It is most informative, and the material is presented in an impressively
logical manner... No other book does what this one does and it is extremely

valuable.'--New Society
5os
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DAVID & CHARLES are steadily developing a list of both new books and reprints
of classics of special interest to the economic and agricultural historian, and our
spring catalogue includes many titles of permanent value; please ask to be added to
our mailing list. Titles of special interest to agricultural historians are:

THE EARLY HORTICULTURISTS, by Ronald Webber. 40s
ESSAYS IN AGRARIAN HISTORY, Volumes 1 and 2, edited by
W. E. Minchinton. 63s each
FOREST SERVICE, by George Ryle. 63s
David & Charles Reprints

ENGLISH LAND AND ENGLISH LANDLORDS (1881), by
George C. Brodrick. 75s
NEVE'S CITY AND COUNTRY PURCHASER AND
BUILDER'S DICTIONARY (1726). 84s
THE REVIEW AND ABSTRACT OF THE COUNTY REPORTS
TO THE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE FROM THE SEVERAL
DEPARTMENTS OF ENGLAND, by William Marshall. Five
volumes: Vol 1 Northern Department; Vol 2 Western Department; Vol 3 Eastern Department; Vol 4 Midlands Department;
Vol 5 Southern and Peninsular Departments.
95s each
GENERAL VIEW OF THE AGRICULTURE OF THE
COUNTY OF . . .
Devon (1808), by Charles Vancouver. 105s
Lancaster (1795), by John Holt. 84s
Norfolk (1804), by Arthur Young. 105s
Oxfordshire (1813), by Arthur Young. 105s
Suffolk (1813), by Arthur Young. 105s
Worcester (1813), by W. Pitt. 105s
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Vohtmes covering Hertfordshire (1804), Kent (1805), Lincolnshire (1813), and Sussex
(1813) are in active preparation and will be published later this year. A prospectus
giving details of these reprints is available on request.
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The Agricultural Revolution
ERIC K E R R I D G E
'A real contribution to our knowledge of the period and particularly of the diversities of
practice existing in the different farming countries, as he chooses to call them, of England
and Wales.'--The Times Educational Supplement.
'A work of immense learning.'--The Economist.
'Kerridge's book displays an extraordinary erudition which will doubtless do much to
establish permanently a new chronology and description of the agricultural revolution.'
--Agricultural History.
84s

Agrarian Problems in the Sixteenth
Century and After
ERIC K E R R I D G E
A penetrating criticism of R. H. Tawney's picture of early capitalism as cruel and greedy,
destructive alike of social welfare and true spiritual value. Dr Kerridge's first work The
Agricultural Revolution stated the case for a complete reassessment of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century agrarian history. This study continues his analysis into the eviction
of copyholders, the extent of depopulation, and enclosures. It questions Tawney's conclusions in their entirety.
Historical Problems: Studies and Documents No. 6.
Cloth 35s Paper 22s

English Rural Society 1200-1350
J. Z. TITOW
Medieval economic history is meaningless without a clear understanding of the source
material and its limitations. Dr Titow concentrates on the major problems arising from
the documents, in particular on the discussion of the standard of living among the peasantry. With its emphasis on the controversial and debatable and the polemical character
of much of the writing, the book is admirable proof that a study of medieval history, like
any other historical study, is not merely a matter of memorizing 'accepted' facts.
Historical Problems: Studies and Documents No. 4.
Cloth 40s Paper 22s

Soviet Agriculture in Perspective
A Study ofits Successesand Failures

E R I C H STRAUSS
Gives an analytical account of the course of events: a concise history of Soviet agricultural
policy. The first part outlines the framework within which Soviet agriculture had to
operate from the start: the dilemma of a revolutionary regime in a backward peasant
country, the strait-jacket of a bureaucratic system inherited from Tsarism, made even
more rigid by the internal tensions of the new society, and the imperative needs of economic
developments.
55s

Allen & Unwin
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The Disposal of Crown Lands
and the Devon Land Market, 1536,58
By J O H N

KEW

HE "storm over the gentry" at last seems to have abated, and it is no intention of the present paper to revive it.1 However, few historians would
deny that the controversy has had a great catalytic effect. In particular,
it has drawn attention to the crucial influence of the property market on the
changing social structure of Tudor and Stuart England. Detailed local studies
of land transactions have pursued two main lines of inquiry: on the one hand,
studies of the disposal of monastic lands in particular counties, 2 and, on the
other, economic biographies, dealing with the land transactions of particular
families2 Both approaches have shed much light on the structure of early
modern society, but each has certain weaknesses. The biographical approach
has provided much evidence of the problems facing individual landowners and
the opportunities open to them, but there are considerable risks involved in extending such an analysis from the particular to the general. The 'monastic'
approach has avoided this danger, but it has tended to lead to the assumption
that other types of land transaction could safely be ignored.
The aim of the present paper is to attempt a new approach, namely the consideration of the total land market in a single county during the period of maximum social upheaval which immediately followed the dissolution of the
monasteries. It will attempt to put the market for monastic and other Crown
lands into perspective, and to suggest that this was only a part, albeit a very
important part, of a much wider land market.

T

I

One result of the preoccupation of historians wkh the disposal of monastic
lands has been a tendency to minimize the size of the land market before 1536.
They have had to explain how it was that the market was able to absorb very
large amounts of land, particularly during the mid-i54o's , and a plausible explanation seemed to be that the market was starved of land before 1536. An
1 See the judicious summary of the controversy by J. H. Hexter, in 'Storm over the gentry',
Encounter, x958, and the detailed references cited therein.
2 The pioneer study, of Devon, was made by Dr J. A. Youings. See in particular her Devon
Monastic Lands: Particulars for Grants, ~536-I558, Devon & Cornwall Record Society, I, n.s., x955.
Similar studies have subsequently been made of a number of English and Welsh counties.
3 See M. E. Finch, Five Northamptonshire Families, x54o--x64o, Northants. Record Society, xIx,
x956. Once again, this pioneer work has stimulated a number of similar studies.
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unsatisfied demand for land was building up as farmers grew fat on the profits
from rising food prices. Hence the Crown was able to insist on the full customary price of twenty years' purchase of the yearly value when it sold monastic
property. Professor Habakkuk has written of the "small and imperfect land
market of the early sixteenth century," and of "some frustrated demand for
land" before 1540.1 However, these assumptions seem to have been based more
on apriori reasoning than on empirical evidence.~A detailed examination of the
land market in Devon before the Dissolution suggests that the accepted theory
contains a large element of truth, but that it is an oversimplification.
At first sight the evidence in support of the assertion that the market was
starved of land before the Dissolution seems overwhelming. The most accessible records for the study of the land market are the Feet of Fines preserved
at the Public Record Office2 These documents do indeed suggest an inactive
land market before the 154o's, followed by a period of rapid expansion under
the stimulus of heavy selling of monastic land by the Crown. For Devon the
mean number of fines levied per annum in the decade 151 i-2o was 7" 6. By
i54i-5o this had increased more than sevenfold, to 57"7 per annum.
Unfortunately this evidence is of very limited value, as the nature of the
documents changed during the period. Prior to I527 the courts held that a final
concord could not be used to bar an entail. For this reason purchasers of entailed property preferred to use the more cumbersome and expensive, but
legally acceptable, common recovery. ~ During the 152o's recoveries were used
more than fines. In 1527 the courts decided that fines could be employed to bar
entails, and this was confirmed by statute in 1536.5 Thereafter the use of fines
increased rapidly, while recoveries entered upon a slow decline. For this reason
it seems more reasonable to consider a combination of fines and recoveries
rather than times alone when assessing the growth in the size of the land market.
While five times as many Devon fines were levied in 154i-5 o as in 1521-3o , the
combined total of fines and recoveries only trebled.
Fines and particularly recoveries are also extremely difficult records to interpret. Many did not record a genuine sale of land, but merely a settlement or an
entail, and it is frequently not possible to ascertain this merely from the form of
the document. It is also possible that a type of conveyance which required
attendance in London may not have been typical. Fortunately an alternative
approach is possible--the analysis of original title deeds. These have survived
1 H. J. Habatdmk, 'The market for monastic property, i539-i6o3' , Econ. Hist. Rev., znd ser., x,
I958, p. 37z.
2 However, there is some evidence to suggest that very little manorial property was sold in Surrey
before 1536. See L. Stone, 'Social mobility in England I5oo-I7OO', Past ~ Present, 33, 1966, P. 33.

8 P.R.O., CPzs(z).
4 A. W. B. Simpson, An Introduction to the History of the Land Law, Oxford, 196 I, pp. I 18-29.
5 Ibid., p. 129; 28 Henry VIII, c. 36.
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in great numbers in the county repositories, and many Devon title deeds are
also preserved in collections outside the county. 1 Over a period of only half a
century there is unlikely to be any serious chronological bias in these deeds.
There is no preponderance of deeds from any single collection, and there is no
reason why deeds dated in a particular year should have had a better chance of
survival than any other. Of course, only a minority of deeds have survived, but
sufficient have done so for the purposes of analysis. Between 152I and x53° and
1541 and 155o, the number of surviving original Devon deeds per annum
slightly more than doubled, from 7" 9 to x6- 8 transactions per annum. All three
series--fines, fines and recoveries, and original deeds--are listed in TABLE I.
TABLE I
NUMBER OF CONVEYANCES PER ANNUM,

1516-50"

(Base: 1516-20 =100)
Fines

Period

1516-20
1521-5
1526-30
1531-5
1536--40
1541-5
1546-50

Fines and recoveries

Original deeds

no.

index

no.

index

no.

index

10"0
10"2
13"6
26"2
28"8
54"8
60"6

100
102
136
262
288
548
606

22.0
27.2
30.4
41.0
37.2
71.6
68.2

100
124
138
186
169
325
310

7"4
7"4
8.4
7"0
10.6
14.4
19.2

100
100
114
94
143
194
259

* There is no surviving index of recoveries before 1516. For recoveries dated between r 516 and 1558, see
P.R.O., IND I718o, 17181.

All three series point to a land market in the I54O'S between 5o and IOO per
cent bigger than that of the I53O's. However, it is also clear that the market had
started to grow in the I53O'S, before a significant amount of monastic land had
been sold, although the amount of growth is disputable. 2 The expansion of the
land market cannot be solely explained by the stimulus provided by monastic
property, even if the market expanded greatly in size when sales of monastic
1 An examination has been made of all Devon conveyances dated be~veen 15o9 and 1558 in the
following repositories: the Public Record Office; the British Museum; the Devon, Somerset, and
Comwall Record Offices; Exeter City Library; various private collections, notably the Earl of
Devon's MSS. at Powderham Castle, the Carew-Pole MSS. at Torpoint, and the Cary MSS. at
Torquay.
The size of the market seems to have increased by between io per cent (original deeds) and 125
per cent (.fines). The figure for fines is inflated by the legal changes of x527-36, and the new attraction
of the fine may have accounted for the temporary faU in the number of original deeds between
1531 and 1535. Probably the increase in the combined fine-recovery index, about 35 per cent, is
nearer the true figure.
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land became heavy. Although the land market was expanding slowly before
154o, and was far from inactive, this in no way disproves Professor Habakkuk's
hypothesis of frustrated demand.
However, a closer examination of the early sixteenth-century land market
suggests that in Devon this was true of particular sectors of the market, rather
than of the market as a whole. Sales of very small properties were not uncommon before 1536, and they did not greatly increase in number after that date. If
one takes the original deeds as the most representative sample, the median purchase price of property before 1536 was £Ii. Between 1536 and 1558, the
median purchase price rose to £26, and only 22 per cent of properties sold for
£I I or less. Nor were purchasers of such small properties greatly affected by
monastic land. The legal and administrative costs involved in direct purchase
from the Crown were prohibitive, although occasionally, as with the exCourtenay manor of Colyton, a large number of villagers grouped together to
purchase their holdings from the Crown. A certain number of small Crown
properties also filtered down at second hand, through speculators like the
Devon lawyer, George Rolle, and some of the big purchasers of chantry property ill the 155o's may have been buying on behalf of small local purchasers. 1
On the whole, however, this sector of the market was not starved of land
before 1536, nor was it greatly stimulated thereafter. Probably the demand
of most small farmers was satisfied, particularly if, as has been suggested, it
was only the gentlemen farmers who really benefited from the rise in food
prices .2
The market for manorial property was much more restricted before 1536.
Only 7 per cent of sales in the original deeds before 1536 concerned manors,
compared with 21 per cent between 1536 and 1558. However, it was relatively
easy to purchase large manors, as long as one was in a position to know when
important absentee landlords wanted to sell. Thus in 1518 Sir Lewis Pollard
purchased the manor of Kingsnympton from Sir Thomas Cornwallis for 1214
marks, while in 1531 the Marquess of Exeter purchased the reversion of the
manors of Charleton, Langdon, and Iddesleigh from Sir John Dudley for
£ 1,465 13s. 4d. 3The main unsatisfied demand in the Devon land market before
1536 was for medium-sized properties, worth between £5 and £I 5 a year. Such
properties, which could be either large farms or small manors, had a selling
price of between £IOO and £3o0. They rarely appeared on the market, although
they were well within the capacity of many merchants, or of one of the multi1 For Colyton, see I. E. Kew, The LandMart~et in Devon, x536-x558 , unpub. Ph.D. thesis, University of Exeter, 1967, pp. 227-9; for Rolle see Youings, op. cir., pp. 43, 68; for the so-called
'speculators', see Habakkuk, op. cir.
J. D. Gould, 'The price revolution reconsidered', Econ. Hist. Rev., 2nd sen, XVlI, 1964, pp.
263-4.
s P.R.O., Common Pleas, Plea Roll (CP4o), Roll io22, m. 2; Ancient Deeds (E2io), 9778.
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tude of successful Devon lawyers. Only 7 per cent of purchase prices were in
this range before 1536, compared with 18 per cent between 1536 and 1558.
Such a state of affairs was hardly surprising. Devon was a county of small landowners, and most of the small manors in the county outside the great institutional estates were owned by gentlemen or esquires. The majority of these
men owned only one or two manors, and naturally they were extremely reluctant to sell their patrimony.: There is some evidence to suggest that this situation may have been broadly similar in other parts of the country. In Hertfordshire, for example, the average value of sales was somewhat higher than in
Devon, but here, too, the proportion of land sales with a price in the £ioo-£3oo range increased after 1536 from 16 to 23 per cent. ~ This lack of mediumsized properties before 1536 represented the main form of frustrated demand,
and it was a demand which could very well be met by monastic property, much
of which consisted of small manors with a purchase price within this range.
II

Sales of Crown land seem to have complemented the existing land market,
rather than to have competed with it. Crown land filled gaps in the existing
market. This is confirmed by an analysis of the chronology of the land market
between 1536 and 1558. Crown sales of property did not depress the private
land market, and the level of activity in the two sectors of the market fluctuated
in unison. To make this analysis one must consider not only monastic land but
all property sold by the Crown in the period. This included a large amount of
attainted property as well as chantry land. The large Courtenay estate, worth
more than any monastic estate in the county, came to the Crown after the attainder of the Marquess of Exeter in 1538, and much of this was sold in the
154o's. More land was confiscated after the Prayer-Book rebellion in 1549, and
so was the Bonville estate after the Duke of Suffolk's rebellion in 1554. Altogether 234 Crown grants of land were made between 1536 and 1558. In the
154o's grants of monastic property predominated, but attainted and chantry
property was more important in the 155o's. Crown grants and private sales of
land followed the same chronological pattern. In both cases a peak was reached
in the i54o's , followed by a decline in the 155o's (TABLE II).
Indeed, the connection was even closer than these quinquennial figures suggest. More than a quarter of all grants of Crown lands in the period were made
between 1544 and 1546, and these were also the years of peak activity in the
private land market. Another peak was reached between 1548 and 155o, with
: Only 4 ° per cent of a sample of thirty Devon gentlemen who died in the early sixteenth century
owned any manors at all, and the median number of manors owned by a sample of sixty Devon
esquires who died in the same period was only two. (Based on an analysis of Devon Inquisitions
post mortem in the P.R.O.).
2 Based on an analysis of original title deeds preserved in the Herffo rdshire Record Office.
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TABLEII
CROWN

G R A N T S A N D LAND SALES

(average per annum)

Period

[

1536-40
1541-5
1546-50
1551-5
1556-8

Grants

Original deeds

Enrolments*

4.2
13.8
14.0
10.6
7.3

10.6
14.4
19.2
16.2
15.7

33-8
49"6
36"0
40"0
32"3

i
I

I

* These were deeds enrolled either at a London Court of Record or before the county J.P.s, under the
Statute of Enrolments of z536 (27 H e n r y VIII, c. I6). T h e y are now either in the P.R.O. (C54, CP4o,
KB27, Ez59) or in the Devon Record Office. T h e Act came into force on 3I July I535, and the figure for
enrolments in 1536-40 takes account of this.

both Crown grants and original deed sales running at a high level. This boom
was not reflected in the enrolled deeds, but this is probably to be explained by
the understandable preoccupation of the Devon justices with the Prayer-Book
rebellion in 1549. The land market was at its slackest between 1554 and 1556.
The number of deeds enrolled in 1554 was the fourth lowest annual total in the
period, and no sales of Crown land were made in 1556.1
TABLE I I I
CROWN

G R A N T S AND SALES FOR SELECTED PERIODS

(average per annum)

Period
1544-6
1548-50
1554-6

tl

Grants

Origbtal deeds

Enrobnents

22.7
14"7
4"3

20.0
19"7
14'3

55.0
(35.3)
38.3

To some extent the extreme inactivity of the Crown market in the early years
of Mary's reign was probably due to supply factors. Most of the best monastic
land had already been sold, and Mary had scruples about selling chantry propetty. However, the Crown did have available the large Bonvil!e estates which
had belonged to the Duke of Suffolk, but few buyers could be found for these
before 1557. It is more likely that demand had slackened by the mid-x 55o%.
This may have accounted for the decision of the Crown to ask an average price
of only twenty-four years' purchase in the mid 155o's , compared with an aver1 One free grant of property was made in I556, to the Hospital of the Savoy.--Calendar of Patent

Rolls, Philip ¢# Mary, nI, p. 545.

/
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age price on the private market of around twenty-seven years' purchase. However, it is equally possible that this was caused by mere inertia. 1
It is possible that sales of Crown land had saturated the market by the mid155o's, although this does not seem to have happened after the much greater
sales of the mid-154o's. However, any saturation must have been short-lived,
as the market revived rapidly in the early I56o's. 2 The explanation of the widespread reluctance to purchase land in the v55o's is more likely to lie in external
factors than in the supply of Crown land.
Devon had a booming economy in the 154o's. The county's main industry,
cloth, was prosperous throughout the decade, as Devon must have shared in
the national cloth booms of I54 T, I544-6, and I55o-i. A booming market for
cloth led to general prosperity in the county. Merchants made large profits,
and so did the farmers, every one of whom, as John Hooker observed later
in the century, had his own flock of sheep? The period was also one of unusually good harvests. An unbroken series of good harvests marked the years
between I536 and I543, and the effect of the very bad harvest of I545 was
softened by the three abundant harvests which followed. ~ When one adds
the inflationary effects of heavy war spending and the consequent debasement
of the currency, it is hardly surprising to find a considerable demand for land in
the county.
The situation in the i55o's was quite different. The revaluation of T55I
ended the cloth boom, and no real recovery occurred during the decade. The
harvest of I55I was bad, and worse was to follow with two years of dearth in
I555 and i556, and a serious influenza epidemic in I557-8. 5 Sheep farmers
were particularly badly hit. The demand for their product was falling, and at
the same time fodder prices were reaching unprecedented levels. When one
remembers that the county's only other major industry, tin-mining, was also
in decline, 6 it is not surprising that demand for land was slackening. This is
particularly true of those classes who were most seriously affected by the depression. The proportion of enrolled purchases made by merchants fell from
24 per cent in T54t--5 o to t 9 per cent in 155 I-8. Those dependent on traditional
broadcloth, like the Totnes merchants, were badly hit, and the only merchants
able to make large land purchases were east Devon clothiers like John Willoughby of Shobrooke, near Crediton, who dealt in lighter and more popular
1 This confirms Professor Habald<uk's suggestion that the price charged by the Crown may have
lagged behind the private market price. See Habald~uk, op. eit., p. 372.
2 More Devon deeds were enrolled during the 156o's than during the 154o's. This argues against
the assertion of G. E. Aylmer, Past ~ Present, 35, I965, p. i I7, that the market was still saturated in
the early I56o's.
8 j. Hooker, Synopsis Chorographieal o/Devonshire, c. I599, B.M., Hurl. MS. 5827, f. io.
W. G. Hoskins, 'Harvest fluctuations and English Economic History, I48o-1619', Ag. Hist. Rev.,
xII, I964, App. IL
BHosldns, op. cir.
6 G. R. Lewis, The Stannaries, Harvard, I9o7, App. J.
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cloth? The share of small farmers, craftsmen, and traders also fell, from 21 per
cent to 17 per cent. The gainers were the lawyers, whose share of the market
rose from 15 to 20 per cent, and the gentlemen, who often farmed on a large
enough scale to be able to ride out or even profit from the bad harvests. Their
share of the purchases rose from I I to 19 per cent.
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There were few compelling reasons why purchasers should have chosen
Crown rather than private land, or vice versa, although Crown land did differ
in some important respects from other property. A wider choice was usually
available, and it included manors, which were popular for social as well as
purely financial reasons. And at least in the 155o% Crown land could sometimes be obtained at a slightly lower price than that prevailing on the open
market On the other hand, the negotiations leading to the grant of Crown property were often onerous and expensive and the Crown also attempted to insist
that the more valuable properties should be held by the potentially onerous
tenure of knight service.
Probably most purchasers were influenced more by the position of a property
than by the identity of its seller. If one wished to build up a compact estate, one
purchased suitable property as it became available. Typical was the lawyer
John Southcott, Devon Clerk of the Peace from 1527 until his death in 1556.
The younger son of a minor gentry family, he had settled in Bovey Trace D on
the edge of Dartmoor, by the early 152o's, and he purchased a mansion there in
153 I. Between 1538 and 1553 he purchased eleven manors in the county, all
within ten miles of his home. Three manors were purchased directly from the
Crown, one was a second-hand monastic manor, and seven had been privately
owned. His ex-Crown property was worth £48 a year, out of his total estate of
£144 a year.~
Although sales of Crown land did not take priority over the existing private
land market, within twenty years between a fifth and a quarter of all land in the
county that became available for purchase was put on the market by the Crown.
The disposal of this Crown property directly stimulated the general land market in at least three main ways. Firstly, monastic property was often resold
fairly quickly. Whether or not this represented speculation has been the subject of much debate, and the general consensus is that if the property was resold
immediately it did not. 3 Whether or not this is correct, resales were common,
both in the short and medium terms. In a few cases property was clearly purl I n I557-8 he invested more than £1,8oo in land.--P.R.O. C54, Roll 537, m. 37d; Roll 55o,
ram. 36d, 4o; Devon Record Office, Deeds Enrolled, Roll IO, m. 2.
2 P.R.O., Inquisition post mortem, CI42/IO7/I4. For a detailed discussion of Southeott's career,
see Kew, op. cit., pp. 299-312.
8 Habakkuk, op. cit.
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chased as a speculation, and then split up and resold at a profit in small lots to
local inhabitants. A typical case in Devon concerned the resale of property in and
near Pilton in north Devon by the lawyers, George Rolle and Nicholas Adams.1
Secondly, it was often necessary to raise capital for land purchase by selling
other property. Ready cash was always in short supply in Tudor England. It
might not be possible to raise cash by the levy of entry fines on existing estates,
and borrowing, whether on mortgage or on bond, was expensive. The best
solution was to sell land, particularly if one sold small isolated properties which
were expensive to administer, and purchased a compact property like a manor.
Thus a single purchase of land from the Crown could often lead directly to
several land sales on the open market. A typical case in 1544 concerned Sir
John Fulford, the head of one of the leading Devon families. He owned an
estate of about £200 a year, centred on his ancestral home of Fulford, in the
Teign valley parish of Dunsford, but apart from some small interests in tin and
shipping he had no non-landed income. The larger of the two manors in his
home parish, the manor of Dunsford, had been owned by Canonsleigh Priory.
It was obviously in Fulford's interests to purchase this manor, worth £3 ° a
year, from the Crown. This he did in June 1544 . The purchase price, paid in
cash, was £54 o, or nearly three times his annual income.2 Between March 1543
and July 1544 Fulford made eleven sales of land for a total price of £407 . Six of
these sales were made between February and April 1544 for £278.3 As Fulford
had not previously been a heavy seller of land, it seems reasonable to suppose
that these sales were made to finance the purchase of Dunsford. Nor was this
an isolated case. In ~54o the lawyer, Sir Thomas Denys, was selling large
amounts of land at the same time as he was purchasing considerable amounts
of monastic land. 4
Thirdly, the effect of the growth of the land market was cumulative. In the
early sixteenth century there had been a very strong prejudice against selling
!and. As late as 1543 a landowner was described in a law case as "Not only being
a comen landseller but also a very lewde and unruly person. ''~ As sales of land
became more common, this prejudice lessened, and popular criticism concentrated on purchasers of land. 6 No doubt envy was easier to endure than contempt. Also more landowners were owning land which had been recently puri
J
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l For the details of these transactions,

see Youlngs, ol). cit., pp. 43, 68.
2 Youings, op. cit., p. 39.
a Devon Record Office, Deeds Enrolled, Roll I, ram. 34d, 38, 41-3, 44d-45, 46; Fortescue MSS.
(I262M), WD 9.
4 Youin~s, op. cit., pp. 7, 9, I¢; Devon Record Office, Deeds Enrolled, Roll I, ram. I4d, I6-i6d,
18; P.R.O., CP¢o, Roll 11o5, mm. 4d-5, 8.
5 P.R.O., Req. 2, 4/394.
6 See in particular R. Crowley, Voyce of the Last Trumpet, ed. J. M. Cowper, Early English Text
Society, 1872 , p. 65, and the ballad 'Vox Populi, Vox Dei' in Ballads from Manuscript Sources, I, ed.
F. J. Fumivall, Ballad Society, 1868-72, p. I33.
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chased, and there was always much less opposition to the sale of such land. It
was regarded as belonging to the purchaser in his own right rather than to the
family, and he thus had a much stronger moral right to dispose of it as he
wished.1
IV

The final problem to be explored is the relative size of the Crown and private
land markets. We know that 234 grants of Crown land were made between 1536
and 1558. We do not know how many transactions there were in the private
market, as we cannot know what proportion of deeds has survived. However, it
is possible to make a rough estimate of the total size of the private land market,
through a comparison of the original and enrolled deeds. These series refer to
34 ° and 798 transactions respectively, after obvious settlements and other nonsales have been eliminated. If we also discount mortgages for the time being,
these figures are reduced to 318 and 676. The original deeds, although not a
scientificallyselected random sample, are the nearest to one which it is possible
to get. Of the original deeds, 62 also appear among the enrolled deeds, or 19- 5
per cent. According to probability theory, there is a 95 per cent chance that the
enrolled deeds make up between 15" I per cent and 23. 9 per cent of the total
number of sales, and this gives us a minimum of 2,8oo sales and a maximum of
4,5oo. ~ Allowance then has to be made for mortgages. About 7 per cent of the
transactions in the original deeds were mortgages, and about 15 per cent of
those in the enrolled deeds. Examination of inquisitions post mortem suggests
that about half of all mortgages were redeemed, so it seems reasonable to
assume that only deeds relating to forfeited mortgages have survived among
the original deeds2 We must thus add about 7 per cent, or between 200 and 3o0
transactions, to. the figures given above, which gives us minimum and maximum figures for the total private land market of 3,ooo and 4,8oo transactions
respectively.
Even the minimum figure of 3,ooo transactions might seem at first sight impossibly high, but we already have details of nearly 2,ooo separate transactions
preserved in the original or enrolled deeds or the feet of fines, after all entails,
settlements, leases, etc. have been eliminated. Set alongside this the 234 direct
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I t was the admittedly prejudiced opinion of Thomas Wilson that land could only be given to
younger sons if it had been purchased rather than inherited. Although this had no legal basis, it m a y
well be representative of then current social a t t i t u d e s . - - T . Wilson, The State of England anno dora.
z6oo, ed. F. J. Fisher, Camden Miscellany, xvI, 1936 , p. 24.
2 T h e standard error of the proportion is 2" 2 per cent. There is a 95 per cent probability that the
proportion is correct within plus or minus two standard errors, i.e. I5" I per cent to 23 '9 per cent.
F o r a parallel, let us assume that the original deeds represent a random sample of the population,
and that the enrolled deeds represent people with red hair. If we lmow the proportion of people with
red hair in the random sample, and the total number of people with red hair, it is possible to calculate
the size of the total population.
3 j . E. Kew, 'Mortgages in m i d - T u d o r Devonshire', Trans. Devonshire Association, XClX, 1967,
P. I77.
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Crown grants of land dwindle almost into insignificance, and it becomes clear
why even the very heavy Crown selling of the mid-z 54o's did not swamp the
land market.
However, Crown sales had a significance out of all proportion to their numbers, as the average value of each grant was very much greater than the average
value of sales on the private market. The total monastic estate in Devon was
worth £6,800 a year, and about three-quarters of this had been granted by
I558.1 If one adds the other lands granted by the Crown, a rough estimate of
the value of Crown lands granted by z 558 would be between £6,ooo and £6,500
a year. The mean price per transaction recorded in the original deeds was £98. 3
and this mean is subject to a standard error of £I 4. 9. This means that there is a
95 per cent probability that the mean price for all private land transactions was
between £68.5 and £ 118. z. Thus we have a minimum number of transactions,
and a minimum price for each transaction. If we multiply the two, this should
give us a probable figure for the least amount of money that actually changed
hands. This is about £i9o,ooo. If we add about zo per cent for the value of forfeited mortgages, this gives us a total of around £2oo,ooo or a little more. The
mean price paid for land during this period was about twenty-five years' purchase of the nominal (non rack-rented) value. In other words, we can say with
reasonable certainty that land worth about £8,ooo a year, at a minimum,
changed hands through the private land market between 1535 and 1558. More
land changed hands privately than was granted by the Crown. 2 If one accepts
Professor Hoskins's hypothesis that the value of land in the early sixteenth century was approximately 7" 7d. an acre, ~ the z. 6 million odd acres of Devon
(excluding Dartmoor) were worth about £5o,ooo a year. This suggests that a
minimum of between 25 and 3o per cent by value of the land in the county
changed hands between 1536 and z 558 as a result of transactions on either the
Crown or the private land markets, although many properties changed hands
more than once.
Another way of quantifying the land market is to consider the number of
manors which changed hands. The manor was of course a unit of jurisdiction
rather than of value, but the statistical dangers involved in using it as the basis
of analysis are much reduced when one is dealing with a large number of
manorsA The sale of z6z manors is recorded in the enrolled deeds, and many
sales of manors are also recorded in original deeds or in feet of fines. In the
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1 For the Devon monastic estate, see Youings, ol). cit., p. ix. Some monastic land was given away
rather than sold, but this still represented a change of ownership.
Theoretically, the maximum value of land which changed hands was about £23,ooo a year.
3 j. Cornwall, 'The people of Rutland in ISZZ', Trans. Leicestershire Archaeolog. Soc., xxxvn,
I96I-2, p. 26, n. 9.
4 See J. P. Cooper, 'The counting of manors', Econ. Hist. Rev., 2nd ser., vnI, 1955, p. 377, and
L. Stone, The Crisis of the Aristocracy, 1558-164 z, Oxford, 1965, pp. 151-2.
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latter case great care must be exercised, as in many cases a fine recorded merely
a settlement, which did not alter the defacto ownership of the property. It is not
always possible to detect this from the form of the document. In such cases, and
also with mortgages, a sale has only been accepted as conclusive when the
manor concerned has later appeared in the Inquisition post mortem of the purchaser or a near relative. This method errs on the side of caution, as not all Inquisitions have survived. Afinal source consists of the Iicences to alienate which
had to be purchased from the Crown before property held in chief could be
sold. From these sources evidence has been obtained for the sale of a further
lO2 manors, making a total of 264. It is not possible to estimate how many
manorial sales have left no records, and it is probably best to regard 264 as the
minimum number of manors which changed hands in the private land market.
To this must be added 203 manors granted by the Crown. Again, Crown transactions made up less than half the total market. The total number of manors
in the county cannot be exactly calculated, but was probably between 1,3oo and
1,6oo. 1 Thus at a minimum between 3° and 35 per cent of the manors in the
county changed hands between 1536 and 1558, ~ providing confirmation of
the figures obtained earlier for the land market as a whole, particularly when
one bears in mind that the estates granted by the Crown contained a disproportionate number of manors.
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What general conclusions can be drawn? Firstly, it is clear that the market for
monastic and other Crown property should not be considered in isolation.
Sales of Crown property were important, but they formed less than half of a
much bigger land market. This helps to explain why the market was able to
absorb so much monastic land in such a short time. It also means that conclusions as to the nature and extent of socia! mobility based solely on the disposal of monastic land are quite inadequate, as this can give a totally false impression. For example, the '~lite' class in Devon (all those of the rank of esquire
and above), received IO2 manors from the Crown between 1536 and 1558.
However, they also made net sales of at least 97 manors on the private land
market. Far from prospering, they did no more than break even, and as the
total numbers of manors in lay ownership increased considerably, their relative
position declined. 8
Secondly, the disposal of Crown property did serve as a stimulus to the
1 T h i s figure has been obtained from the list of medieval manors given in O. J. Reichel, ' T h e
H u n d r e d s of Devon', Trans. Devonshire Association, 1928-36, supplemented by the parochial
histories in D. Lysons, Magna Britannia, vI, 1822, but it can only be approximate, as it is often
doubtful whether a particular manor was recognized as such in the sixteenth century.
M a n y manors changed hands more than once. There is evidence for a change of ownership on
at least 338 manors, or a m i n i m u m of about 25 per cent of the total.
8 I t is hoped to examine the whole question of the social effects of the land market in a future article.
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growth of the private land market, which had suffered from a selective frustration of demand before 1540. The purchase of Crown land led directly to the
sale of other properties on the private market, as landowners sold off their outlying properties to raise capital, and as more and more men came to own land
to which they had no sentimental attachment. However, to a large extent both
sectors of the market fluctuated in response to external factors. It is also clear
that the private land market was growing in size during the 153o's, before large
amounts of Crown land were available.1 The reasons for this growth require
further study, but a tentative explanation might be the increased circulation of
money in the early sixteenth century. Entry fines for new leases were growing,
and as most landowners held some land on lease as well as freehold, this meant
an increase in outgoings as well as in income. Marriage portions were also increasing in size. This meant that at various times a landowner might be left with
spare cash to invest in land. Alternatively, he might have an urgent need of
ready cash, which he would be tempted to raise by the sale of land. 2
Finally, one must be careful to keep a sense of perspective. Property had always changed hands on a large scale outside the land market, due to demographic failure. Up to 2o per cent of Devon landowning families failed in the
male line in each generation, leading to a descent through females and a consequent change in ownership? As about I,OOO Devon manors were in lay
ownership in the 153o's, this suggests that something approaching 200 manors
may have changed hands through heiresses in the generation between 1536 and
1558, as many as were granted by the Crown. Marriage was the normal channel
of social mobility before 1536, and it should not be ignored after that date.
1 This growth was not confined to Devon. Analysis of the property market in Hertfordshire and
the City of London shows a similar growth in the 153 o's, in the latter case after a marked depression
during the I52o's.
2 In I533 John Crudge left instructions in his will that his property in Cornwall was to be sold to
raise capital for a marriage portion of Ioo marks for each of his daughters.--Prerogative Court of
Canterbury, Wills, I2 Hogen.
8 Based on roo Devon Inquisitions post mortem dated between 151o and r 54o.
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The Three-Field System of
Sixteenth, Century Lithuania
By R. A. F R E N C H
F the various forms of open and common field agriculture, the threefield system was probably the most widespread over the plains and
lowlands of Europe. 1 There can be little doubt then that the introduction of the three-field system was one of the major developments in agrarian
history. But for all its importance there is no great abundance of documentary
evidence for its establishment. In England, and in most parts of continental
Europe, its spread was gradual and largely unrecorded. A special interest therefore attaches to the appearance of three-field agriculture in Lithuania. There it
came comparatively late, as the result of a royal decree in 1557, which made the
system mandatory on crown estates. The majority of church and noble landowners followed the royal example, with the consequence that the new regime
was introduced over a wide region in a very brief period of time. Although
Lithuania was in all likelihood unique in the speed of transformation to the new
system, the event was part of a wider movement in the same direction throughout eastern Europe. It followed, and was derived from, similar if less dramatic
processes in central and western Europe.
As part and parcel of the reform, cadastres and estate inventories were drawn
up to record land, its use, tenants, and taxation. Although most such documents
have been lost, those which survive form a historical source of remarkable richness and detail. Theyprovide much information on the agrarian history of the
Grand Duchy of Lithuania and on the three-field system in particular. That
system has points of comparison and contrast with three-field agriculture elsewhere, points not without relevance for those interested in English agrarian
history.
Agriculture in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania before the reorganization was
characterized by a very high degree of intermixing of land. Holdings of individual peasants were widely scattered among holdings of other peasants from
the same village, from other villages of the same estate, and from other estates.
The peasant tenement was usually known as a 'service' (sluzhba) or as a
dvorishche, and was worked by a family or group of families. "Dvorishche(in the
personal sense) is the name given to a group of persons in the main linked by
family unity, but allowing participation of outsiders, having a single head (who
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1 The author would like to thank Dr J. Thirsk and Mr H. C. Prince for their helpful advicein preparing this paper and Miss C. Hill, who drew the maps.
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usually gives his name to the dvorishche) and members called potuzhniki.
Dvorishche in the concrete sense was the name given to a parcel of land--houseplot, arable, or other property--in the possession of one group of persons. ''1 A
large dvorishche might be operated by as many as two dozen families, akhough
tax dues were assessed on it as a single unit. Thus one dvorishche in Konchichi
village near Pinsk was worked by two named persons "with all their brothers
and with their helpers from z 3 households."2 Most commonly this form of holding was cultivated on a type of infield-outfield system. Beside the house or
houses was the infield, known as navoz or pognoy and consisting of one or
several small plots receiving manure. Further away was the outfield, or 'simple'
(prostoy) field, which was not manured. 3 The simple or outfield usually consisted of a number of widely scattered parcels of limited size, either intermixed
with parcels of other tenements or isolated in forests and swamps. Ten to
twenty such parcels were commonplace; indeed, fewer than ten were rare. In
the less favourable regions of forest and swamp there were frequently twenty to
forty geographically separate parcels and on occasion over sixty.~ Demesne
lands, where they existed, were also fragmented and even where a three-year
rotation of winter grain, spring grain, and fallow was practised, as it was on
certain manors, it was not on three fields but on three groups of scattered arable
parcels. 5
The high degree of intermixing and dispersal of arable, the generally small
size of each parcel, and the limited application of manure could hardly have
been very productive. Grand Duke Sigismund I in 1514 complained that Crown
manors paid nothing into the Treasury. GUp to the sixteenth century, Lithuanian agriculture was primarily for home consumption, and foreign trade rested
on the export of furs, honey, and beeswax from the ubiquitous forests; "the
storerooms of the Treasury were filled with furs and partly with cloth from
abroad, which had been exchanged for those furs; the quantity of metal coin
was insignificant.''7 During the sixteenth century, however, there was great
1 Vladimir-Budanov, quoted by M. O. Kosven, Semeynaya obshchina i patronimiya, Moscow,
1963, p. 175. Kosven himself terms the dvorishche "the patronymic settlement."--Ibid., p. 184.

Pistsovaya kniga byvshogo Pinskogo starostva, sostavlennaya po poveleniyu korolya Sigizmunda
Avgusta v z56z-z566 godakh Pinskim i Kobri~,skim starostoyu Lavrinom Voynoyu. (Subsequently
referred to as P), Vil'na, 1874, pt II, p. 468.
3 The division of the 'service' into manured and simple fields is well exemplified by the inventory
of Myadel' Bailiwick in i545.--Dokumenty Moskovskogo arkhiva Ministerstva Yustitsii (subsequently referred to as DMA), I, Moscow, 1897, pp. 75-85.
40khrimoviche dvorishche of Svarichevichi village near Pinsk had 64 parcels.--P, pt II, pp. 38o-2.
6 At Radoshkovichi Castle, inventoried in 1549, nine physically separate plots entered into the
three-year rotation.--DMA, I, pp. 93-4.
6 V. I. Picheta, Agrarnaya reforma Sigizmunda-Avgusta v Litovsko-Russkom gosudarstve, Moscow, I958, p. 85.
M. V. Dovnar-Zapol'skiy, Gosudarstvennoye khozyaystvo Velikogo Knyazhestva Litovskogo pri
Yagellonakh, Kiev, 19Ol, p. 318.
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pressure to increase the agricukural productivity of Lkhuania and of Crown
estates in particular.On the one hand there was a constant drain on the Treasury to support a series of military campaigns against Russia, the Crimean
Tatars, and the German knightly orders of Prussia and Livonia, and on the
other hand there was a steadilygrowing export market for grain through Danzig, K6nigsberg, and Riga. Doroshenko has computed from the Oresund toll
returns that between 1562 and 162o, i29,2oo vessels sailed to the west from the
Baltic and that 7° per cent of them came from these three ports. Their cargoes
included more than 3 million lashti, or some 5½ million tons of grain? Various
decrees to crown bailiffs, exhorting them to establish demesne arable and
requiring them to remit an ever larger share of manorial produce to the
Treasury (or better still, cash for produce sold), did something to increase
Crown income from its estates, but more drastic and thoroughgoing reform
was needed.
Open-field agriculture, particularly in its three-field variety with a regular,
common three-year rotation and common pasture on the fallow, was widely
established in Poland proper in the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries.~ This 'German Law' system in Poland derived from Brae.denburg and the German lands
to the west through the medium of German colonists, a It is true that the classic
form of three-field system had been introduced into Lithuania about the middle
of the fifteenth century, but only in the western and largely Polish province of
Podlasia, and there only in newly founded villages. In the first half of the sixteenth century Sigismund I extended the three-field system throughout Crown
lands in Podlasia, ~ but its establishment in Lithuania proper was pioneered by
his widow, Queen Bona. In I55z she had her extensive estates completely
reorganized on a very regular three-field system. 5 Each peasant holding was
of standard size and consisted of a parcel of xo morgi ° in each of the three
fields; such a holding was known as a voloha, or in Polish wtoha, 7 and the new
system was and still is referred to as the voloka system. No doubt her reform

,4
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1V. V. Doroshenko, 'Eksport sel'skokhozyaystvennoy produktsii Vostochnoy Pribaltild v
1562-162o gg.', Yezhegodnik po agrarnoy istorii Vostochnoy Yevropy 1963 g., Vii 'nyus, 1964, pp.
179-9 ° .
See, for example, M. Kietczewska-Zaleska, 'L'ancien morcellement des champs avant la
s6paration au X I X e si&cle dans la Pom6ranie de Gdansk', Gdographie et Histoire Agraires, Nancy,
1959, PP. 343-52.
8 j. Burszta, Od osady stowia~skiej do wsi wspdtczesnej, Wroctaw, 1958, pp. 46-7.
M. K. Lyubavskiy, Ocherk istorii Litovsko-russkogo gosudarstva do Lyublinshoy Unii vklyuchitel'no, Moscow, I91O, p. 226.
5 A eadastre has survived, detailing the reorganization on Queen Bona's Pinsk and Kletsk estates:

Pistsovaya kniga Pinskogo i Kletskogo knyazhestv, sostavlennaya Pinskhn starostoyu Stanislavom
Khval'chevskim v x552-s555g., Vil'na, 1884 (subsequently referred to as PK).
6 A rnorg was an areal measure of approximately I" 8 acres.
Contemporary documents were compiled in either Belorussian or Polish; for the sake of uniformity all terms and proper names are here given in their Belorussian forms, transcribed into Latin
alphabet.
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proved successful, for five years later her son, Sigismund August, issued his
Vo[oka Decree (Ustava na VoZok) extending the reorganization to all crown
estates. 1
The first step was to consolidate the intermixed estates and this was achieved
by compulsory exchange of land. Those who yielded land to the crown were recompensed by equal areas elsewhere. If poorer land was given in compensation,
extra had to be added, in the ratio of I good land to I ½medium land to 3 bad
land, or alternatively I arable to 2 hayland. Estates were thus converted into
compact blocks of territory. Within the new boundaries of each estate the scattered parcels of arable were thrown together into three fields, normally all of the
same size. This often meant the inclusion within the new fields of intervening
tracts of woodland, which had to be cleared--"Since in the simplification of the
boundaries of the terrkory of Zaborovtsy much still unploughed oakwood and
pinewood was included, therefore in order to plough that oakwood, to them all
(i.e. the peasants) is remitted one third of the tax payment. ''2 Each field was
subdivided into parallel strips ;~ the boundaries between the strips apparently
consisted of deep furrows, as the fields were described as "measured out by
plough. ''4 Each peasant holding was allocated one strip in each field, in marked
contrast to the usual open-field systems of western Europe, where one holding
generally consisted of a number of scattered parcels in each field. The decree
fixed the size of the strip at I I ~Y/oYgi{aS against the ten of Queen Bona's reform),
giving tenements of 33 morgi or some 6o acres. 5 If however the soil was of low
qualky, swampy, sandy, or stony, the overseers of the reform were permitted to
enlarge the holding, without any increase in the dues for which k was liable.
These tax-free additions were usually made by enlarging the size of the strips
or alternatively by granting extra plots of arable in outlying fields, beyond the
fences of the three main fields.
Up to the reform the bulk of agricultural produce acquired by the Treasury
came from peasant lands under the jurisdiction of the Crown manors. 6 Despite
official exhortation to extend demesne arable such lands were limited in size
and many manors had none at all. As part of the reorganization the amount of
demesne was greatly increased and a number of new manors were set up. Again
in contrast to general west European practice, demesne and villenagium were
usually separate, although there were occasional exceptions where peasant and
1 The decree is transcribed in full in Russkaya Istoricheshaya Biblioteha (subsequently referred to
as RIB), xxx, Moscow, 1914, cols. 542-85.
P, pt I, p. 326.
3 The Lithuanian 'strip' (rez), although undoubtedly strip-shaped, was of a vastly different order
of magnitude from the English open-field strip.
PK, passim.
5 Ustava na Vol~k, Article 29, RIB, xxx, col. 57 o.
GThe word 'manor' is used here as a translation of dvor; its nature is described subsequently, but
it should be stressed at this point that the Lithuanian 'manor' is not a precise equivalent of an
English medieval manor.
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manorial arable lay together in the same three fields. 1 Generally the manorial
demesne had its own three fields, and for them the best land was chosen. Before
the reform, according to Picheta, "the dimensions of manorial arable were extremely small. ''2 In fact there are few surviving inventories from the pre-reform
period and it is impossible to determine an average size. The 1549 inventory of
Radoshkovichi Castle gave a total of 29° bochhP of demesne, or about 522 acres. ~
Dovgyalishki Castle in its 1553 inventory had some 412 acres, excluding fallow, ~ but these two castles may well have been larger than the average manor.
Their four subsidiary manors were much smaller, with 295, 317, 277, and 175
acres. Vornenskiy Manor, inventoried in 1547, had about one bochka of
kitchen garden, 34 bochki of manured field for spring grains, and sowed 17
bochki of winter rye each year, presumably on unmanured 'outfield' ;0 this
represented about 94 acres cropped annually, with an unknown quantity of
fallow 'outfield'.
Compared with these figures, the post-reform demesne was considerably
larger. The surviving cadastres of Crown estates covered twenty-four manors
with demesne attached and their average size was 563½ morgi, or 1,Ol4 acres.
The largest, Cherevachichi Manor in Kobrin District, was almost 2,ooo acres. 7
However, even under the reform, not every manor had demesne fields allotted
to it. Those located in towns served only as the residences of the Crown representatives, the 'holders' (derzhavets) or bailiffs (uryad). Some of these urban
manors had subsidiary farms outside the towns, where demesne could be
established. 8 Other manors lost their previously held demesne in the process of
reorganization, because the quality of the land was poor. Thus Druzhilovichi
Manor in Pinsk District "from ancient times had arable of his Majesty, but
since there was no use whatsoever to be had from it, it was left for the use of the
neighbouring subjects."9 But if a number of unproductive manorial farms were
weeded out in this way, far more new ones were set up on lands graded
'medium' and 'good'. For example, Krasnik Manor in Grodno District was
"measured out from the lands of the lesser nobility and various subjects of Skidel
1 Out of twenty-four royal manors with demesne, described in Surviving cadastres, only :four were
in the same fields as the peasant holdings.
Picheta, op. cit., p. 145.
3 A bochka (or solyanka) was a capacity measure and a bochka of land the area on which that amount
of rye could be sown. T h e preamble to the document P K stated it to be equal to one morg, or I" 8
a c r e s . - - P K , p. 3.
4 D M A , I, pp. 93-4.
5 Ibid., I, p. 121.
6 Ibid., I, p. 86.

Reviziya Kobrinskoy ekonomii, sostavlennaya v I563 godu korolevskim revizorem Dmitriyem
Sapegoyu (subsequently referred to as K), Vil'na, 1876, pp. lO5-6.
s F o r example, Dobuchin Manor in Kobrin D i s t r i c t . - - K , pp. 2o6-8; Mosty and Novyy D v o r
Manors in Grodno District.--Pistsovaya kniga Grodnenskoy ekonomii, izdannaya Vilenskoyu komissiyeyu dlya razbora drevnikh aktov (subsequently referred to as G), Vil'na, pt I, 188 I, pp. 187- 91 and
252-7.
9 p, pt II, p. 2.
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and Kotra bailiwicks. ''1 Polovets Manor of Berest'ye (modern Brest) District
was so new that at the time of the survey its buildings were still to be put up3
In addition to the demesne, the manors had 'kitchen gardens' (ogorody),
which were usually located around the manor house and its outbuildings. These
plots ranged in size from about one-sixth of an acre to about x5 acres. The documents frequently distinguished them as vegetable gardens, where cabbages,
turnips, onions, beets, parsnips, and parsley were grown, and 'spring' gardens. The latter were generally much the larger; they were manured and were
no doubt sown to the more valuable spring crops, wheat, barley, and flax. Many
manors had in addition small orchards of apples, pears, cherries, and plums.
One at least had a small vineyard. 8 The manors usually had mills attached to
them, although not infrequently these were rented out. The mills were always
water-driven and were most numerous on the smaller streams, not used for
navigation. As a result, some were only spring mills. In Poles'ye bailiwick of
Berest'ye District the mills "grind not unceasingly, but only in spring and
autumn at times of flood water. ''~ More commonly there were a dam and millpond. The millers were given voloka holdings for their work, but since the mills
usually stood on their own, away from manor or village, these holdings were for
the most part in separate outlying fields near the mill.
To operate the new demesne, the manors needed a greatly increased labour
force. Up to x557, the principal work-force of the manor consisted of its slaves
(batraki or parobki), who lived at the manor and received subsistence rations.
These servi were now given free status as ogorodniki, or 'gardeners', 5 and received small land-holdings of 6 morgi each. These tenements were either arranged in three fields on their own, or attached to the three demesne fields. The
work obligation for the 'gardeners' was two days per week; their wives owed
twelve days a year to help with the weeding and harvesting. The wives were
also under obligation to produce linen from flax grown on the farm. On some
farms these tied servants were required to work three days a week and their
wives eighteen days a year, but in such cases they were given larger plots of 9
morgi. The ogorodniki looked after the kitchen gardens and livestock and did
day to day work about the manor, but they were too few in number to cope with
the major operations of working the demesne and hay-cutting. Even the largest
manors had fewer than 3o ogorodniki, some had only half a dozen. Belousovskiy
manorial farm in Kobrin District had over 1,6oo acres of demesne, but only ten
tenements were set aside for ogorodniki and none of them, apparently, was
occupied. G
1 G, pt I, p. 514.
2 D M A , I, p. 441.
a G, pt I, pp. 39o-I.
¢ D M A , I, p. 328.
There is a close parallel here with the 'gardeners' of fourteenth-century Brandenburg manors,
with plots of three morgen each. T h e word used in Lithuania for a manorial farm or subsidiary farm,
fol'vark, derived from the German Vorwerke.
6 K, p. 208.
i
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Inevitably the bulk of manorial labour requirements was met by peasants
from the villages within the manor's jurisdiction, in return for which they received their new voloka holdings. This system of land-holding in return for
labour, known as tyaglo, had existed in Lithuania from the beginning of the sixteenth century, but it was now greatly extended. Seven peasant tenements were
allocated for every, voloka or 3° morgi of demesne. 1 The amount of labour was
fixed by the decree at two days per week, being remitted for three weeks of the
year at Mid-Lent, Easter, and Christmas. 2 The decree also fixed the hours of
work as sunrise to sunset, with three hours rest for those working with draught
animals, "before dinner," "at midday," and "before evening." Those not
working with livestock had three half-hour rest periods. The peasants themselves had to provide the necessary horses and oxen. To see that the peasants
presented themselves for work and fulfilled their obligations, the bailiff appointed petty officials or reeves, called voyty, from among the peasants. Each
voyt had several villages under his supervision and was assisted by other peasants, known as lavniki.
Tenements surplus to the needs of the demesne, or located inconveniently
far from the manor, were given out in return for money payments, the osada
system. Osada peasants owed four days a year boon-work (toloka) on the
demesne, but this could be commuted for I2 groshi in cash. The royal decree
laid down precisely the dues in money and kind from every holding, the
amounts varying with the quality of the soil (TABLE I). Four land categories
were recognized--good, medium, bad, and very bad. Dues of rye, oats, and hay
could be commuted for cash at fixed rates and the duty of carting these products for the Crown could similarly be commuted. Statsiya was a special levy
in kind or money equivalent for the sustenance of the King or his officers, when
in the district. In kind it consisted of a hen and ten eggs from every holding, a
goose from every five holdings, a ram from every fifteen holdings, and a cow
from every thirty holdings.
The great majority of holdings were tyaglo or osada, on labour or payment,
but there was also a third class, tenements held in return for specialservices and
activities. They were usually fi'ee of other dues, or carried greatly reduced
taxes. Such tenants included priests, the voyty, smiths, carpenters, and other
craftsmen, woodwards, hunt servants, and the boyare putnyye (a kind of yeomanry, higher in status than the peasant, owing military service in time of war).
In general about io per cent of holdings were allotted for services of this kind,
but in Grodno District the presence of a royal palace and extensive Crown
hunting forests raised the proportion to 15 per cent. Some villages were in1 T h e voloka as a u n i t of p e a s a n t h o l d i n g was 33
m e n t was always 3o morgi.
D M A , I, p. 24z.
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habited solely by people on some special service, palace cooks, huntsmen,
kennel-men, or the like.
TABLEI
DUES IN GROSHI FROM EACH HOLDING

(A) HOLDINGS FOR L A B O U R - - T W O DAYS W O R K PER WEEK, PLUS :

Quality of land
Good
Chinsh (land tax)
Statsiya, in kind or
Right to fish
Hay, 1 cartload or
Cartage of hay or
Oats, 2 bochki or
Cartage of oats or

21
6
2
3
2
10
10

Total

54

Medhmz
'
]

12
6
2
3
2
10
10

Bad

(1 bochka or)

45

Very bad
8
6
2
3
2
5
5

6
6
2

31

14

(B) HOLDINGS FOR MONEY--AS ABOVE, PLUS:

Osada
Gvalt, 1 bochka of rye or
Boon-work, 4 days or

Total

i

30
10
12

30
10
12

30
10
12

30
10
12

106

97

83

66

To carry out the terms of the Voloka Decree, nobles were appointed as overseers or commissioners. To assist them in the task they had surveyors, who
measured the arable, and clerks, who recorded in detail the layout and dimensions of the new fields, the names of tenants, and assessments of taxation, wkh
all other relevant information. 1 The precision of these cadastral descriptions is
such that from them one may reconstruct the patterns of fields, parcels, and
settlements. The overseers aimed at achieving a completely standard layout.
The three fields were to lie side by side, all of the same size, all with the same
number of parallel strips; every strip was to be of identical length, breadth, and
area. The village was to be resited in a single line of houses, one house at the end
1 Of the cadastres so compiled for every district, only four have survived, covering Crown estates
in the districts of Grodno, Pinsk, Kobrin, and Berest'ye. Transcripts of these have been published
in references G, P, K, and DMA, I, pp. 2o5-448. In addition, there is a cadastre for the towns of
Bryansk and Sarazh with a small group of villages (G, pt n, pp. 317-528 ). There is also the earlier
cadastre of Queen Bona, transcribed in PK.
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of each middle field strip, with a street in front of the houses and a threshing
barn opposite each house (FIG. I).
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In most cases the overseers achieved exactly this pattern. Altogether the surviving cadastres covered 535 villages; 28 of these lack a full description, usually
through damage to the manuscripts, and a further 71 were not reorganized on
the voloha system. Of the remaining 436 villages, no fewer than 292 (67 per
cent) conformed precisely to the standard blueprint. The only variations between the villages were in the number of holdings and in the length-width
ratios and areas of the strips. Most other villages displayed only minor variations from the desired layout. Fourteen had the strips of one field at right angles
to those of the other two, instead of being parallel. In a few cases the new settlement could not be placed at the end of middle field strips and was put at the end
of one of the other fields, or even of two fields; this was usually for better access
to water supply. Another 18 villages operated a 'twin' form of the usual pattern,
with six fields arranged and worked in two sets of three; such villages had their
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houses in two facing lines across the street. Yet other villages had their fields
laid out side by side, but they were not rectangular, as the fences had to be
accommodated to physical impediments, such as a river or swamp. These fields
were "measured in morgi," that is to say the strip parcels were all of different
lengths and widths (FIG. II). Sometimes all three fields were "measured in
ARABLE OF YANOVKA V I L L A G E
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FIG. II
FIELDS C(MEASURED IN mOrgi'--PRUSSEA VILLAGE OF GRODNO DISTRICT

!'

morgi," at others only one or two fields; sometimes only a few strips of one field
were affected, due to some boundary irregularity.
In villages where the three fields could not be established side by side, a
"2, x I" layout was adopted, with two fields side by side and the third at the
ends of the first two (FIG. III). Strips in the third field might be parallel to, or
more rarely at right angles to, those of the other fields. This pattern occurred in
4.7 villages (Io. 8 per cent). Only a tiny minority of villages were not laid out on
either of these two basic patterns. Almost always the reason was a physical
difficulty of the terrain. In a dozen villages one field had to be detached from its
fellows across a river; just occasionally the presence of swamp enforced a
wholly irregular field layout. Swamps were extremely extensive in the area of
the Grand Duchy, particularly in the south in the basin of the River Pripyat.
There they covered many hundreds of square miles and the only dry sites for
settlements and fields were tiny 'islets' of sand. Such hostile conditions completely frustrated the overseers; in these great swamps lay the 7x unreorganized
villages, with their arable scattered about as of old in dozens of minute plots,
perched on higher 'islets' of dry ground. In these villages the dvorishche remained as the unit of land-holding and the pre-reform scale of tax assessment
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was continued. Needless to say, in such conditions no attempt was made to
establish demesne.
Although the Voloha Decree prescribed the size of one holding at 33 morgi,
eleven in each field, the discretionary additions for poor quality land could be
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very substantial. At Kamenoye village in Kobrin District there were great
tracts of swamp within the fields; each strip was therefore enlarged to nearly
three times the norm. 1 Where quality varied within a field, the individual strips
were compensated with varying amounts of additional land. The tax obligations remained the same, regardless of these additions; it was clearly an attempt
to achieve fairness between one holding and another.
The number of persons recorded as tenants of a particular holding varied.
Frequently only one holder was named, but holding by a group of persons was
also common. Occasionally six or more named holders were recorded, but this
was rare; more usually two or three persons worked a holding jointly. Presumably each named person represented a family unit. Often only one man was
named as holder, but he was noted as working his holding "with his sons" or
"with his brothers" or yet again, "with his helpers (potuzhniki)." The distinction between unnamed 'helpers' and named holders is not clear. Holding in
severalty or otherwise varied markedly between districts. In Grodno District
only 7 per cent of tenements were in the name of a single person; in Kobrin
District the proportion rose to 3° per cent.
As well as the standard voloka holdings and the additional lands in compensation, many villages had 'outlying fields (zastenki).' These lay beyond the
main field fences and represented either plots too distant to be incorporated
into the new three fields, or areas newly cleared and cultivated after the reform.
In intensively settled regions, such as central Grodno District, one set of main
fields usually marched with its neighbours and there was little land in between
where outlying fields could be established. In more heavily forested parts most
villages had a number of such parcels, scattered deep in the forests and swamps.
Dovechorovichi village of Pinsk District had no less than 82 outlying fields in
addition to its main fields. 2 These plots were generally small, not over a few
acres in extent, and were cukivated by those peasants who wished to do so, in
return for a cash payment over and above the normal taxes on the voloka. The
tax was assessed on the area and quality of arable in the outlying field. In the
post-reform period, some villages were very active in carving such new fields
out of the forest. Kobrin District was inventoried in 1597, some thirty years
after its cadastre was compiled; during that period a majority of the villages had
increased their acreages of outlying fields, in one case by twenty times. 8
The uniformity with which the three-field system was introduced into
Lithuania was remarkable, as was the wholesale nature of the reform. Arable
and villages alike were transformed, in what must have been an upheaval of
considerable scale. Indeed this uniformity has imprinted itself on the present1 K, p. 36.

~ P, pt I, pp. 356-76.

s Akty izdavayemyye Vilenskoy arkheograficheskoy komissiyey dlya razbora drevnikh aktov (subsequently referred to as AVK), Vil'na, XlV, 1888, p. 59o.
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day landscape, in the regular 'street' village pattern. In some parts, which are
now in Poland, the sixteenth-century field patterns survive almost unmodified.
No less remarkable was the speed wkh which the reform was accomplished. By
1569, twelve years after the Volok= Decree, the work was apparently complete
in the three principal provinces of Lithuania. ~ In the conquered Russian provinces to the east, the system was gradually brought in during the late sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries; there, however, the field patterns were far less
regular.
The decree applied only to Crown estates, but the landowners of the
nobility and clergy were involved willy-nillyin the exchange of land. Often they
too ended with consolidated estates and "began, following the government's
example, to introduce the volok= economy on their lands. ''2 Inventories of private estates from the late sixteenth century, show that the volok= system was
wit[ely practised. The Rusota estate of Yuri Volovich was inventoried in 1556,
before the new system came in ;s by 158 I, when a new inventory was taken, the
estate had been divided into voloki.~ The Ponevezh estate of Prince Oginskiy
was organized on the new system by I563, 5 and the Telesnitsa estate of Pavl
Kokhanovskiy by 1576, when he sold it to Lavrin Voyna. e
On the reorganized fields of manor and village alike, a three-year crop rotation was introduced. The demesne fields were usually referred to as "threeyear fields"--"The arable of this manorial farm is established for three years,
12 voloki, that is for each year 4 v°l°ki."7 The first year the field was sown to
winter grain; this was always rye, the principal crop in Lithuania, both before
and after the reform. The spring grains of the second year were more varied;
oats were the most important, but occasionally barley was sown in fair quantity.
Wheat, spring rye, buckwheat, and peas were sown in small amounts, if at all.
By a decree of i 529, all manors were required to sow an unspecified area to flax,8
but the quantities were very small and probably confined to the 'spring
gardens'. Sometimes there were small acreages of hemp? The relative importance of the various crops on a number of manors, for which inventories have
survived, is shown in TABLE II. The range of crops grown on the peasant
holdings was smaller. Winter rye and spring oats were cultivated everywhere
and were required as dues to the Crown. Occasionally very small amounts of
1 Picheta, op. tit., pp. 226-42.
~"M. V. Dovnar-Zapol'skiy and D. Z. Shendrik, 'Istoricheskiye sud'by Verkhnego Podneprov'ya
i Belorussii i kul'turnyye ikh uspekhi.' In V. P. Semenov (ed.), l~ossiya: polnoye geograficheskoye
opisaniye nashego otechestva, IX, Verkhneye Podneprov'ye i Belorussiya, St Petersburg, 19o5, p. 85.
3 AVK, XlV, pp. 2o-3.
~ Ibid., pp. 227-31.
5 Ibid., pp. 77-9.
6 Ibid., pp. 185-9.
7 p, pt I, p. 1Iz.

s Akty otnosyashchiyesya h istorii zapadnoy Rossii, sobrannyye i izdannyye Arkheograficheskoyu
komissiyeyu, St Petersburg, II, 1848, p. 196.
9 Arkheograficheskiy sbornik dokumentov otnosyashchikhsya k istorii Severo-Zapadnoy Rusi,
Vil'na, IV, I867, p. 231.
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TABLEII
CROPS SOWN ON CROWN MANORS

(Amounts in bochki)

Manor
Vornenskiy
Oshmentsi
Kozinets
Vidinishki
Dovgyalishki
Seniskiy
Teykini
Bryansk
Sarazh
Ponevezh
Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovskiy

Date of Winter
Inventory Rye
1547
1547
1547
1547
1553
1553
1553
1558
1558
1563
1596
1596
1596

Spring crops
Ry-----~ ~heat'Barley

70
30

6½

39½

1½

38
120
65
52
288
89
56
224½
108
32

6

5½

4

5

3

3

1

3

4

4

5

4½

2

4

2½

-

5

3

6

28½

-

4
7

7
6

4
7

6
2½

15
10½

8

1½

8

Oats Buckwheat
16
10
11½

12½
75
64
29
291
89
40
65
49
22

Peas

m

½
1

6
20
19
9
38
6
10
15
12
6½

N

2
2
6
3
1

buckwheat were sown? The peasants of Myadel Bailiwick had, before the reform, given flax to the bailiffp but there is no evidence of flax being cultivated
on peasant holdings after the reform.
The third year of the rotation was fallow, used on the village lands for common pasture. "On those fields which they do not plough, grass grows and a
sufficiency of stock may be kept. ''3 The documents provide little evidence of
the grazing of common pasture, but the practice has continued to the present
time in those villages of Biatystok province of Poland where the three-field
system has persisted unmodified since the sixteenth century. 4
The yields naturally varied greatly from place to place and from year to year.
The i57o's experienced disastrous harvests--"In the time of King August
there was so great a famine that people died of hunger and especially in Lithuania and Poles'ye... That famine lasted six years in succession and ended in
1576. "5 Some inventories recorded harvests, giving details of the threshing;
where threshing had not yet taken place, the inspectors made an estimate of
yield from a test threshing. The numbers of returns (TABLEIII) are too few to
provide more than an indication, but suggest that yields were much the same as
elsewhere in medieval Europe.
x AVK, XlV,pp. 28-9.
2 DMA, x, p. 84.
3 Ibid., p. I 1I.
4 W. Biegajto, 'The Ways of Transition from the Three-field system to modern farming as cur:
rently observed in Poland's underdeveloped region of Bialystok', GeographiaPolonica, II, 1964, P. 53.
g I. Ye. Buchinskiy, O klimateproshlogorusskoyrawffny, Leningrad, 1957, p. 87.
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TABLEIII
YIELDS

Crop

Manor

Bochki
sown

Bochki
yielded

Ratio

Winter rye

Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovskiy
Chakhchi
Bryansk
Sarazh

224½
108
32
28
228
89

604
468
82½
54½
1215
303

1:2.7
1:4.3
1:2.6
1:1.9
1:5.2
1:3.4

Oats

Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovskiy
Chakhchi
Bryansk
Sarazh

65
49
22
8
291
89

133
125

1:2.0
1:2.6
1:1.75
1:2.75
1:4.0
1:4.5

Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovskiy
Chakhehi
Bryansk
Sarazh

15

Barley

Spring rye

Wheat

Buckwheat

Peas

lO½

38½
22

1154~
403
75
39

28½

13½
7½
230½

7

40

Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovskiy
Chakhchi
Bryansk

4
7

15½
83
4
3½

Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovsldy
Bryansk
Sarazh

6
6
4

36
21

Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovskiy
Bryansk
Sarazh

15
12
6½
38
6

48
37

Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovskiy
Chakhchi
Bryansk
Sarazh

8

2

8

2
3

6

2k

2½

1½

1½

1:3.9
1:1.2
1:0.5
1:1.75
1:2.0
1:0.4
1:1.3
1:1.0
1:6.0
1:5.25

221
3

1:3.2
1:3.1
1:2.1
1:5.8
1:0.5

18
11
3
6
68
10

1:3.0
1:3.7
1:3.0
1:1.5
1:9.7
1:5.0

13½

Bryanskand Sarazh--harvest of r558 ; others I596.

m

1:5.0
1:3.7
1:1.7
1:3.75
1:8.1
1:5.7
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Livestock numbers on the Lithuanian manors were not very great, compared for instance with those of medieval England (TABLE IV).
TABLEIV
NUMBERS OF LIVESTOCK

Manor

Date

Horses*

Cattle*

Sheep

Pigs

Goats

Geese

Hens

Radoshkovichi
Kostyushkovichi
Kamenetskiy
Dovgyalishki
Seniskiy
Teykini

1549
1549
1549
1553
1553
1553
1556
1581
1563
1569
1576
1597
1597
1597
1597

1

14

16
3
17

14

5

6
13
30
13
20
19

3

22
30
19

21
24
14
26

8
5

9
7
5
19
9
20
36
10
35
34
11
23
29

Rusota
Ponevezh
Ros
Telesnitsa
Cherevachichi
Vezhetskiy
Belousovskiy
Kobrin Castle

{

8

17
24

30
4
5
29

9
20
16
16
55
43
3
51
45
54
100
58
51

34
11
39
24
13
42

7
7

80
9
31
12

* including draught animals.

1
!I
J

The cadastres did not record stock, but the inventories usually did. In particular there were very few draught horses and oxen for working the demesne.
However the peasants who owed labour on the demesne had also to supply
animals to pull the ploughs. The cadastres for Grodno and Pinsk Districts
enumerated the draught livestock on each holding; numbers varied very
greatly, averaging about five per tenement, with oxen outnumbering horses by
seven to four. Altogether in the two districts 19,181 animals were recorded, of
which 12,229 were oxen, on 3,781 holdings. These figures included holdings
on money payment and on service; the 1,8oo holdings on labour had over 9,ooo
draught animals to work nearly 13,°°° acres of demesne, in addition of course to
the tenements themselves. Ploughs were drawn by teams of two oxen; an inventory of Rechitsa, taken in 1565, enumerated 120 oxen and summarized the
total as "6o ploughs of oxen. ''1
Other livestock in peasant hands was very seldom recorded; a notable exception was the 1599 inventory of Oreshkovo. 2 In that village the 28 households
held between them 21 horses, 15 mares, 18 foals, 34 plough oxen, 44 cows, 67
young cattle, 72 sheep, 34 goats, and 47 pigs. If this village was at all typical, it
1 DMA, I, p. 158.

2 AVK, XlV, pp. 643-4.
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indicated fairly substantial numbers of animals on the peasant holdings. There
was, as might be expected, considerable variation from household to household, from the village elder with 24 animals to a poor peasant, who had three
goats "and has nothing more."
Both manor and village required a fodder supply for the livestock. The
amounts of hayland attached to the manors varied considerably, from about 4°
to 70o acres. There was little correlation between the extent of demesne and the
quantity of hayland. Some manors with no demesne at all had substantial areas
of hayland and it seems probable that these were primarily stock-farms. Thus
Stytychevo manorial farm near Pinsk had arable only for the bailiff's sustenance and no demesne, but it was recorded as established "for the keeping of
stock in better pastures. ''I The amount of hayland in the use of the peasants
similarly bore no relationship to the number of holdings; indeed only a minority
of villages had any recorded hayland. However, hayland was assessed for taxation, separately from the arable holdings. The great majority of Crown peasants could meet their hay needs free of charge, by exercising their right of entry
to the Crown forests to cut hay and pasture animals. Also the extensive grass
marshes, which occurred everywhere, were cut for fodder. As a result, hayland,
for which payment had to be made, was usually to be found only in those villages located in densely settled areas, where there was no closely adjacent
forest. Similarly, needs for pasture could nearly always be met by the wide expanses of swamp, forest, and scrub, on which no taxation was imposed. Whereas in medieval England meadow was more valuable than arable, 2 in Lithuania
the converse held good; in the compulsory exchange of land, hayland was rated
at half the value of arable on soil of comparable quality.
The forests indeed played a major part in the economy of manor and village.
Timber exploitation in all forests was a Crown monopoly and hunting was the
privilege of King and nobility, but the manors and their peasants enjoying the
right of entry to the forest had a number of benefits. In addition to rights of haycutting and pasture, dead timber could be collected for fuel, building, fencing,
and "domestic needs, but not for sale. ''s Live timber was very strictly protected. Women and children were allowed to gather mushrooms and "all forest
fruits. ''4 Other valuable perquisites of the right of entry were fishing and the
keeping of bee-trees, that is trees with a natural or artificial hollow for bees'
nests. The Oreshkovo peasants had between them 95° pine and 94 oak beetrees, with 99 swarms? Half the honey collected had to go to the Crown. These
rights were of long standing and were confirmed to the inhabitants of Crown
estates by the Voloka Decree. Sometimes the cadastres specifically recorded
1 p, pt n, p. I78.
H. C. Darby (ed.), An Historical Geography of England before zSoo, Cambridge, i948, p. I98.
z K, p. Iox.
4 RIB, xxx, col 576.
5 AVK, xxv, pp. 644-5.
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the continuation of the rights: "And all these inhabitants of the village Gorodishche may enjoy now as they did formerly their rights of entry to the forest,
haycutting, fishing, bee-tree, and other rights. ''1
The system of three-field agriculture introduced by Sigismund August had
obviously many features in common with the system found in other countries.
Of the four principal open-field characteristics defined by the Orwins, three
were found in Lithuania--large arable fields, fallow every third year, and common grazing in the arable fields.3 The fourth feature, holdings scattered in small
strips through the fields, was not present, since each holding had only one
parcel in each field, even though that parcel was undoubtedly strip-shaped. It
would be unrealistic to maintain that the Lithuanian agrarian practice was not
therefore open-field agriculture, and one might reasonably argue that division
into parcels rather than necessarily into strip bundles was a distinctive characteristic. At the same time the Lithuanian example had a number of important
differences from, say, the English midland systems. Above all, its authoritarian
origin provides many points of contrast. Its introduction was swift and the new
regime was quite remarkably uniform over the country. The pattern of fields
and settlements was very regular, the size of holdings and the work norms and
dues imposed on them were standardized.
Authoritarianism also characterized the working of the three-field system. If
medieval England saw a gradual, but fairly steady decrease in the feudal dependence of the peasant, medieval Lithuania saw the yoke of serfdom firmly
fixed on his shoulders. Up to the Voloka reform the peasants had rights of land
ownership and could buy and sell land. For example, a peasant called Audrey
Vakolich was recorded as buying Io prutP of land from another peasant for 4 °
sheaves of rye.~ Now, under the new dispensation, land ownership was vested
in the Crown and if a peasant left his voloka holding, the bailiff could allot it to
another. In the words of the historian Yurginis, "The agrarian reform of Sigismund A u g u s t . . . finally deprived the peasants of rights to landed property,
wiped out survivals of allodial rights, and turned the peasant lands into fiefs. ''5
In the eyes of the Crown, "the peasant and all his property is Ours."6 The process of enserfment was completed in the Third Lithuanian Statute of I588 ,
which revoked the peasant's right of transfer from one person's estate to another's, and provided for the return of runaways/
1 p, pt I, p. I68.
2 C. S. and C. S. Orwin, The Open Fields, 3rd ed., Oxford, I967, pp. 64--5.
a An arealprut was a thirtieth part of a morg., i.e. about o. 06 acres.
,l p, pt II, p. 57z.
5 Yu. M. Yurginis, 'Krest'yanskoye zemlevladeniye v Litve do serediny XVI v.', Yezhegodnik po
agrarnoy istorll Vostochnoy Yevropy z963 g., Vil'nyus, x964, p. I56.
Lyubavskiy, op. cir., p. z3z.
7 p. I. Lyashchenko, History of the National Economy of Russia to the xgx 7 Revolution, New York,
I949, P. 260.
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The resuk was a stable system which persisted, first under Poland-Lithuania
and later under the Russian Empire, until the Emancipation of the Serfs in
186 I. The period following the reform did indeed see the presentation of a large
number of 'petitions' from the peasants to the Crown, but the burden of their
complaints was the incidence of taxation. Most sought relief on the grounds of
war damage or other calamity, or because the peasants thought their land
quality had been overrated in the reform. The only protest the peasant could
make against his altered status was to "vote with his feet." Four villages of
Grodno District, lying right on the Prussian border, were granted specially
reduced taxes because their inhabitants, rather than work the holdings, "took
flight across the border of Prussia. ''1
The remarkable stability of the regime initiated in 1557 is demonstrated in a
number of villages of present-day Biatystok province of Poland. In these villages not only has the field layout remained unaltered, but the fields are still
cultivated in common on the same three-year rotation. Only the strips within
the fields have undergone subdivision. If the voloka holding was 60 acres, the
average size of a holding in Biatystok province today is 24 acres. Moreover the
normal holding is now a bundle of parcels in each field, as opposed to the one
large strip parcel of the reform period3
If the rigid and close control, the "bureaucratism of the reform, ''3 was in
contrast to the normal English situation, the documents of Sigismund August
throw not unimportant light on the establishment and operation of the threefield system in general. The Lithuanian experience had, not surprisingly, its
closest parallels in eastern Europe and in particular in Poland, whence it was
derived. Grossman has described a very similar situation in the Le~ajsk District
of south-east Poland in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries .4 Equally there
are similarities with the open-field agriculture of Germany and points in common with the 'solskifte' system of Sweden. 6 Eastwards, the sixteenth century
saw the three-field system becoming widespread in Russia proper2 In essence
however the agrarian regime set up by Sigismund August existed in one form
or another and at one time or other in most countries of Europe. But as Professor de Planhol has commented, "bien des ddtails et des processus restent
1 G, pt I, p. 423.
W. Biegajto, 'Borys6wka, Grodzisko and Hruskie villages in the north-eastern undeveloped
corner of Poland,' Geographia Polonica, vol. v, Warsaw, I965, pp. 29-6o.
3 Picheta, op. cit., p. 412.
4 Yu. M. Grossman, 'Polozheniye krest'yan Lezhayskogo staroswa (vtoraya polovina XVI-nachala XVII v.)', Materialy po istorii sel'skogo hhozyaystva i krest'yanstva SSSR, v, Moscow, I962,
pp. 2i-6o.
5 D. Hannerberg, 'Solskifte and older methods of partitioning arable land in Central Sweden
during the Middle Ages', G~ographie et Histoh'e .ztgralres, Nancy, I959, PP. 245-59.
GSee, for instance, M. N. Tikhomirov, Rossiya v X V I stoletii, Moscow, x962; G. E. Kochin,
Sel'skoye Khozyaystvo na Rusi kontsa XIII---nachala XVIv., Moscow-Leningrad, x965.
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obscurs. ''1 Dr Thirsk has pointed out that "discussion has now moved on to the
most basic question of all, namely the origin of the common-field system. ''2 The
relatively late date of the Lithuanian reorganization, if reducing its value in this
context, has meant however the survival of more documentary evidence for the
commencement of the three-field system than is usual in most countries. The
detailed information thus available may serve to illuminate the system in such
countries, among which we may number Great Britain.
1 X. de Planhol, 'La gen~se des paysages agraires Europ4ens au symposium de Vadstena', Revue
Gdographique de l'Est, I, 1961, p. z36.
In the Preface to the 3rd edn of C. S. and C. S. Orwin, The Open Fields, Oxford, 1967, p. xiii.

Notes and Comments
T H E PRESIDENT'S H O N O R A R Y

DEGREE

The Society wishes to congratulate warmly its
President, G. E. Fussell, on the conferment of
the degree of D.Litt. upon him at Exeter University in July this year.
DEATH OF T. W. FLETCHER

The Society deeply regrets the death earlier
this year of a former member of its Executive
Committee, Mr T. W. Fletcher. He was an
enthusiastic supporter of the Society, a very
gay person, and the author of some important
articles on the Great Depression in agriculture,
including one on 'Lancashire Livestock Farming during the Great Depression' which was
published in this REvIEw in volume IX, part I,
I96I.
197o W I N T E R CONFERENCE
The Executive Committee has decided to revive on a trial basis the Society's Winter Conference which was discontinued three years ago
for want of support. The Conference will be
held on Saturday, 28 November I97O at the
Department of Geography, University College
London, and be centred around the theme,
'Agriculture and the history of the environment', demonstrating how changes in landscape, farming systems, and methods of pest
control have affected wild life populations.
Details of the Conference and an application
form have already been circulated in the

supplement to this REVIEW (Professor Finberg's Festschrift), which was issued in
September. Further copies of the programme
may be had from Mr E. J. T. Collins, Museum
of English Rural Life, Reading.
1971 A N N U A L CONFERENCE
The i971 Conference will be held at the University of Leeds from 5 to 7 April. Further
details and application forms will be circulated
in the next issue (vol. 19, pt. I) of this REVIEW.
THE

THE I 9 7 0

A N N U A L CONFERENCE

The Annual Conference was held at Hereford
College of Education from Monday, 6 April to
Wednesday, 8 April i97o. Papers were presented by Mr C. C. Dyer (Demesne leasing on
the estates of the bishopric of Worcester in the
later Middle Ages), Dr Ross Wordie (English
farm sizes in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries), Miss Meryl Jancey (Archival
sources for agricultural history), and Dr George
Ramsay (The Merchants of the Staple and the
English wool export trade). On the afternoon of
7 April Miss Jancey led an interesting excursion to the Leominster area, visiting the woodlands at Dinmore Hill, the Home Farm of the
Hampton Court (Arkwright) Estate, and the
field systems and watermeadows of the Lugg
Valley.
(Continued on page 160)
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The Marketing of Corn in the First Half
of the Eighteenth Century:
North,East Ken(
By D E N N I S

BAKER

I

HE home market was at least six times as valuable as the overseas market
during the first half of the eighteenth century. The ratio could have been
much higher and one contemporary estimate even puts it at 32 to ~.
Throughout the early modern period the vast bulk of this traffic concerned agricultural produce, for in I75o England was still a predominantly agricultural
economy. 2
Marketing, nevertheless, remains one of the most neglected aspects of agricultural history? There is a dearth of suitable source material. We know much
about the management of crops and livestock in the field, little about their
journey beyond the farm gate. A thorough exploration of the various outlets
leading from farm to consumer is a rare venture. More frequently we seek
shelter in some terminological cul-de-sac like 'commercialized agriculture' or
'farming for the market'. Admittedly, in some regions the market outlets were
few or fraught with hazards; such, for instance, was the difficult position of
those who farmed the Midland clays, ill-drained and intractable. But others,
more fortunately placed, could choose from a wide range of marketing possibilities; this held true, for example, over much of the eastern and home
counties.
The farmers of north-east Kent possessed a number of competitive advantages, but none more valuable than proximity to the markets both local and in
London. This fertile belt of Kent stretches from Rainham in the west to the
eastern extremities of Thanet, a distance of about 35 miles; it averages 8 miles
or more in width. The region incorporates nearly half of the county's coastline.

T

1 1 wish to express my thanks to Dr Joan Thirsk, Professor G. E. Mingay, and Professor A. H.
John, who lfindly read an earlier version of this article and made valuable suggestions.
R. B. Westerfield, Middlemen in English Business, particularly between z66o and z76o , Tramactions Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, XlX, Connecticut, 1915, p. 123; T. S. Ashton,
An Economic History of England: The iSth Century, London, 1955, p. 63 ; Phyllis Dearie, The First
Industrial Revolution, Cambridge, 1965, pp. 13-14.
a A noteworthy exception is Professor Alan Everitt's pioneering study, 'The Marketing of Agricultural Produce', in Joan Thirsk, ed., The Agrarian History of England and Wales, faoo--z64o,
Cambridge, I967, IV, pp. 466-592.
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Possessed of a rich variety of highly productive cornlands, hop gardens, woodlands, orchards, market gardens, and pastures, the region was the source of an
equally rich and varied supply of farm products to the local and metropolitan
markets. The sales of wheat, barley--with its derivative malt--hops, and fruit
undoubtedly accounted for the largest proportion of the agricultural sector's
income, but the markets for vegetables, seeds, flowers, and fruit trees, livestock
products, and timber each made some unknown, but in all probability quite
substantial, contribution to the wealth of the region. Even oats and hay played
a small but essential role in the market economy, at least locally.
Canterbury, Kent's largest town, was the regional 'capital', with a population which grew from 7,000 in I67o to 9,000 in 177o. Besides the usual trade
groups concerned with the provision of food, clothing, and household necessities, its population included foreign textile (silk) weavers, military personnel,
clergy, and hop-planters. Among the wealthier citizens were many "gentlemen
of fortune" and "genteel families." Prosperity rested primarily on the city's
dual role as a centre of conspicuous consumption and the chief commercial and
marketing centre for the eastern half of Kent. 1
The Canterbury food market was the most important of a number of local
markets in the region: Sittingbourne, Milton, Faversham, Whitstable, Herne,
Margate, Ramsgate, and Sandwich put together, consumed perhaps twice as
much as Canterbury. Each of these smaller towns competed with each other
and with Canterbury for the local farm products. On, or just beyond, the periphery, burgeoning naval stations at Sheerness, Chatham, Dover, and Deal were
dependent on the region for at least some of their victuals. But beyond them all
and, in a real sense, competing with them all, lay the London food market, so
important in the early commercialization of agriculture in north-east Kent. 2
The population of London had risen from 4oo,ooo in 165o to 575,000 by the
end of the century and to 675,000 in 175o, representing a notable increased
demand for foodstuffs. The steady expansion of the metropolitan market
"necessarily caused great changes in the methods used on farms over a wider
and wider area, in the commercial organization of the food market, and in the
transport of food. ''3

1 C. W. Challdin, Seventeenth Century Kent: A Social and Economic History, London, I965, p. 31 ;
E. Hasted, The History and Topographical Survey o/the County of Kent, 2nd edn, Canterbury, I798,
XI, p.

IOI.

See F. J. Fisher, 'The Development of the London Food Market, z54o-i64o', Econ. Hist. Rev.,
v, I935, p. 56, and Challdin, ol). cit., pp. 2-3 and ch. xI passim. For some cautionary words on the
dangers of overstating London's role, see A. Everitt, Jtgric. Hist. Rev., xIv, pt I, i966, p. 57, and
'The Peers and the Provinces', Agric. Hist. Rev., xvI, pt I, I968, p. 66.
s E. A. Wrigley, 'A Simple Model of London's Importance in Changing English Society and
Economy, I65o-I75O' , Past and Present, 37, July I967, pp. 44, 58.
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The north-east region of Kent, comprising some eighty or ninety parishes,
was primarily arable, wheat, beans, and barley being the leading crops? Wheat
accounted for two-fifths of the growing crop acreage. The average (median)
sown area of wheat per farm was 35 acres. The predominant position of this
crop in Kent was established at least as early as the thirteenth century when it
was a major crop on most of the Kentish manors of Canterbury Cathedral
Priory, an importance which reflected both its commercial value and its adaptability to a variety of soils. Beans occupied one-fifth of the cropped areas, the
average sown area being over 20 acres. In the thirteenth century beans were
grown in Kent on the heavier soils--the claylands and marshes. But the extensive cultivation of beans as a row crop on the light calcareous soils of Thanet
in the early eighteenth century was something new and revolutionary--"a very
late and modern improvement." Peas and beans taken together accounted for
over a quarter of the sown acres, several varieties of each crop being cultivated.
Marshall, who was unusually critical of some features of Thanet husbandry,
believed that "in the management of pulse, as a fallow crop, the Isle of Thanet
farmers may claim great merit." John Banister, the Horton Kirby farmer, was
full of praise for the Kentish method of bean cultivation on the rich loams of the
Faversham district3
Barley occupied rather more than one-tenth of the cropped acreage, but this
underestimates its local importance, for the bulk of the crop was concentrated
in an area east of Canterbury and especially in the Isle of Thanet. The pattern
of distribution differed little from that which obtained in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries when "the presence of soils suitable for barley-growing
in close proximity to Canterbury was fortunate, since the Priory used large
quantities of the grain for brewing and for payment to its servants." Even today, in contrast to wheat, the growing of barley is very markedly localized on
the chalky and sandy loams of east Kent including Thanet. Thanet barley has
maintained a high reputation in England?
Oats were the least important of the cereal crops and were found only on the
poor or less tractable soils. On the poorest challdands the hardy Devonshire
Black Oats were commonly sown. In Thanet "Oats is grain of which we have
x The following summary of arable production is based on an analysis of probate inventories in
the Kent Archives Office (henceforth K.A.O.).
2 Ann Smith, 'Regional Differences in Crop Production in Mediaeval Kent', Archaeologia
Cantiana, LXXVlII, X963, pp. 152-3 ; A. D. Hall and E. J. Russell, The Agriculture and Soils of Kent,
Surrey, and Sussex, H M S O , x9 x x, p. 140; J. Lewis, The History of the Isle of Tenet, znd e dn, Margate,
1736, p. 13; W. Marshall, Rural Economy of the Southern Counties, London, 1798 , II, p. 37; J.
Banister, A Synopsis of Husbandry, I799, PP. 27-8.
s Ann Smith, op. cir., p. IS3 ; L. D. Stamp, ed., The Report of the Land Utilization Survey of
Britain, pt 8s--Kent, I943, P. 578; V.C.H. Kent, I, p. 458.
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very little, our farmers generally thinking their land too good for them." Tares
were "seldom sown on the best land, on account of its running too much to
straw." But occasionally tares were sown with oats. Adam Puck was growing
23 acres of this mixture on his farm at Hartlip in I749, providing a balanced
'horse-meat' when supplemented with beans. 1
The method of marketing agricultural products, and consequently the
organization by which the producer was linked with the consumer, varied
according to the product. Perishable goods like milk, eggs, and fresh vegetables
were produced in dose proximity to the consumers, towns being supplied by
the immediate neighbourhood. This direct method of supply involved only a
simple organization. Milk, for instance, was rarely transported more than ten
miles and the individual producer was normally in direct touch with the individual consumer. There were few opportunities for middlemen. ~
In contrast, the methods and organization involved in marketing corn were
indirect, complex, and involved a high level of competition and speculation.
Corn--a collective term used here in the eighteenth-century sense to include
wheat, barley, malt, oats, beans, and peas--can be handled easily in bulk, is
durable in storage, and can be graded and standardized. Supply is liable to
severe fluctuations while demand tends to be inelastic. These qualities make
corn "especially subject to speculation, and occasion a class of specialized,
speculative traders in corn." The English corn market was an ideal 'forcing
bed' for the growth of the middleman. Wherever market opportunities existed,
the farmer--having first reserved sufficient corn for his household's consumpt i o n - ' 'turned tile surplus into the hands of the middlemen, on its way to consumers who were not producers and who resided principally in the cities and
larger towns, or abroad.""
John Boys wrote, in the i79o's , that "the chief part of the agricultural commerce of this county is that of exporting corn to the London Markets." [My
italics.] This was almost certainly an exaggeration, although the London
market was undoubtedly still an important outlet for Kent's produce in the late
eighteenth century. It has been estimated that by the end of the seventeenth
century the corn trade of London comprised 80 per cent of the total trade of the
country. This figure is probably too large, but whatever the actual proportion,
there seems little doubt that Kent, especially the north-east region, played a
prominent part in this activity. From I October 1657 to 25 June 1658, London
received 786 coastal shipments of corn. Five Kent ports headed the list: Faversham (i57), Sandwich (IIO), Margate (94), Milton (94), and Rochester (58).
t John Boys, A General View of the Agriculture of Kent, London, I796 , p. 89; Lewis, oi0. cir.
p. I5; Boys, op. cir., p. 94; K.A.O., PRC ~'I/83/63.
W. Moffit, England on the Eve of the Industrial Revolution, London, I925, pp. 69-7o.
8 Westerfield, op. tit., pp. 13o-i.
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The four leading English ports sending corn coastwise to London lay along the
edge of the north-east region of Kent and between them they accounted for 455
shipments or nearly three-fifths of London's coastwise trade in corn. In 169917oo Faversham sent 312 shipments (29,714 qrs.), Sandwich 22o shipments
(34,184 qrs.), and Milton I 15 shipments (I o, 571 qrs. ) of corn to London. However, not all 647 shipments originated in the four places actually stated in the
Port Books. The Customs port of Faversham, as defined by an Exchequer Commission of 1676, included a considerable portion of the north-east coast: not
only Faversham itself but Whitstable, Herne, and Reculver were included. Of
these, Reculver was insignificant. Unfortunately, the Faversham port books
rarely distinguish between the trade of these various places. However, despite
all the documentary difficulties, "it is at least certain that the port of Faversham,
in the technical sense of the word, was by no means identical with the town and
harbour of the same name; it included three ports in the topographical sense of
the term--Faversham, Whitstable and Herne." The Sandwich port books
similarly related not merely to the port of Sandwich but also to Margate,
Broadstairs, and Ramsgate, which were not recognized as fully fledged ports by
the Customs Commissioners. Milton continued to keep its own set of port
books, recording the trade of Conyer, Upchurch, Rainham, and Otterham in
addition to its own. Finally, the port books have a serious limitation in the
eighteenth century. From 17o2, Customs officers were no longer required to
record the coastwise trade from north Kent to London, except in coal and wool?
Kentish corn bound for the capital, to supply the London food market or the
fast-growing export market, was carried up the Thames in the coastal craft of
Faversham, Milton, Whitstable, Herne, and the Thanet ports. It was in these
estuary ports, particularly at Faversham, that the Kentish hoy was born. Hoys
--"among the most interesting of all coastal craft"--had to be "sturdy enough
to weather the oft-times foul weathers of Sea-Reach" and "shallow enough to
creep up above Queenhithe ;" they also had to be "fast enough to make regular
passages." The cutter-rigged Faversham hoys were "the race-horses of the
port." The slower brigs and other square-riggers operated in the coal trade
from Wales and the north and the Baltic timber and iron trades but were unsuitable for the scheduled London runs. In the 158o's Faversham already possessed sixteen hoys, six of which sailed regularly to London with corn. By the
early seventeenth century there were eight Faversham corn-hoys, 2o to 3° tons
apiece, on the London route. The boys of the early eighteenth century followed
the same cutter-rigged design but were 'decked-in'--an obvious improvement
x Boys, op. cit., p. 172 ; N. S. B. Gras, The Evolution of the English Corn Market, Cambridge, Mass.,
I926, pp. 74, lO6; Chalklin, op. cit., p. 183; D. C. Coleman, The Economy of Kent under the Later
Stuarts, University of London Ph.D. thesis, 195 I, p. 129; J. H. Andrews, 'The Trade of the Port of
Faversham, I65O-I75O', Arch. Cant., LXlX, I956, Pp. 125-6, and 'The Thanet Seaports, 165oI75o', Arch. Cant. LxvI, 1954, p. 37; I Anne, e. 26; Andrea, s, 'Trade of Faversham', loe. cit., p. 126.
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on the earlier open hold. They were also larger than their predecessors, reaching
6o tons by the 172o%.1
Until 175o London's two great corn marts were Bear Key and Queenhithe.
The latter was the chief market for the mak of the upper Thames valley. Bear
Key was probably the greatest corn market in Europe, to which "comes all the
vast quantity of corn that is brought into the city by sea, from the counties
which lie commodious for that carriage." It was sold on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. By the 172o% the Kentish hoys were sailing to Bear Key
according to an advertised schedule, and they frequently carried passengers as
well as corn and other freight. In 1726 the Richard and Elizabeth sailed from
Whkstable every Saturday bound for London and loaded with goods and passengers. Two years later, Henry Hall of Maidstone moved his hoy business to
Faversham in order to carry corn, hops, other goods, and passengers to London
on alternate Fridays. Hall remained in Faversham for eight years before moving to Crown Key, Sktingbourne, a wharf which, throughout the eighteenth
century, was "of great use to this part of the country for the exporting of corn
and wood, and re-landing the several commodities from London and elsewhere." Henry's brother George took over the Faversham branch of the family
business wkh "a very good hoy" providing a reliable service "according to the
usual prices." In 1728, Mark Pearce moved from Faversham to Herne and
carried "Hops, corn, goods and passengers" to London fortnightly. William
Turner sailed ahoy from Herne at this time and when he died in 1736, his
brother Francis took over "the hoy and business" which included the carriage
of corn to London. The Kentish hoy business consisted of a growing number of
small family concerns with sons, brothers, and even widows inheriting vessels
and "good will." The hoy was usually the family's most valuable possession.
When William Phillpot, a Seasalter hoyman, died in 1742, his total personal
wealth was stated to be £305 os. 6d. which included £200 for "the Hoye."
Isaac Jones, a prominent Faversham hoyman, "left off his business" before the
corn harvest of 1748. He "assigned his business to Henry Southouse," presumably because he had no close relatives or none willing to take over the business. Jones was anxious that his old clients, including "gentlemen, farmers,
hop-planters, and shop-keepers," should transfer their custom to his successor. 2
The various corn crops provided the hoymen with their chief bulk cargoes
which they transported to London throughout the year, according to the state
1 Richard Hugh-Perks, 'The Hoys and After', Faversham Magazine, I, no. 4, I968, pp. 9-Io;
Kentish Post (henceforth KP), 17 September I7z9 ; 2z November I7z9; 4 August I731 ; 3 November
I736.
2 D. Defoe, A Tour Thro' the Whole Island of Great Britain, znd edn, London, i738 , n, p. i74;
KP, 3 September x7z6; 3 April i728; Hasted, History of Kent, vI, p. ISI; K_P, 8 May I736; zx
August I7Z8; 24 January I736; K.A.O., .PRC I I/8z/75;I~.P, I3 July, zo July I748.
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of the market. John Hopson's 5o-ton Faversham-built vessel, carrying "two
suks of sails and in good repair," was aptly described as "A Bear-Key hoy" in
1746. The smallest hoys were around 4° tons unladen, with cargo space for 16o
or 18o quarters of corn. Such was the vessel which Robert Downe of Faversham offered for sale in 1732. Typical of the larger coastal hoys was the 6o-ton
William and Mary built at Milton in 1728 with a capacity of "400 quarters of
corn under deck." Smaller hoys than these were still to be found in English
ports. A 2o-ton boy built in the west of England and launched in 1725 was
owned by Joseph Wiles of Faversham in 1733 and was berthed at Swan Key
along Faversham creek. Hoys larger than 60 tons were employed as sea-going
vessels on the cross-channel routes and to Spain and Portugal and were suitably armed for that purpose. The 65-ton Margate hoy, Ceres, described as "a
prime sailor," was employed "in the corn trade" in 1748. She carried "four
swivel guns and some small arms," no doubt essential equipment to ward off
attacks by smugglers and pirates. The previous year a similar vessel "laden
with corn" for export had been left unattended at Hythe, whereupon it received the attentions of "persons unknown" who, under cover of darkness,
made offwith the four swivel guns and forced an entry into the holds and a nearby warehouse. ~
A growing intensive spirit of competition among the various family firms
characterized the Kentish boy business in this period. Some hoymen would
offer what purported to be a superior service. Others would devote their energies to the spreading of rumours, aimed at discrediting their competitors.
There was keen competition for passengers who, more often than not, "were
forced to accommodate themselves wherever they could." The newly built
William and Mary of Sandwich was quite exceptional. She possessed "a
spacious cabbin, with a stow, and all conveniences more than are common in
such vessels, purely for the accommodation of passengers. ''2 Francis Turner
conducted a successful carrying business between Herne and London. It was
the normal practice for hoymen to use the local inns as information and collecting centres. The Canterbury inns were in the most favoured position to attract
the custom of the neighbourhood, not only to their own victualling business but
also to the various trades in which some of their customers engaged2 in 1738 ,
iK--P, 4 June 1746; 2 December 1732; 22 November 1729; 2 September 1747; 9 May 1733;
3 December 1748; 14 February 1747.
2 Hugh-Perks, olo. cit., p. IO; KP, 22 November 1729.
s Some of Canterbury's inns can lay claim to a medieval foundation. Until it was destroyed by
German bombs in 1942, The Fountain was reckoned to be the oldest hostelry extant in England.
"The inns of England," wrote the Holy Roman Emperor's Ambassador in 1299, "are the best in
Europe, those of Canterbury are the best in England, and the Fountain, where I am now lodged
as handsomely as I were in the King's Palace, the best in Canterbury." In the eighteenth century The
Fountain was described as "one of the most commodious Inns in the City."--D. C. Maynard, The
Old Inns of Kent, London, 1925, pp. 87-9, and KP, 6 February 176o.
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each Wednesday, Turner or his agent were at The Rose in St George's Street,
ready to meet customers wishing to make arrangements for carriage of goods
or passenger bookings. The goods to be carried to London were "taken in" at
The Rose and road transport arranged from there to the quayside at Herne. A
packet-wagon left the inn on alternate Fridays taking the passengers and less
bulky commodities. On the intervening Fridays it made the reverse trip with
passengers and goods from London. Turner made special arrangements for
farmers who lived at a distance and wished to send corn to the London market.
It was only necessary for them to bring their sacks of corn as far as Canterbury.
For a small charge Turner did the rest. His wagons carried wheat and beans
from the warehouses of Canterbury inns to the quayside at Herne for i2d. per
quarter and barley and oats for 9 d. This was a valuable, though rather expensive, land-sea service. Not surprisingly, his business prospered and the
following year he moved his agency to the larger Bull's Head Inn in Burgate
Street where he transacted business personally on alternate Wednesdays
and Saturdays. Edward West, the landlord of The Bull's Head, represented
Turner's interests at all other times. There is no doubt that Turner was a
shrewd and successful businessman who aroused envy among his competitors.
Some of the more unscrupulous of these began to spread the story around that
he was careless and inefficient and Turner was obliged to insert the following
notice in the Kentish Post on 15 November I74O: "Whereas false and malicious
reports have lately been industriously spread about this place and in the country
by persons designing their own interest in the ruin of my credit, and hindring
me of my bread, I thought proper to publish this advertisement, declaring to all
who will be so kind to employ me, that they may depend on my utmost care and
faithful discharge in the trust they repose in Their humble servant, Francis
Turner, Hoyman at Hearn. ''1
Whitstable, the nearest harbour to Canterbury, was the main outlet for the
city's trade with London. Although Whitstable was described in 1673 as "the
best port town (next to Faversham) for Canterbury," it was not until the
eighteenth century that it became really important and, from Canterbury's
point of view, of greater consequence than Faversham. ~ Goods for London
were frequently stored at Canterbury or Whitstable inns before being taken to
the hoys at the quayside. The farmers of the district scrutinized the Bear Key
prices printed regularly in the Kentish Post and, when they judged the time
propitious, gave instructions for their corn to be moved from store to hoy without delay? At Whitstable, the chief waterside depot for farm crops was the inn
1 KP, 15 February 1738; 31 March 1739; 15 November 174o.
2 R. Blome, Britannia or a Geographical Description of the Kingdoms of England, Scotland, and
Ireland, 1673, P. 131 ; Andrews, 'Trade of Faversham', loc. tit., p. 13o.
3 Every week the Kentish Post published an Extract of a Letter from London which quoted ruling
market prices for a number of agricultural products. For example, the current 'corn' prices in late
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known as The Sign of the Ship. Not only was it an "old accustomed alehouse"
but also it had ample warehouse facilities--"a good yard and stables" together
with "a convenient lodge" for the storage of farm produce bound "for the
hoys." The Ship, in 1736, was one of the many licensed houses owned by
Nicholas Durant, a Canterbury brewer. By i785 the inn was in the possession
of another Canterbury brewer, John Cantis, who had purchased it for £428 and
had changed the name from The Ship to The Bear and Key. No doubt the
choice of new inn-sign was related to the commercial activities in London of
some of its best customers. 1
John Wells of Whitstable purchased a new hoy in I746. Named appropriately the Canterbury, she was specially designed for the London trade "and
nothing of the kind will exceed her, in good accommodations for goods and
passengers." Sailings to London were scheduled for every other Saturday "if
the weather will permit." Two years later the Canterburywas sold to Stephen
Mathews who informed likely clients that he would "take particular care of
such goods as he shall be favour'd with." Wells offered a further service: he
stood prepared "to receive and pay money at London himself." In accepting
receipts and making disbursements for others, Mathews was acting as a
financial intermediary at a time when banking facilities were inadequate to
cope with the growing number of business transactions as markets and middlemen proliferated. In Canterbury Mathews arranged to meet customers at his
house in St George's or at the Rose Inn just along the street if they preferred to
do business over a pot of the local brew. When in London, Mathews put up at
the inn which all the merchant seamen from the estuary ports frequented, The
Kentish Hoy which stood in Harp Lane, just off Thames Street and near to
Bear Key. Richard Jones, the landlord of The Kentish Hoy during the i73o's,
said he relied chiefly on the Kentish trade for business. Not far away were two
other inns which catered for coastal traders and travellers, The Old Bear and
Key in Thames Street, and The Bear and Wheatsheaf which stood "over
against the corn-market" and where "gentlemen and passengers may depend
upon the best accommodation for lodging, wine, beer, and other necessaries. TM
In the case of one notable firm, banking functions eventually gained the ascendancy over trading activities. The Tappendens of Milton and Sittingbourne possessed a well-established hoy business at Crown Key by 1680, carryJuly and early August I726 were: Wheat i6s. to 25s. per qr. ; Brown Malt Ias. to 2Is. ; Pale Malt
Ias. to 22s. ; Barley 9s. to I4s. ; Oats 8s. to I is. ; Beans Ios. to I4s. ; Peas I6s. to 27s. ; Rye Ias. to I5s.
Farmers were informed at this time that "some fine Wheat" was selling for "28s. per qr." and "very
fine" for as much as 3os., and "Very fine brown Malt 23s., very fine pale 24s."--See KP, 30 July,
3 August I726. These prices will be discussed more fully in a later article.
1 KP, 2z May i736; R. H. Goodsall, Whitstable, Seasalter and Swalecliffe, Canterbury, I938,
pp. IIS, If9, Izo.
2 KP, I5 November I746; 8 October i748; I2 July I74o; 20 June I74 I.
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ing bulky goods to other parts of Kent (brushwood, for example, was carried to
the Isle of Grain to reinforce the sea-wall), grain and hops to London, and imported commodities such as deals and pantiles from London to Crown Key.
But besides transporting goods, the Tappendens were transmitting cash to
London for well-to-do clients. In November 1679, for instance, Richard Tappenden paid £IOO to Mr Knight of London, on behalf of Lord Teynham. In
June 1684, when Lord Teynham was staying in London, his steward at Linsted
Lodge entrusted Tappenden with the sum of £141 lOS. "to carrie to my Lord
in money." When his father died in 1694, John Tappenden assumed responsibility for directing the family business. By 17oo, a wider range of goods was
being carried in the Tappenden boys, a credit policy operated, loans-at-interest
were made, and the earlier service of transmitting cash in settlement of clients'
accounts in London and elsewhere continued. Richard Tappenden was known
as a 'mariner' at the time of his death in 1694, and his son John was similarly
described on the occasion of his marriage the previous year. Yet within a
quarter of a century John Tappenden, man of means, became a 'gentleman'.
During the i72o's the Tappendens established themselves as hoymen in
Faversham. The attractions of Faversham as a growing commercial port with a
flourishing" London trade," together with the fact that John had three sons for
whom he wished to make provision, are the likely explanations for the geographical shift. The Crown Key side of the business continued to expand; in
1733 it appears to have been taken over by John Page, a substantial Milton boyman. However, by this time the family was firmly established in the larger, presumably more profitable, Port of Faversham. James Tappenden, "hoyman of
Faversham," supervised the firm during the i73o's and I74O'S. The commercial and financial standing of the Tappendens enabled this enterprising family,
in 1789, to found the Faversham Bank. However, like many other banks which
mushroomed in this period, it failed at the end of the Napoleonic Wars: in 1814
"the Bank of Tappenden and Co., stopped payment to the great loss of many
inhabitants and others." Nevertheless, the growth of an eighteenth-century
country bank out of a seventeenth-centu~- hoyman's business is not without
significance. The Bank of the Black Ox at Llandovery and the Bank of the
Black Sheep at Aberystwyth developed out of the activities of Welsh drovers
and the herding of stores fl'om the west country. 1 Tappenden's Faversham
Bank was their counterpart in south-east England, growing out of the activities
of Kentish hoymen and the carriage of grain and hops to London.
The keen competitive spirit evident in the Kentish hoy business brought
benefits to the growers. Farmers found it an easy matter to obtain "good usage"
1 K.A.O., U498/A2, A3; K.A.O., PRC 17/78; K.A.O., PRC 32/59; K.A.O., U593/A2, A3;
K.A.O., PRC 17/94; K.A.O., PRC 32/62; F. F. Giraud and C. E. Donne, Guide to Faversham,
Faversham, 1876, pp. 4o-1 ; T. S. Ashton, The Industrial Revolution, London, 1948, p. i o2.
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and to be "faithfully served" in the carriage of their corn to London, particularly if they remained aware of the facilities available by reading the advertisements in the Kentish Post. An extraordinary degree of common interest and
mutual dependence existed among farmers and hoymen as groups in spite of the
competition between individual firms. This is clearly illustrated by an episode
in I732. Kentish corn unloaded at Bear Key was purchased by a galaxy of corn
dealers, wholesale and retail, as well as millers, mealmen, flourmen, mahsters,
brewers, and distillers, many of whom were engaged in "dealings" or speculative activities alongside their basic trades? These various buyers of corn and
corn products at Bear Key had long been responsible for the payment of certain
market dues. In I73z the buyers, flouting authority, attempted to shift these
charges on to the sellers. The farmers and hoymen of Kent would have none of
it and quickly took steps to clarify and strengthen their position. In Thanet,
farmers and hoymen held a joint meeting on 9 February, resolving to petition
the Lord Mayor and Common Council of the City of London. They subsequently received the firm support of farmers and hoymen in other districts.
Faversham's response was particularly prompt and forthright. This is not surprising. Five years earlier--on 2I June I727--a number of yeomen in the district had founded a Farmers' Club, the first in England. The organization of
the Faversham Farmers' Club would have provided a valuable means of coordinating local opinion. The feeling of the Faversham men carried considerable weight, since club members, hoymen as well as farmers, also tended to be
closely involved in borough affairs and, at the time of the dispute, John Law, a
founder-member, was Mayor of Faversham. A substantial local hoyman, Isaac
Jones, was elected to membership of the Farmers' Club in I729 and the
Mayoralty in i735. In early March, the men of Milton and Sittingbourne
joined the furore, expressing their indignation at "a combination enter'd into
by the disti!lers and others [buyers of corn at Bear-Key]," believing it to be
"too great a concern to us by reason of its consequences, not to be opposed. ''~
We hear no more of this "warm dispute" and must assume that the farmers
and hoymen presented their petition and won the day. However, the whole
affair is one of great significance for three reasons. In the first place, it shows that
no matter how keenly or surreptitiously the hoymen competed with each other,
when they faced a common threat they combined speedily and effectively for
the benefit of the whole group. We see here an early example of a vigorous confrontation of interests between two organized commercial factions.
Secondly, the Kent participants in this affair were able to demonstrate the
measure of their unity and determination through the medium of the local
1 Westerfield, Middlemen in English Business, ch. n, passim.
2 K-P, I2, 16, 26 February 1732; P. G. Selby, The Faversham Farmers' Club and its Members,
Faversham, 1927, pp. I, 14, 26; KP, 4 March 1732.
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press. To be effective, instant action was essential. The Kentish Post provided
the necessary publicity for the cause, whereby others, once aware of the crisis,
were able to lend support to the initiators in Thanet.
Finally, it is clear that the hoymen as a group were already powerful and influential in Kent and London. This makes sense only if they are seen as something more than employees whose sole business was transportation. Such a
view will also enable us to appreciate why farmers and hoymen were meeting
on equal terms and why there was such a large measure of affinity and unity of
purpose apparent in their speech and actions. The truth is that the hoymen
were factors. As corn-factors they accepted commissions from farmers to sell at
Bear Key where their status was well established before i73o. The local gentry
and tenant-farmers were the principals of the hoymen. The factors were employed on the consignment plan, the corn consigned to them being sold at Bear
Key for the most favourable price, which in turn depended on the quality of the
product and the state of the market. The hoymen-factors of Kent received their
consignments at Canterbury or one of the coastal ports, carried the corn to Bear
Key, arranged for its unloading on the quayside, and then sold to the highest
bidder.
Freight charges, by coastal hoy on the route from north-east Kent to London, were comparatively low. In the case of wheat, freightage and factorage together amounted to only 5 or 6 per cent of the selling price at Bear Key, and in
years of high prices were as little as 3 per cent. For oats, these costs represented
around 8 per cent (falling at times to 6 per cent), and for beans, a fairly steady
io per cent of the selling price. The carriage, handling, and selling of his grain
crops on this water route, incurred, for the farmer, the low cost of I{-d. per tonmile. The comparable figure for road (wagon) costs within the region, under
favourable operating conditions, was of the order of 71-d. Water transport possessed a cost-advantage over land transport in the ratio of one to five.1 Average
costs of carriage, for the country as a whole, during the first half of the eighteenth century, were probably 2~-d. and Is. per ton-mile, for 'improved' rivers,
and roads respectively3 These figures also suggest that the cost of transporting
goods by water was a mere fifth of land-carriage costs. The somewhat lower
rates per ton-mile in the calculations for Kent, may indicate greater than usual
mechanical/operating efficiency.
Wheat was" chiefly sold to the millers, and at times of exportation to shipping
factors; the barley to maltsters and distillers; the oats are chiefly sold to what are
called jobbers or dealers; to them also is sold a material part of the beans; the
tick beans, a material part of them, are sold to the shipping factors for the West
India plantations; the white pease are sold for the use of the Navy, and to per1 K.A.O., U593 Az; K.P, 15 February 1738.
2 H. J. Dyos and D. H. Aldcroft, British Transport, Leicester, I969, p. 4o.
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sons who make a trade of splitting them, and furnish the corn chandlers with
them for general consumption. ''1
Some factors were known to deal on their own account, as merchants or jobbers, but on the whole they abstained from such dealings since they considered
that "the business of a corn factor is perfectly distinct from that of a corn merchant, because a person who receives consignments, and deals at the same time
on his own account, may not always be inclined to serve his employers with that
impartiality he otherwise would do."2 Although the Kentish hoymen were already combining the functions of "ship-master, super cargo, and factor" there
is no evidence that they speculated as jobbers in this period. They seemed content to dispose of their consignments at a good price for ready cash and return
promptly to their home ports to make settlement with their principals2 In
i729, Robert Sharewood of Faversham was sailing to London on alternate Fridays. He set sail for home on the following Thursdays and offered immediate
settlement with the farmers. He "proposed pay-day on Saturdays or any other
day the week ensuing. ''~
Factors and dealers "carried on their business at Bear Quay, exposed to the
weather, and other inconveniences" until I75 ° when, seeking improved working conditions, they erected the Corn Exchange on a newly acquired site in
Mark Lane? By this time it was established practice to bring only samples to
the market instead of whole loads of corn, leaving the actual deliveries to take
place at other times by mutual arrangement. This method of selling rationalized carriage arrangements and led to economies of scale. It also effected a
change in the appearance of markets, as Defoe observed in i738: "Instead of
the vast number of horses and wagons of corn on market days there were
crowds of farmers, with their samples, and buyers such as mealmen, millers,
corn-buyers, brewers, etc., thronging the market; and on the days between the
markets the farmers carried their corn to the boys and received their pay. G
The sample-selling vogue was almost certainly the reason why the Corn Exchange in Mark Lane could be "erected in a confined space and on a limited
scale." This private property was divided into eighty shares which were held by
dealers and factors, including Kentish hoymen. The proprietors elected a
management committee of three, entrusting to them "the uncontrolled disposal of all the stands on which the samples of corn are exposed to sale, and
1 Reports from the Committees of the House of Commons, z774-zSo2, IX, p. 146.
Ibid., p. 144.
a One of the advantages enjoyed by Thanet farmers was "the Privilege of sending their Corn by
Water to London Market, where they have ready Money for their Commodity."--Lewis, op. cir.,
p. 24. Mr Charles Pratt, a mealman from Tottenham Mills, stated: "Wheat by the Kentish boymen, is paid for by us in a week in which it is bought" in contrast to wheat from other areas which
"is bought at one month's eredit."--~Rep. Com. IYO., IX, p. 158.
4 KP, 27 August 1729.
5 Rep. Com. HC., Ix, p. 144.
D. Defoe, Complete English Tradesman, 4th edn, 1738, II, pp. 265-6.
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which are limited to the numbers of 7 2, 64 of them being leased to factors or
dealers, and the remaining eight appropriated to the use of the Kentish hoymen." The proprietors would allow no more stands to be built. When existing
stands became vacant they were relet, although "there is some reason to suspect
partiality in the manner of transferring and leasing the stands." Sometimes
interlopers tried to transact business, using samples they hawked around in
their pockets. Occasionally, more desperate measures were attempted as on the
occasion when a stand was brought into the building and then turned out "by
force" whereupon the stand "was brought in again and chained to the pillars."
This led to "a considerable dispute" and ended with the Committee leasing one
of the existing stands to the dissidents. Although the Mark Lane Exchange was
nominally 'open' it is all too clear that, in practice, control rested with a small
influential group. By the end of the century the London corn trade at Mark
Lane was the monopoly of fourteen factors. The day of the 'regulated public
Corn Market' had long since passed. The hoymen of Kent, trading principally
in the corn of the county's north-east region, played a significant role in this
transformation. 1
III

Local dealings in corn had reached sizeable proportions. Although it is impossible to establish exactly the size of this trade, the main lines of activity are
clear. Private bargaining between individuals characterized the trade; the
'regulated' or 'open' market was insignificant. Wheat and barley were the chief
crops featuring in local transactions. Millers and maltsters were the main industrial buyers and they, in turn, sold their processed products to bakers and
brewers. Oats, rye, tares, beans, and peas were relatively unimportant as local
'cash' crops, being used mainly on the farms where they were grown. By the early
seventeenth century corn was already one of the principal groups of English
farm products being handled in the 'private' sector, the others being sheep and
wool. At this time "it was gentlemen, yeomen, brewers, maltsters, millers, and
the like" who were engaged in such activity, negotiating and reaching agreement in numerous farmhouses, mills, barns, warehouses, corn-chambers, and
inns .2 This style of trading was rapidly increasing at this time and it seems certain that the metamorphosis was virtually complete by about 1700.
Marshall said that Kentish wheat which was not sent to the London market
was sold to country millers. In normal times a miller would expect to hold a
stock of wheat sufficient for eight to ten weeks' grinding. A feature of the Dane
John Mill at Canterbury was the large granary adjoining the windmill. The
work of a windmiller was very irregular, due to the vagaries of the weather. In
1 Rep. Com. HC., IX, pp. I44 , I45 , 154.
Everitt, 'Marketing of Agricultural Produce', lo¢. dr., pp. 543, 545, 553, 559.
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calm periods lack of wind might hold up grinding for several days. Then the
breeze would get up and the miller would set his sails for work for "his whole
being is attuned to the breezes, and if the wind shifts when he is sleeping, it
wakes him up." If the wind stayed favourable he would work through the night
and all the next day to reduce the backlog of customers' work as well as grind
some of the wheat from his own stock. I
In 1695 there were 23 working windmills in Kent and 13 of these were
situated in the north-east region. By 1736 the county possessed 51 windmills,
16 of them in the north-east with another dozen or so lying just to the south of
the region, on the dip-slope of the Downs. By I769 the number of windmills in
Kent stood at 95. 5 Most of these early structures were post mills? A map dated
1719 was specially designed to show the sites of the I o post mills standing in the
Isle of Thanet at that time. A few years later another map showed IZ such
mills spread over the same area. 4 How much wheat could these mills grind in
a given period? This is a difficult question to answer accurately. I have been
unable to trace any figures relating to early eighteenth-century post mills. One
thing is certain--wide variations in 'throughput' would be experienced from
day to day and week to week according to weather conditions. In the late nineteenth century, the owner of a smock mill at Petham, near Canterbury, said he
could grind as many as 5° quarters of corn in one night if the wind kept up.
Friston Mill at Saxmundham was the largest and most powerful post mill still
active in 1949. On 17 October that year the miller, Mr Reynold Wright, ground
80 quarters of grist--about 3½ tons! He had set her in full sail running on into
the late evening "just to see what she could do when she was set in a good
wind." However impressive, these results must be off-set by the calm, nonproductive days in summer. Such 'records' are of limited use for our purpose. 5
In 1798 the owners of 25 windmills in Buckinghamshire estimated--for 'census' purposes--that they could grind between them an average of 4o0 quarters
of wheat per week. Actual figures for each mill would vary from 2 quarters to 3°
quarters according to the time of year.S An average per capita throughput of 16
quarters per week is probably not too high for the Thanet mills in the first half
of the century, especially when we consider that early eighteenth-century
water-mills claimed a much higher throughput. In 1733 William Lamper
1 Marshall, op. cit., I, p. 122; Rep. Com. HC., IX, p. 153 ; KP, 30 August 1729; R. Thurston
Hopkins, Old Watermills and Windmills, London, 193o, p. 33.
2 William Coles Finch, WatermiUs and Windmills: A Historical Survey of their l~ise, Decline and
Fall as Portrayed by those of Kent, London, 1933, pp. 135-7.
a " H e r e the whole upper part of the mill revolves to face the wind on a central post, which rests on,
and is braced to, crossed beams of great strength, kept off the ground by low plinths of brick and
s t o n e . " - - H o p k i n s , op. cit., p. 17.
J. Harris, History of Kent, 1719, map facing p. 313; Lewis, op. cit., map facing p. 2.
5 Finch, ol). cit., p. 77 ; Stanley Freese, Windmills andMillwrighting, London, i957, p. 1 lZ.
5 1 owe this reference to the kindness of D r P. S. Bagwell; Freese, op. cit., pp. 1 l O - I 1.
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claimed that his watermill at Dover "will grind 60 quarters of wheat a week."
A mill on the River Len near Maidstone was supposed to have a weekly throughput of 9° quarters of wheat. 1 It seems reasonable to assume that the dozen post
mills in Thanet would be able to grind between them half of the estimate for
Bucks., viz. 2o0 quarters per week.
Of course, the windmills in Buckinghamshire at the end of the century may
have been larger than the Thanet mills in the first half of the century. But there
is no way of being certain about this. On the other hand, there are good reasons
for thinking that the Thanet and other coastal windmills in Kent were becoming more efficient during the early part of the century. In the first place, Thanet
was "very bleak and open, especially toward the sea-side where there are very
few hedges or trees. ''z It was not uncommon at this time for Kentish windmills to be moved from one part of a village to another or even into an adjoining
parish to take fullest advantage of the prevailing sou'westerlies from a more exposed position. A large, new smock mill at Whitstable was offered for sale in
I746 and prospective purchasers were informed that if they "liked the mill and
not its situation it shall be removed to any place at a very reasonable charge. ''3
Secondly, many Kentish windmills were being refitted with high-quality
French 'buhr' stones.4 A post mill erected at Ringleton in the parish of Woodnesborough in 1735 was "rebuilt with French stones" in 1742. This mill, a
particularly fine specimen, possessed "a round house and good conveniences
for dressing of flour." In 1818 the mill was moved to a new site, half a mile distant, at Mount Ephraim, where it was still active in the I93O'S.5
The installation of French millstones together with site adjustments in a
situation already generally exposed would have tended to raise the productivity
of Thanet windmills before 175o. Also, it seems probable that the maps of this
period show only the largest and most important windmills. Possibly, too, there
were a few active watermills. Taking all these factors into account, if we say that
Thanet millers were processing 200 quarters of wheat into flour each week we
are almost certainly underestimating the true milling capacity of the district.
Even at this (low) rate of throughput the Thanet mills would have been able to
grind, in 18 weeks, a volume of wheat equivalent to the total annual exports
from Thanet to London. 6 In other words the wheat which left the Thanet ports
for the capital each year would, if marketed locally, have kept the local millers
1 K P , Io March I733 ; zI March I747.
2 Lewis, op. cit., p. I I.
K P , 6 September i746.
4 The 'buhr', a very hard sik;cate found in the Seine Valley, produced the finest millstone for
grinding wheat.--Hopkins, op. dt., pp. Iz, 48.
5 K P , !5 January I743 ; Finch op. tit., pp. I54, 3o7.
6 In the period for which records survive (I65o-I7OI) the average annual export of wheat from
Thanet ports was 3,50o quarters. This volume was probably maintained in the first half of the
eighteenth century.--Andrews, 'Thanet Seaports', loc. tit., p. 4I.
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employed for little more than four months. The value of local markets in relation to the London market was, therefore, in the ratio of 3 to I, in a district
where we might least expect it. If this is a reasonable estimate for the north-east
corner of the county, we can be certain that the ratio would have been higher in
most of the other regions of Kent.
The chief function of the miller was the processing of corn (mainly wheat)
into meal and flour. He was "essentially a manufacturer who served the corn
owners by grinding their corn when brought to his mill." However, during the
early eighteenth century, millers frequently engaged in the occupations of
mealman, flourman, and corn merchant. This may have represented a largescale revival of oId practices which had been successfully prohibited by seventeenth-century governments. By regular purchases of grain from local sources
a miller could avoid the worst excesses of underemployment which he would
• experience if he relied solely on grinding for corn-owners on a commission
basis. After grinding, he would seek out the best markets for his meal and flour.
The integration of several related activities--corn buying, grinding, dealing in
meal and flour wholesale and retail--gave the miller "a much better control of
the flour and meal market and consequently of prices."
Millers, said Defoe, "have cut out the mealmen in the country; and whereas
they formerly only ground the corn for the mealmen, they now scorn that trade,
buy the corn and grind it for themselves; so the baker goes to the miller for his
meal, and the miller goes to the market for the corn. 1
William Colley owned at least two mills in i75i , one at Tonge and the other
at Herne. The post mill at Herne was situated on Beacon Hill and was described
as a very good windmill" which was "convenient for carriage to London." A
mill had stood on this site since the early sixteenth century. By i75o it was
equipped with French stones and horse-driven "flour tackle" and produced
high-quality flour "fit for the London trade." William Colley purchased his
grain locally from farmers and dealers. Neighbouring yeomen like Mathew
Stephens of Chislet, growing 35 acres of wheat in 1753, would welcome the
opportunity for a 'farm-gate' sale or at least a deal which involved minimal
transport costs. George Schooler who kept The Mermaid in Canterbury was a
friend of Colley's. He was in a good position to arrange deals between local
growers and the miller at Herne. Trading in corn was an important by-employment of some Canterbury innkeepers, providing for them an additional source
of income. Ralph Claringbole who kept The Castle in Butchery Lane during the
late i72o's , and Edward Howland who came from Dover to take over The
Bull's Head in Burgate Street in i728 , were both active in the corn trade.
Claringbole was a local agent for Whitstable hoymen. These two innkeepers
probably knew as much about corn-dealing as the drink business. The Castle
1 Westerfield, op. cir., pp. 167-9; Defoe, Com. Eng. Tr., II, pp. 178- 9.
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and The Bull's Head both possessed ample facilities for "stowage of corn."
Some of this corn was still sold in the 'open' market at the end of Butchery Lane
but the greater part was privately dealt in. Inns such as the Mermaid, Castle,
and Bull's Head in Canterbury, The Ship at Whitstable, The George at Sittingbourne and The Bear at Faversham became well known locally as 'exchanges'
where farmers, millers, and other dealers could meet and transact their business .1
We cannot possibly say how much meal and flour was being sent to London
from Kentish mills. Those mills on coastal sites, such as Herne, were probably
heavily involved in this trade. There is some evidence that London middlemen
were investing in mill properties in Kent. Mr Thomas Shelmardine, the owner
of a Maidstone waterside mili and granary in i747, was described as a "mealfactor and baker in East Smithfield London." It seems likely that sacks of flour
were dispatched from this mill to London regularly through the year. Shelmardine's business activities probably involved, in one way or another, cornbuying, grinding, wholesale and retail dealing in flour and meal, and the baking
and retailing to the consumer of the final product. Altogether this would have
been a complex and tightly integrated business organization."
Not all coastal mills marketed their products in London. Local markets
might offer comparative cost advantages. The output of the large smock mill at
Whitstable was probably sold locally; the windmill was owned by a Canterbury tradesman, John Philpot, who was described as a "mealman and grocer."
He would have retailed flour and meal in his grocer's shop in Burgate Street
but, in addition, he probably did a wholesale business with local bakers. When
he decided to sell the Whitstable mill in i746 he envisaged that "a miller or a
baker" would purchase it. This clearly suggests that local bakers were reaching
back along the distribution chain and, like millers and other middlemen, were
engaged in the complex business of integrating their enterprises. "It was quite
common," says Westerfield, "for bakers in country places to buy corn and have
it ground on hire or at mills of their own, thus combining the functions of corn
miller, mealman, and baker." Their activities illustrated a feature common to
all middlemen in the early eighteenth-century corn business--"to function in
several capacities and break down the ordinary demarcations that in public estimation and policy were supposed to put and keep each man in one trade only. ''"
A London baker who moved to Canterbury, in the winter of I736, was
clearly aiming to break into the local aristocratic market: "Eustace Amos (from
Mr. Tomlin's His Majesty's Baker, near St. James, London) gives notice, that
he shall open a baker's shop next Friday near the Two Bells in St. George's
1 K-P, 25 January I75I ; Finch, op. tit., pp. 22I-2; K.A.O., PRC I 1/83/I42; KP, z6 January I751 ;
3 September I726; 3 April I738; i i , I5 March I73z.
2 KP, 2I March i747.
8 Westerfield, op. cir., p. I75.
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Canterbury, where he will make and sellall sortsof bread, afterthe London
manner, as household bread, second bread, French rolls, halfpenny rolls, and
halfpenny loaves, and will bake all necessary things for dinners, as well as all
sorts of cakes or pastry." He concludes on a challenging note: "He will also sell
the best Hertfordshire white flower from London."
Around Ware was a great milling district in Hertfordshire, which produced
very high-quality flour. Much of this was sent by barge to London. Amos, with
his metropolitan connections, would not find it difficult to arrange a supply of
this white flour to be sent from London to Canterbury, by hoy and road
carrier. We know his policy aroused the ire of the old-established Canterbury
bakers who had long used the locally milled product. Four of these bakers-John Talphitt, William Reynolds, Valentine Cantis, and Hercules Hills--put
out a smart rejoinder in the local paper, announcing that they too would sell
• "the very best Hertfordshire Whites at IS. 2d the Gallon or 2d the Pound." We
are left to speculate how much alum found its way into their Kentish flour that
yearP
The market for Kentish barley, according to Marshall, lay "chiefly o1"wholly
within the neighbourhood of its growth." The main buyers were local maltsters.
During the period for which records of Kent's coastal trade are available, the
second half of the seventeenth century, Thanet exported annually to other
English ports only 500 quarters of barley compared with 7,ooo quarters of malt.
This clearly suggests that the bulk of the barley crop was malted locally and not
in London. It is impossible to say how much of the total malt product was used
by the local brewing industry but in a growing city like Canterbury and in ports
such as Faversham, Sandwich, Dover, Deal, and Margate there were expanding local markets for beer as well as opportunities for supplying beer for
victualling ships. ~
Malt is an intermediate product standing between barley and beer. It also
happens that malting was the most profitable use to which barley could be put.
It was natural therefore that farmers "encouraged by brewers anxious to maxiraise the efficiency of their raw materials" should turn their attention to harley's
malting qualities. It was just as certain that some barley-growers would become maltsters. Of course many farmers dabbled in domestic brewing and
hence malting. A "malt-mill" is commonly found in farmers' inventories
alongside brewing utensils. But some farmers went further and not only malted
their home-grown barley but also purchased malting barley from neighbouring
farmers and marketed the industrial product, locally or in London. Some of
1 K_P, 24- January, 28 February 1736; the most conclusive evidence about food adulteration in the
mid-eighteenth century is that there was "a widespread and reckless use of alum in flour to make
bread white."--D. Davies, A History of Shopping, London, 1966, p. 2o 7.
Marshall, op. cit., I, p. 124-; Andrews, 'Thanet Seaports', loc. cit., p. 4-1 ; E. Melling, 'Aspects of
Agriculture and Industry', Kentish Sources II1, Maidstone, 1961 , p. 12o.
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these maltster-farmers gave up farming and became pure maltsters, but I believe the evidence points largely to the continuance of the two employments
side by side. In any event, malting would not occupy a man fully throughout
the year since, for technical reasons, the best season for malting was during the
cooler months from October to May. In I76o Austen Pain of Nonington was
described as a 'maltster', but it is clear that he was still engaged in arable farming and pig-keeping. John Collard, a yeoman in the parish of Herne, was working three farms until his death in I758. In spite of his large-scale and varied
farming activities--he was one of the wealthiest farmers in the district--Collard engaged in the malting business. He possessed a "malthouse," the contents of which included two malt-mills, three malt-shovels and a store of malt
"dry'd and undry'd" valued at £I62 I5S. od. He also owned an "oust" and a
"grinding house." Ultimately it may have been the milling business which
proved the most profitable part of the enterprise for by the early nineteenth
century the Collard family were owners of Chislet windmill. 1
Sometimes we find a malting business being undertaken alongside apparently unrelated occupations. Westerfield mentions three maltsters of Thame
who were also a bricklayer, a shoemaker, and a butcher respectively. Solomon
Ferrier of Strand Street, Sandwich, described himself as a "maltster and
draper" in I74I. He advertised the fact that he "buyeth wooll" but perhaps it
was too obvious for remark that he also bought barley. 2
Sandwich, in close proximity to the Thanet barley grounds, possessed the
largest concentration of maltsters in the county. In the sixteenth century most
of the malt shipped from Kent to London came from Sandwich and its environs. In the late seventeenth century Baskerville observed that the main industrial activity of the port was "the trade of malting," while Dr Richard
Pococke, who visited Sandwich in I754, believed that the main supports of the
town's economy were "an export of malt and an import of wine and other
foreign commodities for the use of Canterbury and other neighbouring towns."
Vessels from Milford Haven regularly brought "fine Welch coals" to Sandwich for the use of the local maltsters. The collier masters sold their consignments within eight or ten days of berthing. 3
In Canterbury and Faversham there appear to have been few 'pure' maltsters. It was the local brewers and hop-planters who bought the local barleys for
conversion into malt. It is hardly surprising to find the malting business combined with brewing since this gave the brewer greater control over the supply
1p. Mathias, The Brewing Industry in England, x7oo-x83o, Cambridge, I959, PP. 403, 406;
K.A.O., PRC I 1/84/9 I, I 1/84/56; Finch, op. cir., p. 187.
Westerfield, op. c/t., p. I72; K.P, z July I74I.
s Fisher, 'London Food Market', p. 56; 'Thomas Baskerville's Journeys in England', HMC,
xtII, ii, p. 279; J. J. Cartwright, ed., 'The Travels Through England of Dr Richard Pococke',
Camden Soe. Pubs., XLIV, I888-9, p. 89; KP, 26 June, 7 August I745.
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and price of one of his raw materials and is a simple example of integration backwards. 1 In 1733 Samuel Shepherd, a leading Faversham brewer, manufactured "superfine Pale Malt" and "Brown Malt" which he sold wholesale and
retail. 2 Nicholas Durant was one of several Common Brewers in Canterbury in
the 173o%. In addition to his Castle Street brewery he owned several oast
houses, a malthouse, and a number of public houses in the city of Canterbury
and neighbouring towns. Such a business involved an investment of four to five
thousand pounds. Rev. Samuel Fremoult of St Mildred's parish possessed oast
houses and accepted hops for contract-drying. He was also a brewer and for a
while was in partnership with a Mr Hubbard. Messrs Fremoult and Hubbard
possessed a brewery, two mahhouses, and several public houses including The
Mitre in the High Street and The Half Moon in the Butter Market. Rev. Samuel
Fremouh appears to have been active in Canterbury as a hop-dryer, maltster,
aiad brewer from the 173o% until 176o. The provision of such bodily comfort
might seem an unusual by-employment for one concerned in spiritual welfare !3
Frequently, malting was combined with hop-drying. Sometimes, of course,
a brewer would undertake both these activities alongside his main enterprise in
order to gain greater control over his raw materials and enjoy the economies of
scale. Samuel Fremouh's business was in this category and it was true of other
Common Brewers in Canterbury and Faversham. Nevertheless there were
hop-growers like Joseph Greenland who were maltsters but not brewers.
Greenland described himself as a "maltster and hop-planter." He lived in the
Riding-gate suburb of Canterbury during the 173o%. He owned hop-gardens
and ten "cockle and charcoal" oast houses. Besides drying his own hops he
undertook contract-drying for other growers--a common feature of the industry at this time, at least in Canterbury. Greenland even offered his customers a choice of oast ! On the malting side he claimed to manufacture brown
and pale malt "in the same manner as at Hertfordshire." He sold the product
wholesale and retail along with dried hops. There is no indication that he was
growing his own barley. Farmers in the district would find Greenland a good
customer for their best malting barley. ~
Many local inns performed a vital 'exchange' function for buyers and sellers
1 " O f those who were engaged in private marketing, none held a more powerful position than
maltsters and brewers. As manufacturers, they were concerned to obtain regular supplies of grain
at fixed and certain prices... As local capitalists, moreover, brewers and maltsters often became the
moneylenders of the rural community, and sometimes obtained a powerful hold over feckless tradesmen or husbandmen."--Everitt, 'Marketing of Agricultural Produce', loc. cir., p. 556.
2 Samuel Shepherd, of the famous Faversham brewing family, was a member of Faversham
Farmers' Club. He was also Mayor of the Borough in 1733, an office which he held again in 1755.-Selby, Faversham Farmers' Club, p. z6.
a KP, I7 January 1733 ; 23 June 1739 ; 18 March 1738; I August I744; 30 January, i6 August I76o.
KP, 4 December 1731 ; 15 July 173~.; ez June I736; z8 June 174o. In the first half of the eighteenth century there was a premium on top-grade Hertfordshire barleys and malts. There are good
reasons for thinking that charcoal-fired hop oasts in Canterbury could dry malt as successfully as the
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of barley and malt as for other farm products. William Friend, a maltster of
Deal, had business relationships with innkeepers in five different towns: at The
Butcher's Arms in Canterbury, The Saracen's Head in Dover, The Bell in
Sandwich, The Rose in Elham, and The King's Arms in Deal. Each of these
inns had a local reputation as a mart for corn and corn products. 1
Our knowledge of local trade in beans, peas, oats, rye, and tares is very
limited but such evidence as there is seems to indicate that the farmers regarded
these crops as mainly 'consumption' crops for their livestock rather than as
'cash' crops to be marketed. Most of the beans grown were 'Common Ticks'
and used as fodder for horses and pigs. Various strains of grey peas were used
for fattening hogs. Oats were regarded almost exclusively as horse-feed. Tares
and rye were fed to work horses as 'soiling' or 'green forage' in the stables during the summer months. This view needs to be qualified slightly for peas and
beans grown in the Sittingbourne and Faversham districts, where exports to
London were of some significance. In the second half of the seventeenth century average annual exports of corn and corn products from Faversham
amounted to 15,ooo quarters of which peas and beans accounted for 2,ooo
quarters. 'Garden beans' were always at a premium in the London market;
they were grown on Kent farms. 2
John Prall, a yeoman of Murston, was a wealthy arable farmer. In 1748 he
was growing 72 acres of wheat and 46 acres of barley as 'cash' crops. His 6 acres
of oats were obviously intended as fodder for his twelve horses which also received clover hay and possibly some beans. But since he grew the same acreage
of beans as barley (46) he clearly intended to market much of the crop. Prall
bred and fattened pigs and possessed two hog pounds. There were, on the
farm, three in-pig sows and twenty-seven stores in various stages of growth. His
six brine tubs and 64 score pounds of pork valued at £37 indicate clearly the
purpose of the pig enterprise. The 'tail' barley and much of the yield of his 17
acres of peas would no doubt go to fatten the stores. 3
malt kilns of Hertfordshire. Cf. " T h e tapering flues of the malt kilns at the end of the makings gave
as characteristic an appearance to the little Hertfordshire malting towns as did the oasts to a Kentish
hop-village. Their general similarity reflected a similarity of function."--Mathias, Brewing Industry,
p. 41I. Whether the pale and brown malts of Canterbury were as good as Hertfordshire malts is another matter. It would depend not only on the methods and skill used in drying but also on the
malting quality of the barley used. When the best Thanet barleys were malted in Canterbury, there
was probably little difference between the Hertfordshire and Kent products.
1 KP, 19 February 1729; 18 February I73O. Cf. "By James I's reign such inns were acquiring a
reputation as marts for particular kinds of product, and were visited year after year by the same
clientele. T h e George at Milton Regis in Kent was a barley-mart, where merchants, maltmen, and
yeomen from Faversham, Ospringe, Margate, Borden, Sittingbourne, and other places sold their
goods."--Everitt, 'Marketing of Agricu!tural Produce', loc. tit., p. S6o.
2 Boys, op. cir., pp. 85, 90; Marshall, op. cit., I, pp. I26, I38; Andrews, ' T r a d e of Faversham',
loc. cir., p. i28.
a K.A.O., PRC 27/4.3/i5o.
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Thomas Bax, a yeoman of Eastchurch on the Isle of Sheppey, grew mainly
wheat on his heavy clayland farm. In December i757, 5z acres had been sown
down to winter wheat. That autumn he had sent IZ½ quarters of wheat and 7½
quarters of beans to London for which he had received £3 z ios. There remained in his barns 80 quarters of wheat and 4 ° quarters of beans, presumably
to be marketed later in the winter or in the opening mouths of 1758. There is no
suggestion that he intended marketing the oats (z 4 qrs.) or peas (I 8 qrs.). Since
he possessed nine working horses the oats would not leave the farm premises,
except in small quantities to local farmer-purchasers. The presence of hog
troughs and brine tubs on the farm suggests hand-feeding of pigs for pork
production for the household. Since he appeared to grow no barley, this left
him with only peas as a suitable concentrate for the pigs. 1
In so far as they entered the markets at all, the buying and selling of these
crops were characterized by numerous, local, small-scale transactions. The
larger shipments of beans to London were a noticeable exception but these did
not affect the whole region. Innkeepers probably handled most of the local
trade in peas, beans, and oats. In the first place they would need a regular and
adequate supply of hay, oats, and beans for the succession of horses stabled on
their premises. This would be particularly true of the larger coaching inns like
The Ship at Faversham and The Fountain in Canterbury.
But the smaller inns played their part too. As early as 1686, the inns of
Sittingbourne and Milton, astride the Old Dover Road, could accommodate
altogether 135 travellers and 2oo horses: those of Faversham, some seven
miles distant and nine miles from Canterbury, 81 men and 131 horses. In
Canterbury itself, as many as 236 guests could be accommodated in the
numerous inns, whose stables at the same time, provided sheker, bedding, and
fodder for some 467 horses, s Innkeepers were somewhat reluctant to furnish
full details of the capacities of their establishments in the inquiries of 1756.
Nevertheless, "A List of the Spare Beds & Stable Room" [my italics] for the
Sittingbourne, Milton, Faversham, and Canterbury areas, returned to the
Excise Commissioners by the local Supervisor, shows as many as 81o beds and
stabling for 804 horses. In Sandwich and ks rural environs, in the same year,
43 inns and alehouses were recorded, in Margate 28, and in Ramsgate 2I. The
Sandwich inns possessed between them spare accommodation for at least 68
men and stabling for an additional 133 horses, Margate accommodated 65
men and 6z horses, and Ramsgate 34 men and 56 horses. 3 Wayfarers boosted
the local food markets: their horses, the sales of straw and feed. Through inevitable contacts with local farmers some of the innkeepers would build up
x K.A.O., PRC I1/84/71.
I am indebted to John Chartres of Leeds University for the reference to P.R.O., WO 30/48.
3 P.R.O., WO 3o]49.
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stocks surplus to their requirements. These surpluses were then offered for
sale in small lots, the innkeeper assuming the role of corn chandler. The
following advertisement appeared in the Kentish Post on 26 November 1729:
"This is to give notice to gentlemen and others, that Philip Driver at The Two
Bells in St. George's Canterbury, sells, by retail, all sorts of oats, beans, peas,
barley, and clover seed, at reasonable rates." This may help to explain an
apparent absence of corn chandlers among Canterbury shopkeepers.
William Friend, the Deal maltster, imported "seed" oats, and peas from
Wales into Sandwich. In the early spring of 173o he offered for sale IOO
quarters of "Black Oats" and 5o quarters of "Gray Pease." He left "samples of
the said corn" with various innkeepers in Sandwich, Elham, Dover, Deal, and
Canterbury.
A Dover merchant, who, in the i73o's, imported Spanish and Portuguese
wines and "Norwegian goods" and exported corn, also handled imports of
"Black Oats," "Small Gray Pease," and "Poor-land Gray Pease" all "for
seed."1
IV

A broad conclusion emerges from this regional marketing survey. In the
local markets and in London, strict lines of demarcation in the marketing
system were being eroded. The marketing organization grew in complexity
with the proliferation of middlemen who were integrating successive (or
parallel) manufacturing and distributive processes under one management.
Integration was taking place throughout the chain of distribution as forward,
backward, and horizontal linkages were fashioned. Mealmen and flourmen
reached backwards into processing and became mill owners and millers. Similarly, the millers, no longer content to grind corn for others, also looked backwards; they sought out the wheat farms and bought in their own supplies. In
droves brewers moved into the malting business. Farmers with sufficient
capital moved forward into commercial milling and malting. Millers, moving
in the same direction, entered the meal and flour trades and the baking business. Coastal and inland carriers became merchants and factors. Factors moved
across into jobbing and hop-planters into malting. On every side, local and
metropolitan commercial permutations were growing. With each move greater
control of the product brought lower unit handling costs. This encouraged or
forced others to integrate for the first time or more extensively as competition
became increasingly severe. In a developing economy, it is not unusual for "the
diversification of business activities" to reflect to some extent "the endeavour of
the established firms to limit the prospects of new competing firms. ''2 Against
1KP, 18 February 173o; I May 1736.
2 p. T. Bauer and B. S. Yamey, The Economics of Under-developed Countries, Cambridge, I957,
pp. 36-7.
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a background of generally low prices, middlemen proliferated their activities
in an effort to maintain or maximize incomes. These cost-reducing integrations
can be seen as the commercial counterpart of farmers' cost-reducing innovations on the light and medium soils. The closer integration of arable and livestock husbandry was matched by the closer integration of processing and
marketing functions. Farmers appear as the co-beneficiaries of changes taking
place in the distributive sector (via lower marketing costs) in the same way that
middlemen were sharing in the profitable changes taking place in the farming
sector (via larger outputs handled in the markets). Cost-conscious light-land
farmers could not have taken a larger share of the market without a corresponding growth in the efficiency of the marketing sector. This dual-sectoraI advance
which is apparent in north-east Kent exemplifies the changes taking place in
the whole of the light-land, market-oriented sector. 1
'Access to the market' takes on new meaning as we become aware of the wide
range of marketing possibilities confronting the farmer. Much more significant
than trying to establish the relative importance of the London and local markets is knowledge that they were both essential to the prosperity of farming districts lying within the metropolitan market area. Farmers would avail themselves of all the marketing outlets at one time or another, throughout the year.
Weather and price situations would be matters for earnest discussion in the
local inns; products would be dispatched according to individual and group
assessments. Thus, the strong winds which kept the boys in port would turn
the sails of the post mills with a fury. At times when the mahhouses of the
London brewers overflowed with prime Hertfordshire barley the victualling
brewers of Canterbury were secure in the knowledge that the malt from the
oasts of local hop-growers was of similar high quality. Wagon loads of Thanet
barley would move over the little bridge at Sarre on their way to the buyers in
Canterbury, as favourable market news spread from brewery to inns and from
innkeepers to farmers. But once the "letter from London" in the Kentish Post
gave a hint of a shortage of barley in the capital, some of the crop would move
coastwards to the waiting hoys and then to Bear Key "if the weather will
permit."
z For a discussion of the agricultural adjustments, see E. L. Jones, 'Agriculture and Economic
Growth in England, I66O-I75O : Agricultural Change', ffnl Econ. tlist., xxv, I965.
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Arthur Clephane, Edinburgh
Merchant and Seedsman, 7o6,3o
By T O M

DONNELLY

HE union of the Parliaments in I7O7 was of doubtful benefit to the
Scottish economy in its initial stages. 1 However, it opened the way for
fuller and more mutually advantageous economic and social intercourse
between two countries, whose political relationships through the centuries had
fluctuated between open hostility and dubious friendship. In the easier environment created by the union Scots lairds, such as John Cockburn of Ormiston and Grant of Monymusk, began to see the possibilities of applying some of
the more advanced English agricultural techniques in Scotland. 2
Although during the last decade of the seventeenth century a period of
famine caused it to be described as "King William's ill years, ''3 in fact during
the half-century following the Civil Wars and the Interregnum bad harvests
were rare, and according to Smout and Fenton "contemporary complaints
were almost all of glut and inability to sell. ''~ Broadly therefore the union, coinciding with a phase of economic recovery after the so-called "seven ill years"
provides a convenient starting-point for any study of the agrarian revolution in
Scotland. Traditional accounts in the textbooks treat the topic in terms of implements, crops and cropping, tenures, and field systems, and no attempt has
been made to investigate either the organization or the importance of the trade
in seeds. This is a serious gap in our knowledge, for the seed tradesman was an
essential link between the agricultural improver and practical farmers.
Through him experiments in improved agriculture were facilitated and
advertised.
For this reason the papers of Captain Arthur Clephane, an Edinburgh merchant and seedsman, are of great interest. They show where Clephane obtained
his seeds, how he paid for them, the varying types of customers he served, and
fl'om which strata of society and which areas of the country they were drawn.
They reinforce the view already held that agricultural improvement started
among the landlords in the best farming lands of East Scotland, Fife, the

T

1 R. H. Campbell, Scotland shzce/707, Edinburgh, I965, pp. I8-63; T. C. Smout, 'The AngloScottish Union of I7o7 . I. The Economic Background', Econ. Hist. Rev., xvI, no. 3, I964, PP. 45567; Campbell, 'The Economic Consequences of the Union of i7o7' , Ibid., pp. 468-77.
2 Campbell, Scotland since z7o7, pp. 24-34.
'~J. Symon, Scottish Farmh~g, Past and Present, Edinburgh, I959, PP. 89-Ioz.
4 T. C. Smout and A. Fenton, 'Scottish Agriculture before the Improvers--An Exploration',
Agric. tIist. Rev., xm, I965, pp. 73-93.
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Lothians, and the Carse of Gowrie, as they were regularpurchasers of the leguminous crops associatedwith farming improvements at thistime.
Captain Arthur Clephane was a younger son of James Clephane, Laird of
Carslogie, a small estate in Fife, which had been granted to the Clephane family
in 1392 by King Robert III. Arthur's elder brother David became laird on the
death of his father in 17o2 , but following the fashion of many Scots he spent
much of his time in London until his death in 1716. James Clephane, junior,
became a sea captain and master of the David of Boness, which he sailed round
Europe as a general freighter. After his retirement from the sea he set himself
up as a general merchant in Edinburgh. The fourth of the Clephane brothers,
George, became a minister of the kirk. Arthur Clephane, then, came from a
well-established Scots family, closely connected with the land, the sea, the
kirk, and mercantile life.
Arthur Clephane like his brother went to sea, became a ship's master, and on
his retirement started business as a merchant in Edinburgh. In 17o6 he borrowed I,OOOmarks from his brother David, bought a shop from Richard Kello,
an Edinburgh timber merchant, and began his mercantile career. As Mark
Anderson has pointed out, prior to 17o7 several commercial seedsmen and
nurserymen had already become established in Edinburgh. 1 Two of these are
mentioned in Clephane's papers, namely David Dowie and William Miller. ~
The latter was a Quaker who had set up business "near the Abbey" and who
succeeded in cornering some of Clephane's trade. Clephane naturally was very
bitter about this and wrote to one of his London suppliers, John Turner, complaining that as Miller was siphoning off his trade he would have to cut his
orders2
In 1712 Clephane moved to new premises, renting two shops from Patrick
Hepburn, an Edinburgh apothecary, situated on the north side of the High
Street, near the Ships Tavern Close. The conditions of his lease provided for a
rent of £I 80 Scots and a tack duty of £300 Scots, and prohibited Clephane from
subletting either of the shops without Hepburn's permission. The Captain
stayed in these premises until 172o when he moved to a new shop near the
Foulis Close, and since the tack duty was now £500 Scots, it is a fair assumption
that his business was expanding.
Two years later, in 1722, Clephane married Sybil Jeffrey, the daughter of
Captain William Jeffrey, a bailie and merchant in Kirkcaldy. 4 They set up
house in Conn's Close. The following year a son was born to the Clephanes, and
the proud father purchased a cradle with blue hangings for £1 2s. Scots. Unfortunately, the marriage was short lived. Sybil Clephane died in 1724 and was

1

1 Mark Anderson, History of Scottish Forestry, Edinburgh, 1967, I, p. 599.
~"Ibid., p. 598.
8 Scottish Records Office (henceforth S.R.O.), Miscellaneous papers, RH/IS, no. 53/54.
4 S.R.O., Register of Marriages in Edinburgh, r7oo--5o.
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buried at Greyfriars Churchyard. 1 Clephane paid £4 for a coffin and £2 lOS. for
two mourning coaches and four ordinary coaches. He also paid 7 s. 6d. to James
McEwan for printing three quires of burial letters for his wife.
Clephane's business was of moderate size; he employed one full-time assistant, William Lithgow, and took on apprentices from time to time. The apprenticeship indenture of one states that Captain Arthur Clephane was "to entertain and give board and lodgings to, and washing to, Mr. Andrew Bruce's son in
accordance with his station." He was to train him as a merchant for two years
and the apprentice, for his part, "is to learn to keep shop for the said Mr.
Arthur Clephane." It was also agreed that young Bruce should attend school in
Edinburgh to learn arithmetic and that Clephane should receive £25 per annum
for the boy's keep.
Although his business was of moderate size Clephane had financial problems
which came to a head in I728, when he found it impossible to obtain credit. His
main creditor, Wishart, wrote to him disparagingly, refusing to grant him
further credit or even to help him to raise it. Clephane had a bad financial record
and had even embezzled £I 5° belonging to his father-in-law, William Jeffrey.
Eventually, in 173o Clephane was imprisoned in the Tollbooth of Edinburgh
for failing to pay a debt of 8s sterling. This seems from his papers to have been
the end of his career as a seedsman.

On setting up business, Clephane sought a source of supply for his seeds in
letters that begin in September 17o5. A modest beginner in the trade, he wrote
to William Crombie of London thus:
Sir,
I make bold to write to you not being acquainted, but I presume upon my cousin Ballairdie's
recommendation, hoping you will furnish me with the following goods I stand in need of at present, which are for the most part garden seeds and I expect you to get them good and fresh otherwise it will ruin my trade, who am but a beginner, and whatever your accounts remits to let me
know and I will send you a bill for one half, as for the other you must allow me four months credit
until I get my money from the country, which if you be satisfied therewith be pleased t o let me
know for I have occasion for a great many more goods afterwards and if you can get me served as
good and cheap as others are, I shall be most willing to employ you for the same. Your answer I
expect as soon as this letter comes to your hands.
Your Humble Servant
Arthur Clephane.

t
:I

i

A few weeks later Clephane contacted another London merchant, John
Turner, sending him an identical letter, except that this time he asked for five
months' credit instead of four. True to his word, on the delivery of the seeds
1 S.R.O., Register of Interments in Greyfriars Churchyard, Edinburgh, x7oo-5o.
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C l e p h a n e paid u p as p r o m i s e d . H e sent £12 sterling to T u r n e r a n d £9 to
C r o m b i e as half p a y m e n t of their respective accounts. T h i s association b e t w e e n
C l e p h a n e a n d t h e t w o L o n d o n m e r c h a n t s lasted t h r o u g h o u t his career. H o w ever, as t i m e w e n t o n he received supplies f r o m o t h e r L o n d o n seedsmen,
Sheathfield a n d Barker, a n d f r o m J o s e p h C a r p e n t e r a n d M. S m i t h , s e e d s m e n
in B r o m p t o n . H e r e is a typical bill he received f r o m L o n d o n .
Flanders Onion
150 lb.
London Leek
30 lb.
Parsnip
10 lb.
Best Turnip
40 lb.
Yellow Turnip
3 lb.
London Radish
10 lb.
College Lettuce
10 lb.
Imperial Lettuce
8 oz.
Silesia Lettuce
8 oz.
Beetroot Seed
10 lb.
Savoy Cabbage
4 lb.
Best Cucumber
1 lb.
Winter Savoy
8 oz.
Sweet Marjoram
8 oz.
FrenchLeek
20lb.
African and French Marygolds
4 oz.
French Honeysuckle
1 oz.
Convolubulous--all sorts
4 oz.
1000 horse chestnuts
2 pecks
Large Egg pease
2 pecks
Large Sugar pease
Rose pease
1 peck
Rope seed
2 pecks
24 spades
12 garden shears
12 largest pruners
4 casks, 15 bags, 2 sacks
Shipping Charges
White Kidney pease

i i'~i

£ s.d.
13 2 6
3 - 5 13 4
6 5 15 3 4 13 4
8 3 1 4
3 10 1 6
4 15 5 6 3 2 6
4 14 1 6 I - 1 2 8
5 10 £31

7 2

H o l l a n d was a n o t h e r source of C l e p h a n e ' s s u p p l y of seeds. H e r e he used two
m e t h o d s of p u r c h a s e . T h e first i n v o l v e d a series of ships' captains, such as
A l e x a n d e r N a u g h t o n or George V a u g h a n , w h o b o u g h t seeds on his behalf. T h e
s e c o n d m e t h o d was similar to t h a t u s e d to obtain seeds f r o m E n g l a n d . H e dealt
directly w k h D u t c h s e e d s m e n , his f o u r m a i n contacts being H o o t B r u n n e r in
R o t t e r d a m , a n d W i l h e l m Cogg, Isaac Brunner, a n d J o h n S i m p s o n in A m s t e r -

i
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What may perhaps be regarded as a standard range of seeds was set out by
Clephane in an undated paper thus:
Seeds of Trees

Pease and Beans

Acord Bean seed
Myrtle Berries
Pinaster
Muzerain Berries
Spanish Brown Seed
Hibbert Nuts
Silver Fir
Yew Berries
Great Pine
Scots Pine
Lime Tree Seed

Hotspur pease
Sugar pease
Egg pease
White Rouncevals
Dwarf pease
Kidney beans
Half White Kidney beans
Stickle pease
Four Part Rose pease
Green Rouncevals
Crown pease

Plower Seed

Sweet Sealions
Double July Flowers
Lovets
Double Larkspur
Candy Tuft
Sweet Williams
Double Hollyoak
Convolubulous major
Convolubulous minors
Double Columbine
African Marygolds
French Marygold
Princess Feather
Sweet July Flower
Swedish Juniper

i

d

Seeds to Improve Land

French and Irish Furze
French Mustard

Lamb Lettuce
Imperial Lettuce
Roman Lettuce
Spanish Radish White
English Cauliflower
French Lousie
Sweet Chervil
Rouchet
Gourd
Cucumber
White Dutch Cabbage
English Melon
French Leek
Large Indian Cresses
French Melon
Red Dutch Cabbage
Dutch Asparagus

Salad Seeds

Purslane
Parsley
Curled Striped Lettuce
Common Lettuce
Cresses
Russian Cabbage
Italian Celery
Curled Endive
Early Dutch Cabbage
Pompian
Small Indian Cresses
Radish
Cabbage Lettuce

Pot Herb Seeds

Double ~Iarygold
Summer Savoy
Pot Marygold
Sweet Herb Seeds

Sweet Marjoran
Hysop
Lavender
Thyme Seed
Rosemary
Winter Savoy

This general list can be supplemented from Clephane's accounts to his customers, and his agents. He also bought and sold red Dutch clover, white clover,
great clover, pitch fir, yew berries, cypress, lentil seed, rhubarb seed, carrot
seed, turkey beans, Spanish radish, and onion seed. Similarly, references to
flower seeds other than those on the list include harts homes, carnations, Venus
looking-glasses, Cumberland majors, sweet sultanes, Canterbury Bells, yellow,
blue, and scarlet lupins, belvideres, queen's July flowers, and anemones.
Among the seeds for improving land French furze is worthy of note, for
according to contemporary books, on husbandry it was reckoned to be a great
improver of sandy and gravelly soil. It also provided fuel, and was useful for
preventing low-lying land from being covered with sand sliding down from

i!:
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nearby hills. 1 It is perhaps strange that rye grass is omitted from the standard
list, but in company with clover it was purchased by some of Clephane's customers. Nevertheless, his papers list only about a dozen orders for rye grass
and a few more for clover. The largest order was for 650 boxes of rye grass from
a gardener called Hamilton in x723. The more typical requests were those from
a gardener called Carmichael ordering three lots of clover seed in quantities of
20 lb., 6 lb., and 2 lb. George Smollet, a gardener from Ingleston, doubled an
order for four bushels of rye grass in i722 tO eight bushels in I724, and trebled
his order of 5 lb. of great clover to 16 lb. He was obviously a reasonably satisfied
customer. The mere fact that these references are few and far between bears
out the general impression that the Scots were relatively slow to adopt these
two crops as field crops to improve their land.
Attention to the improvement of woodlands is revealed in the number of bills
Clephane received from Holland and London in payment for seeds and seedling trees. In i724 he received at least four consignments of IO,OOOtr. seedling
trees from his agents in Rotterdam and Amsterdam. He even purchased
supplies from a Mr Liddle, a fellow seedsman in Leith, viz.
4th
5th
7th
llth
14th

February
March
March
March
March
March

2,000
500
500
400
500
500

alder trees
,,
....
,,
,,

,,

,,

,,

,,
,,

The problems of paying for imports into Scotland, owing to the shortage of
liquid funds, emerge clearly from the Clephane papers. Clephane's business
was based mostly on credit. His bills show that he normally paid at least some
part of his accounts in cash, but for the rest used bills of exchange. When buying
seeds in Holland, however, he frequently paid in cash through the ship's captain acting on his behalf. When paying by English bills, he either paid agents in
Edinburgh at the Laigh Coffee House, or else sent the money to the Red Lyon
Coffee House in London. Although Clephane normally asked his London
agents to grant him five or six months' grace before meeting their accounts,
even then he often failed to pay up as promised. On one occasion a supplier
from Swaledale rebuked the captain for not paying his bills for two years, telling
him bluntly that his credit could not be extended any further.
One can appreciate Clephane's difficulties only when one realizes how difficult it was for him to induce his customers to pay their debts. Often he had to
resort to litigation to get his money. On one occasion he had to pay John
1 John Houghton, A Collection f o r the I m p r o v e m e n t of H u s b a n d r y and Trade, revised by Richard
Bradley, London, x727, HI, p. 29; John Mortimer, The Whole A r t o f Husbandry, I7o7, p. I96.
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Marshall, an advocate, £58 9 s. for sundry items necessary for summoning
debtors, and legalfees such as regretbills,horning and poyning dues, protests,
libels, and payments to the Clerk of the Bills.On another occasion in I719
he summoned James Kinnear, David Mitche11, Thomas Borthwick, James
Bernie, and James Birnie,allfor failingto meet theiraccounts.
Transportation of seeds was always hazardous. Normally they were sent by
sea from Holland, London, or Harvdch. His lettersfrom Crombie and Turner
show that the seeds were normally placed in a cask marked (A) and were entrusted to the care of a ship's captain. Clephane received his seeds regularly
from the shippers of the following ships sailing between Leith and London:
Christina, Argyle, Isabella, Catherine, Elizabeth, Thomas, Bon Accord, and
St Andrew, all of Leith and the Sophia of Pittenweem. Nevertheless, quite often
the seeds were damaged by sea-water during the voyage. As a matter of routine
Clephane refused to pay for damaged seeds, and the London agents normally
wrote these off the account, but at times the correspondence between them became acrimonious, ending with a compromise usually in favour of Clephane.
Unless tile seeds were collected from his warehouse, distribution was
normally by carrier or occasionally by sea. Clephane sent goods regularly with
the Haddington carriers, Alex. Thompson, the Dunblane carrier, the Newcastle carriers, James Fairbairn and James Thompson, and the Kinross carrier,
James Meldrum.
In the days before the Seeds Act of 182o the acceptable rate of germination
was a matter of opinion, and not surprisingly Clephane received many letters
from his customers about the poor quality of seeds, some failing to come up
altogether. These, together with his own complaints to Turner and Crombie
reinforce Marjorie Plant's statement that "imported seeds were not always as
satisfactory as they were expected to be. ''1
In October 171o Clephane refused to pay for seeds because the quality was
so poor. In another letter, he informed Turner that he was prepared to pay for
good quality seeds, but not for bad, as they had an adverse effect on his trade;
local gardeners, he maintained, were threatening to take their trade elsewhere.
He went on to warn Turner that if the quality of the seeds did not improve, and
if he was going to be charged more than his colleagues in the trade, he would be
forced to seek a new source of supply. In reply to a similar letter Carpenter
apologized and admitted the poor quality of the seeds, saying that his customers
in Dublin had made similar complaints. Nevertheless, he reminded Clephane
that he normally sent him best quality seeds. Whether there were any significant
differences between the quality of English and Dutch seed it is impossible to
judge; all one can say is that some of Clephane's customers expressed a preference for Dutch.
1 Marjorie Plant, The Domestic Life of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century, Edinburgh, 1952, P. 73.
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From the late seventeenth century the scythe began to replace the sickle in
Scotland and Clephane bought and sold them regularly to customers such as
the Earl of Rothes and Advocate Gillan of Edinburgh, who wanted one "to cut
the weeds in the walks of my garden." Spades and hoes too were always in
demand; for example, in z723 William Setoun wrote to Clephane asking him
to send him a ditching spade. Clephane normally imported these implements as
well as others, such as pruning knives, from Newcastle or London. In I722 he
imported forty-eight pruning knives from Benjamin Atkinson, a Newcastle
cutler, and sold them to William Steedman, a cutler in Kinross; on another
occasion he purchased six dozen scythes from Edward Bunkell also of Newcastle. In addition to implements and seeds Clephane's customers often requested gunpowder to blow up obstacles barring the way to improvement. Half
a keg or a keg of "white powder" was a frequent order. Thus, in z7z8 Clephane
sent 216 lb. of gunpowder to John Blair, along with a bill for £55 for nine previous consignments of 28 lb. of "white powder."
As might be expected the improving lairds stand out among Clephane's customers. Within this group, Cockburn of Ormiston and the Earl of Rothes
occupied a special place as customers of his business and as pioneers of advanced agricultural techniques in Scotland. Examples of accounts rendered to
them by Clephane indicate the range and scale of their seed purchases from this
one merchant.

!;i
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Cockburnof Ormiston, 1724

2 oz. onionseed
1 oz. leek ,,
2 oz. carrot ,,
½oz. turkey beans
4 oz. cabbagelettuce
1 oz. r~dish
1 drop Silesialettuce
½oz. parsley
2 drop cauliflower
A cloth brush

Earl of Rothes

£ s. d.

6
4
8
3
1
1
2
1
10
18

6
6
-

£2 13 0

4 scythes
1 garden spade
1 pair of garden shears
1 lb. orangecarrot
4droppompion
1 lb. smoothspinach
½oz. savoys
6 oz. asparagus
1 lb. London leek
l peck garden peas
1 oz. White turnip
31b. hotspur peas
8 lb. Windsorbeans

£ s.d.
9
5 8
3 2 8
1 4
1 4
3
3 4 2 8
1 3
1 1
4
£10 11 0

Other gentry whose orders were similar to these include the Earl of Wemyss,
the Earl of Loudoun, the Marquis of Annandale, the Earl of Leven, Lord
Colville, the lairds of Balgowan, Kinaldy, Blair, Balfron, Borland, Blackhall,
Dunnichen, Kirkhouse, Kinfauns, and Lanrick. He also dealt with Sir Edward
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Gibson, Sir George Sinclair, Sir James Holburn of Menistry, Sir David Dalrymple, Sir John Henderson, Sir Philip Anstrnther, Sir Alexander Anstruther,
Lady Eccles, Lady Newark, Lady Ethelstane, and Lady Innergillie.
Apart from dealing directly with the gentry, Clephane also dealt with them
through their gardeners. James Birnie was Lord Colville's gardener, John
Rainey was gardener to the Earl of Wemyss. Many other gardeners crop up in
Clephane's accounts, but until more Scottish estate papers have been sorted
and edited it is impossible to say who their employers were. Clephane sold seeds
to men from every strata of society, to merchants such as John Ramsey and
John Moncrieff of Edinburgh, to professional gentlemen, such as Dr Hay and
Advocate GilIan, and to ordinary townsmen, such as BailIie Grierson and Mr
Gill of Edinburgh and Leith.
It is disappointing, however, that the captain's papers do not reveal who
were his customers for flower seed. There must have been a market for them
otherwise he would never have ordered them. Presumably, he sold them to the
proprietors of the various flower gardens, which existed in and around Edinburgh at this time. 1
Clephane's seeds were distributed to areas whose communications systems
were reasonably good, and which were traditionally amongst the best farming
regions of Scotland, namely the Lothians, Fife, and the Carse of Gowrie. Seeds
were dispatched with regularity to such towns and areas as Newbiggin, Annandale, Kelso, St Ninians near Stirling, Cupar, Kinross, Haddington, St Andrews, Leven, Leuchars, Craigiehall, Jordanstown, Markinch, Trail, Crail,
Dalkeith, Pinkerton, Largo, Falkirk, and Dunblane. The area of Clephane's
influence was considerable, but the maximum distance of his clients was about
fifty to sixty miles from Edinburgh. One can only suppose that other places,
such as Angus and Ayrshire, had parallel sources of supply in Glasgow and
Dundee. Certainly in 1728 one of Clephane's customers informed him that he
could get supplies in Perth.
Although he drew his clients from every class of society over a moderate
sized area, Clephane never received regular orders for great amounts of seeds.
The orders were in general normally small except for trees, and the vegetable
and flower seeds were clearly intended for domestic garden use rather than for
field crops. A typical example of such an order is that of McGill of Leith.
4 lb. Strasbourg onion
1 oz. onion
{ oz. leek

2 oz. spinach
1 oz. carrot
3 drop lettuce

3 drop Silesian lettuce
2 drop Yellow cabbage
2 oz. Yellow turnip

However, Clephane like most other contemporary Edinburgh merchants
was also a general trader. He supplemented his seed trade by importing and
1 Plant, oi). dt., ch. 3.
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selling w i n e f r o m F r a n c e , a n d p e n s , b r u s h e s , w r i t i n g - p a p e r , clover, m a c e , fruit,
a n d v i n e g a r f r o m H o l l a n d ; h e also sold oil, coal, a n d cloth. T h i s m a k e s it diffiu l t t o p l a c e a v a l u e o n his s e e d trade, b u t n o r m a l l y h e s e e m s to h a v e r e c e i v e d
a b o u t t e n to t w e l v e s h i p m e n t s of seeds f r o m E n g l a n d a n d H o l l a n d e v e r y year,
a v e r a g i n g u s u a l l y f r o m £ 3 5 to £ 4 5 sterling, g i v i n g a total of £ 4 2 o to £ 5 4 o
sterling for t h e year, b u t figures of his total t r a d e in seeds are b e d e v i l l e d b y
figures f o r his t r a d e in g e n e r a l goods, a n d t h e r e f o r e o n e has to t r e a t t h e s e figures
w i t h great caution.

NOTES AND COMMENTS continuedfrompage 12 5.
.T H E A N N U A L

GENERAL

MEETING

The Society's eighteenth AGM was held at the
Hereford College of Education on 7 April 197°
with Professor W. E. Minchinton, who had
been re-elected chairman of the Executive
Committee, in the chair. Mr G. E. Fussell,
Mr C. A. Jewell, and Mr M. A. Havinden were
re-elected President, Treasurer, and Secretary
respectively, and Dr E. J. T. Collins, Professor
W. E. Minchinton, and Professor G. E. Mingay
were re-elected to the Executive Committee.
In his report Professor Minchinton noted a
further small increase in membership from
683 to 687 and observed that the greatest scope
for expansion appeared to be the larger
libraries and places of higher education, most
of which did not at present take the REVIEW.
He announced that the Society had decided to hold a Winter Conference at University College London on 28 November I97o
and that the I97I Annual Conference would be
held at the University of Southampton from
5 to 7 April. Congratulations were extended to
the Society's President, Mr G. E. Fussell on
the news of his honorary D.Litt. to be conferred by the University of Exeter in July. He
expressed regret at the death of Mr T. W.
Fletcher, member and one-time Secretary of
the Society.
The Treasurer reported on the healthy condition of the Society's finances, which would
provide a sound basis for the expansion of publishing and other activities. The Editor reported that the size of the REVIEWhad gradu-

ally been increased from 64 to 84 pages and
that in future it would include more articles
and reviews of European, tropical, and plantation agricultures.
THE SUPPLEMENTTO THE REVIEW
In September this year the Society issued an
extra number of the REvIEw as a Supplement
to volume 18. It is a Festschrift in honour of
Professor H. P. R. Finberg in his seventieth
year, and places on record the gratitude of the
Society for his skilful and scholarly editorship
of the REVIEWfor over ten years from the time
when it was first launched in 1953. Bound
copies of this issue have been prepared and are
available from the Treasurer, Museum of
English Rural Life, Reading, Berks., price 6os.
or, if ordered before 31 March 1971, 45 s. to
members of the Society.
BANKERS'

ORDERS

The Treasurer of the Society urges members
to pay their subscriptions if they possibly can
by bankers' order. It greatly reduces the labour
of collecting subscriptions.
CHANGE

OF ADDRESS

A new list of addresses of members of the
B.A.H.S. is to be printed in the REVIEW in the
near future. The last listappeared in 1963 in
volume Xl, part 2. Will members please notify
the Treasurer, M u s e u m of English Rural Life,
Reading, of any recent change of address?
(Conthlued on page x 7z)
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Work in Progress
Compiledby D A V I D

HEY

The following list does not lay claim to completeness. It has been largely compiled from the particulars given in response to a letter circulated to universities and local record offices. It is hoped
to publish similar lists from time to time, and the compiler will therefore be glad to receive any
information concerning changes of subject and additions to this list.

ADAMS,I. H., Department of Geography, High School Yards, The University, Edinburgh.
Terminology of the agrarian landscape.
Diffusion of the concepts of the agricultural revolution in Scotland.
History of land surveying in Scotland.
AIRS, M. R., The Toll House, Brookhampton, Oxfordshire.
The country house building industry in England, 15oo-164o.
AMOS, S. W., 7 Patching Hall Lane, Chelmsford, Essex.
Poverty and distress in Essex in the first half of the nineteenth century.
BAINES, Miss D. J., Agricultural Economics Research Institute, Parks Road, Oxford.
British agricultural developments, 1919-39 , with special reference to the contribution of
interest groups.
BAKEILA. R. H., Department of Geography, Downbzg Place, Cambridge.
Rural settlement patterns and agriculture in medieval south-east England and in nineteenthcentury Beauce and Provence.
BAKER,D. A., Moorhurst, 66 Fernleigh Rise, Ditton, near IVfaidstone, Kevzt.
Agricultural production, prices, and marketing in north-east Kent, 166o-I76o.
The farm accounts of Richard Tilden of Milstead, 17o8-62.
BALDOCK,S. F., 5 Southend Road, Lechhampton, Cheltenham.
History of cider making.
BATE, P. V., Department of Geography, The University, Hull.
Settlement and land-use changes in Staffordshire, with particular reference to the problem of
deserted villages.
BECKWlTH, I., Z3 Thorsby Close,Hollywell Gardens, Brant Road, Lincoln.
Aspects of agrarian history in the West Riding of Lindsey before 18oo.
The agricultural history of Gainsborough, lO66-1914 .
History of Roxby (Lines.).
BEIE~, A. L., Departnzent of History, Lancaster University.
Forest economies of the West Midlands, 164o-176o.
BLACKMAN,H., Centrefor the Study of Social History, Warwick University, Coventry.
Social conditions and dissident actions of the lower orders in Wiltshire, 161o-8o.
BLACKMAN,Miss J., Department of Economic History, The University, Itull.
The food supply of an industrial town: the marketing of food stuffs in Sheffield and the surrounding area, c. 175o-19oo.
BLACKWOOD,B. G., 27 Ryder Crescent, Southport, Lancashire.
The Lancashire gentry, 1625-6o.
BOND, C. J., Worcester County Museum, Hartlebury Castle, near Kidderminster.
A geographical analysis of the changes and incidence of medieval rural depopulation in Warwiekshire.
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Box:eL, J. P., University College, Oxford.
Agriculture and rural society in Sussex, 183o-19oo.
BRa_~ON, P. F., 8 St ffulian' s Lane, Shoreham-by-Sea, Sussex.
Historical geography of the later middle ages, from the thirteenth to the fifteenth centuries,
especially colonization and settlement, agricultural techniques and productivity.
BRASSLEY,P., Brasenose College, Oxford.
Agrarian history of Northumberland and Durham, 164o-I75o.
B~NT, C. E., The University of Sussex.
Demographic and economic change in east Sussex during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.
BRITNELL,R. H., Department of Economic History, The University, Durham.
The relationship between town and country, with special reference to the Colchester area,

Cq

C:

C:
I

C

1

C
D

115o-14oo.

BUTCHER,L. H., 23 Laird Avenue, Wadsley, Sheffield, 6.
Atlas and gazetteer of historical topography for the Peak District and the western fringes of
south Yorkshire.
BUTUN, R., Department of Geography, University College, Dublin, e.
Field systems of north-eastern England.
Irish agriculture and settlement, c. I6OO-i8oo.
CAIRD, J. B., Department of Geography, The University of Glasgow.
Evolution of the agrarian landscape in Scotland.
Cm~LIN, Miss M. N., zo9 Croyland Road, London, N. 9.
The lands of Christ Church, Canterbury, 1391-154o.
CaSSELL,A. ~[., The University, Canterbury, Kent.
The 1834 Poor Law in Kent.
CHAPMAN,Mrs V., z2 Edinburgh Drive, Darlington, Co. Durham.
Commons, enclosure, and landscape in County Durham and parts of the North Riding.
Guisborough Hospital papers for the manor of Bolam.
Peat and turf-getting.
CHARMAN, D., Archivist, British Steel Corporation.
The commons and open-field systems of East Suffolk.
CH:RT~S, J. A., The University of Leeds.
Inns and commerce in western England, 166o-176o.
Agricultural marketing, 1640-175 o.
CHESHER, Mrs V. M., Angrouse, Mullion, South Cornwall.
Cornish landownership in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
CLm'U:SON,L. A., Department of Economic and Social Hislory, The Queen's University, Belfast, 7.
The English leather industry, 15oo-183o.
The bark trade in England during the eighteenth century.
CLAY, C. G. A., Department of Economic and Social History, 67 Woodland Road, Bristol, 8.
The growth of large estates between 166o and 1815, and the workings of the land market in the
same period.
The estate records of the families of Hoare of Stourhead, Wiltshire; Fox-Strangeways, Earls of
Ilchester; and Dundas, subsequently Marquesses of Zetland.
COAT~S,B. E., Department of Geography, The University, Sheffield, zo.
The changing pattern of market towns in England and Wales, 12oo to the present day.
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COLLINS,E. J., Imtitute of Agricultural History, The University of Reading.
Technological change in Western European agriculture, 17oo-194o.
Cr~AWFORD,Dr DOROTHY,Girton College, Cambridge.
Ptolomaic Agriculture.
CROMPTON,G. W., Trinity College, Cambridge.
The operation of the English Poor Law, 1834-71.
CULLIS,H. R., Gipsy Hill College, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey.
The agricultural geography of the i~Iedway Basin in the nineteenth century.
CURRIE, C. R. J., Balliol College, Oxford.
Housing in north Berkshire, 135o-165o, with special reference to Steventon.
DARBY,Professor H. C., King's College, Cambridge.
Domesday Geography.
DAVIES,R. R., Department of History, University College, Gower Street, London, W.C.z.
The social and economic history of Wales, especially the March of Wales in the fourteenth
century.
DAWSON,1. A., Department of Geography, The University of Liverpool.
The evolution of the grouse moor as a landscape element in England and Wales.
DICKENSON,M. J., 32 Collington Street, Beeston, Nottingham.
The relationships between agricultural progress and textile development, I69O-I75O, with
special reference to south Nottinghamshire and Gloucestershire.
DILLEY, R. S., Department of Geography, Lakeland University, Port Arthur, Ontario, Canada.
The use of the common lands in Cumberland.
DIXON, P. W., New College, Oxford.
Fortified houses on the Anglo-Scottish border: a study of the domestic architecture in its
social and economic context, 1485-1625 .
DODD, J. P., 2I TownfieMLane, Frodsham, Cheshire.
The 1854 Crop Returns.
Agriculture during the Napoleonic Wars.
DODCSHON,R. A., Institute of Agricultural History, The University, Reading.
Agrarian change in Roxburghshire and Berwickshire, 17oo-182o.
The nature and development of the infield and outfield system in Scotland.

DUERDEN,B., Department of Geography, The University of Liverpool.
Changing population and settlement in northern Argyll ill the nineteenth century.

DVEI~,C. C., School of History, The University, Birmingham, z5.
The estates of the bishopric of Worcester.
DYMOND, D. P., Grundle House, Stanton, Suffolk.
Settlement and field patterns of High Suffolk.
ELLIS, J., 67 Woodland Road, Clifton, Bristol.
Parliamentary enclosure in Wiltshire, with particular reference to the sources of finance.
EiVIERY,FRANK,School of Geography, MansfieM Road, Oxford.
Innovation in Welsh agriculture in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
The making of the Oxfoldshire landscape.
ENCLISHLOCALHISTORYDEPARTMENT,The University, Leicester.
A dictionary of surveyors: an index of those engaged in map-making to 185o. (Enquiries may
be addressed to Dr P. lVI. G. Eden.)
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ERSKINE, I. 1V[.B., Christ Church College, University of Oxford.
Economic and social developments on some East Anglian manors in the fourteenth century.
EVANS,Professor B. M., Department of Geography, University of Winnipeg, Winnipeg2, Canada.
Transhumance and the use of the summer pastures in central Wales in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries.
Agriculture in seventeenth-centuryAnglesey.
Historical demography of Wales before I8oi (with S. R. J. Jones and others).
EvANs, J. A., Department of Geography, Birkbeck College,Malet Street, London, W.C.n
The historical geography of woodlands since i8oo.
EWRITT, Professor A. M., Department of English Local History, The University, Leicester.
Northampton: market and county town, I5OO-i76o.
Rural Nonconformity, I66o-i86o.
The history of the Kentish landscape.

i

EYRE, S. R., Department of Geography, The University,Leeds, 2.

I

The disposition of open field and common grazing land within the parishes of north Derbyshire.
FAIYHORNE,R. M., Margaret Macmillan College,Bradford.
Nonconformity in Yorkshire in the late seventeenth century.
FIELDHOUSE,R. T., The W.E.A., 7 Maple Road, Richmond, Yorkshire.
Richmond (Yorks.) as a market town and centre of a large Pennine-fringe agrarian hinterland.
FINBERC, Professor H. P. R., xSr Park Road, Chiswick,London, W.4.
The agrarian history of England from the end of the Roman period to A.D. Io42.
FORD, W., Uporchard, Grove End, Upper Brailes, Banbury, Oxon.
The pattern of settlement between the Thames and the Warwickshire Avon.
FOWKES, D. V., 32 Main Road, Jacksdale, Nottinghamshire.
The progress of agrarian change in Nottinghamshire, I7oo-i83o.
FOWLER, P. J., and NEALE, F. A., Department of Extra-Mural Studies, 2oA Berkeley Square,

Bristol, 8.
The Vale of Wrington, Somerset.
Studies in combined archaeology and documentary evidence of settlement, development, and
land- usage, Iron Age--post-medieval, with special emphasis on the identification of successive
field patterns, from 'Celtic' and Romano-British to post-enclosure.
Fox, H. S. A., Department of Geography, DowningPlace, Cambridge.
The field systems of Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall.
FRANCIS, D. h/I., Department of Welsh Itistory, University Collegeof Wales, Aberystwyth.
Social and economic development of Dewisland, Pembrokeshire, c. I66o-c. i87o.

FraY, J., Department of Extra-Mural Studies, The Queen's University,Belfast, 7.
The agrarian history of north-east Antrim, especially in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
G~NTLE~AN, H., 8 Kirkstall Drive, Alt Road, Formby, Lancashire.
Some aspects of the agricultural geography of a transect across Warwickshire in the midnineteenth century.
Gmr~LLL M. J., Department of Geography, Birkbeck College,Malet Street, London, W.C.I.
The agricultural geography of west Hertfordshire, i6oo-i87o.
GRACE, D. R., Nuffield College, Oxford.
Development of the agricultural implement and machinery in dustry in Britain, x8oo-I 9 x4.
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G ~ T , A., Faculty of Modern History, Oxford University.
The higher nobility of Scotland and their estates, e. z37I-x424 .
Gum,r~Y, Miss C., Somerville College, Oxford.
The effect of the wars of William's and Anne's reigns on sales of land by the English gentry.
Gua~Y, Miss R., Department of Geography, QueenMary College, The University of London.
Population trends in the Peak district of Derbyshire in the nineteenth century.
HaLLA~, Professor H. E., Department of History, The University of Western Australia.
Agrarian history of England and Wales before I35o.

t-laa~, J., Bedford College, London, N.W.L
Aspects of the rural economy of fifteenth-century Wiltshire.
HARLEY,J. B., Department of Geography, The University of Exeter.
The evaluation of early maps as sources for agrarian history.

HARRIS, A., Department of Geography, Tlle University, Hull.
Field systems in east Yorkshire.
Rabbit warrens in east Yorkshire.
I4_a~is, Miss R. J., Girton College, Cambridge.
Game laws in the nineteenth century, with special reference to East Anglia.
HARRISOn, B. J. D., Department of Adult Education, The University, Leeds.
Settlement and field systems in the North Riding of Yorkshire.
HavausoN, C. J., Department of History, The University, Keele, Staffordshire.
The Paget estates of Cannock and Rugeley in the sixteenth century.
I-IaavEY, J. C., 3_0 Western Avenue, Brigg, Lincolnshire.
Field systems in the West Riding of Yorkshire.
t-IaRvv.Y,P. D. A., Department of History, The University, Southampton.
The form and development of manorial accounts.
The heaping of medieval corn measures.
Aspects of Bedfordshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, and Oxfordshire
agrarian history, z35o-I5oo (for The Agrarian History of Englancl).
HARWY, Miss S. P. J., Girton College, Cambridge.
The economic and tenurial position of various classes in the late eleventh century, chiefly in
Domesday Book.
The Domesday ploughland.
HATCHER,M. J., Eliot College, The University, Canterbury, Kent.
The agrarian history of south-west England, c. 9oo-15oo.
HAY, J. R. (See under R. G. WILSON.)
HEATON, D. A., The University, Canterbury, Kent.
The administration of the Dean and Chapter of Canterbury's estates in the seventeenth
century.
HELLIER,MiSS R., e3 South Grange Road, Ripon, Yorkshire.
The agricultural history of the liberty of Ripon.
Parliamentary enclosures in the Ripon area.
The agricultural activities of Fountains Abbey, with particular reference to the granges and
other holdings in the Ripon area.
HENSTOCK,A. J. M., Nottinghamshire Record Office, High Pavement, Nottingham.
The cheese-factory movement in Derbyshire and North Staffordshire, I87o-19oo.
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HEy, D. G., Department of English Local History, The University,Leicester.
Myddle (Shropshire) in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
South Yorkshire rural communities, especially 166o-19oo.
The craftsman-farmer.
HIQCS, J. W. Y., Exeter College, Oxford.
Joint~editor (with G. E. Mingay), The Agrarian History of England, vI, I75O-185o.
HIQHAM,Mrs M. C., z48 VictoriaRoad, Padiham, Burnley, Lancashire.
The historical geography of the Bowland area of the West Riding of Yorkshire, with particular
emphasis on early agriculture and settlement patterns.
HILTON,Professor R. H., Schoolof History, The University,Birmingham, I5.
Peasant movements in medieval Europe.
Agrarian history of the west Midlands before 15oo.
HOLDEmX~SS,B. A., Departmentof EconomicHistory, The University, Sheffield.
Fixed capital formation in British agriculture, c. 175o-187o.
The northern agricultural labourer, 173o-19oo.
The agricultural development of the Lincolnshire Wolds and neighbourhood, 17oo-185o.
The wealth of agricultural communities in England as evinced by probate inventories.
HOLLA~U~,D., 4 Laburnum Road, Balby, Doncaster.
The replanning and rebuilding of estate villages during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
with special reference to northern and eastern England.
The history of the south Yorkshire landscape.
I-IOOPER,M. D., MonkswoodExperimentalStation, Abbots Ripton, Huntingdonshire.
Historical ecology, especially of hedgerows.
Effects of land drainage.
HORN,Mrs P. L. R., Grey Roofs, ~~ Harwe!lRoad, Sutton Courtenay,Abingdon, Buckinghamshire.
Biography of Joseph Arch.
Agricultural labourers' trade unionism in four Midland counties, 186o-19oo.
HosKINS, Professor W. G., 2 Lyndhurst Road, Exeter, Devon.
English harvests, IO86-I8OO.
Economic and social history of England in the sixteenth century.
HOWELLS,B. E., Departmentof Welsh History, University Collegeof Wales, Aberystwyth.
The agrarian development of south-west Wales since the Act of Union.
HucI~S, Miss M., Department of Geography, The University, Liverpool.
English local cartographers in the sixteenth century.
HULL,P. L., County Archivist, Cornwall County Record Office, County Hall, Truro.
An edition of the Caption of Seisin of the Duchy of Cornwall, 1337.
HUNT, E. H., Department of Economic and Social History, The Queen's University, Belfast, 7.
Agricultural labour, I7oo-I9I 4.
HUZEL,~[. P., The University, Canterbury, Kent.
Poverty and population under the Old Poor Law.
JENNINCS,B., Department of Adult Education, The University, Leeds, 2.
History of the Upper Calder Valley (West Riding).
Jo~N, Professor A. H., London School of Economics,Aldwych, London, W.C.z.
The Agrarian History of England, vI: ch. II. The Market for Agricultural Output; ch. III. International Trade, and methods of distribution; Statistical appendix.
Jo~s, A., Departmentof Geography, The University, Southampton.
Peasant holdings and rents in Bedfordshire in the later Middle Ages.
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JONES, E. L., Dept. of Economics, North-Western University, z922 Sheridan Road, Evanston,

Illi~,ois 6o2ox, U.S.A.
The Agrarian History of England, vI: (with E. J. T. Collins)--Agricultural servicing and processing industries, 175o-185o; the contribution of agriculture to economic development,
175o-185o.
JONES, G. R. J., Department of Geography, University o/Leeds.
Rural settlement in Wales and the parallel implications for early settlement in England.
JONES, Miss N. C., The National Library of Wales, Aberystwyth.
Cardiganshire Society, 16oo-1858, as depicted in the county's probate records.
KAIN, R. J. P., Department of Geography, University College, GowerStreet, London, W.C.I.
The tithe surveys of Kent.
I~NNEDY, MiSS M. J. 0., 5 Golden Yard. London, N.W. 3.
The Ministers' Accounts for Burstwick in Holderness in the fourteenth century.
KE'RNTI~ALER,E. A., 82 Pine Hill, Epsom, Surrey.
Agriculture and landownership in Surrey, 175o-185o.
KEI~SHAW,I., Department of History, The University, Manchester.
The economy of Bolton Priory (Yorkshire) in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
Agrarian history of the North of England, 135o-15oo (for The Agrarian History of England, in).
I~w, J. E., HarIow Technical College,Essex.
The land market and its social and economic effects in Devon, the Home Counties, and Yorkshire, 15o9-1558.
KING, E. J., Department of History, The University, Sheffield, zo.
Agrarian history of the East Midlands, c. 135°-15 °0 (for The Agrarian History of England, ni).
Landholding families in Northamptonshire during the Middle Ages.
KLEMEN, J. K., H Gay Street, Bath, Somerset.
Kentish agriculture in the nineteenth century.
LAws, J. H., The University, Canterbury, Kent.
Aspects of agricultural labour in Kent, 185o-96.
LAWTON, R., Department of Geography, The University, z2 Abercromby Square, Liverpool, 7.
Rural population changes and mobility in nineteenth-century Britain.
The changing landscape of Britain, 17oo-1914.
LAXTON,P., Department of Geography, The University, z2 Abercromby Square, Liverpool, 7.
The rural landscape of Berkshire in the eighteenth century.
The rural landscape of Lancashire before 185o.
LINDSAY,J. M., Department of Geography, The University, High School Yards, Edinburgh.
Forest land use in Argyll and Perthshire, 17oo-18oo.
LOKEHURST,Miss C. T., Departmentof Geography,Birhbeck College,Malet Street, London, W.C.~.
The Stour marshes: their changing land use since 175o.
McKINLEY, R. A., Department of English Local History, The University,Leicester.
The distribution and origins of surnames in medieval Norfolk and Suffolk.
MARSHALL,J. D., Department of History, The University of Lancaster.
The decline of the yeomanry in the Lake Counties.
The social structure of rural Lakeland, from the seventeenth to the twentieth century.
Social effects of farm service.
Migration from the countryside in the north-west, using demographic data and surnames.
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MASON, Mrs K. M., Reynard Ing, Ilkley, Yorkshire.
The history of Lancashire cheeses.
The history of Lothersdale (Craven) (with K. Wilson).
MEAD, Professor W. R., University College, Gower Street, London, W.C.x.
A ridge and furrow map of south-east England.
A new translation of Peter Kalm's Journey in England on his way to America, 1748.
MEREDITH,Miss R., 67 Kingfield Road, Sheffield.
Hathersage (Derbyshire): landholding, fields, and rural life, post 15oo.
MILLET, D. T., University College, Oxford.
Little Domesday recast; a geographical rearrangement and social analysis with the use of a
computer.
MINCHINTON,Professor W., Department of Economic History, The University, Exeter.
The 18Ol crop returns for Devon and Cornwall.
MINGAY,Professor G. E., The University, Canterbury, Kent.
The gentry, from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century.
Rural social structure in the nineteenth century.
MORGAN, D. H., Centre for the Study of Social History, Warwick University, Coventry.
Harvesters in nineteenth-century England, with particular reference to Oxford, Berkshire, and
Buckinghamshire, i84o-i9oo.
Mom~is, B. E., The University, Canterbury, Kent.
Late medieval agrarian history.
Mora~ISSEY,M. J., Department of Economic History, The University, Exeter.
Agricultural legislation, 1918-39.
Agricultural marketing, 1931-39.
MORTON-THoIa'E, A. M., .9 Little Wood Drive, Gleadless, Sheffield, x2.
Derbyshire families, 164o-60.
MOXON, C. J. W., Balliol College, Oxford.
Ashby de ]a Zouch: a social and economic survey of a market town.
MUN~¥, L. M., z6 Carisbrooke Road, Cambridge.
The history of the Hertfordshire landscape.
MURRAr, J. L., Keble College, Offord.
The changing social geography of rural Cheshire and adjacent parts of north Shropshire and
Flintshire.
NEALE, F. A., The Knoll, Winscombe Ilill, Wiuscombe, Somerset.
Topography of the Mendip Hills.
The Isle of Wedmore, Somerset; field systems and farming, from the thirteenth to the nineteenth century.
See also FOWLER,P. J.
NEESON, Miss J., Centre for the Study of Social History, Warwick University, Coventry.
Custom, common right, and copyhold in Northamptonshire.
NEWMAN, M. D., Department of History, Buchnell University, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania x7837.
Poverty and poor relief in rural Berkshire, 178o-1834.
NICHOLS, H., 7 Church Lane, Costock, Loughborough, Leicestershire.
Early maps of Derbyshire.
NUNN, P., The Polytechnic, Sheffeld, z.
Estate management on some south Yorkshire estates in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
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OLSON, Professor D. J., History Department, Vassor College,Poukeepsie,New York.
The development of the Norfolk estate in Sheffield.
OWXN, A. E. B., 79 Whitwell Way, Coton, Cambridge.
Land drainage and coastal reclamation in Lincolnshire and the Marshland district of Norfolk.
PALLISER,D. M., Department of History, Keele University, Staffordshire.
The history of the Staffordshire landscape.
Staffordshire markets and fairs before 17oo.
PALLISTER,J., 364 WilmslowRoad, Fallowfield,Manchester, x4.
The distribution of settlement in the West Riding, lO66-1377.
PARRY,M. L., Departmentof Geography, The University, High School Yards, Edinburgh.
The fluctuating cultivation fringe of the Lammermuirs, 175o-195o.

PATT~N,JOHN,Schoolof Geography, Man.~aeldRoad, Oxford.
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NOTES AND COMMENTS continuedfrom page 16o.
agricultural historians. These include the
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF
records of the firm of Ruston and Hornsby,
AGRICULTURAL MUSEUMS
The third International Congress of Agri- manufacturers of agricultural machinery;
cultural Museums is to be held in Budapest, records of the firm of William Foster and
Company of Lincoln, agricultural engineers,
whose papers include specifications for threshing machines, chaff cutters, and straw elevators from 1869 onwards; and the archives of
Tinsley and Laverack, auctioneers and valuers,
which include valuations of farms for tenant
right. The Report is available from the
LINCOLNSHIRE AGRICULTURALHISTORY
The current report of the Lincolnshire Ar- Archivist, The Castle, Lincoln, price 4s. post
chives Office lists a number of recently free.
deposited collections that will be of interest to
I9-23 April 1971. The last one was held at
Stuttgart-Hohenheim in 1969. Further details
of the programme can be had from Magyar
Mez6gazdasSgi Mllzeum, Budapest, XIV
Vajdahunyadv~ir, Hungary.
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Book Reviews
E. J. HOBSBAWMand GEORCE RUD~, Captain labourers and their sympathisers did not norSwing. Lawrence and Wishart, 1969. 384 pp. mally want a disruption of the old society, but a
restoration of their rights within it, modest,
7OS,
The aims of this book are clearly stated in the subaltern, but rights" (p. 61). It reveals,
Introduction. "We have tried to describe and equally clearly, why this demand was doomed
analyse the most impressive episode in the to failure.
Part II could have been improved by the
English farm-labourers' long and doomed
struggle against poverty and degradation" addition of several maps of the areas in which
(p. 15); " . . . to describe and analyse an entire the risings took place. The accounts are clear
epoch of the English farm-labourers' history, and vivid but the geographical spread of the
that of the rise and fall of their improvised, movement would have been easier to follow
archaic, spontaneous movements of resistance with the aid of county or regional maps. More
to the full triumph of rural capitalism, in the comment on, and a greater tying in of, the
light of the greatest movement of this kind" maps on pp. 26, 28, and I79 with the text
(pp. 18-19). "The task of this book i s . . . the would also have been useful. Hobsbawm's
difficult o n e . . , of reconstructing the mental chapter which sums up this part is fine. The
world of an anonymous and undocumented riots were essentially a rural and a local phebody of people in order to understand their nomenon; they were concentrated essentially
movements" (p. 12). This description and an- in the region in which cereal farming was comalysis are concerned with the period in which bined with low wages; the poorer counties
"a rural society which was in some senses tra- were the rioting ones; the larger village, conditional, hierarchical, paternalist, and in many taining a higher proportion of village craftsrespects resistant to the full logic of the market, men than the rest, was more likely to riot than
was transformed under the impetus of the the smaller; " . . . we are not entitled to assume
extraordinary agricultural boom (and subse- that religious dissenters initiated, inspired,
quent, though temporary, recessions) into one or led the movement" (p. 186). Difficulties of
in which the cash-nexus prevailed, at least be- drawing firm conclusions are made perfectly
tween farmer and labourer" (p. 15).
clear and the need for further research by local
The book is logically divided into four parts, historians is indicated.
followed by valuable appendices. Part I,
Part III deals with the pattern of the revolt
'Before Swing' (by Hobsbawm), Part II, 'The and discusses the labourers' victims and allies.
Rising' (by Rudd, apart from ch. 9), Part III, It establishes these facts: (1) "the basic aims of
'The Anatomy of Swing' (by Rudd), and Part the labourers were singularly consistent: to
IV, 'Repression and Aftermath' (chapters 13 attain a minimum living wage and to end rural
and 14 by Rudd, 15 by Hobsbawm). Through- unemployment" (p. 195); (z) "the distinctive
out it is a thought-provoking and a challenging hall-mark of'Swing'--even more than arson or
book to read: it is a most difficult book to re- the threatening letter that gave the riots their
view. One finishes reading it and remains un- name--was the breaking of agricultural masatisfied by it. This is an excellent recommenda- chinery" (p. 197); (3) "this was essentially a
tion of it; it has done its job precisely because it labourers' movement with essentially econoshould provoke further work and result in more mic ends" (p. 220); (4) prison and judicial
detailed regional studies.
records, relating to nearly 2,000 persons who
Part I could be expanded into a complete were tried in some thirty counties, fully conshort book. As it stands it forms an essential firm that the rioters were predominantly
introduction to the description and analysis of country labourers (p. 24z); (5) the records sugthe labourers' revolt of 183o-1 which follows; gest that the rioters as a whole were respectable
it helps to make clear why it was that " . . . the and responsible people: " . . . one is struck by
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the frequent reference to the good characters
and high moral qualities of these labourers and
craftsmen (p. 247 ).
Part IV gives an account of the fate of the
1,976 prisoners who were tried by ninety
courts sitting in thirty-four counties. "From no
other protest movement of the kind--from
neither Luddites nor Chartists, nor trade
unionists--was such a bitter price exacted"
(p. 163). The Australian records reveal that
" . . . these men stood out from their fellowconvicts both by the nature of their crime and
by their general respectability and high moral
characters. But there is nothing in their later
careers to suggest that they brought with them
from England any particular ideology, or
political opinions or outlook, that mark them
off from other settlers, whether free or bond,
in the Australian colonies. The tradition of
'Captain Swing' appears to have died with their
conviction and transportation" (p. 279).
One wishes that the final chapter, 'Aftermath' (by Hobsbawm), could have been
doubled in length. Its main purpose is to ask
relevant questions and to indicate the urgency
and necessity of further work on the farmlabourer and his world in the period 183o-7o.
" . . . of all the many gaps in our knowledge of
the farm-labourers' world in the nineteenth
century none is more shocking than our total
ignorance of the forms of agrarian discontent
between the rising of 183o and the emergence
of agricu!tural trade unionism in the early
I87OS" (p. 282). Incendiarism became the
characteristic form of rural unrest after 183o.
Hobsbawm calls this terrorism the "active
response to defeat" and asks whether religion
(dissent) became the passive form: he suggests
that dissenters represented the forces of internal modernization within rural society and
that chapel members, together with members
of the Friendly Societies, created potential
rather than actual activists. To suggest that
the growth of village dissent represents a
passive form of response to the defeat is unhelpful and misleading. The creation, expansion, and maintenance of dissenting chapels
demanded activity, organizing ability, and
courage: to call this religious and social
revival "an escape from, rather than a mobili-
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sation for, social agitation" (p. 29I ) is an
unhelpful approach to further work on this
period. Hobsbawm asks why so long a period
separated the revolt of 183o from the rural
unionism of the 187o's and calls the iltst an
'archaic' and the second a 'modern' movement.
The forms of the two movements were certainly different; were the aims (at village level)
really so different? The labourers in i83o did
not want to disrupt the society of 183o but to
restore their rights within it. The labourers of
the 187o's (at village level) did not want m u c h
more: as in 183o, their aims too were essentially economic. They wanted better pay within
the society of the z87o's--a society which they
had already helped to make sufficiently different from that of 183o by the spread of their selfhelp organizations (chapels, friendly societies,
temperance movements) to be a tolerable
society for men with very modest expectations.
One can regret that their expectations vcere so
modest, that those who remained in the villages (those who had not migrated to towns or
emigrated overseas) could be content with so
little, but we should recognize both that
labourers had done something to create societies of their own within the wider society, and
also that their local rulers had taken effective
steps to buttress up the deferential society
through the creation of village schools. The
village schools, provided by their 'betters', had
been amazingly successful by I87o in helping
to stabilize rural society by reinforcing deference: their important influence is not mentioned in this excellent chapter, but the very
fact that their educational aims were so narrow
made their achievement relatively easy;
pupils learned attitudes and modest expectations rather than the three Rs; these lessons did
affect their future behaviour as adults.
The only errors I have found concern Lincolnshire. The authors underestimate the extent of arson here: between mid-November
183o and mid-March 1831 they counted
twenty-eight fires (p. 167); over this same
period forty-three are in fact reported in the
Stamford Mercury. (Others are mentioned, but
not located, in the Reward notice issued by the
Magistrates for the Parts of Lindsey on
I December 183o (Stamford Mercury, 3.xii.
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183o).) Nor is it true that no threshing machines were destroyed. In the same period
four such destructions are reported--one at
Barrow on Humber (where a farmer destroyed
his own machines whilst his stacks were still
ablaze), others near Grantham, at Moulton,
and at Kirton Meers. At this time some landowners advised their tenants to discontinue the
use of machines. ("Sir Gilbert H e a t h c o t e . . .
h a s . . , expressed his wish that his tenants shall
not any longer use thrashing-machines."-Stamford Mercury, 26.xi.i83o. ) Such advice
was apparently acted upon: the Stamford
Mercury reports the markets scantily supplied
with wheat with the consequence of very high
prices--"approaching a famine price"--with
the comment that the price " . . . would not have
advanced so early but for the general disuse of
the machine, owing to the alarm that has been
produced by tumultuous assemblages, and the
spread of incendiarism through the county.
This has induced some landlords to interdict
the use of them upon their estates"--(Stamford Mercury, 7.i.I83I). Of "tumultuous
assemblages" there is little evidence. Three
labourers of Heckington were convicted of an
unlawful assembly " . . . in having met together
with several others and demanded an increase
of wages. They had previously sent the crier
round the town, proclaiming the object of the
meeting by the following handbill: 'Notice is
hereby given to all labourers, to meet upon the
Green at the hour of seven, for to state the
wages here, or else at Sleaford they must
appear; and if no justice there be done, elsewhere then they must run' "--(Stamford
IVlercuTy, I4.i.I83I ).
These are small corrections to suggest; they
make the maps on pp. 199 and 2o2, and
Appendix III, inaccurate as regards Lincolnshire. There are some mistakes in place names.
On p. 168 read Muckton for Monckton, Bourne
for Bowen (and, I suspect, Woolsthorpe for
Wothorpe; but Wothorpe appears as in
Northants on p. 344)- Muckton and Bourne are
mis-spelt again on pages 34° and 350 respectively. One other minor point: I am unconvinced that the labourers had no concern with,
no wish for land for their own use (p. 16). Land
should have been mentioned in chapter 15;
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it was certainly not a demand of the rioters in
183o-1, but some rural labourers did wish for
land in the form of large allotments--it was
vital for cow-keeping and very helpful with
pig-keeping. In Lincolnshire some moves were
made in the period of revolt (and more between 183o and 187o) to provide some allotments for labourers.
The authors of this excellent and challenging book will expect and hope that historians
will add to their findings and perhaps modify
some of their statements. The best way of repaying our debt to Hobsbawm and Rud6 will
be to attempt to follow up their work.
REX C. RUSSELL

FRANK TYRER (ed.), Blundelrs Diary. The

Great Diurnall of Nicholas Blundell of Crosby,
XTOZ-X728. Vol. I, x7o2-I7H. Record
Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, 1968.
vii+35o pp. 63s. to non-members.
Blundelrs Diary has long been known to historians through the printed selections edited
by the Rev. T. E. Gibson in 1895 and more
recently by Margaret Blundell in 1952. Only
with the appearance of the present volume,
however, have we received the promise of the
complete text and a fully annotated edition.
There is much in this diary of the south-west
Lancashire squire Nicholas Blundell, (1669I737), of Little Crosby which is of especial
interest to agricultural historians. Blundell,
after all, was a practising farmer, and his
diary--methodically kept for twenty-six years
--accurately reflects this central concern of its
author. Abundant details, then, are to be found
here, for example, of Blundell's interest in
cattle-rearing and fattening, of the payments he
received for pasturing the animals of others,
and of the purchases and sales he made at
market towns such as Liverpool, Ormskirk,
Preston, and Haslingden.
But Blundell's farming was varied and often
of an improving kind. Coleseed--useful for
cattle cake as well as for oil--was grown on his
estates, as were clover and turnips. Barley, oats,
and wheat, however, were Blundell's principal
crops, but on a much more limited scale peas,
asparagus, and artichokes were also grown in
his well-marled ground. Blundell is known to
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have read books on husbandry, (see pp. 2o4 and
214) , and to have been willing to experiment
with methods recommended there. But although he tried out new crops and methods,
Blundell clearly kept an eye firmly fixed on the
market. "Wheat being now at a good rate," he
wrote, for example, in May 17o9, "I set
threshers at work to thresh all I had" (p. 214).
Much in this diary is of more than local and
passing interest. Valuable information, for instance, can be gleaned here about agricultural
prices and wage-rates, and about the weather,
reports on which Blundell regularly included
in his diary from March 17o9 onwards. The
present well-indexed volume takes the diary
up to the end of I71I. The second and third
instalments--which will complete the project--are to appear within the next four years,
and it is to be hoped that the Record Society of
Lancashire and Cheshire will receive full support for embarking on this ambitious and costly
venture in publishing.
R. C. RICHARDSON

SIR WILLIAM GAVIN,Ninety Years of Family
Farming: Tke Story of Lord Rayleigk's and
Strutt ~ Parker Farms. Hutchinson & Co.,
I967. xi+246 pp. 5os.
The author's association with the Strutts'
highly successful farming enterprises in Essex
began in 19io , and this sober, factual account
is a welcome addition to agricultural histories
covering the past century. After two or more
generations as watermillers at Chelmsford,
John Strutt settled seriously to farming at
Terling, a few miles away, about 172o. It was
another John (i727-1816), Tory M.P. for
Maldon, who built Terling Place, still the
family mansion. The net rental of his Essex
estates in i781 was £3,443 (5,257 acres) and in
I816 was £6,6I 9 (5,835 acres). It was yet
another John (I796-I873), second Lord
Rayleigh, evangelically convinced at twentysix, who left behind some remarkable letters of
183I-z. One of these records his having persuaded the parish vestry to pass five resolutions
encouraging labourers' thrift, eschewing wages
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subsidised from the rates, and binding himself
to give every man "who brings up all his
children to the age of 14 without parish relief,
except in case of sickness, a reward"--three
children £5, four £7, five £1o, six £15, and
seven children £2oi He actively supported
labourers' allotments, and by 1832 twelve
acres had been allocated in holdings of from
8 rods to I acre. Their tenancy agreement--an
early one--is given in full. Of the nine conditions the first and last read: "That the allotments be cultivated by spade husbandry, and
no horses used, without leave, but for the
purposes of carrying on manure and taking off
the crops;" and "That those Occupiers who
manure most and cultivate best their Allotments be entitled to an increased quantity of
land when opportunity offers."
The outstanding figure, however, is the Hon.
Edward Strutt (brother of the third Lord
Rayleigh), who died in 193o. As manager of
the estate, he attacked the acute depression of
the 188o's with phenomenally realistic energy,
personally taking over the farms from the bankrupt tenants, and succeeded, among other
methods, by applying day-to-day costing of
both farming and dairying, and by creating
the internationally renowned Terling herd
which contributed largely to financial recovery.
Precise statistics are afforded for I88z-96 ,
without a break, in a number of tables. The
chapter on the expansion of 1896-I914, with
further detailed tables, includes the dramatic
decision of I9oo to enter the London milk
market, trading as Lord Rayleigh's Dairies
Ltd, until its sale in I929 to the Express Dairy
Co., after which retail dairying was continued
locally. The author is on very firm ground in
describing the effect of the disastrous I9ao's ,
and it is noteworthy that Strutt and Gavin
were the experts whom the Government
selected as their Chief Agricultural Advisers in
the First and Second World Wars respectively.
An earlier chapter gives a balanced account of
the two Fellows of the Royal Society, whose
scientific achievements added so much lustre
to this remarkable family. 1

x For the partnership in the land-agency side, see review of J. Oxley Parker, The Oxley Parker Papers,
from the Letters and Diaries of an EssexFamily of Land Agents ht the Nineteenth Century, 1964, in A.I-1.R.,
xm, 1965, p. 67.
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This is a change from doctoral theses revised
for publishers, and Sir William's experienced
and practical narrative, often enlivened with
personal reminiscences, fills an important gap
in modern agricultural history.
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to recognize its dignity, is a marvel worth
preserving.
The second reason why the book satisfies is
that it is written in a good, strong, and entirely
jargon-free prose. Sociology like any other
F. G. EMMISON
science must have its special phrases to convey
concisely a large body of thought, but socioHAROLD H. MANN, The Social Framework of logical jargon can be tedious. In Dr Mann's
Agriculture: India, Middle East, England, day little of it had been invented, and this, for
ed. Daniel Thorner. Frank Cass, 1968. the general reader, is a relief. To better the lot
xxx+5o2 pp.
of the agriculturist Harold Mann needed to
A book which consists of a collection of essays know the total structure of his life--village
on scientific subjects, written for the most part economics, family structure, inheritance and
in the early years of the century, and with such work patterns, population trends, life expectitles as 'Note on the Diet of Tea Garden t a n c y - a n d without fuss this he set out to
Coolies', 'Calcutta Drink Shops, i9o3-4' , and learn, and sets the results before us as un'Millets in the Middle East' must be taken up fussily. He offended a great many people with
with a slightly sinking feeling. Apart from the the results he obtained. His discovery of acute
fact that it is difficult for one reader to be rural poverty in India was predictable, but his
interested in such a diverse range of topics, the announcement that "necessary, irreclaimable
question arises as to how relevant are views poverty" was the lot of one third of a typical
expressed in a totally different climate of English village in 19o5 was an uncomfortable
opinion, in a sphere of science (agriculture and conclusion for both government and landanimal husbandry chiefly) where vast changes lord.
have since been made, and a great deal of what
His village and urban studies were a pioneerthe author advocated has been taken in hand. ing venture, and in my opinion form the most
The material might be thought dated, and with interesting part of the book. His house-tosome justification.
house study of a Bedford village in 19o5 would
However, there are good reasons why this make most people think twice about casting a
book is both valuable and valid for our time. nostalgic eye back to a cosy, rural past. A
The first is that Dr Harold Mann was a couple with eight children could not be called
personality rare enough to be worth encoun- poor if they had 33s. a week to live on, but of
tering, even posthumously and through his the wage-earning community only 35"5 per
prose. He was a mail of deep compassion cent were able to maintain themselves above
whose scientific mind worked for one end this pitiful level of primary or secondary
only--the betterment of the poor and under- poverty. As the author puts it "during life it is
nourished. Every sentence he writes shows his a weary and continual round of poverty. During
unremitting commitment to the peasant, the childhood, poverty conditions are almost inoutcast, the underdog, and underprivileged. evitable. As a boy grows up there are a few
The questions he set out to answer through his years intermission, till as a young man he has
long dedicated life, mostly in India, were "How two children: then poverty again till these
far is the condition of the rural population im- children grow up, and finally at best, a penuproving, or the reverse? How far are changing rious old age." His studies of Deccan villages,
economic conditions in India affecting rural and of groups of outcastes living on the fringe
life, both in its economic and rural aspects?" of towns, are fascinating, for close statistical
In the present world of Peace Corps and the surveys of communities, in depth and over
like, this does not seem so strange: fix the days a period of time, are not abundant even now.
of the British Raj for a European to concern Always he complains of having to "nibble" at a
himself with every detail of the life of an Indian subject, and asks us to consider his work as a
outeaste, not to save an untouchable soul but "starting point" and one could wish for less
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"range and diversity" of a brilliant mind; and
the book itself could have some of the bittier
chapters pruned without loss; the chapters on
the Tea Industry for instance are repetitive and
not very enlightening.
Dr Mann's early chapters are filled with hope
and enthusiasm--irrigation, artificial manure,
careful capital investment, co-operative techniques, an identification with the peasant community and the working outwards from such
an understanding--these would revolutionize
the village economy of India, "break the vicious
circle of listlessness, low production, and
squalor, leading to further listlessness, low
production, and squalor." The later essays,
however, show a growing despondency. In
spite of schemes like 'The Servants of Rural
India', Local Development Associations, cooperative farming projects, and Gandhi,
India's peasants stayed poor and sickly. And
this is the strange, sad part of the book; that a
man of such perception could write that "an
excess of population" could be "of great advantage in the rehabilitation of the country."
All his work in increasing food supplies, improving sanitation, and generally raising the
standard of living, was to be cancelled out by
the appearance of millions of extra mouths to
feed. Dr Mann was one of many who ignored
the threat which has become a present, appalling catastrophe. But his book remains a source
of a great deal of information, and an inspiring
example of a lifetime's work for others. It
cannot help but interest anyone concerned
with people--how they live, how they till,
apportion, and pass on their land--and in a
great part of the world, starve.
IRIS MACFARLANE
W. S. VUClNICH, The Peasant in NineteenthCentury Russia. Stanford U.P. and Oxford
U.P., 1968. xx+3I 4 pp. 8is.
This is a collection of papers given at a conference held at Stanford in December 1966.
It covers a wide, though not exhaustive, range
of subjects, the common theme, running
through all the papers, being that of the
'separateness' of peasant society within the
broader society. This point is excellently made
by Professor Riazanovsky in his concluding
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comments. Papers by Professors Petrovich and
Fanger on 'The Peasant in Nineteenth-Century Histography' and 'The Peasant and
Literature', respectively--reviewing the attitudes to the peasantry from the 'outside' so to
speak--emphasize how the Russian intelligentsia never really understood the peasants
themselves. The lack of adequate sources,
mentioned by more than one contributor,
makes the task of the modern scholar doubly
difficult. In view of this the book as a whole
makes a valuable contribution to our understanding of the Russian Peasant and how the
Soviet State has inherited the 'Peasant
Problem'.
Other papers examine the peasant as soldier
and factory worker, and his attitude to religion.
There is also a detailed study of the emancipation. To the agricultural historian, however,
perhaps two papers are of particular interest.
They are Miss Matossian's 'The Peasant
Way of Life', and Professor Watters's discussion of 'The Peasant and the Village Commune'.
Miss Matossian discusses peasant life on
the eve of emancipation: examining settlement
patterns, housing, economic organization,
dress, diet, and the family. Despite her rather
narrow range of sources, she presents the
material in a detailed and imaginative way.
She closes with a description of her idea of a
'typical peasant family', their everyday life,
birth, marriage, death. In doing so she appears
at times to be idealizing the peasant--a mistake
she professes to avoid. One or two points of
fact are also in question. She suggests that bear
meat, like hare, was taboo. This was not the
case. Bear meat was eaten even though it was
discouraged by the church. She claims also
that the term promysel referred exclusively to
the manufacture of goods for the market,
whereas in fact it was used much more widely
than that, embracing almost all forms of offfarm occupations. Despite such minor disagreements, hers is a most informative paper,
managing to bring the peasant to life.
Professor Watters, tackling that most difficult of subjects--the commune, presents a
thorough and informative paper. He describes
the characteristics of the commune, its history,
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land purchase, and land tenure classifications.
At times, however, he is apparently unclear
over points he is trying to explain. For instance,
he uses the words 'mir' and 'obshchina' independently implying that they refer to different
phenomena. If they were different this should
be explained and justified. If they were the
same why use two words? And why retain the
Russian? To the non-specialist or reader who
does not know Russian this only serves to
confuse. There is reason to believe that 'mir'
and 'obshchina' were two words for the same
thing, the former used by peasants and the
latter by outsiders. As such they reflect
different points of view. Professor Watters
makes no mention of this.
The habit of avoiding English terms and
using Russian ones is common to all the contributors. This is all very well at a specialist
conference but in a work intended for a more
general audience the practice is merely confusing. Another practical criticism is that all the
footnotes are placed together at the end of the
book. This makes reference awkward and appears to serve no useful purpose. It is unfortunate that these points should detract from a
work of a generally high standard of scholarship.
R. MUNTING
GEORC VON BELOW, Geschichte der deutschen

Landwirtschaft des Mittelalters, in ihren
Grundziigen, aus dem hinterlassenen Manuskript, herausgegeben yon Friedrich Liitge.
2nd edn. Gustav Fischer Verlag, Stuttgart,
1966. v i i i + I I 4 pp. DM.24.
This incomplete manuscript of Professor
Below, who died in 1927, was found among his
papers and first published by Professor Liitge
in 1937 . Below wrote it some years before his
death, intending it as the first part of a general
textbook on the German economy. But his
main interests did not really lie in the writing of
summary outlines and the work was set aside.
Nevertheless, this fragment covering the
Middle Ages was sufficiently complete in itself
to be worth publication. It was printed without alteration beyond a few additions in footnotes to make the references clear, and to bring
them up to date. This second edition is a photo-
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graphic copy of that of 1937 and no attempt has
been made to add to the bibliography beyond
that date.
It is instructive and chastening to read the
considered judgments of an earlier generation
of historians, for we still work over the same
problems. There are many arguments in this
book--e.g, that German society originated in
free communities; that the first German settlers began life in villages--which do not find
support among historians at present. But every
now and then Below draws attention to a fact
or a relationship, which has been forgotten in
the interim, and which lights up the scene
afresh. Professor Lfitge's footnotes pointed out
some of the matters on which he and his contemporaries disagreed with Below in 1937, and
it is remarkable to see how little viewpoints
have changed since then. Historians of the last
three decades maintain a surprising unity on
the principal issues; recent research has added
to our knowledge of local eccentricity but has
only served to underline the continuing validity
of their first conclusions.
JOAN THIRSK

HANS-JORGEN SCHMITZ, Faktoren der Preisbildung fiir Getreide und Wein in der Zeit yon
8oo bis i35o. Gustav Fischer Verlag, Stuttgart, 1968. 134 pp. DM.38.
This slim monograph originated in the work of
a seminar which analysed the economic information in the chronicles of a monk, Reiner
of Ltittich, for the years 1194-123o. It led on
to a wider search for similar information in
other early writings printed in the Monumenta
Germaniae Historica. The results presented
here include all references to grain and wine
production, starting in 800 and continuing to
135o. They include not only exact statements
about prices and the quality of the harvests, but
also contemporary evidence on other factors
affecting prices, such as weather, war, the overseas trade in grain in years of shortage, the
speculative activities of merchants, and municipal and governmental attempts at controlling
prices. The chronicle of Reiner of Ltittich gives
the only continuous series of comments on
prices and harvests and these are tabulated and
presented in graphs on pages 8o-91 ; the detail
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taken from the chronicle of another ecclesiastic,
possibly an abbot, called Mankon, and relating
to Friesland is set out on pages 9i-3. In view
of the paucity of information on food prices before the thirteenth century, this is an instructive exercise though the information that it
yields is necessarily fragmentary.
JOANTHIRSK
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HELMUT BREUER,Die

Maas als Schiffahrtsweg.
Aachener Geographische Arbeiten, Heft I,
1969. Franz Steiner Verlag GmbH: Wiesbaden. 315 pp, 23 diagrams, 4 illustrations,
57 tables. DM.16.
Dr H. Breuer's brilliant exposition of the history and geography of the Meuse navigation
begins with an account of this strange river,
with its long, narrow, meridional basin, rising
in the Plateau de Langres and reaching the
North Sea at the mouths of the Rhine. It continues with an estimate of its importance at all
periods of history and a prognostic. Because
it runs north and south and because it can be
linked by canals to the Paris Basin and the
Rhine, individual sections have played a local
role in trade. Dr Breuer's account shows in
detail its importance in mineral and bulk trade
but he has paid little attention to the trade in
agricultural materials and fertilizers. It is a
pity that they figure mainly as 'other items' in
the statistics quoted, though proper emphasis
is given to artificial fertilizers in recent times.
A student of agricultural history would, however, find much essential background material
in this finely constructed book with its many
maps, diagrams, and tables.
D. I. DAVIS
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J. W. GoucH, The Rise of the Entrepreneur.
Batsford, 1969. 326 pp. Sos.
Although Mr Gough feels that Professor J. U.
Nef's description of industrial expansion between i54o and 164o as more 'revolutionary'
than that of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is an exaggeration, he does
perceive a very broad advance in business
organization and technology during the earlier
period. Many of the developments took place
in the extractive industries, for at the start of
the period Britain lagged in industrial technique behind ancient mining and metal-working areas of Flanders and southern Germany.
From these areas entrepreneurs and technologists came to exploit the Wealden iron and
glass or the Cumberland copper of the frontier
land of Britain, just as a little later Dutch entrepreneurs spread to even newer frontiers
within Europe from the Pontine marshes to
the Swedish metal mines. Strictly agricultural
enterprises about which Mr Gough has something to say are Vermuyden's fen drainage, and,
to a lesser extent, Britain's large-scale sheep
farming. He also examines the cloth industry,
the one major agricultural processing industry
then organized in large units. Mr Gough treats
only a few entrepreneurs biographically. More
commonly he sets their activities within his
accounts of the industries which engaged their
attention--the book is indeed divided into industry-by-industry chapters. The sources used
on Tudor and early Stuart enterprises are
numerous and up to date, and altogether the
book represents a detailed source of reference
on industry at that period.
E. L. JONES

Shorter Notices
culture of Oxfordshire (1813). David and
Marshall's Rural Economy of the West of
England (1796). A Reprint of the Rural
Charles. I969. 362 pp. £5 5s.
Economy of the West of England including Every local agricultural study takes as its startDevonshire and parts of Somersetshire, Dor- ing point the General View of the Agriculture
setshire, and Cornwall, by William Nlarshall. of the county concerned. David and Charles's
2 vols. David arid Charles, 197o. 332+388
pp. £8 8s.
William Marshall's survey of the west of
England was published not long after the
Board of Agriculture had taken a decision to
commission its own general views of agriculture on a county basis. It was fortunate that
William Marshall's plan was then so far advanced that he did not contemplate abandon..ing it. His Rural Economiesof different regions
of England are deemed in many ways superior
to those of the writers for the Board of Agriculture. They certainly adopt a system of
analysis which is more congenial to present-day
historians. He had a strong sense of the distinctive qualities of natural regions, and considered it an absurdity that a farming survey
should be divided by counties. The wisdom of
this has become ever more apparent, even
though, for reasons of practical expediency, the
county boundary still has to be used frequently
to delimit research. The reprinting of these
volumes on the west of England will be warmly
welcomed by historians, though they will
blench at the price.

decision to reprint them all is of the greatest
importance to agrarian historians. The volumes
are too familiar to readers of this I~.vlEw to call
for further description. Suffice it to say that the
reprints reproduce the originals, including the
valuable maps and engravings (though the
order of these has been slightly rearranged),
and we are promised at the end a new work that
will offer critical comments on the whole series.

W. PITT, General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Worcester (1813). David and
Charles, 1969. 428 pp. £5 5s.; CHARLES
VANCOUVER,General View of the Agriculture
of the County of Devon (18o8). 1969. 480 pp.
£5 5s. ; JorlN HOLT,GeneralViewof the Agriculture of the County of Lancaster (1795).
1969. 240 PP. £4 4s.; ARTHURYOUNC,

Mr Stratton has set out the material presented
by Thomas Baker in Records of the Seasons,

EDWARD MOOR, Suffolk Words and Phrases
(1823). David and Charles, 197o. 526 pp.
£5 5s.
Despite the fact that Moor's work was a quarry
for Joseph Wright when compiling his English
Dialect Dictionary, it still has value in its own
right, for its explanations of words are discursive and anecdotal. This consideration has
prompted the printing of a new edition. It
is, of course, full of agricultural dialect words,
with information on the same or similar terms
used in other counties. Stanley Ellis adds an
appreciative introduction.

J. M. STRATTON,Agricultural Records, A.D.
22o-r968. John Baker, 1969. 204 pp. 5os.

General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Norfolk (18o4). 1969. 53z PP. £5 5s.;
ARTHURYOUNO, General View of the Agriculture of the County of Lincolnshire (1813).

Prices of Agricultural Produce, and Phenomena
observed in the British Isles in a summarized
form, and added further material including
some long-ish surveys from The Times to bring
the record after 1912 up to date.
G. C. BRODRICK, English Land and English

197o. 49 ° PP. £5 5s.; ARTHm,'. ¥OUNC,

Landlords. An Enquiry hzto the Orighz and
Character of the English Landed System, with
Proposalsfor its Reform (1881). David and
Charles, 1968.604 pp. 75s.

General Viewof the Agriculture of the County This is a welcome addition to the library of
of Suffolk (1813). 1969. 43z PP. £5 5s.; nineteenth-century reprints. At a time of great
ARTrlUR YOUNC, General View of the Agri- heart-searching by politicians and agri181
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culturalists, Brodrick attempted to explain the
state of the English landed system by means of
a historical survey going back to the AngloSaxon period. As the author of earlier essays on
'The Law and Custom of Primogeniture' and
'Local Government in England' he set the
problem in a wide context. His book therefore

L e t t e r to
MABAM,--Your illustrated article 'Harvesting
by the Gauls' was most interesting. The
machine appears to be neither a combine harvester nor even a binder but simply an ear
remover. It had no moving parts except the
wheels. The principle of the thing appears to
have been that the machine was pivoted on the
axle, and the man behind the machine kept the
pointers at such a level that they entered the
crop just below the level of the ears. These
pointers separated the crop and guided the
heads on the straw down the openings until
they reached a knife, probably a fixed 'v'
shaped one at the end. To cut these heads off
the machine depended on its forward action
and the holding power of the roots in the
ground. This is where the thing would fail. If
it was a wet season the roots would pull out of
the ground before the heads were cut off. Some
assistance was given by the pressure of other
heads coming down the channels, but as is
seen in the drawing, a man had to walk backwards, in front, pushing the heads against and
over the knives, with a wide ended tool.
!,
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contains a number of useful analyses, including
a chapter on foreign systems of land tenure,
based on the foreign office reports of 1869-7o,
a sununary table dividing landowners into
classes, completed for him by Bateman, and an
appendix of tables on agricultural exports and
prices.

the Editor
The heads I suppose were collected on the
larger sheet and every so often put off on to the
ground or put into a cart. Perhaps the divider
in front of the wheel on the right was lifted off
and the heads raked to the right clear of the uncut crop.
Obviously it was a wealthy man's tool and
when it did work was very labour saving in the
field. But it shows how poor the crops must
have been in those days compared with ours
today for in our sort of crops it would not have
moved a yard, blocking up straight away; it
only could have worked in a very thin crop.
Was the curious thing beneath the horses
mouth a spare sickle hung on the machine in
case it broke down, or was it something to stop
the horse lowering its head to eat the crop ?
The comment by E. Esperandiu about the
man "guiding two animals," does not seem to
apply unless he thought each shaft went to a
separate animal.
E. A. POCOCK
WINDMILL FARM,
CLANFIELD, OXON.

Cambridge University Press Library Edition

The History and Social
Influence of the Potato
R. N. SALAMAN
' I t is n o t the least astonishing that D r Salaman should have written a great and
erudite volume on the potato. W h a t is astonishing is that a factor of such
importance in the diet and experience of Western man should not have been the
subject of such a volume long ago. The history of this root, apart from its
overwhelming significance in problems of population and economics and its bearing
upon the future of this island race, is romantic, surprising and even mystical. F r o m
the green terrors of a Bolivian forest to the stern realities of life in I r e l a n d . . . the
story of the potato is to be traced through a diversity of cultures, rituals, tragedies
and historical e v e n t s . . , this work has three of those qualities which make any book
readable--enthusiasm, the gift of presenting history with a firm yet lively touch, and
an orderly deployment of knowledge.' Spectator

£8 net

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Reprint of
The First Edition
of the One Inch
Ordnance Survey
In collaboration with the Ordnance
Survey, David & Charles are producing
a facsimile reprint in 97 sheets, edited
by Dr J. B. Harley, who has provided
introductory notes for each sheet. The
maps are available in two forms: fiat or
folded, at 15s. each. Sheets already published are shown by the shading on the
map opposite, and publication of the remaining sheets will be completed early
in 1971. A prospectus is available.

David & Charles
NEWTON ABBOT

DEVON
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The Spade
in Northern and Atlantic
Europe
ESSAYS ON CULTIVATING,

PARING-AND-BURNING

AND PEAT-CUTTING

SPADES

Contributions range in time from prehistoric to modern.

Edited by ALAN GAILEY and ALEXANDER FENTON
Published by Ulster Folk Museum, and Institute of Irish Studies,
Queen's University, Belfast.
Available (£1.8o incl. postage) from Ulster Folk Museum, Cultra Manor,
Holywood, County Down, Northern Ireland.

257 PP.

85 line drawings

33 plates

The museum also publishes ULSTER F O L K L I F E annually; it regularly contains articles of direct concern to agricultural historians. Volume 15-16 (i 969 and
i97 o) contains articles on common fields and enclosures in county Down, Irish
corn-drying kilns, corn mills, historical notes on the use of turf (peat) for fuel in
Ireland, and vernacular architecture in Ireland and Scotland. Annual subscription £0.75. Vol. I5-I6 (double size) £1.50.
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